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A none-too-subtle

prophecy about
the future of
loudspeakers.

U.S. Retail
$995 -$2,195 per pair

;
Never before have speakers this affordable played true
to the standards estahlislied hy their more costly
brethren, producing asound that is, well, arevelation.
Introducing the Revelation Series music and
home theatre loudspeakers from Hales Design Group.
Four models, including adedicated center channel,
faithfully travel that narrow road of performance, quality
and value—all Hales trademarks—all in equal measure.
While you will have to visit your authorized Hales dealer,
you won't have to step through the pearly gates to hear
sound this good. And with their down-to-earth price,
the Revelation Series is bound to make even the most
intractable unbeliever change their tune.

Hales
HALES DESIGN GROUP
16812 Gaillard Sirea
Voice: (714)841-6884

fluntalgion Bead, Cal(fornta 92647

Fax: (714) 841-2427 hup://w.v.halesdesigngroup.com

01998 Hales th,u,:n Group All rtglus rewned
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E, o you have another DVD
player?" asked Classic Records'
Michael Hobson. As is usual in
important demonstrations, Murphy's Law
had struck with avengeance. The prototype
Muse IND player Kevin Halverson had
worked on most of the previous night was
refusing to play the DVD Mike had placed
in its tray.
"So what?" you're probably thinking.
"What's the big deal? DVD is just another
video medium awaiting its chance on the
stage of consumer success. What's of more
concern to Stereophile readers is the longpromised DVD-Audio disc."
However, at the time of writing
(Christmas Eve, 1997), the prospects for
DVD-Audio, the putative successor to the
CD, were murky. The industry working
group is bogged down in debate over detail,
and the waters are further clouded by Sony's
and Philips' Super Audio Disc dual-layer
proposal, which combines aDVD-spec data
layer with a"Red Book" CD-standard layer.
What Mike Hobson was about to demo in
Stereophile's listening room was actually
something of more immediate interest a
DVD-Video carrying two channels of audio
data sampled at 96kHz with 24-bit word
depth! This is something that is contained in
the formal DVD-Video specification, but—
other than some Pioneer-produced discs
available only in Japan, and aSara K. album
from Cheslcy that doesn't appear to play on
US-spec I)VT) players —no one has yet
taken any serious steps to exploit this medium for audio data.
We found a Pioneer LD/DVD/CD
combi-player lurking in the Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater office, hooked it up to asystem based on the Thiel CS6 speakers I'm
reviewing for the March issue, and first
dropped in aconventional 44.1kHz/16-bit
Classic Records CD. Considering that the
original recording dated from the mid-'50s,
this was not sound to sneeze at. (While it
had been transferred from the original analog tapes using the Pacific Microsonics
ADC, it was not an HDCD CD.) Then
Mike dropped in aDVD-Video made from
the same master, using aprototype 96kHz
ADC and DVD authoring system developed by Halverson.
Even without glancing at the "96kHz"
legend on the Pioneer player's front panel, it
was immediately obvious to all in the room
Stereophile, February 1998

that something special was happening.
Compared with the CD, there was avitality to the sound we were hearing from the
DVD (which was played back at as close to
the same level as the CD as we could
achieve). Analoglike ease was coupled with
the compression-free dynamics you get
from digital or analog master tape, but never
from CD. Most important, just as when we
compared 96kHz versions of our Rhapsody
in Blue master tapes with the 44.1kHz ones
(see Stenvphile, June '97), there was abetter
sense of pitch differentiation with the higher-sample-rate recording.
We then played an LP cut by Bernie
Grundman and pressed by RTI from the
same master, again matched in level, on my
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv player, a
Sutherland PH-2000 providing the RIAA
EQ and extra gain. (No ticks or pops gave the
game away!) While the LP was preferable to
the CD, it sounded noticeably laid-back and
softened compared with the 96kHz DVD.
Hobson was due to announce Classic
Records' plans for music-carrying DVDVideos at the January Consumer Electronics
Show —we'll carry the news in our March
issue. But what excites me most is that, even
if DVD-Audio ends up stillborn, the existing DVD-Video format already makes a
very nice 96kHz/24-bit carrier.
Am Ibeing pessimistic, talking about
a new audio format being dead before
its launch?
First, we already have the seeds for a
Beta-vs-VHS war, with the Sony/Philips
Super Audio Disc squared off against the
official DVD-Audio Disc. Assuming equal
potential for improved sound quality, my
bet would be on the Sony/Philips proposal: 1) it has the inherent support of two
major software companies; and 2) provided
Sony and Philips are prepared to eat the initial extra mastering and production costs of
atwo-layer disc compared with aCD, it
will allow CD retailers to stock just one
inventory. To aregular CD player, it will
look and play like aCD; to aSuper Audio
Disc player, it will have the sonic advantages of Sony's wide-bandwidth DSD format, coupled with extra channels.
Second, while audiophiles eagerly await
ahigh-quality audio disc, the mass market
is happy with CD. As aresult, the record
industry in general doesn't see the commercial need for a CD replacement —
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It

Atkinson

particularly if it means making betterthan-CD versions of their masters available to any would-be pirate who is prepared to visit arecord store.
The following ideas are wafting
around the DVD-Audio world. First,
record companies are united in wanting to
"watermark" digital recordings in order to
trace pirated versions. Ihad assumed that
this would be in the form of low-rate
data buried in the noise floor. But what if
record companies want this watermarking
of high-quality audio recordings to be
high enough in level and/or frequency to
survive successive digital/analog/digital
conversions? As with CBS's analog
"Copycode" scheme from the late '80s, this
will destroy the very benefit the new medium is intended to offer. Or what if
the music industry decides to offer only a
compressed audio format like DTS or
AC-3 because it offers more robust watermarking opportunities?
Second, while the Pioneer player produced apretty good sound from Classic's
96kHz data, Ireally wanted to hear those
same data decoded by a true high-end
decoder. But what if the record industry,
faced with the prospect of apirate taking that
data straight into adigital audio workstation,
mandates that any hardware manufacturer
wanting to take out alicense to make DVDAudio players has to sign alegally binding
contract agreeing not to provide adigital data
output? Or if they do, that it be restricted
to the CD's 16-bit/44.l kHz format?
The first hi-fi revolution was brought
about almost ahalf-century ago by the LP.
"[My baby] bought me ahi-fi for Christmas.
Now I'm living in Paradise!" sang Chuck
Berry in celebration. The second revolution
was triggered 15 years ago by CD. With
DVD-Audio, we are poised on the verge of
athird paradigm in domestic music reproduction, in which even inexpensive massmarket playback equipment — like that
Pioneer DVD player —will be able to produce sound quality better than the best CD
player. And in which true high-end components working with multiple channels will
give music lovers sound that might approach
that heard in the concert hall. It would be a
crime if we are to be denied it. And it would
be aparadox if it is DVD-Video, courtesy of
Classic's pioneering efforts, that gives us
some of what we want.
3
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
yeais of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.
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ACan,Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACan,Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
. Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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for Speakers
Designer Paul Hales
talks tweeters and
woofers with Robert
Deutsch.
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year running the
Stereophile team
of writers and editors
recommends recordings—
from rock through jazz
and classical—that they
couldn't possibly
live without.
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Rega Planet CD player (John Atkinson)
VVadia Digital 860 CD player (Martin Colloms)
Hales Design Group Revelation Three loudspeaker (Roben Deutsch)
Paradigm Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker (Robert J. Reina)
Graham 2.0 tonearm (Michael Fremer)
Triplanar (Wheaton) V Ultimate tonearm (Michael Fremer)
Hovland tonearm-to-preamplifier cable (Michael Prone)
Precision Interface Technology DIN-to-RCA phono cable (Michael Fremer)
Wilson Benesch Analog moving-coil phono cartridge (Jonathan Scull)
Sonic Frontiers Anthem PRE 1Lpreamplifier (Lonnie Brownell)
Sonic Frontiers Anthem AMP 1power amplifier (Lonnie Brownell)
Sennheiser HD 600 headphones (Wes Phillipc
Musical Fidelity X-CANS headphone amplifier
(Wes Phillips)
Ebony Pyramid footers (Jonathan Scull)
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Clearaudio/Souther TQI tonearm (Michael Fremer)
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HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier (Wes Phillips)

HeadRoom Supreme headphone amplifier
Phi/bp.$)

Stax Lambda Signature headphones (Wes Phillips)
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Sacred Steel, an album documenting one ofAmerica's more unusual indigenous music
traditions, is February's "Recording of the Month." In classical, we tune in to Paul
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ARevelation In
High-End Sound!
"I uvas floored by the Paradigm Active/20
...this is hands down the best sounding
two-way 6-incher I've heard at any
price...highly recommended!" —Core) Greenberg, Audio Magazine

"this particular system is...ten leaps
forward in terms of performance...
destined to become alegend."
—lbws Nousaine, Video Magazine
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We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized

highly advanced Integrated Active Systems

Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience these
stunning Reference Active speaker systems for yourself!

designed to deliver breathtaking high-end sound!
At the heart of these incredible speakers are highly
sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifiers. These
are matched to high precision drive units in aclosed
system that utilizes both active frequency and phase
optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.
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Letters
doubt that the focused, timely, and wellwritten content of your site will not
only make it asuccess, but also avaluable resource for audiophiles the
Internet world over.
Furthermore, Iowe Jon Iverson and
Stereophile abig thank-you for singling
out SoundStage! (www.soundstage.com)
Why not?
—JA
in December's "As We See It." It has
been far more difficult than we could
Maximum understanding
have imagined to create aunique and
Editor:
useful presence in cyberspace, but reIjust picked up Stereophile for the first
time. Ihave a growing collection of cognition like this in your magazine
nearly 2000 CDs, yet Ido not have a makes our efforts all the more rewarding.
Isee 1998 as being abanner year for
great system to hear them on. This is
growth on the Internet, and I'm glad
mostly due to my lack of audio knowledge. Can you recommend abook or that Stereophile will be there with us.
Doug Schneider
web site or any other medium so that I
Publisher, SoundStage!
can understand more about the function
das@sstage.com
of each audio component and what
makes one better than another?
Rodney Duke Welcome to the Net
rodneyl@home.com Editor:
Welcome to the Net from Sydney,
Welcome to the world of high-performance Australia. Just too elated to describe in
words to find out that Stereophile is on
music reproduction, Mr. Duke. The best introthe Internet.
Hien Do
ductory books to this subject are Laura Dearhiendai@s054.aone.net.au
born's Good Sound and Robert Harley's
Complete Guide to High-End Audio.
Both are availablefrom Audio Advisor: (800) Welcome
Editor:
451-5445.
—JA
Welcome! So glad you're finally here!
From the Stereophile site I'm sure we can
Maximum HeadRoom
expect the same quality as in the magaEditor:
zine.
Giovanna Visconti
Iam not agreat proponent of annual
Fidelio@msn.com
awards, but Iwas again impressed by
the professionalism exhibited through
Congratulations
Stereophile's commendable efforts to recognize the worthy achievers (December Editor:
Iwant to congratulate you on agreat'97, p.69). Particularly, I was greatly
pleased to see HeadRoom get such a
fine accolade for amasterful product,
Letters to the Editor should be sent
the Max headphone amplifier. Ihave
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
owned my Max with Sennheiser HD
600s for some six months now, and I
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John
never fail to be impressed by the great
Atkinson, Stereophile Editor@Comp
music it reproduces.
Stuart Smith
userve.com or Letters@stereophile.
stoogina@gto.net.om
com .Unless marked otherwise, all
letters are assumed to be for possible
Wes Phillips used aHeadRoom Max in his
publication. If you have problems
review of the Sennheiser HD 600s elsewhere
with your subscription, address your
in this issue.
—JA
e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
103230.635@Compuserve.com or
Welcome to the Internet!
Customerservice@stereophile.com.
Editor:
Welcome to the Internet! Ihave no

Maximum confusion
Editor:
Why were [the Stereophile] CDs on display in the Georgia O'Keeffe Museum
in Santa Fe?
Rick Figueroa
Jackson, NJ
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looking web site.

Erick Stvindell
CK662@webtnnet

www.stereophile.com —at last!
Editor:
At last the Stereophile site is up, and it's
pretty good, too!
I've read your excellent magazine for
12 years, and Ithink you guys are the
best. (I also used to read Hi-Fi News &
Record Review when JA was its editor
back in the UK.) Keep up the good
work.
Dot Akinola
www.bitlink.com/dot.html
It's about time
Editor:
It's about time you guys got on the
Web. Iabsolutely loved the Stereophile
web site, especially the Voting and
Ranting bits. Now Ineed to check with
my local magazine retailer once a
month and log on the web site once a
week! My most heartfelt congratulations on ajob well done, and for providing audiophiles on the Net with a
web site that is fun to use! Keep it up!
Cary Ang
hifinut@mbox3singnet.comsg
Worth the wait
Editor:
A wonderful site. Worth the wait. I
need much more time to view the intricacies. www.stereophile.com will be a
very active site, one Iplan on visiting
often. Thanks very much, and keep it
up!
Richard S. Foster
Ultimate Audio
nfoster@netcom.ca
Bookmarked
Editor:
Ifound the Stereophile web site informative, fun, and easy to get around. It is
now bookmarked! I've visited your site
—if you have time, check out ours.
John Va/vano
valvano+@pitt.edu
www.pittedu/-va/vano
Looks splendid
Editor:
Just wanted to drop anote and congratulate all of you at Stereophile on your
new web site. Ithink it looks splendid,
9

The horse. the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. Record music on your home deck and play It
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5-inch
MiniDisc. Then take it anywhere you go. and play it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.

SONY

Letters
and, knowing how web sites develop
over time, will only get better! Keep up
the forward thinking!
Dave Duvall
Soundstage!
duvall@redshift.com
Informative, clear, &clean
Editor:
A nice web site: informative, clear and
clean graphics, and easy to download.
Dave Green
davehg@worldnetattnet

Selling back issues may give you more
profit, but why not give some extras to
the readers who love to browse the
Web? Those who read the online magazine may then subscribe to the paper
magazine if they find the reviews to be
both useful and satisfying.
Joyo Loe
@osu.edu

Needs extra value
Editor:
Your magazine is first-rate! Your web
site isn't. Being afan of both surfing the
Web and reading Stereophile, Ifind the
Excellent!
web site pales in comparison: your mag
Editor:
gives accurate informative info; your
Your web site is excellent!
Lyman DeLiguori, Sr web site doesn't. People surfing the Net
Ideligouri@lotus.com expect alittle extra value that they can't
source anywhere else, albeit at no
charge. Iwanted to read the review of
Needs "R2D4"
the PSB Stratus Gold i, but couldn't
Editor:
Congratulations on your new online find it — except to purchase it in aback
Stereophile. Looks good so far. Iwould issue. People visiting the site will get
have liked to have seen acomprehen- bored very quickly and probably won't
Bryan Yakashiro
sive listing of "Records 2Die 4," with a return.
BYakashiro@aotcom
reference to the issue in which each disc
was reviewed.
Joe Terrasi
Slicker'n asnake in Crisco!
joet@newmedia-dist.com
Editor:
The Stereophile web site is slickeen a
Needs "Recommended
snake in Crisco! If you make it atad
Components"
more informative — a few reviews,
Editor:
Ilove the site. How about placing past "Recommended Components," Tellig
"Recommended Components" online, — Ican let my subscription to the paper
magazine lapse!
Louie
or as azipped file for download?
wwoof@netdoorcom
Vincent Barkley
vbarkley@adtech toceaneering.com
Shape up!
Can't find "Recommended
Editor:
The Stereophile web site sucks. Ihope
Components"
you find out more about this medium.
Editor:
The Stereophile web site is the perfect You have to give to get. Don't just hawk
Mike Dowdy
place to have the magazine's "Recom- crap. Shape up.
(former subscriber, now a
mended Components" database online,
newsstand magazine hopper)
but Ican't find it anywhere.
mdowdy@concentric.net
Ralph Byrd
rbyrd@bellatlanticnet
What is your site good for?
Editor:
Needs more content
What is the Stereophile web site good
Editor:
Your web site is great, but I'm sure that for? Just to have apresence on the Web
Ispeak for many audio-surfers when I is utterly useless. You must publish the
ask you to include some Stereophile frill paper version online. Iimagine
reviews, "Records 2Die 4," and "Recom- Stereophile is created digitally to begin
mended Components." (Not the latest with; therefore, aweb version can be
— Iknow you guys have to sell maga- just asmall incremental cost for you.
zines.)
Gregory Terrance You may provide access to "paper" subwwwfrontiernamet/ -gregoryt scribers only requiring user authentication. Anything short of that is adisappointment.
Needs equipment reviews
A premium on the web version is
Editor:
Although the Stereophile web site looks ludicrous. The Internet is afriction-free
great, Ithink that it would be much bet- medium that offers opportunities based
ter if you included equipment reviews. on volume. You have to leverage this
People need information on products. volume and avoid milking it with the
Stereophile, February 1998

high production costs of yesteryear. I
know that it is appealing to try that in
the short run, but it will not work in the
long run. Ithink that Stereophile has a
golden opportunity to see its subscriber
numbers skyrocket worldwide with a
web version. The future (and the present) is digital....
Iwould like to pay the paper subscription rate and have free authenticated access to the same content on the
web site. Or pay asmaller subscription
just to have web access only.
A. Dias
dias@tympani.com
Disappointed
Editor:
Iwas pleasantly surprised to find out that
Stereophile had finally gone online, since
there is areal shortage of Internet sites
about audio equipment. Unfortunately, I
am extremely disappointed. The Stereophile web site is ablatant business enterprise, and Ihad always thought that a
magazine like yours would be motivated by more noble motives, since you
always claim to be such "music purists."
Ireally enjoy the articles in Stereophile,
but Iwould have enjoyed them much
more online for free. Isimply cannot
believe that you don't allow online access
to the content of your back issues, but
instead expect people to order them....
Really nice going, guys...
Pedro Barrel°
Manhattan, NY
PERECUF1@aotcom
Ideas
Editor:
As aStereophile subscriber for the last
five years, Ihave yearned for the day
when you made your publication available electronically. Ihave some ideas to
make the Stereophile web site amore
valuable resource to your readers while
potentially increasing your revenues:
•In order to improve the value of your
classified advertising section, publish it
on your web site with asearch engine. If
you are concerned about losing subscription dollars, make it available only
to registered web users. You could even
charge apremium to have the ads in
both paper and electronic forms.
•Publish all of your past reviews on
your site. Again, charge afee for access
— I'd gladly pay it!
•How about putting some of the actual
recordings you review on your site for a
download? I'm sure the labels would
jump at the chance for this kind of
exposure.
Overall, don't hesitate to make as
much information available on your web
11

site as possible. Don't worry about cannibalizing magazine sales. By improving
access, you'll improve sales overall. I
work for a company that pioneered
commerce via the Web. Our experience
has been that the more you "give away,"
the more you get.
Paul Lave
Address withheld
Suggestions
Editor:
Perhaps Imissed it — other than what
amounts to afew press releases on industry trends, ad after ad, and asearch
engine devoted to selling back issues,
what is it that the Stereophile web site
provides to the audiophile community?
Rather than droning on about what's
wrong with it, Isubmit several positive
suggestions:
•If areview or article is more than six
months old, please provide the full text.
Graphics would be nice, but not essential. If you must charge for your information, provide it electronically for heaven's
sake. These are the 1990s, not the 1890s.
•Provide access to the thousands of
measurements you've made over the
years. You've never attempted to make
comprehensive sense out of them—
perhaps areader might.
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•Get rid of the rant. ft reminds me of
that awful "point/counterpoint" dreck
on TV.
•Shrink the half-page or so you devote
to the online table of contents and the
advertising on every single page.
•Think about frames. This ain't 1995.
Of course, if the purpose of the site is
only to sell advertising, provoke pointless controversy, and sell back issues,
forget Isaid anything.
Bob Trosper
Address withheld by request
Our thanks to everyone for theirfeedback on
wwwstereophilecom Webmasterfon Iverson's
initial strategy for our web site was to base its
content on: an online version of "Industry Update" updated as soon as hot news breaks;
weekly "Vote!" and "Soapbox"features; links
to our writers'favorite sites; and afully searchable database to every equipment report, article,
and record review that had appeared in the
paper magazine since it first appeared in November 1962. But these are early daysfor our
web site—we have to walk before we can run
—and we are sure that its content will evolve
rapidly. To respond to afew specific points:
Mr. Terrasi and Mr. Terrance ask for an
indexfor our "Records 2Die 4"feature to be
available online. While we had massaged the
equipment report andfeature index into online
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databaseformat by the time the site opened on
December 1, the "Record Reviews" (back to
1987), "R2D4," and "Quarter Notes" indices
were scheduled to go online byJanuary 1.
We do have all our measurements archived,
Mr. Trosper, and aseries ofarticles will appear
in the paper magazine attempting to draw
broad conclusions from the data. Istarted this
process by presenting apaper to the 103rd
Audio Engineering Society Convention last
September on what measurements appeared to
best predict aloudspeaker's sound quality.
Yes, Mr. Dias, we agree that, long-term, the
future is digital, and it would be great value U.
readers could access the paper magazine's content online for free. However, the present-day
economics ofpublishing make this impracticable. We do intend to make individual equipment reviews available online as reprints that
the relevant manufacturers can link to, which
will start the process. Regarding "Recommended Components," our plans whether or
not to make the database available online had
not yet been finalized by the time this issue of
the magazine went to press. But if we do
decide to do so, this is not something that you
should expect to appear on the site in the near
future Mr. Terrance, Mr. Byrd, and Mr.
Barkley— the amount ework required is
considerable.
See you all in the bit bucket!
—JA
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Letters
Wading online
Editor:
Now I'm hurt. Audio Trader has long
included alink to Jolui Atkinson on my
links page, which Irecently updated to
reflect the creation of the Stereophile web
page. But you have neglected me.
Clearly this was an oversight and one
you can correct.
Audio Trader, about to celebrate its
third anniversary, can be found at www
teleport.com/- audio/.
Arnold Bates
almuld@teleport.com

and we try to keep it as up-to-date as
possible. Granted, it's not the flashiest
web site, but it is still an excellent source
of info for the connected audiophile.
Plus, we also link to all the other known
audio society pages (with the exception
of afew that are more commercial than
hobbyist). We're going to be upgrading
the site shortly (we hope) to give it a
sexier look, but content-wise it's pretty
complete, we think.
Gene Lyle
Secretary, Audio Society ofMinnesota
Charles.C.Lyle-1@tc.ummedu

Audio resources online

Daffy Divx
Editor:
The November '97 issue of Stereophile
had articles about ascheme called Divx.
Has Daffy Duck gone to work for Circuit City? Or, to paraphrase afamous
quote, "That lamebrained idea could
only have been cooked up by aToon."
John J. Pluta
ler.iqhtstown, NJ

Hi-Fi Resources on the WWW (members.acelcom/Rharaujo/index.html) is
my web site. It may be of interest to
Stereophile readers/surfers.
Richard H. Araujo
Rharaujo@aol.com
Audio societies online
Editor:
Assuming you will have links to audio
society pages on your Stereophile web site,
Irespectfully request the inclusion of
ours. The Audio Society of Minnesota
has one of the most active sites on the
Web — www.wavefront.com/- asm —

What were they thinking?
Editor:
Didn't Wes Phillips institute a"What
Were They Thinking?" award a few
months ago? Ibelieve Wes should bestow an award on Circuit City and their

law-firm cohorts in recognition of their
development of Divx, an incredibly
dumb idea if ever there was one.
In his "The Final Word" (November
'97, p242), LA asks: "Could it be greed?"
that underlies the planned launch of
pay-per-view DVD. As Isee it, it's not
just greed, but GREED! Divx is nothing
more than a blatant, greed-driven
attempt by Circuit City and its law-firm
co-conspirators to seize control of DVD.
Iwish Divx and DVE the speedy and
ignominious end they so richly deserve.
Please give them the award: Wes's size10 shoe delivered swiftly to their fat a—
would also be appreciated.
Walt Thompson
San Jose,CA
'alt_t@rocketmail.com
Divx & piracy paranoia
Editor:
Ithink this Dbnc business is abad idea
—piracy paranoia will ultimately hurt
the industry most by turning off and
penalizing the early adopters, like myself, who have already gone out and
bought DVD players, and who are repulsed by the idea of reducing the great
new format to apay-per-view system.
More important, Iwant to raise one

The magic of Denon Surround Sound componentry is its unique ability to transform
your viewing experience into one so compelling that you actually believe what you are watching is real.
From the no-compromise Dolby DigitalfTHX 5.1 AVR-5600 to the remarkably affordable AVR-600
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, Denon delivers new dimensions to home theater.
Experience Denon Surround Sound and you will instantly discover that what you see is what you hear.
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Letters
small point to the supporters/makers of
Divx: How hard will it be to circumvent
the Divx system with alow-cost Divxdefeating device? Ican imagine someone
building adevice that hooks up to your
home PC to emulate the Divx central
control station. You hook the Divx player to aPC-controlled box of hardware
that can simulate things like telephone
dial tones, ringing, and answering. The
same device can be used to sniff the data
going up and down the telephone lines
during the initial playback period, acting
as an invisible spy on the phone line, and
can later emulate the data conversation
during subsequent "calls."
Such asystem seems technically feasible and pretty easy to construct. Every
measure of security imposes alayer of
inconvenience and undesirability — in a
free-market system, producers must be
very careful not to impede their own
sales.
Agin, Perolli
agim.perolli@swissbank.com

culation implies that 16 trials may not
be close to enough.
Let me draw two parallels. Take the
time and effort to apply ABX testing in
other situations. First, consider testing
for red/green color blindness: Let A be
red, B be green, and show arandom X
that the subject must identify. Second,
imagine avery different test: Imagine
comparing two types of tires for acar.
On the surface, both tests would appear
to permit the ABX method, but that
method is not equally applicable to both.
In the first case, most people can expect near to a100% success rate in telling
whether acolor is red or green — they
can identify correctly with aprobability
near 1. Those of us —myself included —
who are partially color blind would not
do as well; our probability for correct
identification would be lowe4 closer to
0.5. An ABX test here would make afair
test for red/green color blindness; or, if
you like, afair demonstration that, for
most people, red and green are quite difABX —again!
ferent. Note that it does not imply, for
Editor:
people like me, that red and green are the
I'm prompted to write by the recent same. Iknow from experience that Ido
ABX thread in "Letters." In part, it's
not see them as the same; rather, the difamusing: All those getting worked up
ference isn't as vivid for me as for others,
over JA's reference to quantum phe- and so I'm not as good at ABX-style tests.
nomena make quite aspectacle as they
My probability is nearer 0.5, but that
fail to see the forest in question, preferdoes not mean it is 0.5.
ring instead to bang their heads on the
In the second example, we have to
one tree they know best. Those, on the
indulge athought experiment, since no
other hand, who insist that scientific one is likely to put up with 16 successive
experiment is immune from preconcepswaps of two types of tire. Still, if you
tion should reconsider in the light of consider one such test, where the driver
basic statistics — specifically, the meanhas to say whether the car has tires of
ing of a Null Hypothesis. After that,
type A or type B, what do you expect a
some deeper reflection on Type Iand keen driver's probability of success
Type II errors, and perhaps even Baye- would be? And what that of aregular
sian analysis, should do wonders, but commuter, or an occasional driver? It
the simple notion that we must choose
seems likely to me that a"high" probawhich statement we wish to disprove
bility here might be 0.75 or so, not the
should be agood start.
near-1 figure in the first test, even for a
I'll try to keep statistical horrors to a keen driver. For many people, their prominimum, but the Sword has much to
bability could be exactly 0.5 —they are,
say on ABX methods (as might be exin effect, just guessing. Some people will
pected). Icontend that, while propobe able to tell some times, but not others;
nents of ABX may be demonstrating they might have a probability around
something of value, it is far less than 0.6-0.7. The idea is that the difference in
they claim. Their method requires asigtire types is agood deal more subtle than
nificant amount of time to become
the difference between red and green;
familiar with A and B, and then alarge
the driver is forced to make subtle, qualnumber of tests — 16 were suggested by
itative distinctions about bumpiness of
Mr. Carlstrom, et al in December '97
ride, roadholding on corners, etc. Idoubt
(p21) — to draw a conclusion. People
many people would claim that all tires
have already commented on the probare effectively alike, but at the same time,
lem of stress induced in the test taker, the ABX identification of agiven type is
added to that, 16 trials would be arather not an easy thing.
exhausting ordeal (or, if significant rest is
So what happens in this second situaallowed, amajor time sink). Worse, for tion, with lower success probabilities?
something as subtle as adifference in in- The test has been set up with abaseline
terconnect cables, alittle statistical cal(a Null Hypothesis) that the driver can14

not tell the difference — that the probability is 0.5. If, over 16 tests, enough are
successful, then we can conclude that a
statistically significant difference (say, at
the standard 95% level) has been observed — that this particular driver has
shown aprobability greater than 0.5.
But how many trials must come out
correctly for this to happen? For that,
you have to crank some formulae (the
CDF for aBinomial, for those following
along at home). If you do, you'll find
that 11 successes out of 16 is not
enough. The driver must score 12 or
better to prove he or she can tell the difference. (Detail: I'm assuming atwo-tail
test, since aresult of, say, two successes
also indicates asignificant difference, albeit aconfused one.)
So any driver showing less than 12
right answers is adjudged unable to tell
the difference, at least by the ABX
method. In audio, of course, we're supposed to conclude that if enough people
cannot score 12 or better, then the underlying devices must not be different
enough to matter. But 12 right answers in
16 is asuccess rate of 0.75; at least in the
tire example, Isee no reason to believe
anyone but apro could score at that rate;
and even for apro, it's open to question.
So an ABX test has plenty of applications, not least in the color-blindness
context. However, it's much weaker
when differences are subtle and human
detection more error-prone. Ibelieve
the ABX crowd has demonstrated that
differences in, say, amplifiers and cables
are much less vivid than the difference
between red and green. However, any
attempt to stretch that conclusion to a
claim that all amps sound the same is
going too far. If we really wish to allow
for occasional differences, or subtle,
error-prone cues, then we must enlarge
the test, 16 trials is not even close to
enough. But if we have to perform
dozens of trials between asingle pair of
components, haven't we strayed beyond
the point of usefulness?
When Imake my buying decisions,
I've never let the enormous labor required for statistical proof stand in my
way; I
just look for aconvincing, subjective experience that Ican attribute to
the box in question. Twice is agood
start; anyone who regularly listens to
audio gear can tell that asingle positive
or negative experience is no guide.
Three positive listening tests is enough
to get me to part with some moderate
funds. Waiting for 12 successful trials in
16 is ridiculous, and if more than 16 trials are required, Iknow that I'm not
interested in this kind of "proof." If you
Stereophile, February 1998

Ode To Joy!

Beethoven wrote amasterpiece.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as
ogold standard against
which we can confidently
measure the industry's
performance as awhole."
Tom Miller
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

We'll play it for you. Masterfully.
There's music. Then there's music that connects
with the soul. Written with some perspiration
and alot of inspiration, it transcends the
ordinary to become amasterpiece.
That's how we at Rotel feel about hi-fi. The real
joy of owning an audio system is to experience
the pleasure of agreat performance by
reproducing it exactly as the artist intended.
To achieve that excellence, we build our own
custom transfomers, select high grade
components from around the world, and
design the circuits to ensure superb stereo
reproduction. We then check our results with
critical listening, it's apolicy we've
adhered to for nearly forty years and
one for which we've earned hundreds
of international awards and critical acclaim.
There are many choices in audio components.
Few, however, that bring so much joy.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

BIM
Rotel's RT940 Tuner and M97I Integrated Amp
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Jack English
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Letters
Kuhn and his "Philosophy of Science"
and downed it— the drink, that is.
Back from the liquor cabinet, Iread
George Gerhold's letter about the scope
of Heisenberg and his Uncertainty Principle. Bravo! Now here's some fellow
who does understand abit more than
just the cut-and-dried equations. Indeed,
the principle of scientific experimentation that Heisenberg addressed is scalable to many fields of science besides
modern physics. In fact, to some extent,
this is one of the fundamental ideas
behind blind testing: removing apriori
world views from the act of perception.
But... notice an equally fundamental
flaw: the subject must believe that the
conditions for such atest are valid. And,
in fact, blind testing can be invalidated
very simply: the subject may claim that
the electronics/conditions affect his/her
Science vs pleasure
judgment. Bingo! In one simple stateEditor:
The "type" of testing used depends on ment, the whole shebang of the ABX
what you want to find out. "Scientific," folks goes out the window — and
blind, ABX, etc. are fine for discovering proven according to western philosophy,
differences between units and to assess to boot!
Finally, Iskipped over to the dialog
clarity, lack of distortion, and transparency.
The real issue for me is listening plea- between Mr. Tellig and Roy Hall (in
sure and lack of "listener fatigue." This "Sam's Space" and "Manufacturers'
takes long-term use of acomponent, Comments") about getting some bottles
and "blind" testing is irrelevant. The of fine malts. And what do Isee?! Lord
name of acomponent doesn't matter if Almighty, this guy Roy Hall is my kind
you find that you would rather eat or of guy!!! Yes, indeed, Scotch whiskey is
watch TV or go out for awalk than turn indeed the most significant improvement to
on the stereo.
Daniel Seigel digital! Yes, Yes!!! He knows — but then
San Francisco, CA he's British, ain't he? Ilifted my glass
and intellectually kowtowed to him. A
man after my own spirit. (Pun!!!)
ABX testing &whiskey
So, without further ado, Iwould like
Lditoi.
Iread with some amusement the De- to state the Laws of the Worth of Scotch
cember issue's "Letters" column (Vol20 Whiskey and Audio:
No.12). At the same time, Iwas guz- •One glass of fine Scotch whiskey is
zling some good highland single-malt. worth $5k of audio equipment, up to a
limit to be set by the individual. (ImagAhhhh, what alife.
Those good folks from the South Mi- ing sort of goes out the window when
chigan (huh? South??) Woofer and you're horizontal.)
Tweeter Society let you all have it with •The mechanisms of psychoacoustics
their breast-beating about how blind test- are not understood very well. (Okay,
ing this and that. Ithink those good this has nothing to do with Scotch... )
folks take their audio abit too seriously. Corollaries:
1) Champagne has the same effect. In
So, hey, Idrank to that — besides, I
think they sound too much like a fact, it's preferable when listening to
Chopin.
DooDah Parade copycat group.
2) Under the influence of either
Then you got a whole bunch of
would-be Newtons going about Witt- above, ABX testing is invalid because it
genstein and his philosophy of percep- presupposes that the gestalt of interpretation. Yes, Wittgenstein did postulate that tion can be removed from perception,
perception and analysis are separate and and hey... it's kinda hard to even think
thus can be analyzed separately. Hog- about work when I'm trying to relax, no?
3) Under any or no influence, ABX
wash, my friends! Kuhn upended Wittgenstein when he cross-postulated the testing is invalid because it adds more
existence of gestalt at work — therefore, equipment. Philosophically, this invalithe act of perception is subject to apriori dates the test.
4) ABX testing is concerned only
worldviews. Thus, perception and analysis are one and whole. Ilifted my glass to with differences —who cares? Is that go-

want ahi-fi that is reliably, provably different from someone else's, spend your
money on megabuck speaker columns
with more drivers than sense. Any fool
can tell you it's not the same as Joe
Smith's next door just by counting.
Idon't get too upset if Ihave to concede that, some of the time, Ican't tell
the sound of my Conrad-Joluisons from
aRadioShack brick. To my mind, it's
not important that my hi-fi be plainly
and distinctly different from cheaper
ones every time Ilisten to it. The fact
that, at least some small fraction of the
time, it sounds like aheavenly outpouring of sonic bliss, is more than enough
to justify its price.
Mike Lloyd
San Carlos, CA
drmike@dsco.com
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ing to make me enjoy my music better?
These observations are born out of
my own ABX analysis over the years.
Note that Ihave been schooled in physics and wholesale liquor. Those of us
who frequent symphony halls around
the world know what I'm talking about,
eh? One glass of bubbly before and one
more during intermission. At home, of
course, Imust do alike to reach astate of
equilibrium (oh, oh, pun city...) with
The Absohite Sound.
Now then, if the ABX squad wants to
come by my chateau to do some testing,
they are welcome to march right on
down, so long as they schlepp down a
case of some fine stuff. Other than that,
Ithink I'd rather have Roy Hall and Mr.
Tellig down here — Ithink they enjoy
music like Ido.
And hey, this is supposed to be fun, no?
So if Iwant to read physics, I'll read a
journal of physics. Please try to keep all
of those zealots at bay from your "Letters to the Editor." They are abunch of
killjoys who have nothing better to do
in the middle of winter but foist problems on the rest of us. Hmmm ... you
don't think they're lawyers?
Tony Esporma
Irvine, CA
esporma@pacbellnet
Politically correct baloney?
Editor:
Ifinally managed to read an entire
"Astor Place." Yuck! Isum feel sorry for
"Her Audiophile" — or any other man
unfortunate enough to encounter Lisa
Astor, or some other woman with that
big chip on her shoulder. Almost the entire column was packed with verbal
abuse of "her" poor "audiophile" — and,
by obvious extension, of men in general.
Perhaps you've been cowed by the
sexist but politically correct baloney that
has permeated and polluted our culture
— courtesy of the media. My Stereophile
subscription will not be renewed as long
as an "Astor Place" appears in it.
Byron H. Wise
Gainesville, FL
Is audio aguy thing?
Edam:
I'm curious as to what makes audio an
exclusively "male thing" (see Bill Huey's
letter, January '98, p23). Except for prostate cancer and penile implants — no female influence there? — few things are
exclusively male. Especially anything related to music. Not only are there
countless female audio artists, but women
listen to music as well. The male audiophiles Iknow are the first to admit that
17

Letters
their experiences have shown women
have more sensitive ears that allow them
to hear agreater range of nuances on their
high-end systems.
Please don't confuse Lisa Astor's
tongue-in-cheek essays on living with an
audiophile with generalizations about female lack of appreciation for high-end
audio. There are plenty of women who
appreciate good sound, and even understand the electromechanical theory behind it. It's not rocket science, you know.
One of the reasons they are not heard
from is because of the prevalent exclusionary attitude Mr. Huey exemplifies.
I'm curious, though —is there some
reason he wants "audiophile" to be a
male description only? Is there areason
that he believes makes women incapable of enjoying high-end audio? The
reason Iask is that this sort of arrogance
toward women, and toward nonaudiophile folks in general, is seen in highend audio stores and audio magazines
throughout. It's areason why there aren't
more audiophiles of either sex.
If you don't appreciate Mrs. Astor's
humor toward audiophiles, you may be
taking yourself too seriously. If you truly
believe the world of audio is exclusively
male, that's adifferent story — one that
psychologists would find fascinating.
Bonnie McKenzie
Albuquerque, NM
Entertainment?
Editor:
While some might argue that Lisa Astor's refreshing contributions to Stereophile do little to "advance the audio high
end," we must remember that the magazine is part of the entertainment industry.
Dan Starr
starrdan@epix.net
Missing the point?
Bill Huey ("Letters," January '98, p23)
seems to have missed the point of "Astor
Place." By reading this column to your
wife/significant other, you: 1) make
your occasional flights of insanity appear
more reasonable; 2) demonstrate that
there are sensible women who do indeed love "their" audiophiles; and 3) inject adose of humor into the discussions
about whether to buy the next piece of
the cosmic audio puzzle. Good results
all. Keep up the good work. Dexter Ewel
etveld@entailinsn.com
Over the top?
Editor:
While Ifind Lisa Astor's column humorous (intentionally —in amagazine
18

where much of the humor is not intentional), "Astor Place" still represents a
view of an over-the-top world. Ibelieve
that most audiophiles do not have tuning
dots strewn upon our walls, room-tuning columns and pillars everywhere we
turn, and new equipment flying on or
off the equipment racks every few
months. Perhaps it's time for another
subscriber survey!
Hugh Stevenson
hugh@tvco.com

mas music in her home. Lisa reports on
a variety of her audiophile's music
choices for Christmas, decrying their
lack of real Christmas tunes. Among the
dismissed was Cantate Domino —"Title
sounds Christmas-y, doesn't it?"
Lisa, was this the Proprius (PRCD
7762) Cantate Domino? If so, you didn't
listen to the whole album — adangerous manifestation of the early signs of
contagious Audiophila nervosa. The cure:
Go back and listen to the whole thing.
Tired?
Your reward is track 11, alovely rendiEditor:
tion of "Silent Night" performed in the
Wes Phillips sez (on the Stereophile web
original German (clearly best in phrassite): "I view [Astor Place] as amirror ing and actual meaning). And lo, what's
located in an unexpected location, When
this —"White Christmas" (track 15)?
Ido glance there and see myself unexYour hot cocoa should taste even betpectedly, Iwonder for aminute, 'Is that ter with those subtle Swedish accents on
really me?' "
"White Christmas." It's snowier there,
Glancing in Lisa's mirror many years
after all, and iheir neighbors the Norago in Issue 45 of The Absolute Sound was
wegians invented trained reindeer unrefreshing: witty, good-natured, well
told thousands of years ago.
written. Like Wes, Iasked, "Is that realIf you want to make both you and
ly me?" Then Isaw "Astor Place" and I your audiophile happy, try Emmylou
asked, "Is that really me?" Lisa returned,
Harris' Light of the Stable (Warner Bros.
"Is that really me? Is that really me? Is 3484-2). It's easily the best showcase of
that really me? Is that really me?"
her voice, and it's got "Little Drummer
Wit derives from the unexpected; Boy" plus afew other very Christmas-y
how quickly ad infinitum sours into ad gems on it. The original vinyl version
absurdum and rots into ad nauseam. Come
has amuch better cover photo, though.
on, fellas: "Astor Place" is tired. Not
I'm going back to my Beach Boys
fresh, not clever, not even well-written
Christmas Album, Leon Redbone's Christanymore. Just tired. Lisa's made her
mas Island, and Jimmy Buffett's Christmas
point, and now it's only there to stick in
in the Caribbean. They're not your usual
your eye. At least that's how it reads
Yuletide fare, but hey, they're not on
these days.
Peter Braverman
audiophile labels either!
'The Absolute Sound
Merry Christmas.
Michael Zain
braverma@barrie.org
Audio hg/lux
Refreshing!
Editor:
Lisa Astor's column is easily the most refreshing and entertaining column found
in a US audio publication, followed
closely by Art Dudley's howlingly funny,
irreverent music-review photo captions
in Listener magazine. At the risk of
offending your other columnists, Iadmit
to reading "Astor Place" first, when peeling open my S'philes. After aday of hard
audio talk, Ineed abuffer before plunging into more tech and audio wackiness.
Lisa is ever calm and good-humored
in the face of Audiophilia nervoscr, if not
the antidote, she's at least the best prescription. I've recommended her writings to more than afew wives and girlfriends who've called our company on
assigned product-scouting missions for
"their audiophiles."
Recently, however, in Lisa's December column (p.67), Inoticed aworrying early symptom of Audiophilia nervosa in her report on the state of Christ-

The ridiculous & the sublime
Editor:
The November 1997 Stereophde was a
hoot, running the gamut from the
ridiculous to the sublime.
The ridiculous: Robert Hesson's barefaced admission of ignorance of Jesús
López-C,obos and the Cincinnati Orchestra (p213). Where has Hesson been?
Even in the frozen wilderness of Canada, in our red tunics and clutching our
ice-hockey sticks, we long ago discovered maestro López-Cobos and his
marvelous orchestra via the magic of
Telarc's state-of-the-art recordings.
The sublime: Joe De Phillips' zinger
of aletter (p227) that shows that selfappointed "maven of the analog," Michael Fremer, to be what most of us
have known him to have been all along:
an airhead who, even using both hands,
is unable to find his rear end.
C.C. Watson
London, Ontario, Canada
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A Technical
Knockout
Superior subwoofer performance requires superior amplification. Sadly. most
active subwoofers typically feature

-off-the-shelf -

integrated elect nulles that

degrade the entire s‘ stem's performance as well as the bass. I3&W has taken
the high road in electrienics by emidoying discrete power anqilifier designs that
have won dozens of international awards for audiophile grade components.
Further. these designs are augmented by li&W's world-renowned driver
technology and include our proprietary

-Flow

Port - venting system. An
2000 rear riew fiotturing high
rorrent toroidal /UMW

innovative lulling port that virtually eliminates air drag to reduce distortion

SUpply

diserete 173 wail amplifier

while increasing bass extension and output sensitivity over closed box designs.
The result of all this zealous at

to detail? Bass that's visceral. accurate.

and above all. musical. Anything less wouldn't be B&W.

B&W Loudspeakers of America

54 Concord Street, North Reading. MA 01864-2699 978-664-2870

tel 978-664-4109

fax

Listen and You'll See

The world's most remarkable
cables start at $120*

RSC-CD $120/m pair
RSC Prime $149/m pair

RSC Prime 500 Speaker Cable
$139/10 ft. pair

RSC Prime 1000 Bi-Wire Speaker Cable
$199/10 ft. pair

Rectangular Solid CoreTM by TARA Labs
The most reviewer-owned cable brand in the world.
Critically acclaimed by the audiophile press in 17 countries.
The only cables with TARA Labs' exclusive RSC

(Rectangular Solid Core) conductors.

More musically accurate than any other cable technology.
More extended and revealing than any cable using a filter network.
A full line of interconnects and speaker cable all using the same design technology
as the famous RSC Master ,Decade and The One

Increased flux density at the center of around conductor results in non-uniform current distribution
and significant high-frequency roll-off. Current
distribution in an RSC conductor is uniform, with
greater high-frequency extension.

TARA LABS
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com

'Suggested retail for 1.0m pair RSC-CD Interconnect.
All prices are manufacturer's suggested retail list and are subject to change Without nace. Speaker cable prices do not include termination.
0 Rectangular Solid Core. Master. Decade. The One and RSC are trademark nr TAIDA I

Letters
Doesn't get it
Editor:
Ihave just finished reading (for the third
time) Michael Fremees review of the
Clearaudio turntable/Souther tonearm
combination (November '97, p.177). I
still don't get it. From reading just the
parts of the review where Mr. Fremer
talks about the sound of the 'table and
arm, Iwould conclude that they are a
wonderful combination with spacious
imaging„ excellent transparenc-y, and impressive dynamics. But if Ifocus on the
parts of the review that talk about how
the 'table and arm are built and how they
work, Iwould believe that these are a
collective piece ofjunk!
Frarddy, Idon't care how acomponent is built or what pseudoscientific
principles it violates; I
just want to know
how well it reproduces music. Stereophile
does its readers (as well as the equipment
manufacturer) aserious injustice by publishing such apoorly done review.
Bob Gadwood (Clearaudio/Souther owner)
Kalamazoo, MI
rgadwood@ccm.tds.net

about play in the bearings, it was in
understating the severity of the problem, if my Souther is any indication. I
again found Mt De Phillips' failure to
respond significant.
3) Michael referred to awarp-wow
problem. Mr. De Phillips' response was
that alonger arm would deflect the cantilever more and cause a"wow/flutter"
problem. Apparently, he does not understand all the causes of warp wow.
Warp wow is the change in pitch perceived due to the stylus position shifting
as awarp is tracked. Atonearm describes
avertical arc when tracking awarp; in
the case of an arm that is horizontal, with
avertical pivot point in the plane of the
record, the speed will be faster on the
uphill side of the warp (the stylus will
move backward, toward the oncoming
groove modulations) and slowed on the
downhill side (as the stylus moves away
from the groove modulations in returning to the original position). Icalculated
the distances moved in tracking aV16"
warp for a2" and a9" arrn: the 2" arm
moves the stylus 4.5014 times farther
than the 9" arm, thus the speed change
(and pitch change) is also about 4.5 times
Gets It!
greater —Michael is 100% correct.
Editor:
For instances where the pivot points
Iwas surprised to note the viciousness
of Joe De Phillips' "Manufacturer's are not in the plane of the record, or
Comment" about Michael Fremees when the arms are not horizontal, the
Clearaudio/Souther review in the No- speed changes will vary from the examvember '97 Stereophile (p227). Imanu- ple given, but will always be greater for
facture neither tonearms nor turntables, the shorter arm. Mr. De Phillips is,
and have no vested interest in either however, correct that the shorter arm
partis views. Mt Fremet in his review, will deflect the cantilever less, as its
mentioned several construction details moment of inertia (effective mass) is
that conflicted with his understanding of more than 12 times less. However,
proper tonearm design, and expressed while large cantilever deflections could
reservations about the Clearaudio/ result in horrible warp wow, cantilever
Souther arm's tracking of warped rec- movement is only afraction of arm
ords. While he found problems that, in movement, and with moderately
his opinion, should have resulted in lousy warped records (like those cited by
sound, he noted that the products under Michael), there should be virtually no
review did sound "rich, lush... beautiful." cantilever deflection (except, of course,
Like Michael, Iam neither aphysicist for that resulting from groove modulanor amechanical engineer. But unlike tions). Another potential cause of the
Mr. De Phillips, Ichecked aphysics warp wow could be that the loose bearbook (University Physics by Sears and ings can shift on the quartz rods, alZernansky), spoke to amechanical engi- lowing the arm to move backward and
neer, and looked up unfamiliar terms. I forward while negotiating warps —
also examined an original Souther arm, though I'm certain that Michael would
which seems, from the description in the have mentioned such aproblem, had it
been observed. A longer arm will yield
review, similar to Clearaudio's version.
Let's take the issues raised one at a better speed stability while tracking
warps, but the Souther should be better
time:
1) Michael said that the resonances of able to keep the stylus in contact with
the tonearm/cartridge could not be de- the record during more severe warps.
4) Regarding the tonearm being "at
tected, indicating that the resonances
were outside of acceptable limits. Mr. De least 0.5" off-center" — since Michael
Phillips chose not to respond, obviously was able to make the stylus follow the
radial line on the gauge across the entire
because Michael was right
2) If Michael erred in his comments record, it was by definition, tracking
Stereophile, February 1998

radially; the "overhang," contrary to Mr.
De Phillips' assertions, could be set properly by moving the titanium rod in the
carrier. This would alter tonearm length
by the distance the mounting base was
"off-center," but this would be of little
import in such a low-mass arm.
Incidentally, the term "overhang" does
not apply to radial trackers; if properly
set up, their overhang must, by definition, be zero. Mr. De Phillips should
make it his business (pun intended) to
understand radial tonearm basics if he
intends to continue to sell them!
5) Ithink Mr. De Phillips' comments
about Michael's "ineptness" are uncalled
for unless he saw Michael doing things
ineptly. Stating that aprocedure is difficult to implement precisely hardly qualifies Michael as inept; Ididn't notice
Michael or Mt De Phillips reporting
any broken cantilevers, so how inept
could Michael be?
It is my opinion that areviewer's job
is to honestly report his observations,
without prejudice or malicious intent it
seems that Mr. Fremer did just that.
What more could amanufacturer ask?
Alan Rauchwerger
South Hackensack, NJ
Enjoys it
Editor:
Iwas on the way to buy the Clearaudio
turntable when Iread Michael Framer's
review. Iwas in avery critical state of
mood.... You know what? I
just bought
it, right away. That was afew weeks ago
and Ihave not changed my point of
view. On the contrary, the turntable is, I
think, the finest Ihave had, so Ican not
understand MF's criticisms. It is dead
quiet... no bloom in the middle... precise ...lifelike ...
Patrick Uitz
Germany
patrickscomer@t-onlinede
Michael Fremer's Clearaudio/Souther review
created asmall storm of comment on the
Internet, of which Mr. Gadwood's and Mr.
Watson's letters were typical. Like Mr.
Rauchwerger, Idon't see any contradictions in
the review. Michael Fremer got it nght: The
Souther arm can sound great, which is why
other writers have praised it; but it isfinicky to
set up and has some design idiosyncrasies that
need to be minimized in use—such as using a
vacuum turntable or aclamp to flatten the LP
in order to reduce warp wow due to the short
arm-pivot length. Ihave no immediate experience of the Clearaudio turntable, but see no
reason why Ml's review should be thought
"poorly done," in Mr. Gadwood's words. See
this issue's 'nalog Corneefor more discussion
of this topic
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Theater System
Design :
Two user-selectable
crossover topologies
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of two-channel and A/V
reproduction.
Coherency:
Tailored impulse
response assures
perfect synergy between
stereo image and visual
imagery.
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wide bandwidth equal
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Radiation:
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listening positions
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Industry
NORTH AMERICA
Barry Willis
In my report on the Sound Stage '97
Show ("Industry Update," December
1997), I mistakenly identified the
Tannoy Churchill loudspeaker as aproduct "intended primarily for the Asian
market." In fact, the Churchill is intended for the North American market.
Tannoy's Prestige series of loudspeakers
is intended for Asia. Iapologize for any
confusion. Thanks to Tannoy's Ian
Gellatly for pointing this out.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Effective around the middle of
November, Ira Friedman, president of
Snell Acoustics, left to pursue independent plans. Friedman had been negotiating for some time with Andy
Kotsatos, CEO of Snell parent company
Boston Acoustics, to purchase Snell.
Apparently, no agreement could be
reached. David Smith, Snell's wellrespected speaker designer for the past
couple of years, is taking over as Snell's
general manager; Larry Bennett continues as national sales manager.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
More high-end audio company musical
chairs: Howard Schilling, co-founder
and vice president of sales and marketing of Camelot Technology, will now
also join Genesis Technologies as

national sales manager after having
"quietly" worked with them in the past.
While at the now apparently defunct
Audio Alchemy company as aregional
and national sales manager, Howard had
also previously worked with Mark L.
Schifter, currently executive vice president at Genesis. Howard will continue
to run Camelot Technology with his
father Mel while helping Mark manage
Genesis' US dealer base.
Genesis Technologies, founded by
high-end audio veterans Arnie Nudell
and Paul McGowan, designs both digital and loudspeaker products for their
own nameplate as well as speakers for
Polk's Eosone brand. Genesis has also
publicly announced that their digital
design team performs design work on
some of Camelot Technology's products. These include the Uther v2.0
Balanced D/A converter, the Dragon
Pro and Pro2 Jitter Reducer and
Resolution Enhancers, and the Merlin I
and Merlin PRO CD transports.

Update
ing 6lbs 5oz. The talented Gretchen is,
of course, Stereophile's assistant publisher
and executive producer of the Stereophile
recordings.

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
There are two significant reorganizations
in leading British hi-fi companies to
report this month —and, for achange,
neither involves Far Eastern finance.
The most spectacular and astonishing
is surely the announcement that UK
electronics specialist Audiolab has been
taken over by leading Grand Prix
motor-racing entrant TAG McLaren —
or, more precisely, by the TAG
McLaren Group. A newly formed company, TAG Electronics Holdings Ltd.,
will be the parent of both Cambridge
Systems Technology Ltd. (which trades
as Audiolab) and TAG Electronic
Systems Ltd. (which supplies specialist,
low-volume electronic engine-management systems to exclusive high-end
auto brands).
TAG McLaren Group's managing
UNITED STATES
director, Ron Dennis, shows his mastery
Wes Phillips
A couple of births enlivened the High
of mediaspeak in the following stateEnd's holiday season considerably: 1) A ment: "I am very excited about this
expansion into the field of high-quality
son, Tomasso, born to Joe and Nina
Piccirilli on November 14, weighing 5 audio equipment. Iam convinced that
lbs 6oz. Joe is president of the Academy
the synergy between Cambridge SysAdvancing High Performance Audio
tems Technology Ltd. and our existing
electronics company, TAG Electronic
and Video. 2) A daughter, Eliza
Mairead, born to Peter Donahue and Systems Ltd., will allow us to provide
the consumer market with the technical
Gretchen Grogan, November 6, weigh-

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars shouldfax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where, and who at (505)
983-6327 at least eight weeks before the
month of the event — ie, fyou're putting on
something in April 1998, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than
February I. Mark the fax cover sheet "For
the attention of Debbie Stair —Dealer
Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi shows
and audio societies promoting manufacturer
visits should also fax Debbie the details as
soon as possible.
Stereophile, February 1998

CALIFORNIA

• Monday, February 9, 6-8:30pm:
GNP Audio Video (1254 E. Colorado
Boulevard, Pasadena) is hosting Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Cable.
Doug will discuss Transparenes new
upgrade program for customers who
have purchased Super, Ultra, and
Reference cables, and will demonstrate cables with and without their
networks. Call (818) 577-7767 for
reservations.
• Tuesday, February 10, 6-8:30pm:

Ambrosia Audio Et Video (2337
Roscomare Road, Bel Air) is hosting
Doug Blackwell of Transparent
Cable. Doug will discuss Transparent's new upgrade program for customers who have purchased Super,
Ultra, and Reference cables, and will
demonstrate cables with and without
their networks. Call (310) 440-5522
for reservations.
• Sunday, February 22, 9am—lpm:
The Second Annual California Hi-Fi
Swap will be held at the Sequoia
23
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naming your
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Ringo, Wolfgang, or Miles?
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ou live for it. That moment when the violins are soaring and the drums are pounding, and -5•tti

•

suddenly realize you've been holding your breath. It's this transcendent moment that keeps us working here

at Parasound. That keeps us combining ground-breaking circuit designs with premium audiophile parts.
Take, for example, our four most affordable high-current amplifiers. With independent power supplies
and direct-coupled inputs, they pull you deep inside the music one moment, and then launch you out of

411

your seat the next. And now they even turn themselves on whenever they receive a12 volt control signal.
They're all part of our obsession to create great sounding audio components that are so well-built you'll
your
Parasound Products Inc •www.paras

•950 Battery Street. San Francisco. CA 94111 •415-397-7100 •In Canada. call 604-988-2945

obsessed

with

sound

Industry
excellence and commitment to outstanding quality for which all our companies are known." Quite so.
A few more dues come through in
an extract from the statement of Dr.
Udo Zucker, CEO of TAG Electronics
Holdings Ltd.: "It allows me to build on
my professional interest and commitment to electronics and automotive
technology in the pursuit of my personal passion for the highest-quality music
reproduction ... and Iam looking forward to seeing our Formula One technology spinning off into products that
everyone can buy."
Idon't know whether Ron Dennis
has any interest in hi-fi, but Udo Zucker
certainly does—he is, in fact, aonetime Audiolab user, though he's since
upgraded to Krell amplification. And I
wouldn't be the least surprised if Krell,
that leading US high-end brand, hasn't
provided some inspiration for the future
direction of Audiolab.
So why did Audiolab decide to sell?
Managing Director Philip Swift's press
release added little to the above, but it's
not difficult to figure out some of the
reasons. A relative youngster among the
leading UK brands, Audiolab started
out in 1983, had grown to £2 million
turnover by 1994, and is currently operating at around £5.5 million. The next
phase of growth requires the finance
and technical resources that the TAG
Group is well able to supply.
It's too early to predict what direction
the reinvigorated Audiolab will take,
though it's interesting to speculate.
Perhaps Dr. Zucker will move Audiolab
up into the serious High End, hopefully
without sacrificing its strong value-formoney orientation. If Philip Swift has a
shopping list, I'd bet the chance to
develop an Audiolab disc drive will be
somewhere near the top. The company

Update

lost abundle early in 1997 when it temporarily suspended the shipping of its
CD players to protect its reputation,
while areliability problem was being
sorted out in the Philips-sourced disc

two back.
Mo is still retaining control and a
presidential role, but new investors are
providing stakes to finance expansion,
and new names are reinforcing the management team by filling the key roles of
chairman (Robin Jones), finance director
Perhaps Dr. Zucker will
(Andrew Flatt), and production/develmove Audiolab up into the opment director (Barry Adams).
Most interesting from afuture-prodserious High End, hopefully uct perspective is the merger with
Keswick Audio, which brings Keswick
without sacrificing its
founder Dean Hartley into the combined group as technical director.
strong value-for-money
Hartley admits that he'd much rather be
involved in design than sales/marketorientation.
ing, whereas Monitor Audio has used a
drive. Then there's the difficulty facing succession of designers, including some
all audiophile manufacturers: outof the best-known engineers in the
business. The merger should give
sourced, mass-produced CD drives are
Monitor greater technical continuity,
increasingly oriented toward data
while Dean can now exercise his design
retrieval (which places apremium on
talents across three distinct brands
ultra-rapid track access) rather than
(Keswick Audio also has a Blueprint
music reproduction. Perhaps one day
we'll also get to hear the ultimate in in- sub-brand). Meanwhile, the combined
operation will be well placed should
car entertainment — hopefully installed
in aMcLaren Fi demonstrator.
Mo decide to move out of the limelight.
The other major British brand going The unlikely rumor at time of writing
was that he was actually on holiday —
through significant reorganization is
Monitor Audio, which first brought in a fair reward for 25 years' hard labor.
new management team, then announced
amerger with Keswick Audio, asmaller,
INTERNATIONAL
Barry Willis
younger, but no less impressive operation.
It all makes agreat deal of sense. For An important anniversary passed with
little public notice last year. Apart from
most of Monitor's 25 years, owner Mo
tributes in scientific publications, scant
lqbal has been singlehandedly running
the company he and Martin C,olloins
attention was paid to what was arguably
the most important discovery of the
founded. (MC's connection with
modem age.
Monitor Audio ceased in the mid-'70s.)
Mo is well known as a high-energy
On April 30, 1897, Joseph John
workaholic, but at some stage all com- Thomson announced to an assembled
panies have to prepare for succession —
group of scientists at Britain's Royal
Institution that he had discovered asubMA's dependence on Mo's hands-on
management style was highlighted
atomic particle. Thomson's "corpuscle,"
when he was called away for long perithe electron, is one of the fundamental
ods on urgent family business ayear or building blocks of the universe.

Calendar
Athletic Club and Conference Center
(7530 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena
Park). The event will feature lots
of high-end and vintage equipment,
tube gear, etc.; tickets entitle holders
to a discount at amajor record/CD
show next door. Proceeds will benefit
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. Tickets are $5 at 9am, $3 after
10am. No buyers before 9am.
Dealer and manufacturer display
tables are $35 each, plus $5 per
person, reserved in advance. For more
Stereophile, February 1998

information, contact Kevin Deal, (909)
931-9686; for directions, call the
Sequoia, (714) 739-4141. Via the web:
www.upscaleaudio.com/hifi/.
COLORADO

• Thursday, January 29, 7pm: Sound
Hounds (333 East Alameda Avenue,
Denver) will host Robert Greene of
SigTech for aseminar on the problems
of room acoustics and how to deal with
correction in the digital domain. For
more information, call (303) 722-3200.

FLORIDA

•Friday through Sunday, March 20-22:
The 12th Annual Spring Break
Nationals, featuring the IASCA's triplepoint regional competition, will be held
at the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach.
The event, billed as "The World's Most
Famous Soundof£" attracts autosound
enthusiasts and competitors from the US
and Canada, with representatives from
80 of the industry's leading manufacturers and distributors. For more information, call (904) 767-3030.
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Transparent Cables are
designed and manufactured by
Transparent Audio, Inc. and are
sold by aworldwide network
of expert Transparent dealers.
For details contact:
TRANSPARENT AUDIO, INC.
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Industry
Charged particles are the basis of all the
elements and the reason for all chemical
reactions —and, therefore, all life.
The manipulation of electrical
charges makes possible most of what
constitutes modern human life. Mass
communications and entertainment,
industrial and medical technology,
computers and data storage, light and
heat and refrigeration—all things we
take for granted — owe their existence
to 'Thomson's discovery. Combined
with businesses and industries dependent on electronics (which now is
almost everyone), the world's electronics industries generate approximately
$10 trillion annually.
Although some historians of science
contend that two other scientists —
Walter Kaufmann of the University of
Berlin and Emil Wiechert of the
University of Konigsberg — should
share credit for the discovery,
Thomson is generally acknowledged as
the father of electronics. His moment
of insight came when he was experimenting with aCrookes tube: an evacuated glass tube containing conducting
elements, an anode and a cathode
(invented by William Crookes, discoverer of thallium). Thomson had
installed apair of parallel plates in the
tube, and he found that, in anear-vacuum, he could deflect the stream of
charged particles by generating amagnetic field with the plates. This is the
basic operating principle of the television tube and computer monitor.
Crookes took careful measurements
of the strength of the cathode-ray
stream, the amount it was deflected,
and the amount of electrical energy
required to deflect it. He estimated that
the mass of the cathode ray was less
than one-thousandth the mass of a
hydrogen atom, but could offer no

plausible explanation as to what it was.
Thomson made the intuitive leap that
the cathode ray was composed of particles smaller than atoms. He claimed
that though these "corpuscles" usually
resided in atoms, they could be separated from them in the form of a ray
under conditions such as he and
Crookes had created. It was two years

Combined with
businesses and industries
dependent on electronics,
the world's electronics
industries generate
approximately
$10 trillion annually.
after Thomson announced his discovery before he presented a conclusive
formal proof of his theory. Sir JJ.
Thomson was awarded the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1906.
Following the 100th anniversary of
the discovery of the electron came the
50th anniversary of another technological milestone — the invention of the
transistor by William Shockley, John
Bardeen, and Walter Brattain at Bell
Laboratories in December 1947 in
Murray Hill, New Jersey. The "transit
resistor" they developed could perform
many of the functions of the vacuum
tube, but without the tube's size,
weight, heat, or need for high voltages.
Although many audiophiles dismiss the
transistor's suitability as an amplifying
device for musical signals, none will
deny that it has great advantages over
the vacuum tube when operated outside its linear region — specifically as an

Update

on-off switch in logic circuits.
Under Shockley's management,
Bardeen and Brattain's basic work consisted of discovering that asmall voltage
applied to a contact point (or base)
could control a large current flowing
through a semiconductor — in their
case, asilicon gel swimming in an electrolyte solution. The contact-point transistor that emerged from this discovery
(and that Bell Labs licensed to the fledgling Sony Corporation in 1952 for
$25,000) led to the development of
TTL, or transistor-transistor logic.
Combined with the ever-increasing
integration of ever-smaller transistors,
TTL enabled the birth of computers as
we know them. (Early computers—
such as the ENIAC in 1946 —consisted
of thousands of tubes and occupied several floors: alot of heat and space for
very small amounts of memory and
processing power.)
Bell Labs' development was pushed
further — it by engraving larger numbers of transistors on single pieces
("chips") of silicon — by Jack Kirby of
Texas Instruments, whose work in
1958 earned him wide recognition as a
pioneer in circuit integration; and by
Fairchild Semiconductor's Robert
Noyce, whose ideas the following year
led to mass-production techniques for
integrated circuits, or ICs. Noyce later
founded Intel Corporation with
Gordon Moore, famous for the aphorism known as Moore's Law: the number of transistors on achip will double
every 18 months while the cost
remains constant. (Processing chips
used in modern computers contain 10
million or more transistors on chips
less than 1" square. Worldwide, half a
billion transistors arc manufactured
every second.)
Shockley broke away from his col-

Calendar
GEORGIA

• Sunday, January 25, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host a
Q&A seminar and listening session
featuring Trevor de Matt of Holland's
Kharma/OLS
Loudspeakers.
Lairim vacuum-tube electronics will
also be featured. Guests welcome. The
meeting will be held at The Hellenic
Center, 2124 Cheshire-Bridge Road
NE, Atlanta. For information, contact
Chuck Bruce: tel. (404) 876-5659, web
wwwmindspting.com/-chucksau&o.
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• Sunday, January 25, 1-5pm: Audio
Alternative (895 Indian Trail Road,
Lilburn) will host an open house to
demonstrate Sherwood Newcastle's
R-945 receiver. David Foster and Roy
Stewart of Sherwood will be on hand to
answer questions on all Newcastle
products. For more information, call
(770) 931-0606.
• Sunday, February 15, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host aQ&A
seminar and listening session featuring
Ralph Catino of Florida's Reference

Line solid-state electronics. The new
Von Schweikert Model 6 modular
tower loudspeaker will also be featured.
Guests welcome. The meeting will
be held at The Hellenic Center,
2124 Cheshire-Bridge Road NE,
Atlanta. For information, contact
Chuck Bruce: teL (404) 876-5659, web
www.mindspring.com/- chucksaudio
IOWA

• Monday, February 16, 7-9pm:
Audio Video Logic (3702 Beaver
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QUITE AN EYE OPENER.
The eye is the window to our soul.
The IRIS' is the gateway to our music.
Introducing the stunning new TRANSPORT
from Sonic Frontiers, the IRIS — .

3 CD

TURNTABLE

Setting a new standard in CD Transport design in sound, engineering
and visual presentation, the TRANSPORT 3 brings the world
of hardware and software together into one cohesive union. The
IRIS"' is the perfect complement to our reference quality
PROCESSOR 3 Digital Processor which together benefit
from the jitter-leading l'S•eillitinced digital interface,
assuring you the clearest sound, and most life like
presentation of your music.
The TRANSPORT 3 distinguishes itself
with the following design details and
features:
• The IRIS"' access hatch
possesses a strikingly original
industrial and mechanical design
which is both elegant and sleek in
it's inception. The recessing blades
provide a low profile access in loading
your CDs, allowing the flexibility to place
your TRANSPORT 3on either ashelf or on top
of your component stand.
•At the center of this design is the finest Philips
CDM-12 Industrial top loading mechanism which is
constructed of cast aluminum and isolated via atuned
sprung suspension. The CDM-12i sets the standard for
reference calibre performance around the world.
• Incorporating the new UltraAnalog 1
2 S•eiiimiwed
digital interface, the Transport 3 transmits both master clock
and musical data information on separate lines, eliminating
sonically degrading jitter to levels below the threshold which can be
measured with today's most advanced commercial test equipment.
• Implemented with an enhanced power supply to ensure complete
electrical isolation between the various motors, optics, digital clock and AC
line voltage which is necessary to achieve state-of-the-art music reproduction.
The Transport 3 IRIS"' also includes SFI's famous, ergonomic, machined
aluminum remote control.
For those who simply require the best in digital playback, look no further than the
TRANSPORT 3 -an inspired piece of digital audio equipment which serves the music
through advanced and innovative engineering.
IRIS

is aTrademark of Sonic Frontiers Inc
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Available at these and other line dealers
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Roswell, GA
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Crystal Clear Audio
Dallas, TX
(214) 520-7156

Underground Sound
Memphis, TN
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Sound Lab
Naperville, IL
1630) 717-1100
Palatine, IL
(847) 776-8888
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Audio Video Centre
New York, NY
1212) 571-4143
New York, NY
(2121 226-1815

Auda Excellence
Richmond Hill, ON
(9051 881-7109
Toronto, ON
Second Location

Contact Sonic Frontiers for more information on Sonic or Anthem products and for the dealer nearest you.
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Industry
leagues shortly after the announcement of their discovery, and worked
feverishly on his own version of the
transistor. He found that by controlling
a small current flowing between the
positively charged center section (the
base) and one side of athree-layered
sandwich of semiconductive material,
he could also control a much larger
current flowing between the two negatively charged outer layers (the emitter and collector). He called his version
the junction transistor. It had the
advantage of much greater current
capabilities than the contact-point transistor. The modern version of
Shockley's invention is the ubiquitous
bipolar power transistor.
Bardeen, Brattain, and Shockley
shared the Nobel Prize for Physics in
1956, 50 years after Thomson. William
Shockley, always araging egoist, became
something of apariah in the scientific
community in the 1970s when he
embraced aracist theory of intelligence
that echoed the Nazi theory of -eugenics." For that reason, his contributions to
modern technology are sometimes
downplayed. Readers interested in learning more might eiljoy Crystal Fire, by
Lillian Hoddeson and Michael Riodan.
Available at your local bookstore.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
We have followed at adistance the discussion over whether 60Hz/50Hz electromagnetic radiation from powerlines
affects the health of people in close proximity (sec "Industry Update," Vol.16
Nos.8 & 12), and in the November 1997
Stereophile (Vol20 No.11, p.51) Barry
'Willis reported an apparent connection
with Alzheimer's Disease.
That there seems to be aconnection
between low-frequency powerline

radiation and the human immune system is reinforced by an item in the
November 29 issue of Science News
(Vol.152, p.342), which reports that the
tumor-fighting ability of anti-oxidant
hormones — melatonin and tamoxifen,
for example — is inhibited by alow-frequency electromagnetic field 12mG
(milligauss) in strength. The level of the
60Hz field in atypical living room is
about InG, but this can be much
greater to the side of acomputer monitor or next to an appliance with amotor,
such as arefrigerator or hair dryer.
Food for thought for audiophiles into
massive power amplifiers.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Comdex used to be a quiet, orderly
affair. You could stand at one end of the
convention center's main hall and hear
the mouse clicks over at the modest
Apple and Microsoft exhibits across the
floor. Those halcyon times arc now long
gone —Comdex is set to compete any
day with the Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) for sheer rowdiness.
When Ifirst attended Comdex several years back, it was easy to feel like afish
out of water. My core interest had always
been high-end audio, and the computer
biz at the time would get excited about
anything that sounded as good as atelephone. But Iwas still curious about what
all the brainiacs were up to.
Zip forward to Comdex '97, held last
November in Las Vegas.
Microsoft and supporting products
were ubiquitous. But conspicuously
absent from this year's show were several major Microsoft adversaries —
Oracle, Nctscape, Sun, Apple —
prompting my pal Jim Heintz to dub
the event "Windex '97."
Audio folk would have felt tight at
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home, and the video folk thrived in the
main aisles. There was even that continual nausea-inducing vibration from subwoofers on the main floors. They
haven't yet caught up with the car-audio
displays for sheer spi idiocy, but give 'cm
time — some of the computer-game
companies are getting close. Sound tine
ie They've got along way to go.

Audio folk would have
felt right at home
at Comdex

'97,

and the video folk
thrived in the main aisles.
Tlw big audio news, however, was
tucked away, off the main floor in an
inconspicuous display. But I'm getting
ahead of myself. First, the obvious stuff.
Multichannel surround was everywhere. It became apparent real quick
that "DVD Theater" is gaining momentum across the computer industry, with
surround-sound demos in darkened
booths common (and long lines and little cardboard clocks announcing the
next "show" —just like CES).
The most intriguing surround-sound
audio display was from Altcc Lansing,
who was showing several new models
of satellite/subwoofer speakers. What
set this otherwise ordinary demo apart
was that the speakers were under USB
control. USB (Universal Serial Bus) is
rapidly becoming the PC standard for
connecting low-bandwidth peripherals
such as keyboards, mice, joysticks — and
now speakers.
What stood out about this demo was
the fact that AL's speakers do the AC-3

Calendar
Avenue, Des Moines) will host
David Wilson of Wilson Audio
for a demonstration of the X-1
Grand SLAMMs and other Wilson
products. Call (515) 255-2134 for
details.

will combine "the hottest in car sound
and electronics" with cutting-edge
music, sports, and mobile electronics
training and testing. For more information, call (703) 907-7600.
NEW YORK

NEW JERSEY

• Friday through Sunday, June 19-21:
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) is hosting Fuse '98 in conjunction with
Atlantic City's Beachfest festival. Fuse
Stereophile, February 1998

• Each month: For information on
the monthly meetings of the
Musicalaudiophile Society,
The
Audiophile Society, and the Gotham
Audio Society, call David Nemzer at
(718) 237-1094.

• Saturday, January 31: The Analog
Shop will hold aseminar at its new
location at 57 East Main in Victor.
Allen Perkins of Immedia will discuss
Audio Physic loudspeakers, and Ken
Stevens of Convergent Audio
Technologies will offer his thoughts
on vacuum-tube electronics, followed
by demonstrations of the Audio Physic
Caldera, the CAT SL-1 Signature
Mk.III preamp, and the JL-1 mono
amplifier. For reservations and more
information, call (716) 742-2860.
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1'2 380 & N'2 3805

Preamplifiers

When Madrigal introduced the Mark Levinson N°38 preamplifier in 1993
Ind the N°38S ayear later, we built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading-edge techiology of the day. We listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development. The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognized for their outstanding performance and
craftsmanship with numerous awards, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then we have identified many new devices, using previously
unavailable technologies. In some cases, these new devices proved sonically superior to those available during development of the N°38 and N°38S. Armed with these powerful new technologies, we
decided to reevaluate both preamplifiers. So, we did some more listening.
Acareful design review revealed that, while the basic topology of the
original preamplifiers was still the most desirable, these designs could significantly benefit from ahost
of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the N°38 and 106 to the N°38S result in sonic improvements that affect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson N°380 and N°3805
preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the N°38 and N°38S
through authorized Mark Levinson dealers. Visit one soon and discover how the way we listen at
Madrigal can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.. FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or tax us al the address
above or visit us on the Internet al http,/ /www.madrigal.com/
Adonation to support AIDS research will he made for every name added to our mailing list.
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Industry
decoding and are under the control of
custom Altec Lansing GUI (Graphical
User Interface) software that comes bundled with the set. Let's go over that again.
In the typical home-theater setup, the
surround-sound processor (sometimes a
surround receiver) controls volume levels, Dolby Digital AC-3 decoding, etc.
You probably choose the particular surround processor you have for how it handles these functions, and choose your
speakers for how they sound.
But in the PC theater world, functional lines between speakers and processing become blurred — as in Altec
Lansing's ADA600 system. The subwoofer has an S/PDIF input for Dolby
Digital AC-3 streaming from DVD
cards or DVD players, and includes an
AC-3 decoder that allows D/A conversion right in the unit, away from any
PC-generated interference. The included Altec Lansing Audio Management
Software, which you load into your PC,
then pops up on the TV hooked up to
your computer and displays numbers
and graphics to help you set levels, etc.
with aremote control. It's easy to imagine extending this concept to increasingly sophisticated powered speakers that
come with their own custom room-correction, equalization, or perhaps digital
crossover programs.
On to the hardware buzzword of the
show: DVD. Anywhere you threw a
rock, you were likely to hit aDVD player or recorder. DVD machines, some
aimed at audio applications, were falling
into the aisles. Pick your flavor: DVDvideo, DVD-R, DVD-RAM, DVDROM, and DVDP. Most of these drives,
in conjunction with their CPU-brained
hosts, could play avariety of disc formats, including all types of CDs. The
first catch? They were all in computers.
The second? Incompatible formats for

DVD recorders are heading for aclassic
Beta-vs-VHS-type battle. Hopes for a
fourth-quarter '97 release of DVDRAM drives were looking good when
Sony (and some others) broke from the

How much longer will
audiophiles wait, or how
much extra will we be
willing to pay to have DVD
as acomponent in our
audio systems?
How many of us will
begin with aDVD in our
computer, looking
to upgrade its sound
each year?
pack. This didn't stop several companies
from showing shippable DVD recorder
product, but did cause more than one
rep to say, "We're staying flexible."
When queried about support for
future high-end DVD-Audio formats,
most manufacturers at the show
responded with the standard line: "We'll
incorporate any new format that comes
along into future players and recorders."
The audio equipment manufacturers
carefully sift through DVD proposals
looking for the one standard to hook
their hats on for the next decade, while
the computer companies jump around,
assimilating anything in their path. The
audio companies don't want to confuse
the consumer with multiple DVDaudio variations, at the same time ensur-
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ing broad support from record companies. The computer folks just want to
sell you the box fast and cheap, confident that the content will come from
some scrappy startup company. Which
approach will best take us into the next
century is anyone's guess.
For the hard-core audiophile, however, aDVD player in acomputer would
not likely be the first choice for feeding
atweak system. But scores of kids growing up today will no doubt see their
audio equipment as extensions of their
computers and upgrade accordingly.
What I'm beginning to wonder is,
how much longer will audiophiles wait,
or how much extra will we be willing to
pay to have DVD as acomponent in our
audio systems? How many of us will
begin with a DVD in our computer,
looking to upgrade its sound each year
until it rivals that of our mother's or
father's high-end rig? Therein lies the
future of all things high-end digital audio.
And now for the modest event that
was the really big audio news: the display of Yamaha's FireWire-to-PCM
converter technology. Two product
mockups were shown, both with IFFF
1394 (FireWire) connectors providing
the means for moving digital audio
between components. In amodest display, amultidisc CD changer was tethered to a middle-of-the-line Yamaha
A/V surround-sound receiver via asingle 1394 cable. More important, the
FireWire jacks on the backs of these
components were the only connectors
present for propelling audio, the exception being the speaker output posts on
the receiver.
Everything else looked normal: no
special displays, buttons, or design
quirks. But Iquickly realized that this
may be the first concrete glimpse of the
future of audio distribution in the
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•Vie Western New York Audio Society
is sponsoring the following events at the
lkulle Yacht Club in Niagara Falls at
7:30pm:
Wednesday, February 4:John Stewart of
The Parts Connection will discuss
new audio kits and tweaking tidbits for
stereo systems.
Wednesday, March 4: A representative from SimAudio, manufacturers
of Celeste amplifiers and preamplifiers, will demonstrate their latest
products.
Stereophile, February 1998

• Thursdays, 5-8pm, and Saturdays,
12-5pm, February 5, 7, 12, 14: Long
Island dealer Select Sound (6314
Northern Boulevard #25A, East
Norwich/Brookville) will be hosting
the following seminars. For more information, call (516) 624-2124:
February 5 and 7: "High-Definition
TV & Digital Sound," showcasing
Runco's HDTV-ready front-projection systems and Meridian's Digital
Theater system with the 586 DVD/
CD player.

February 12 and 14: "Architectural
Designs," featuring home-theater products from Audio Design Associates,
SharpVision, Cestron, Lutron, and
EchoBuster.
February 19, 5-9pm: "Pure Music
Systems," with Nairn Audio's new
CDX, Credo loudspeakers and electronics, and Roksan's new Xerxes
turntable.
• Saturday, March 7, 1-5pm: The
Analog Shop (57 East Main Street,
Victor) is hosting a representative
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KAV-250p.
Stereo Preamplifier with
Theater ThroughputTm
to integrate high-end stereo
and home theater systems.

KAV-300cd.
High Resolution CD Player
with balanced, current mode,
Class A output circuitry.

KAV-250a.
Stereo Amplifier featuring
fully balanced circuitry that
delivers up to one kilowatt
of power for smooth,
detailed sound.

Powerful, Flexible, Indispensable

The Leader in Audio Engineering
Krell ® Industries, Inc.
45 Connair Road
Orange, CT 06477 USA
TEL 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796
http://www.krellonline.cone-krell
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home. Up until now, these demos
always involved multiple (and way
inconvenient) boxes sitting between
components to convert signals from
analog or PCM to 1394 and back again.
'This setup, however, looked no different from atypical stack of gear in acollege dorm room.
According to Yoshi Sawada, who is
spearheading Yamaha's FireWire
effort, we should be getting details
about their 1394-to-PCM conversion
technology in the next few months. He
flashed the circuit board containing the

'Technology-wise, we
really do not have a
problem releasing
consumer-electronics
components right now
with a 1394 interface!'
—Yoshi Sawada, Yamaha
new converter chips at us, then quickly
tried to downplay its appearance.
Pressed as to when actual products
may appear, Yoshi stated, "Technologywise, we really do not have aproblem
releasing consumer-electronics components right now with a1394 interface.
One of the problems we have to solve
first involves copyright issues. We have
an organization in which people are
working on the copyright protection
scheme so that the content providers
can feel comfortable. Hopefully, sometime next year we can reach an agreement between the content providers
and the consumer electronics and computer hardware, software, and OS [operating system] manufacturers. Releasing

aproduct without any content does not
make any sense."
Of primary concern to audiophiles
are several technical issues regarding the
conversion of audio to and from the
packetized IEEE 1394 digital stream,
and the quality of sound possible. Yoshi
points out that, because 1394 is capable
of isochronous data transfer, he believes
that artifacts such as jitter can be minimized in the new scheme. "I think we
can reduce the jitter amount to at least
the same as we have with CD or DAT
—probably even less. We will talk more
about this in the future."
So far, scores of technical facts have
surfaced concerning the new FireWire
standard, but there has yet to be apublic demonstration of its high-end audio
and/or video potential — something we
will be listening and looking for in the
coming months.
One other FireWire demo, though
not strictly related to audio, also caught
our attention. Apple, the originator of
FireWire in the mid-'80s, was running
video on one of their computers
hooked up to aFireWire hard drive.
The Apple employee in the booth disconnected the drive while it was playing
and—no big surprise here —the video
froze on the screen. But what happened
next was downright unbelievable for a
computer product. He plugged it back
in and the video picked up where it had
left off. Then he unplugged and
replugged the thing six times in arow,
and the movie played along without a
hitch! This is common to us consumer
electronics folk —we never have to
worry about unplugging our video
feeds live (audio is another issue entirely) —but it was areal breakthrough for
the CPU crowd.
I'm more convinced than ever that
FireWire is an audio-related technolo-
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gy to watch. It's worthwhile to remember that how we connect components
is just as important as the technologies
we're connecting.
More information on FireWire can
be obtained by checking out the
1394 Trade Association web site at
www.1394ta.org.
POLAND
Paul Messenger
"Would you like to visit the largest
loudspeaker plant in Europe?"
How could Irefuse? Especially as I'd
never even heard of Tonsil S.A. The realization that this meant traveling somewhere totally unpronounceable — midPoland in mid-December — gave some
pause for thought, but curiosity got the
better of middle-aged caution.
What Ifound must surely be the
sleeping giant of European speaker production. Tonsil totally dominates the
Polish domestic market for speakers of
all shapes and sizes, and also does asignificant amount of OEM work on behalf
of German, British, and Japanese brands.
The small town of Wrzésnia has only
27,000 inhabitants, but more than a
tenth of them are employed by the
speaker plant, whose enormous site
dominates the town center. And
Wrzésnia is handily located: roughly
halfway along the road between Berlin
and Warsaw, which then continues eastward to Moscow.
The scale and history of this operation is quite daunting. The plant
employs some 2800 people, including
95 engineers in research and development. Sales for 1996 registered 210,000
speaker systems plus 2,000,000 raw
drivers, though total value of these was
arelatively modest $183 million. And
Tonsil celebrated its 50th anniversary in
1995, so the know-how stretches back

Calendar
from Wadia Digital for an afternoon of information about Wadia's
current generation of integrated
CD players and separates featuring
ClockLink and Direct Connect
Technology.
The
event
will
culminate in a seminar at 4pm.
Call (716) 742-2860 for more
information.

Road, Lake Oswego) is hosting an
evening with Steve Huntley of
Wadia. Steve will discuss the
present and future state of digital
audio, and highlight Wadia's new
830 digital-direct CD player. For
reservations, call Gary Kerr at
(503) 699-8888.
CANADA

OREGON

• urs ay, January 22, 7-9pm: The
Audio Gallery (16318 SW Bryant
Stereophile, February 1998

•Pianist Robert Silverman will perform
an eight-concert cycle encompassing all
32 of Beethoven's sonatas in both

Vancouver and Toronto. The Vancouver
cycle will take place at the new,
ARTEC-designed Chan Center for the
Performing Arts on January 11,
February 15, April 26, May 10,
September 20, October 18, November
22, and December 8, 1998. In Toronto,
Silverman will perform on July
8, 9, 15, and 16, with the remaining
recitals to be scheduled in 1999.
For more information, visit his
web site, www.sloth.corn/silverman .
Silverman's Stereophile recordings of
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ART
FOR YOUR EARS
The ART Preamplifier is alimited
edition work of strikingly advanced
audio technolgy dedicated to your
passion for music, designed to reveal
subtule nuances hidden in your
treasured recordings.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703- 698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

through generations.
At this stage of the game, Tonsil's relevance to Stereophile readers is admittedly obscure. Poland emerged only 10
years ago as asovereign democracy, after
enduring 40 years of Soviet neglect. It's
rebuilding at arapid rate, but wages are
typically only aquarter of UK levels, so
there's been little surplus cash around
for serious hi-fi, and Tonsil's production
is therefore determinedly downmarket
at present.
But things are changing. An entrepreneur class is emerging, and the Poles are
a proud, passionate people who love
music. And there are 40 million of
them —enough to support four hi-fi/AV
specialist magazines. The two journalists
Imet were impressively on the ball about
the worldwide scene — the current issue
of the Polish magazine Audio carried a
12-page report on the UK Ramada
show — and plenty of imported hi-fi
brands are advertised. There's even an
embryonic specialist mandicturing sector, with several species of loudspeaker
and an allegedly awesome tube amplifier.
Poland's rapidly changing economy
poses problems for an "old monopoly"
supplier like Tonsil. Having even 100%
of the old Polish market is no guarantee
of future security, as the country's now
defunct TV companies discovered. Management has kept things on course so
far, rapidly building the OEM side of
the business. Pioneer has bought a15%
stake and installed a new production
line for in-car speakers, while Tonsil
also builds speaker systems for brands
like Wharfedale (UK), MB Quart and
Denon (Germany), and drive-units for a
whole lot more.
Having visited the plant, there's no disputing Tonsil's enormous manufacturing
strength—deep as well as broad —or
the competitiveness and skills of its
workforce. Efficiency is adifferent mat-

piano works by Liszt, Brahms, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach
can be obtained by calling (800)
358-6274 —see the ad elsewhere in
this issue for details.
•Friday and Saturday, March 6and 7:
Les Nouvelles Editions ALCYON
is holding its 11th Festival du son et de
l'image, Canada's largest audio and
home-theater show, at the Hotel
Delta (450 rue Sherbrooke W,
Montreal). For more information, call
(514) 384-7082.
Stereophile, February 1998

ter; the biggest difficulty looks like getting this supertanker of acompany to
perform the U-turn in direction and attitudes necessary to come to terms with
late-20th-century hi-fi. At present Tonsil
is much more aloudspeaker than ahi-fi
company, and its appreciation of the latter market is unquestionably naïve.
But put the depth of its know-how
alongside Poland's forests and highquality woodworking skills, and Tonsil
SA. could well evolve into asignificant
player on the European scene.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson

It's been a tough couple of years for
those who like to make digital copies of
audio recordings. What started with
SCMS copy-restriction schemes in DAT
machines has quickly spilled over into
current digital formats such as those proposed for DVD-Audio. But aglimmer
of hope has shone through the haze.
Last month, Members of Congress
Rick Boucher (D—VA) and Tom
Campbell (R—CA) introduced copyright legislation that would implement
the copyright treaties negotiated at the
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) last December.
According to Gary Shapiro, Chairman
of the Home Recording Rights
Coalition (HRRC), "The WIPO copyright treaties reflect an international consensus on balanced copyright protection
in the digital age. In particular, the
treaties recognize that enhanced protection can be achieved for intellectual
property without putting overly broad
restrictions on devices available to
consumers. HRRC applauds Representatives Boucher and Campbell for introducing legislation that, in this very
important respect, reflects the letter and
spirit of the treaties."
Shapiro noted that, at the WIPO

CZECH REPUBLIC

• Saturday and Sunday, February 7
and 8: Audio distributors PRESENTEC and Final Audio are presenting Don Giovanni '98, the Czech
Republic's first real high-end listening
session, at the hotel Don Giovanni in
Prague. Proceeds will be dedicated to
the Czech Red Cross. For more information, contact Mr. Aboubacry
Diallo, Heleny Malirove 4, Prague 6;
tel.: (420-2) 2051 7000; fax (420-2)
2051 3542; e-mail: diallo@post.cz
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Tired of waiting for high-definition TV?

PLEASE
STAND BY

Enjoy HIGH

DEFINITION

soundnow.

Maybe the hype over high-definition television has put you
on hold. And the blizzard of buzzwords surrounding home theater
technology have you seeing snow. Making choices about home
entertainment shouldn't have to be this difficult. And they aren't.
One American manufacturer of audio electronics has been producing High Definition® sound for music lovers around the world for
over 27 years. With superbly crafted, easy-to-use components for the
home that bring recorded music and film soundtracks alive in away
most people have never before experienced.
It's not about buttons and blinking lights, surround-sound formats
or multi-layered menus. It's simply called High Definition" and
only Audio Research products have it. With the help of your skilled
Audio Research retailer, you can assemble aquality sound reproduction system for your home that will bring you enjoyment for years
to come. A system that's easy to use and made to last, thanks to
Audio Research's policy of supporting every product it has ever
manufactured over 27 years.
Maybe it's time to get down to earth with entertainment in your
home. With intelligently designed, time-proven electronic components that are real now. Visit your Audio Research retailer soon
to hear what High Definition is really about.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION"

5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424 /Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604 www.audioresearch.com
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Diplomatic Conference, one of the most
controversial issues was protection
against circumvention of "effective technological measures" used to help protect
copyrighted material from possible
infringement. The measure adopted in
the treaties was supported by abroad
alliance of high-tech US companies,
content providers, and representatives of
users, including the HRRC. It simply
requires signatories to provide "adequate
legal protection and effective legal remedies" against conduct that would circumvent otherwise effective technologies.
At aHouse Judiciary subcommittee
hearing this fall, Boucher elicited
authoritative testimony that the WIPO
provision may be satisfied by legislative
measures addressed to the conduct of
individuals, and does not require
advance impositions on the capabilities
of new computer and consumer electronic devices offered to consumers.
The bill introduced in December by
Boucher and Campbell, H.R. 3048, is
consistent with this approach.
The Boucher/Campbell bill takes
additional steps to bring copyright into
the digital age. It clarifies that "fair use"
and "first sale" (lending rights) protections for consumers apply even though

material is distributed by digital means,
and that devices do not need proprietor
authorization to make ephemeral
"copies" in the course of processing a
work electronically. It protects consumers from unfair and nonnegotiable
terms in "shrinkwrap" licenses that
extend beyond the scope of copyright
protection available under Federal law.
And it extends the archival and "distance learning" rights enjoyed by library
and educational institutions into the
new digital and computer environment.
Shapiro said that H.R. 3048 is good
news not only for consumers, but also
for anyone who is creative in ahightech environment. It protects rights
without limiting the individual activities of researchers, teachers, archivists,
and inventors. Shapiro noted that the
Boucher/Campbell bill is, in many
respects, similar to S. 1146, sponsored
by Senator John Ashcroft (R—MO),
which also has been endorsed by
HRRC. He said that, with balanced
and progressive legislation now pending in both the House and the Senate,
consumers ought to be able to look forward to a constructive approach to
copyright legislation in the second session of the 105th Congress.

Update

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Panamax, the San Rafael, California—based maker of power-protection
equipment, has introduced anew surge
protector/line conditioner to its product
line. The Max 1500 is designed for use
in holm-theater systems with satellite,
cable, and rooftop antenna feeds, and
includes aprotected phone jack for payper-view hookups.
Of special interest to audiophiles
and home-theater fans is the unit's
extensive EMI/RFI noise-reduction
circuitry. Panamax claims anear-100%
suppression of powerline-borne electrical noise, which should result in
clearer video images and quieter audio
background noise. Like its smaller
brother, the Max 1000+, the 1500 features protection against under- and
over-voltage, spikes, surges, and lightning. The 1500 also works as asystem
controller: some of its 10 AC outlets
can be switched on or off sequentially.
Priced at $449, it carries a lifetime
warranty for itself and any connected
equipment. For more information,
reach Panamax by phone at (800)
472-5555, or on the Internet at
www.panamax.com
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SIMPLY
AMAZING

carrrooe 'ma°
$649

"Excellent detail and presence,
amazing specifications".
What HIFI-UK

0a

"The CD6 tickled our fancy and
pleased the ears. Here is a unit
which takes on the high-priced CD
players, matches some, outperforms
others and offers a sound investment for your hard-earned bucks".
The Inner Ear-Canada

•Dual differential DAC

•Copper shielding

•Dual mono configuration
•3independant power transformers

•Audiophile grade components
•XLR,BNC,RCA outputs

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services P.O. BOX 3047 PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901 Tel.: 1-800-663-9352
Canada: Plurison C.P.537 Station Youville Montréal
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Fax: (514) 493-4547
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Aragon's price depends on who you are.
Person A
Trusts his own judgement
Thinks the higher the quality the better
Automaticaly suspicious when told
the more expensive one is better
Aragon's Palladium Class A
monoblock amplifiers
$5,000 per pair

Person B
• • Doesn't trust his own judgement
•
•

• Thinks the higher the price the better
• Automatically believes when told
the more expensive one is better
Aragon's Palladium Class A
monoblock amplifiers
-weeer per pair

$ ,000

To make your own judgement visit a Palladium dealer.
Aragon's Palladium, the finest in amplification, is available in North America exclusively at
• Definition Audio of Redondo Beach, California • Audio FX of Sacramento, California •
Chattanoga Valley Audio of Rossville, Georgia •Soundworks of Kensington, Maryland •Flip's
Stereo Place of Crestwood, Missouri •Avalon A/V of Medford, New Jersey •Higher Fidelity of
Charlotte, N Carolina •Soundex of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania •Audio by Design of Austin,
Texas •Nuts About Hi Fi of Silverdale, Washington •Audio Excellence of Richmond, Ontario.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue •Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914.693.8008 •Fax 914.693.7199 www.mondialdesigns.com
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he only danger in buying agreat
set of headphones is that you may
want to do most of your serious
listening with the 'phones and not with
your speakers.
You can get Class A performance —a pair of 'phones and
aheadphone amp —for afraction of what state-of-the-art
speakers and amplification cost.
As little as $600 will fix you up
with great 'phones and an amp
to drive them. If you're on a
tight hi-fi budget, you may
want to buy agood integrated
amplifier (like the Bryston B60) that drives headphones
well, aset of killer 'phones (like
the Sennheiser HI) 600s or the
Grado RS-ls or RS-2s), and a
modest pair of speakers.
I know — all headphones
are uncomfortable to some
degree. And, in real life, musicians do not play inside your
head. But wearing headphones
is like wearing eyeglasses —
you get used to them. And the
musicians inside your head?
You'll probably adjust to that, too.
Headphone listening has its benefits —
portability, for one. 'Phones also let you
listen without disturbing family members or neighbors. But, maybe even more
important, 'phones discourage others
from disturbing you.
Family members might think nothing
of barging in and disturbing you while
you're listening to speakers, but headphones give you additional protection. If
you wear 'phones — and especially if you
close your eyes — they may find it too
much of abother to bother you. Headphones also give you an excuse for not
hearing or answering the telephone.
Headphones are great for home
theater, too. Who needs surround? Wear
headphones and you can be drawn into
amovie without the rigmarole of surround-sound processors, center-channel
speaker, rear speakers, subwoofers, etc.
Cheap 'phones or expensive? hail you
want is apair of'phones for jogging with
your tape player or for commuting on
the train with your CD portable, you can
Stereophile, February 1998

get by nicely with apair of $69 Grado
SR-60s. These 'phones arc incredibly
rugged. I've stuffed them in my briefcase,
crushed the headband out of shape, then

Grado RS-1 headphones

You can get Class A
performance — apair of
'phones and aheadphone
amp — for afraction of
vvhat state-of-the-art
speakers and
amplification cost.
bent the headband back into shape. After
five years, all I've replaced are the foam
ear pads. For slightly better resolution
with the same tonal quality, you might go
with the SR-80s for $95.
Italked with John Grado of Grado
Labs. He'd like to sell you apair of
$695 Grado RS-ls or $495 RS-2s for even
casual listening straight off the headphone jacks (and cheap op-amp chips) of
aportable radio, tape player, or CD player.
No way. While it's truc that you can
drive the RS-1 s, RS-2s, or Sennheiser
HD 600s this way, why would you?

Tellig

Your expensive 'phones will sound little
better than amuch less expensive pair
from the same manufacturer —in other
words, your Grado RS-1s won't sound
all that much better than a
pair of Grado SR-60s at onetenth the price.
But do you really need an
outboard headphone amplifier?
Not if you're lucky enough
to own an integrated amp, or
a preamplifier fully up to
driving agreat set of 'phones.
Unfortunately, few integrateds and even fewer prcamps
have headphone jacks these
days. And as for the headphone amps built into most
full-size CD players (or cassette decks), they're not much
better than CD portables.
Ican't figure out why preamp manufacturers eliminate
the headphone jack. Are they
trying to rid their products of
all convenience features? Digital
processors, too, should come
with headphone jacks. They
almost never do. As Isaid, the
Bryston B-60 integrated drives headphones superbly well straight off its linestage preamp section (not the poweramp section). You might look into the
integrated amps from Arcam, including
the Alpha 7at $449 or the Alpha 8at
$699, both of which feature headphone
jacks. (Arcam is not in the headphone
amp business.) With the Arcam units,
the headphones are driven by the poweramp stage. You might also check out the
8000S integrated from Audiolab —good
'phone facilities there, too.
If you've got the bucks, you might
consider the Cary Audio Design CAD300SEI line-level integrated ($3695), in
which the headphones are driven by a
pair of 300B power-amp tubes. All the
legendary 300B magic is there, and bass
is surprisingly tight, too.
If the Cary CAD-300SEI seems an
expensive way to drive headphones, the
performance level of the Cary/Senn'wiser HD 600 combination, for around
$4000, may not fall far short of the
$14,900 Sennheiser Orpheus amp/headphone combo.
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The speaker that took
20 years to create

The new THIEL CS2.3
Audio magazine describes Jim Thiel as "clearly the kind of speaker designer who just
never stops improving his products.... Each added refinement has been another step
toward making the musical experience more real." Experience the latest result of this
20 year tradition of excellence by hearing the new CS2.3 at your nearest THIEL dealer.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1111EL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511
Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com
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Keep your 'phones? If you own a
good pair of headphones already
—maybe an older pair of
Grados, Beyerdynamics,
Sennheisers, or ayesteryear classic like the
Yamaha HP-ls — then
maybe you should keep
them, at least for awhile.
Use your money instead
to buy agood headphone amp.
While headphone manufacturers
may disagree, Iconsider the quality of
the amplification to be as important as
the quality of the 'phones. Take apair of
Grado SR-60s — they sound more dynamic, more detailed with agood headphone amp than they do running straight
off aRadioShack Optimus CD-3400.
As John Bevier, Manager of Consumer Products at Sennheiser USA,
explains: "Headphone diaphragms work
on the exact same principle as aloudspeaker diaphragm when it couples with
apower amplifier. It takes current to
physically grab the diaphragm and push
it in and out in acontrolled fashion."
For $795 you can get the McCormack
Micro Integrated Drive, one of
the great bargains in high-end
hi-fi, even if the name is a
mouthful and doesn't tell you
exactly what the unit does.
The MID is more than a
headphone amp. It's also a
superb active line-stage preamp (with two line-level
inputs but no tape loop). As a
line-stage preamp, the MID
compares with some of the
best solid-state line-stage preamps selling for $2000 or so. 2
But wait, there's more —a
set of speaker jacks on the
back, 5Wpc. With solid-state,
especially, the best-sounding
amps tend to be the lowestpowered. With tubes, too —
power corrupts.
How does the Micro Integrated Drive sound as a
power amp?
Ilaugh my evil laugh.
If your digs are small —a studio apartment, for instance, or adorm room —the
MID does it all for you, serving as an
integrated amp and as a headphone
amp. Just get apair of efficient, easy-todrive speakers like the phenomenal
1Ibought apair of Yamaha HP-1s about 20 years ago.
They're still among the finest dynamic 'phones I've ever
heard. [I agree.— Ed.!
2See Wes Phillips' repon on the MID in the July 1996
Stereophile (Vol.19 No.7) —afull searchable index to
every review the has appeared in the magazine can be
found on our ,s el ,site: www.stereophile.com.
—JA
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McCormack Micro Integrated Drive

floorstanding Zephyrs from Triangle
Electroacoustique, now available in
North America.
In amoment, I'll discuss two more
headphone-amp options. But first, let's
listen to three fun 'phones.
Grado RS-1 and RS-2 headphones
The $695 Grado RS-ls have been around
for about two years. The $495 Grado RS2s are brand new. They were quietly introduced just before Christmas.

Grado RS-2 headphones

Icall the RS-1s the Grado "woodies,"
with deference to the late Beavis and
Butthead. The sound is typical Grado —
warm, full-bodied, rich, nonfatiguing in
the treble. (This applies to all Grado
'phones, including the lightweight
SR-40s for $39.95 — an ideal choice
for joggers!)
The RS-1s have even greater warmth
and richness than other Grado 'phones,
perhaps because of the mahogany
earphone chambers. By the way, the
"specially cured" mahogany (from
mahogany trees specially grown in

Space

Brooklyn, New York — yes,
atree grows in Brooklyn) is
surprisingly light.
Is it the mahogany that
gives the RS-1s their special
richness and resonance? No
question—the RS-1s and RS2s sound like no other 'phones.
With bodies tuned like musical
instruments, these 'phones are
especially kind to classical music.
They impart richness, body, and
sweetness, particularly to strings. For this
reason, the Grado RS-ls remain some of
my favorite 'phones.
However, the Grados can sound sluggish and bass-heavy, even lacking in resolution — especially for the first 50
hours or so. You need to run them in!
They can also sound sluggish and lacking in detail when driven directly off the
likes of aRadioShack Optimus CD-3400
portable CD player. Not only do they
need run-in, they need power.
For me, the Grado RS-ls come into
their own with the Cary CAD-300SEI,
the McCormack Micro Integrated Drive,
or the Creek OBH-11 (provided you
use the optional OBH-2
power-supply upgrade). I'm
somewhat less keen on the
Grado RS-1s with the Musical
Fidelity X-CANS, even with
the X-PSU power supply,
because the bass is not as tight
and taut as I like. The
midrange and treble are magnificent with this combination, however.
The Creek OBH-11 headphone amp is something else —
especially with the OBH-2
power-supply upgrade. With
this combo, the Grado RS-ls
not only sing—they fly. There's
no sluggishness. Bass is tight,
taut, yet lusciously full—this
fullness and richness of bass is
something you don't quite get
with the Sennheiser HD 600s.
The treble is sweet and extended, yet not over the top.
Fortunately, flow there arc the Grado
RS-2s for $495. That's $200 less than
the RS-ls, for 'phones that look and
sound almost identical. Good news for
those who find the price of the RS-1s
out of reach!
The RS-2s are made from the same
Brooklyn mahogany, but the gimbal
assembly is plastic, not metal. The 'phones
are probably rugged enough, though —
if my five-year abuse of the SR-60s is
any indication. As with the RS-1 s, the
voice coils are wound from ultra-high41

You can spend more money!
you cannot buy better electronics.

For more information please contaa your nearest Classe Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428
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purity, long-crystal, oxygen-free
copper. And the diaphragm of
each driver is "de-stressed" to
"enhance inner detail."
You don't get a wooden
presentation chest with the
RS-2s, though —just a
plain cardboard box with
foam packing.
As I said, Grado
headphones take a
while to break in, and
I've had the RS-2s for
only afew days. Still, I
can remember what
the RS-ls sounded
like before they broke
in; the RS-2s are very
close in sound quality.
Again, it's the full-bodied
sound—especially the luscious, rich,
resonant bass — that makes the Grado
'phones special. Be sure to give them
good amplification, though.
Sennheiser HD 600s
The Sennheiser HD 580s have long
been one of my headphone references,
too. Ihad the '580s for awhile, then
gave them to my father-in-law, who
plugs them directly into the headphone
jacks of his now-discontinued Arcam
Alpha 5integrated.
The HD 600s are better yet, offering
greater speed and resolution. They're
among the most resolving headphones I
have heard, of any type.
Okay, the HD 600s lack the warmth,
body, and generosity of bass found with
the mahogany Grados. Quite possibly,
they have slightly greater resolution and
speed, and maybe they're atad more
neutral. Tough to tell. When Iswitch
from the Grado RS-ls to the Sennheiser
HD 600s, Ihear just alittle more of the
environment around instruments.
The magic of the HD 600s is their
midrange — apurity of tone, especially
when driven by tubes, that is quite special.
Because they're not overly warm or
full-bodied in their presentation, the
HD 600s lend themselves particularly
well to tube amplification. If you can't
afford the $3695 for the Cary CAD300SEI, you might consider the Musical
Fidelity X-CANS, especially with its XPSU power-supply upgrade.
According to the Audio Advisor catalog, the "HD 600s' new carbon-fiber
housing is an excellent absorber of energy, making sure that nonmusical resonances never reach your ears."
Interesting. Could it be that Ilove the
Grados because of their resonances, which
Icertainly don't find "nonmusical"? And
Stereophile, February 1998

Sennheiser HD 600
headphones

that
I love
the
Sennheisers for their
lack of such resonances?
The HD 600s'
construction quality is
excellent, as is the
comfort they provide. The headband bows are
made from carbon fiber. The
back section of
the
earphone
chambers — or
"acoustic cups," as
Sennheiser
calls
them — is stainlesssteel mesh. The drive
magnets are designed for
long throw, while the aluminum voicecoils are triple-wound. Wow! Much of
the technology was derived from the
electrostatic Orpheus project. Call the
HD 600s Senitheiser's trickle-down
'phones, then.

The magic of the
Sennheiser HD 600s is
their midrange — apurity
of tone, especially when
driven by tubes — that is
quite special.
The diaphragm combines polycarbonate with polyurethane, said to stabilize the
diaphragm for low mass and alinear piston motion. As John Bevier of Sennheiser
USA points out, the low mass makes the
HD 600s relatively easy to drive.
Even when driven directly from, say,
the op-amps of the RadioShack
Optimus CD-3400 portable CD
player, the Sennheisers never
sounded sluggish or slow.
Still, with good amplification the 'phones sounded
better yet: more detailed.
more dynamic, cleaner and
faster. With these 'phones, I
especially like the Cary
CAD-300S EI integrated
and the Musical Fidelity
X-CANS. In other words,
toobs.
The Sennheiser HD 600s
have asuggested retail of $449, but
the street price, at Audio Advisor and
elsewhere, is usually about $100 less.
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That makes the Sennheisers avery compelling buy.
Musical Fidelity X-CANS headphone
amp and X-PSU power supply
In North America, the Musical Fidelity
X-CANS can be purchased only by
mail, from Audio Advisor. You can purchase Grado and Sennheiser headphones from AA, too, so package deals
are often available: headphones and
headphone amps.
AA sells the X-CANS alone for
$249.95. But for $399.90 you can buy
the X-CANS plus the X-PSU powersupply upgrade, which is $199.95 if
bought separately. You save 50 bucks.
(Of course, you save more if you buy
nothing at all.)
The neat thing about the X-PSU
power supply is that it eliminates wall
warts from up to four Musical Fidelity
X-series components (except for the X50 power amps). For those who already
own the X-DAC, X-10D, X-Pre, etc.,
this power-supply upgrade is an especially good deal.
How could you lose with the XCANS? It pushes all the right buttons:
"It's tubed, class-A, single-ended triode,
raves Stereophilc's Sam Tellig." (I can just
imagine the Audio Advisor's overwrought advertising copy now.)
The X-CANS mates very well with
the Sennheiser HD 600s. The midrange
and treble are glorious: delicate,
detailed, liquid. Sound to die for.
Almost. The Cary CAD-300SEI with
its 300B output tubes still wins—so
alive, so immediate.
However, Ifound the X-CANS amp
less satisfactory with the two Grado
models — mainly because of the bass,
which Ijudged to be generous but not
so well-controlled. The X-PSU power
supply is a worthwhile upgrade, but
doesn't make quite the dramatic differ-
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Musical Fidelity XCANS headphone amplifier
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"O wonderful music, that can so
astonish amusic lover"

Introducing the intensely exciting new loudspeakers from
Soliloquy.
Share with us our enthusiasm and dedication to producing
superior home audio loudspeaker systems. Speakers that are
compatible with avariety of music lover's interests.
Dedicated to those with alove affair for low power, triode tube
amplifiers...to rock-crushing surround sound video enthusiasts.
Soliloquy speakers are designed to produce ahuge sound stage and an intoxicating
midrange to say nothing of the tight tuneful bass, We invite you to audition and
experience the Soliloquy sound at an authorized Soliloquy dealer.
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"0, from this time forth let the music
be heard from Soliloquy loudspeakers
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Co.
2613 Discovery Dr . •Bldg. A •Raleigh, NC 27616 •(919) 876-7554 •Fax (919) 876-2590
e-mail: info@solspeak.com
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enough to take
along on your travels. If only "real"
solid-state amps —
ie, amps that drive
speakers—sounded as splendid as
this. The Creek is
dynamic, detailed,
smooth, controlled
in the bass, and extended in the treble without being
overbright. The
OBH-2
power
supply makes the
OBH-11 sound even faster,
clearer, cleaner, and more
Creek OBH-11 headphone amplifier
dynamic. Well worth the extra $100 —
especially with the Grado 'phones.
ence that the Creek OBH-2 power supAt $400, the OBH-11/0BH-2 comply makes with the Creek OBH-11
bination gets you very close to the
headphone amp.
McCormack Micro Integrated Line
But wait! The X-PSU will power up
Drive at $795 — twice the price.
to four X-series components. If you're
But the McCormack can double as a
already into generation X with an Xline-stage preamp or as an integrated, in
DAC, X-Pre, or X-10D, the X-PSU
apinch. Before you buy the Creek or
power supply is asuper-good idea. One
the Musical Fidelity, ask yourself: Could
power-supply upgrade for all.
Two things Idon't like about the X- you use agreat line-stage too? Would
you like to have abackup amp? If the
CANS: First, it's too big to travel. This is
not something you'll want to pack inside
your suitcase and take on vacation. The
Creek OBH-11 is much smaller and
Contacts
lighter. It's also solid-state, and for that
reason, too, may travel better. You can
Arcam, A&R Cambridge, Denny
probably knock it around more.
Industrial Centre, Pembroke Ave.,
Second, the volume-control knob on
Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB,
the X-CANS is maddeningly small—
England, UK. Tel: (44) 1223 203
almost impossible to grasp. The knob
203. US distributor: Audiophile
on the Creek OBH-11 is probably 50
Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr.,
times bigger. No kidding.
Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (888)
"CANS," by the way, is British audio
272-2658, (317) 849-5880. Fax: (317)
slang for headphones.
841-4107. Web: www.asIgroup.com
Cary Audio Design,
111-A
Creek OBH-11 headphone amplifier
Woodwinds Industrial Ct., Cary,
Remember "le format ridicule" of the
NC 27511. Tel: (800) 421-5456. Fax:
Creek OBH-12 passive preamp in
(919) 460-3828.
January?
Creek Audio Limited, 2 Bellevue
It's back... in the OBH-11 headRd., Friem Barnet, London N11 3ER,
phone amp. Only here the small format
England, UK. Tel: (44) 181-361-4136.
definitely works to the product's advanUS distributor: Music Hall, 108
tage, making it very portable (no battery
Station Rd., Great Neck, NY 11023.
pack is available, however) and easy to
Tel: (516) 487-3663. Fax (516) 773place on anight table.
3861. Web: www.musichallaudio.com
As standard, the OBH-11 is supplied
Grado Laboratories, 4614 Seventh
with the same wall-wart power supply
Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11220. Tel: (718)
used by the other Creek OBH micro
435-5340. Fax: (718) 633-6941.
components. This power supply is made
McCormack Audio Corporto Creek's specifications in China. For
ation, 5421 Avenida Encinas, Suite
an extra $100 you can toss the wall wart
J, Carlsbad, CA 92008. Tel: (760)
aside and use Creek's OBH-2 power
930-9550. Fax: (760) 930-9555.
supply, made by Creek in England.
Musical Fidelity, Ltd., 15/16
Music Hall's Roy Hall says the OBH-2
Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Rd.,
was designed by Alex Nikitin. Even
with the OBH-2, the OBH-11 is small
Stereophile, February 1998
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Creek OBH-11 and OBH-2 are bargains, so is the McCormack Micro
Integrated Drive. Maybe, with all its
versatility, even abigger bargain.
In typical Tellig fashion, Ican't decide
what Ilike better. In the bedroom, I
generally use the RadioShack Optimus
CD-3400 Cl) player into the OBH11/0BH-2 combination with the
Grado RS-1 headphones. I love the
richness and warmth when listening
under the covers.
In the living room, I use the
Sennheiser HD 600s with the Musical
Fidelity X-CANS and X-PSU power
supply. Ilove the Sennheisers' resolution and speed, plus the lushness of the
single-ended tube triode sound.
Seriously. Irecommend the Grado
RS-1 and RS-2 'phones with the
Creek, and the Sennheisers with the
Musical Fidelity. Of course, there's a
whole line of headphone amps from
HeadRoom that Ihaven't heard. Wes
Phillips may be able to offer some recommendations there.
Happy listening. And don't forget: If
you don't want family members to bother bothering you, keep your eyes shut
when you listen. Works every time!

Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OTF,
England, UK. Tel: (44) 181-9002866. Fax: (44) 181-900-2983. US
distributor: Audio Advisor, Inc.,
4649 Danvers Dr. SE, Kentwood,
MI 49512. Tel: (800) 942-0220,
(616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
Web: www.audioadvisor.com.
Sennheiser Electronic GmbH
& Co. KG, Postfach 100264,
D-30892 Wedemark, Germany.
Web: www.sennheiser.com .US
distributor: Sennheiser USA, One
Enterprise Dr., P.O. Box 987, Old
Lyme, CT 06371. Tel: (860) 4349190. Fax: (860) 434-1759. Web:
www.sennheiserusa.com
Triangle Electroacoustique, Triangle Industrie, 6 bd Jules Ferry,
02200 Soissons, France. Tel: (33) 323
59 80 80. Fax: (33) 323 59 80 81. Web:
www.triangle-fccom .US & Canadian distributor: Hi Fi Forum, P.O.
Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921; or P.O.
Box 8, 1217 Greene Ave., Montreal,
Quebec H3Z 2T1, Canada. Tel: (800)
771-8279, (514) 931-8891. Web:
www.total.hi-fi-forum.com
—Sam Tellig
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A great musician brings the fire of
inspiration to the flawless execution of
fundamentals.
The VK-05 CD player brings Balanced Audio
Technology innovation to digital design.
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The VK-D5 is fully balanced in both the digital and
_monolog domains. Even the current-to-voltage
converter employs adifferential Flying l
-V circuit
using discrete Vishay resistors. Six plate-loaded triodes
in the analog stage deliver up to ten times the current
of typical buffered outputs.

A proprietary servo controls the Phillips transport. A
unique BAT-designed reconstruction filter preserves
signal purity. No buffers. No followers. No op-amps. No
hype. Just exacting engineering in the service of music.
Hear why the VK-D5 has been so eagerly awaited, and
why so many knowledgeable listeners have placed
advance orders. Visit your BAT audio specialist today.

26 Beethoven Drive

800.256.4228 m• 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 3°2.999.8855 IT info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

Analog
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superb new software available to make
buying aturntable aviable option for
any connoisseur of fine sound.
Between Classic Records, Analogue
Productions, DCC Compact Classics,
Alto Analogue, Speaker's Corner, ARS,
King Super Analogue, WEA Germany,

ver have one of those days from
hell that starts before the sun
comes up and doesn't end until
you fall into bed exhausted and stressed,
hours after your normal snooze time?
Ihad one afew weeks ago. I'll spare
you the 6am phone call that started it,
but by noon I'd learned that my furnace
was cracked and anew one would cost
me $3000. Three grand? 'What awaste.
That almost buys a state-of-the-art
phono cartridge or some good cables
these days, and Ihave to divert it to heat?
The compensatory dinner out didn't
result in E. couipoisoning, but the day's
toxicity wasn't over: we returned home
to flashing red lights and cops combing
the grounds with flashlights.
"False alarm," one officer assured nie,
returning to his car. Another—the
supervising sergeant, as it turned out—
walked up and said, "It's afunny coincidence, but when the alarm call came in,
Iwas reading your article on the Oracle
turntable in the new Stereophile."
Small audiophile world, don't you
think? He's got the Krell integrated
amplifier and some Snell speakers —
another coincidence: the restaurant
we'd come from also had Snell speakers
—and he told me this column had just
about worn down his resistance: he
was thinking about resurrecting his
AR 'table. Itold him I'd be happy to
do the cartridge setup, while
telling myself to please remember
to first check my '60s-vintage collection of cartridge-mounting
hardware for seeds and stems —
otherwise, Imight find myself
having a really bad day.
(And yes, let's hope he has a
good sense of humor,
because he just read that too!)

Three grand? What a
waste. That almost buys a
state-of-the-art phono
cartridge or some good
cables these days, and I
have to divert it to heat?
Testament, Mosaic, and the others —
and "commercial" labels large and small
like Blue Note, Impulse!, Columbia,
Warner Brothers, MCA, Elektra, Drag
City, Sub Pop, Matador, and on and on
— there's an abundance of vinyl few of
us could have imagined afew years ago,

4111111.

Things we need
I'm writing this on Thanksgiving
Day, the memory of the Barney balloon
getting stabbed to death by one of
NYC's finest —a moment I'll long cherish —fresh in my mind. It got me thinking about how much we analog enthusiasts have to be thankful for as we head
into 1998. A few years ago, vinyl was a
dirty word. Today it's merely in bad taste
in certain circles. Still, there's enough
Stereophile, February 1998

and plenty of retail mail-order competition to peddle it to us. Every analog
enthusiast should be on the mailing lists
of Acoustic Sounds, Audiophile International, Quality Vinyl, Music Direct,
Elusive Disc, Classic Direct, and the
rest. And the used market just keeps on
belching up wonders. Then there's the
online vinyl resources, which I'm corn-
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piling for afuture column.
We've also got an extensive choice of
new turntables, arms, cartridges, and
phono preamps, and awide range of
analog accessories, from vacuum
record-cleaning machines to styluspressure gauges accurate to ahundredth
of agram. But there are still some things
we could really use ...
Like the sort of cartridge analyzer
Audio-Technica used to make. If audiophiles are willing to spend $800 on an
accurate stylus-pressure gauge — and
they appear to be — I'm sure many
would fork over the going rate for a
new high-tech setup device.
We need new and better test records.
Hi-Fi News &Record Review's Test Record
is agood start, but we need better and
more complete diagnostics. One of the
audiophile labels should do it, accompanying aseries of meaningful tests with
music tracks from its catalog — sort of
like across between the old Shure test
records and Bob and Ray Throw aStereo
Spectacular. Among the tests should be
long left-channel-only and right-channel-only modulations, to make minimizing crosstalk easy for precise
azimuth adjustment.
A reader recently sent me some
photocopies of ads for some really
useful products that are no longer
being made. Anyone ever heard of
the Berkshire Match Maker, from
the late '70s? It's apair of switch
boxes ($49.95/pair) you insert
between your turntable and preamp that allows you to "dial in"
both capacitance and resistive
loading. You could add from
between 50pF to 350pF in
50pF steps, and either 68k
ohms or 100k ohms.
Of course, it's for use with
moving-magnet cartridges, but
how difficult would it be to
design one for moving-coils? Few of us
would want to keep such adevice inserted in the line, but once you'd determined optimum capacitive and resistive
loading, perfection would be just ahot
soldering iron away. Did you know that
NAD's old budget 1020 preamp came
with a capacitive loading switch? As
reader Gerald Smith demonstrated to
47
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me last year, the total capacitive load has
aprofound effect on aMM cartridge's
flat-frequency-response performance.
If the total capacitance (which
includes the preamp and both the
armwire and interconnect wire) is too
high, you get high-frequency rolloff,
potentially accompanied by arise in the
upper midrange. The proper capacitive
value is related to the internal inductance of the cartridge and the resistive
loading — which is not necessarily 47k
ohms, even though virtually all MM
phono sections are so loaded.
Mr. Smith calculated for me that if a
cartridge has 380 milliHenries of inductance (the Shure V-15VxMR, for example, has 425) and the total capacitance is
250pF, the critical frequency below
which highs would roll off at 12dB/
octave would be 16,329Hz — too low!
He then calculated that the optimal
resistance of such acombination for flat
response would be 27.5k ohms of loading, even though virtually all MM preamps are nominally set to 47k ohms.
The result is both high-frequency rolloff
and amild rise between 5and 10kHz.
We pause momentarily to commemorate the
'/3point throaqh the 33rd 'Analog Corner"...
Lower the total capacitance to 1
Mr. Smith writes, and the Fc (critical fre
quency) rises to 21,080Hz, thus ensuring no audible HF rolloff and an optimal resistance of 35.5k ohms—close
enough to the nominal 47k MM "standard" to not require modification. Want
to mess with the math? First of all, you'll
have to know both your preamp's
capacitance and the total capacitance of
your interconnect and tonearm wire.
To calculate the critical frequency (Fc),
the formula is 1divided by 29 times the
square root of the inductance in Henries
times the capacitance in Farads. The
optimum resistance calculation is 0.707
times the square root of the inductance
divided by the capacitance. Whew! Or,
you could have apair of little boxes that
helps you set these things by ear.
By the way, Berkshire Audio Products (of Great Neck, New York, and I
assume now defunct) also sold acapacitance meter that could measure the
entire path: the tonearm wiring, interconnect, and the internal capacitance of
the preamp itself ($89.95).
The rest of the Xeroxed stroll down
analog memory lane (supplied by a
retiree living on Majorca — I'm not too
jealous) included the Audio-Technica
AT 60006a, an end-of-play hydraulic
arm lift that I'd forgotten Ionce owned,
Stereophile, February 1998

and the Nuclear Products Company
3R500 Staticmaster, a"Polonium-treated jaguar-hair brush [that] eliminates
static and dust from records." Carcinogenic? Endangered species? When
clean records are at stake, who cares?
Our man in Majorca also sent ablurb
on the Swiss-made Spirig illuminated
100-power microscope for viewing styli.

One key diagnostic device
Iwouldn't be without
is astethoscope.
The Spirig is still in production and
would make ahandy accessory; someone should import it. Itake cartridges to
my local jeweler for inspection: his
high-powered stereoscopic microscope
for examining gems yields areally clear
3D image.
One key diagnostic device Iwouldn't
be without is a stethoscope. You can
pick one up at amedical supply house
or agood pharmacy for about 25 bucks.
It's handy for listening in on turntable
bearing noise when you go shopping for
a new — and especially a used —
turntable. Put the business end on the
plinth and start the motor: You should
hear silence. If you hear a groaning
noise that rises in frequency and continues at asteady pitch once the platter
reaches speed, you can be sure the
vibrations creating the noise are being
transmitted directly to the stylus tip.
If you hear noise on anew 'table, the
cause is most likely apoorly designed
and/or manufactured bearing. On a
used 'table it could be wear caused by
the previous owner running the bearing
with insufficient or no oil. Whether
new or used, and whatever the cause, if
you do hear noise, don't buy that
turntable. While the noise itself might
not be audible on a"silent groove" band
of atest record, the noise translates into
vibrations that make their way through
the plinth and into the tonearm, where
they interfere with the delicate stylus/
groove interface.
I'll tell you another thing we need in
this new analog world: aclearinghouse
to better inform us as to what's available
on vinyl. k's almost like the early days of
CD, when aguy named Peter Howard
started ICE (International Compact
Disc Exchange) to help CD enthusiasts
learn what new digitized "treasures"
were available, and to facilitate trades of
the then-precious commodity among
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the early adopters.
Today we need an analog command
center. I've tried to become an information hub for new vinyl activity by asking
pressing-plant managers to fax or e-mail
me alist of their output, but despite
assurances that they'd do so, none has
come through. And you can't ask label
publicists what's available because usually they don't know. The only sure way
of finding out what's being pressed is to
read the mail-order catalogs, subscribe
to Goldmine, and read the ads from the
nonaudiophile vinyl dealers who frequently have adifferent mix of product
(and sometimes lower prices). Finally,
regularly scour the bins of your favorite
vinyl shop (if you have one).
Did you know that Morrissey's new
album Maladjusted (Mercury 314 536
036-1) is available on 180gm vinyl? I
picked it up at Tower for eight bucks! Or
that Portishead (London 314 539 189-1) is
atwo-LP set? More commercial vinyl
I've picked up recently: Squirrel Nut
Zippers' Hot (Mammoth MR 0137-1),
Fountains of Wayne (Atlantic 92725-1),
Southern Culture on the Skids' Plastic
Seat Sweat (Telstar/DGC TR030),
Erykah Badu's Baduism (Kedar/Universal U-53027), Stereolab's Loops and
Dots (Drag City, two LPs pressed on
white vinyl from British stampers,
$14.98), Luna's Pup Tent (Teenbeat/
Elektra 232). ("Additional copies are
available for $8 from Teenbeat, P.O. Box
3265, Arlington, VA 22203," the inner
sleeve of the Greg Calbi-mastered,
Europadisk DMM-mastered LP says. If
you like good sound —Talking Heads,
B-52's, VU — I suggest you take
Teenbeat up on its offer.)
Would Ihave known about these
(mostly) great-sounding LPs (I get the
CDs from the record companies for
review in my magazine) if Ihadn't seen
them with my own eyes? No. The
promo literature doesn't list the vinyl,
and the advertisements say "available on
CD and cassette." Isn't this ... absurd?
Feedback loop
Idon't know any reviewer who enjoys
writing anegative review. In fact, some
feel so uncomfortable doing so, they
don't — even when it's deserved. Those
reviewers should find anew avocation;
neither you nor the industry is served by
amealymouthed writeup. But readers,
for the most part, don't enjoy negative
reviews either — especially when the
skewered product sits on their equipment racks!
I didn't feel my review of the
Clearaudio turntable/Souther tonearm
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last November' was negative. In fact,
most of what Iheard and described didn't differ that much from other recently
published reviews. Mine, however, was
the only one that attempted to deal with
the Souther arm's objective performance,
which Ifound flawed in afew key areas,
and on which Ifelt obliged to report.
Iwas called some choice names (I
won't repeat them here) by some
Souther enthusiasts, but Idid talk with a
few — including Bob Gadwood, who
gave me permission to print his findings
after Isuggested he purchase HFN/
RR's Test Record and run the tests Iused.
Mr. Gadwood uses aClavis cartridge —
which is what Iused — with his preClearaudio\
Souther.
While Icouldn't measure avertical resonant frequency on the Souther, which
indicated to me that it was above the
16Hz upper limit of the HFN/RR Test
Record, Mr. Gadwood heard the lkHz
pilot tone warbling right where it should
—between 8 and 10Hz —though he
could detect visible arm movement. I
can't explain the disparity in our findings.
In fact, after the review ran, Iheard from
aformer Souther dealer who corroborat1Vo120 No.11, p.1fl

ed my finding. Still, Inow feel obliged to
repeat the test at adealer, and Iwill report
back to you when Ihave done so. Mr.
Gadwood tested afriend's SME V and
didn't detect movement there, though he
did hear the pilot-tone warble.
Understand that, when the vertical resonance point was reached on other arms
I've tested (Immedia, JMW Memorial,
Graham, Wheaton Triplanar), movement
was easily visible—as the Test Record
instructions say it should be.
Like me, Mr. Gadwood was unable to
detect alateral resonant frequency, either
visually or aurally, meaning it was out of
the ideal 8-12Hz range. In his first cornmunication after using the Test Record,
Mr. Gadwood did not hear the side
2/band 1 mistracking buzz moving
from channel to channel, as Ihad reported. This really disturbed me — I'd tried
everything to stabilize the arm and get it
to perform adequately in this regard.
In his next communication, Mr.
Gadwood amended his report: "I also
went back and listened to the sound of
the cartridge mistracking on band 1of
side 2of the Test Record. And Ido hear
the buzz move around from side to side.
(I hadn't really bothered with the sound
of the mistracking before, only what it
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took to make the arm track.) Itook the
record to afriend who has aVPI Jr.
'table with (I think) an SME 309 arm.
In this case, the mistracking buzz also
moved from side to side. It turns out
that my copy of the Test Record is alittle
warped, and the hole is apparently offcenter as well. So Ithink that movement of the mistracking buzz may be an
artifact of the specific pressing that I
have. As Imentioned in one of my earlier letters, Idon't hear any problems
with tracking on my Stereo Review test
record (no longer in print)."
To reiterate what I wrote in my
review: The problem with an undamped
linear-tracking arm like the Souther, the
Forsell, or the original Eminent Technology is that you're dragging ahuge
mass along that linear line. Given that
many (if not most) records are pressed
somewhat off-center, as that mass slides
back and forth there's no way the cantilever can avoid being swinged, swayed,
and Sammy Kaye'd (for those of you old
enough). The result: Instead of staying
centered in the groove, the stylus presses on one wall, then the other. And
while the cantilever may not snap on
such an undamped arm, there's no way
the coils attached to it can remain cen-
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s anyone else remotely concerned
about the proliferation of remote controls in high-end audio? Maybe it was
a backlash to my '60s New York
activism, but Iquietly sat through the
television remote-control revolution —
and look where it's led! When asked if
I've seen ER this week. Ihave to sit back
and think as visions of the 20 or so shows
we watched simultaneously during ER
race through my mind in acollage only
Jerry Garcia could find meaning in.
Using the simple guise of convenience, my audiophile has gained control
of my knowledge of world events, sports,
even the weather. Yes, the weather. Because the dial is not permitted to linger on
any station longer than two seconds, I
have time only to catch word of atornado in Kansas or rainfall in Seattle while
zipping past the weather station.
It's truc that remotes may not have
totally turned down the volume on feminism, but the power wielded by remotecontrollers would send even Gloria
Steinem hopping into that Playboy Bunny
outfit. So as remotes continue to proliferate in audio, I'm not going to be caught
couch-napping again!
Today's complaints about tripping
over cables the thickness of garden hose,
and the comings and goings of endless
arrays of equipment, will be nothing
compared to the havoc wreaked by the
further proliferation of remotes. Let us
stand up against remotes in audio now,
before our significant others never stand
up again. Let us get our hands around
the remote situation — that is, if we can
rip it away from our audiophiles!
I'm the first to admit that I've been
lulled into complacency by my audiophile's sweet talk. "Look, honey! My new
transport has aremote control. Now I'm
ne-e-e-ver going to have to take my arm
from around you to get up and change
the track." Huh! Last time my audiophile
reached his arm around me, it was to
snatch the remote from my hand.
Lest you think Iexaggerate (never!), I
went in search of all the audio remote
controls lying around our apartment. I
found remotes tucked between the
couch pads, hidden under the coffee
table, stacked in the CD rack, and lying
on the floor between amps (dropped by
Stereophile, February 1998

my audiophile as he was tweaking
something) — and more stray remotes
in the bedroom ("I needed the batteries
for the VCR remote... "), kitchen ("I
got aphone call from one of my audiobuddies ... "), and hallway ("I was
adjusting aRoomTune
").
Here's what Ifound:
•One (1) round, silver, space-age Sonic
Frontiers remote. No mere up-anddown arrows here. Nope, groovy semicircles to signify sound, and nifty little
round buttons for your fingers.
•Two (2) Altis remotes, one from atransport we no longer own. It is critical never
to relinquish aremote. And if you send

Stand up against
remotes in audio now,
before our significant
others never
stand up again.
anything back for repair, ask for anew
remote. Remotes are like duct tape —
you can never have enough.
•Two (2) Conrad-Johnson remotes,
perfectly color-coordinated with
the C-J equipment — Lew, Bill,
you guys can watch Fashion File
with me anytime.
• Four (4) standard-looking
remotes with the traditional
black, red, and gray buttons.
Of course, each remote's
volume button is in adifferent place, doing away with
any possibility that you can
transfer your audio-remote
knowledge from component to component.
•One (1) plain silver metal
box with unmarked buttons. I'm guessing it's a
remote, not some CIA
device for blowing up
satellites. (Sorry for any
interruption in cellphone use Imay have
caused.)
Yes, we've come a
long way from the
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Meitner preamplifier connected to its
remote by along cord. And the first
high-end component with a true remote: the Rowland Consummate preamp. Now there are remotes to lust
after, such as the Sutherland. With no
buttons or knobs, it uses an accelerometer to sense motion — amere twist of
the wrist and you can increase the volume, another twist and the component
is turned off. And how about the
remotes for the Apogee and Genesis
speakers, which control the bass output?
And what about the danger these little gadgets could cause?
Audiophiles will be using their
Airtangent Reference tonearm remotes
to raise and lower VTA, creating distortions heard before only in Hendrix performances. And instead of settling for
the dynamics of the 1812 Overture, audiophiles will be constantly adjusting the
volume. "Yes, honey, it does sound like a
cannonball just went past my head."
Then there will be the remote control of everything, just because it can be
done: Adjusting the angle of the speakers to project Mel Torrné onto the ceiling. Jumping from track to track on a
disc looking for hidden messages.
Trying to levitate Ali Akbar Khan off
the stage into mid-air.
Like the snowboarders replacing the skiers
on the slopes, listening will go from a
cruise down the
mountain to adaredevil run filled with
danger and excitement. "Yeah, you
shoulda been there.
I put on Nirvana's
Urrphred, caught some
air on the track surfing,
revved the volume, but
then Iadjusted the VTA
too much and caught
some wicked grooves.
Never made it through
the album, but wow, it was
incredible."
Wait a minute — this
remote thing sounds fun.
My only question is, how do
Iget my hands on one? 13
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Sony FS •Stewart •Target •Tice Audio
Thorens •Threshold •Velodyne •MA

Sound City is proud to carry TICE A.C.
Power Conditio ers, the only product that
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TICE Audio, well known for pioneering breakthrough
technologies in A.C. line filtering, has consistently "pushed
the envelope" when it comes to innovative, cost effective
line conditioners. All models exemplify "aerospace build
quality" and truly exhibit what can be achieved through
hand crafted performance.

"With the Elite and Infinite Speed together, my system went beyond what Iconsidered its limits, with aspeed and effortlessness that let
the music breathe...Go ahead -maximize your system's potential. Get TICE'd!"
Play Magazine, Spring 1997

The elegantly contoured Solo Series
offers performance improt mueslis
in picture and sound qualii al an
affordable price.
•8Outlets capacity (Solo AV)
•6Outlets -2I00 caliacitv.(Solo DC)
•Designed for Ibig powrr ainps (Solo li(:)
•3Point spike& surge protection
•TP technology for increased
soundstage and video color areuracy
•5Year warrants'
•Dimensi llll :
x9.5 -Dx5-W

Solo 1/1 .
-only3990,, Solo IIC-only 1990s,

The Elite dramatically impro% es
sound and picture quality uncle
pros Ming the ultimate in surge and
spike protection.
• lb Outlets -I
riT7)% raparit‘
•TP technoliigY for increase; I.1,111141

Solo Power Line Enhancer-only 14911% 1

tagi•

"The most awesome thing the Elite offered was
improved low-level mollWon—bass reproduction was better controlled...even in ave7 good
system, improvement eon be significant.
Play Magazine, Spring 1997

Hite

"l'he Solo Potter Lint. Enhancer
provides parallel IC line enhancement to ¡Hipline %Mel) WI/dilly HS
Well ati SOIllidSlagillg Width & depth.
•Provide-. At: line enhanvement to inn
Cirellit that it is plii„il into
•8Outlets -1875W caparity
•TP tecl
logy for increased
s
'stage tool videii
areuracy
•Provides enhancement even if conifionents
are not plugged into it
•Dimension: a-1-1 x9.5 -D x

,

and video coliir accuracy
•3Individually filtered circuits
•Additional lifter iirruit for dual mutina
amplifiers (Elite
•Fi -ont panel sy stem rontrol
•high accuracY .dual scale A.C. volt meter
•Separate circuit for digital. analog, video
and power amplifiers
•5Year warranty.
•Dimension: 5-Il x9.1) x19 -"W

'775,1%,

Elite 1-ttnl 1.10,1%,

The Power Block Ill is Iwo
independent pou er conditioners
in one common chassis.
*THE POWER BLOCK III WILI. NOT
LIMIT CURRENT WHEN USED WITH
HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS
• 16 Outlets
•27754200W caparitv
•Dual 8' TPT treated.power cables
•Independent video »milieu- circuit
•6Point -spike if: surge protection
•2Indeleendent high rurrent circuits
•3huleieendent 300W circuits for
susurre components
•VVeighs 50 His •5Year warrants
•Di nu •
ns i
on ,
5- 11
,pr .%
"...the Power Block Ill must be recognized as the
final compostent of the finest audio systems...
Gorgeous consstruction and build quality... the
Tice Power Block Ill stands alone in defining the
state of art."
Audio Olwervatory. Volume 3, No. 9

Powerblock
Inipetne the
(definition. detail. &

"The most obvious improvement the PC-3
brought about in my rePrence system was
quicker, snore natural transient efiècts...”
Play Mituarine. Spring 1997

Help your equipment reach its full
potential with the value priced PC-3
.‘C Power Cable
•(u Ft. length using OFI IC copper
•llospital grade plug
•Proprietary.
ltreatment for Mi lo-lived
soundstaging

'FI 1
'

PC-3 Power Cable-onUl590s)

dynamics) of
your system
with hie Infinite
Speed
Power Cable.
Thi› AC table eliminates
and has
I ph 6 sung. •inil spike ibrute( t along
with alifetimi• yyaccanty!
"In my system, it improved amplifier
pliwmance the most.. improved both the
de'Writer' and the depth o the soundstage. '
Plav ,
Lisrazine, Spring 1997

Infinite Speed-onl '2990 s,

Sound City specialies in products that provide an outstanding pricelperformance ratio, and TICE Audio proudly
continues that tradition. From an entry level home theater system to a state-ofthe-art audiophile music system,
TICE has a high performance line conditioner or A.C. power cable starting at '159.

Call 1.800.432.0007 To Order
Other Inquiries Call 973.627•0083
Saone Brands let ailable la Store 41111N11
89 Route 16 Ear+t Den% Me, NJ 07834
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Exceptional Performance
P.O. Box 81248 Wellesley Hills MA 02181 USA

Tel 781 235 7715

Fax 781 235 7715

Car
Wes

Tunes
Phillips

A

fter giving my wife the car stereo
bug (sec "Car Tunes," November 1997), Ifelt it time to
goose the Great White Rhino to the next
level — and, as every audiophile knows,
when you change the source you make
major changes in the system. So when
Denon's Steven Baker told me the company made a$1000 20-bit Super Linear
Converter head unit/CD player, Iknew I
had to get my hands on one.
The DCT-1000R turned out to be a
pretty slick unit. The removable front
panel has a clear-coat epoxy finish
embedded with little silver speckles.
Other than the flashy finish, though, the
front panel has an austere, uncluttered
look. The rotary control knob, in conjunction with the mode switch, controls
abroad range of functions —volume, of
course, but awhole raft of tone controls
as well. Ithink knobs are underrated as
controls, especially in acar. They're easy
to grip, and offer unambiguous tactile
feedback, unlike buttons and touchpads.
Maybe I'm uncoordinated, or maybe
Santa Fe's roads are unusually bumpy,
but Idon't always hit the button I'm
aiming for on the first attempt — especially when I'm trying to watch where
I'm going.
The DCT-100OR's display is large, well
lit (your choice of amber or green), and
easy to read — another nice touch.
Transport and radio controls are illuminated and widely spaced, making them
easy to differentiate and to use. In addition, the unit comes with acredit-card
remote, which makes it easy for apassenger to take control.
Although I requested the Denon
because of its cool-sounding DAC, the
radio was what initially captivated me.
Up here, cradled between the Sangre de
Cristo and Jemez mountain ranges, we
don't always get Albuquerque's radio stations cleanly — at least not everywhere
around town. Of the units I've tried to
date, the Denon has donc the best job by
far of capturing weaker stations and staying locked to them. Separation is outstanding too, even with fairly puny signals. As aresult, I've found myself listening to the radio far more than Idid before
installing the Denon —which means I've
been exposed to music Inever would
Stereophile, February 1998

Denon's DCT-1000R head unit

have heard otherwise, like Robert
Blackwell
and
the
Blackwater
Experience. That's really cool.
Also, the Denon has RDS, which is
also kind of cool. Given cooperative radio
stations, RDS not only identifies stations
by call letters, but by the programming
information. People living in major metropolitan areas can even program the unit
to seek by the type of music played
(Rock, Classical, etc.).
That's not to say the DCT-1000R
doesn't shine as aCD player. It does. My
only quibble —and it's a tiny one —is
that whenever Ieject adisc, the radio
comes on at whatever volume Iwas playing the CD at. Sometimes this is particularly obnoxious, but it's always annoying.
Rockford, for example, makes system
muting aselectable option on their head
units. Ithink everybody should.
Because Denon feels you'd have to
search far and wide to find abetter D/A
section than the 100OR's 20-bit, 8x-oversampling number crunchet, the unit has
no digital out. Instead, it has adigital in
(plus an eight-pin DIN connector) so that
you can pair it with aDenon changer,
such as the DCH-470. Actually, this is
only one of the DCT-100OR's unusual
connections — in addition to having conventional RCA outputs, it uses telephone-type modular connectors to send
balanced signals to signal processors and
amplifiers. (These, called "ZEROpoint
connectors," were developed in tandem
with Phoenix Gold, which also incorporates them in its products.)
Sweet as bear meat
The DCT-1000R sounds remarkably
clean and detailed, but it doesn't have the
overly crisp sound that characterizes
some high-end digital products. If there's

bass on the disc, the Denon will punch it
our, but this is, by and large, one extremely well-balanced CD player.
Pace and timing are exceptional.
Running out of the house one day, late
for work as usual, Inevertheless took
time to grab Johnny Hodges' very fine
Used to be Duke (Verve 849 394-2). Ilove
this disc — Igo through periods where I
listen to it constantly, then set it aside to
be discovered again later. The ensemble
is mostly made up of Hodges' confrères
in the Ellington band (although avery
young, very subdued John Coltrane
holds down the tenor chair). But what
distinguishes it, in my opinion, is the very
mellow but undeniably rockin' momentum of every song on the disc—even the
ballads swing hard.
This is aquality that does not always
come through asystem unscathed, but as
Idrove to work that morning, home that
night, and everywhere for the rest of the
week — at least until Iplucked the disc
out of the player and thrust it upon
Managing Editor Debbie Starr, insisting
"You have ,qot to hear this!" — Iwas constantly amazed at just how deep agroove
Hodges could work. This property was so
pronounced that Inever tired of the CD.
Ilistened to it over and over, and would
even catch myself lingering in my driveway at night, far too into the music to
turn off the ignition and take the disc
inside to listen to it there. Does that sound
magical? Yup —a big hit of the magic that
every audiophile seeks.
Idecided recently to listen to Rhino
Records' superb 15-CD Blues Masters
anthology of historically important blues
recordings. Ireckoned that, at the pace of
adisc for every couple of days' commuting, rd have played the whole series
inside of six weeks. The Denotes pace
59
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Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
For Selling The Originals.
N.audio
e
lovers

e
quipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum-tube

) electronics. So timeless are the

sonic

and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that, almost four

decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by committed music

and audiophiles alike.

Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7 preamplifier, Model 8B stereo and
Model 9monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age 0f Stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,
knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point ; no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from awhole new
perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from possessing atimeless
So instead
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classic.

of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.
VIM

Marantz Arnenca Inc 440 ModIna)) Road Roselle.

60172 •1630) 307-3100 •Fax 16301 307.2687 •www MarantzAmenca corn
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APassion

for Speakers
Designer Paul Hales

talks with Robert Deutsch

A

iidio designers may deer in their specific design approaches, but the best of
them have in common areal passion for their ace Icertainly found this
when Ivisited the Hales Design Group ..,1.;.ictory in Huntington Beach,
CalUo'rnia. Although still in his early 30s, Paul Hales has been involved in the
design and manufacture of high-quality loudspeakers for almost adecade —first
with the Hales Audio partnership, then with his own company, Hales Design
Group. When he wasjust 23, an age when most people are still trying tofigure out
what they want to do with their lives, Paul had aspeaker company and aspeaker,
the System Two Snature that got arave review in Stereophile (Vol.13 No.9,
September 1990). Naturally, myfirst question was about beginnings...
Paul Hales: Ibecame an audiophile when Iwas 12. Ihad alittle allin-one record player on top of an AM/FM 8-track tape thing that had
broken. My father had dabbled in electronics and made attempts to
fix it, then he finally said, "Why don't you go out and buy yourself a
real stereo?" Ihad this drum set, but Ihad lost interest in it because I
couldn't make real music just playing the drums by myself. So Isold
the drum set and spent the money on astereo...This spawned my
interest in loudspeakers. When Iwas 16, Ibuilt my first set of loudspeakers as ahigh-school project. In subsequent years Ibuilt speakers
for friends and family.

transcendencE
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just listen
Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to a
weekend getaway at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your
home for one of those "quiet as a recording studio" motor cars you've
seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the
sanctity of your own home with a pair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...
at abudget you can easily afford.
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Deutsch: What was yourfirst speaker like?
Hales: A company in Seattle had abig flagship model that
was afive-driver, four-way design. Ikind of knocked off that
design. Iworked up my own crossover using formulas. In
the end, Ihad this great big speaker that weighed 150 lbs. It
was such acomplicated design, it could have been horrendous, but it actually came out okay. So my first project was
pretty ambitious — more ambitious than the first commercial product we did.
Iused to take this speaker to stereo shops in Berkeley, and
it did quite well. It sounded more neutral and less colored
than the speakers of the day. At that point, Iwas just akid
who worked hard on his project and was reasonably successful at it. Then, later, when Iwas finishing college, Ihad
achoice to make. Iliked speakers so much that Ihad to
choose between trying to make speakers for aliving or getting areal job. And you know what Ichose.
Hales Audio, a partnership, was founded in 1985. A
friend of mine and Ibecame partners. We worked in the
summers and on the weekends. It was just alittle side business thing. We didn't really get serious about making commercial product until late '87 or early '88. Iactually designed
the first version of the System Two as an independent-study
project in college.
Deutsch: And that became yourfirst commercial product?
Hales: We revealed the product and the company to the
world in January '89. The System Two was asmall speaker,
but it spawned the System Two Signature, amore refined
version that was reviewed by Robert Harley in Stereophile. It
put the company on the map.
It's quite funny: my partner and Ihad gone to the 1987
CES to check it out, to see what it was all about and learn a
little bit about the industry. We had elaborate room-treatment
panels we had made ourselves, and we had display racks and
things, and Ithink two days before the show started we had
the room all set up. We were all ready to go,
but we didn't really have any idea what having aspeaker company or running abusiness was like. We just decided to do it.
We had atremendous amount
of interest from international peo-

Paul Hales offers up his
new Revelation Center.

plc. The concept of exporting these things had never
occurred to us. And people were asking us, "What's your fax
number?" And we'd look at each other and say, "Fax number?" This was when faxes were $1000 or more. And people
would ask for our export price sheet. "Export price sheet?"
We had full production and we fully intended to get business at the show. We just didn't anticipate worldwide business.
We actually did pretty well... There were some pretty rave
press writeups for us, in Hi-Fi News &Record Review, then in
Stereophile.
Deutsch: What did you think you had to contribute to speaker
design, given that there are all those speaker companies makiriq such a
wide variety of speakers? What did you think you had that was special, or an edge, over some ofthe more experienced designers and speaker companies?
Hales: Back then? Idon't know. You've got to understand —
the whole thing came out of apassion for making speakers.
Idon't think we ever stopped to think in specific terms what
it was we were going to do that was different or better than
the pros. It just came out of this intense energy and passion.
In asense, you must believe in yourself to have that much
devotion to the task.
Deutsch: The System Tivo Signature had an extremely heavy,
well-damped cabinet, with the crossover mounted in aseparate box,
also highly damped. Are the mechanical aspects foremost in your
design approach?
Hales: Yes, the mechanical side of the loudspeaker has
always been something that I've paid alot of attention to.
My background is in mechanical engineering. The driveunits were getting better and better, and the mechanical
aspect of the speaker was not. One of the commercial
designs that really influenced me in that respect was the
Wilson WATT. In 1985 or '86 apair cost $4000 or $4500,
and at first people laughed at the concept. But that really
showed me something. When Ilistened to that speaker—
and it wasn't particularly my cup of tea in every regard —it
truly didn't have any kind of cabinet coloration. So Ipaid
attention to what was going on around me.
Our very first speaker, the System Two, was one of the
first commercial speakers to have an extra-thick front baffle
and multiple braces on the inside. There were five horizontal partitions, extra thickness, and longitudinal stiffeners on
every panel. This became the Hales trademark: heavy,
dense, rigid enclosure. And Ifollowed that through in existing products as well. But I've gotten alot smarter about how
we budget the manufacturing dollar, so I'm able to create an
enclosure that performs as well or better, but offers much
higher value.
Deutsch: At some point you developed the molded-concrete,
be design.
Hales: That's right. When the first Hales Design
- Group product came out in 1995, we had
researched several different baffle materials for
)
two reasons: Iwanted to increase the rigidity and
thickness of the front baffle, which is the most
critical panel of aloudspeaker enclosure, and I
was also looking for something we could mold
that wouldn't require the large contours to be
machined. So we looked into various resins —
sand-filled resins, different cements, concrete,
and various formulations of those different categories. The System One Reference —the flagship model that went into production in 1993 —
had amachined solid Fountainhead baffle on it.
Very effective. It was extremely dead and
67
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Subscribe now to
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
and save almost $30 oft the cover price!
Stereophile Guide to Home

BEST WRITERS! You'll find the top writers on

Theater is looking better than ever. We've
redesigned our format to capture all the excite-

home theater, including Lawrence E. Ullman, our
editor, J. Gordon Holt, the founder of Stereophile,

ment of home theater and to show you more!

Larry Johnson, and Joel Brinkley, Pulitzer Prize-

BETTER LOOKING!

winning reporter of the New York Times. Smart
MORE ISSUES! Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
is monthly now (except for two combined issues).

coverage!

That's 10 issues ayear instead of 4as before. More

BEST DEAL! Subscribe and save almost $30 off

than twice the number of issues. That means

the cover price. Mail the coupon or call toll-free

more reviews. More late-breaking news.

1-800444-8908 to order by credit card.

It's asmart buy. It's the smart thing to do.
Call 1-800-444-8908

with your credit-card order or mail the coupon.
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Iwant to SAVE BIG on Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Send me the next
10 issues—that's afull year— for almost $30 off the cover price.

0 Ienclose $19.95 now. Skip the bill—start the show!
Charge my 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 AmEx #
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Cover price is $4.95 issue, $49.50 per year—
you save $29.55. Almost $30 off.
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Canadians please pay US $19.95 plus 7% GST. Orders elsewhere
are US$70. Please fax your overseas order with credit-card
information to (44) 181-289-1572. Prepayment required.
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Deutsch: Hon,do you do that? I'm sure there are lots ofcompanies
extremely heavy The midrange/tweeter baffle was only
who say the)' want to give the consumer the maximum value for the
about 18" long but 3"" thick, and weighed 60 lbs. It
dollar at each price point.
required atremendous amount of labor, and ahuge cutter to
Hales: In simple terms, it's intelligent product engineering
machine the contour. Ithought if Icould find asimilar
and manufacturing. The Revelation series came together quite
material that we could mold, that would be more cost effecquickly. We conceptualized it in February 1997, and went into
tive. We spent about ayear developing the cement material
production on the Revelation
that ultimately ended up in the
Three, the first model, in June.
Concept Three and the Concept
Deutsch: What are some ifthe tidies
Five. It's afiber-reinforced gypyou've learned throiwh the years about
sum base that's combined with
speaker design and manufa-awing?
high rigidity and a reasonable
Hales: Well, one aspect of highamount of internal damping. The
end component design Ithink
problem is, a lot of the really
often gets overlooked is how effechard, rigid cement baffles have
tively the designer spends the manvery little damping, so they ring
ufacturing dollar. We could have
just like abell.
developed away to manufacture
Deutsch: In your Revelation series,
the Revelation Three that would
you've moved awayJr' our that kind of
have caused its retail price to be sigbaffle design. Is that for reasons of
nificantly higher —I spent alot of
economy?
time optimizing the way the manHales: Ultimately for reasons of
ufacturing dollar was spent.
economy. The cement was very
Deutsch: Give me an example.
effective but became very
Hales: Okay. First of all, you have
impractical to manufacture and
to know what aspects of the physCabinet panels are manufactured using CNC machines.
very impractical to ship. Apair of
ical product contribute most to
Concept Fives weighs over 500
the sound quality, and which are less efficient at utilizing the
lbs —it's very impractical to ship them to Europe or Asia. It
money. In other words, is paying 10 times as much for an
was adding an unreasonable amount of cost to the final
exotic capacitor going to justify the additional expense, or can
product that the performance advantages didn't justify
you take that money, spend it on something else, and get
Also, we're able to create amore effective product with
more sonic benefit?
MDF in the Revelation series. We machine those baffles inHere's aperfect example: Some people commented on
house, so we don't have to rely on an outside vendor — we
the fact that the Revelation Three has only one set of bindcan increase the quality control and also offer a4" baffle in
ing posts. My response to that is that Ido indeed think that
a$1700 loudspeaker. So we've been able to attain nearly all
there are some benefits to be had by bi-wiring, but for this
of the mechanical nonresonant and diffraction benefits of
product at this price point Idon't think that the additional
the thick, sculpted baffle and apply them in amuch more
manufacturing cost is justified by the increase in sound qualefficient way.
ity, particularly when you multiply that by the fact that the
Deutsch: What's your typical design process?
end user has to buy aseparate set of loudspeaker cables. I
Hales: I'm always working on several designs at the same
would much rather see the end user spend twice as much
time, so it gets kind of convoluted. In the Revelation Three's
on asingle run to get abetter-sounding cable — or, better
case, we wanted to offer better sonic performance with
still, spend $500 more on aCD player or an amplifier.
more usable bandwidth — the best possible speaker you can
The other big thing in the Revelation series is the way the
buy at the price. At the time we developed the notion of the
speakers are manufactured. The manufacturing of the
Revelation series, the Concept Two was $2700 apair. And
Revelation Three cabinet is extremely intelligent from the
it's afloorstanding, 8" two-way.
method point of view. Idon't know that you can make a
Deutsch: lint wanted to have athree-way with greater bandwidth
40"-tall, 1"-thick MDF box with lacquered wood veneer for
for $500 less.
any less than we make ours for. One example is that the
Hales: That's right. We wanted to offer aspeaker that really
wouldn't compromise bandwidth or
quality to get the price down. It was
Is paying 10 times as much for an exotic capacitor going
the same goal for the Concept series.
The $18,000 System One Reference
to justify the additional expense, or can you take that money,
and the Concept Five really had similar design philosophies, similar comspend it on something else, and get more sonic benefit?
ponents, and similar sounds, but the
Concept Five was about one-third the
front panel and the back panel are exactly the same. The
price. For the Revelation series, Isaid, "Okay, I've learned a
hole that the crossover panel mounts into on the back is the
lot of stuff over the last two or three years about making
same as the hole in the front that the woofer fires into. So
loudspeakers — both designing and making them. So let's
when we're making the enclosures, instead of having asetup
apply this knowledge as intelligently as we can and create
for two different component parts, we just make one. That
something that is some sort of new standard at the price."
eliminated one whole set of manufacturing steps.
This was at atime when high-end audio components in genThe basic concept is knowing how to spend the money.
eral were getting more expensive. You could pay more and
Someone else may have a speaker that costs the same
get less all the time. Iwanted to offer the world high-end
amount of money. They may have spent the money intelliperformance at areal consumer's sort of price.
Stereophile. February 1998
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KEF SOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

September 1997

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q®
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

® 11 Elkins Rd, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 Phone: 732-390-1130 Fax: 732-390-5657

gently, but ended up with acompletely different kind of
product. We even have that in our line. The Transcendence
One is aspeaker that's similarly priced, but it's asmall, 6"
two-way, and more money has been spent on the driveunits, the crossover, and the grille structure. If you do everything as intelligently as possible, you should end up way
ahead. If you save alittle bit here and there, you maximize
the performance you get out of this dollar, and the next dollar, and the next, and they all add up. Pretty soon you've got
this product that's way up here. Hopefully.
Deutsch: And people will beat apath to your door.
Hales: [laughs] Well, walking nonchalantly to the door
would be just fine.
Deutsch: So in terms o
fthe design, you start with...
Hales: ... aconcept of what the product needs to be. And I
have agood enough idea in my head of what things cost. I
can, based on retail price, extrapolate backward ...
Deutsch: lint know how much you can spend.
Hales: Yes. Ialso know whether it's going to be atwo-way
or athree-way, and what class of drivers are available to be
used. There's usually some kind of physical concept: 10"
three-way, 12" three-way, 6" two-way, whatever it is. Then
I'll start searching for drivers. Ialways stay up to date on
available drivers, so it's not like Ihave to stop and re-educate
myself every time Istart anew product. So Ialready know
what's out there, and Iknow what the vendors are like —
I've been doing business with most of the big ones for years
now. I'm almost able to narrow it down to specific driveunits, or at most between two or three for any one tweeter,
midrange, or woofer.
For the last three or four years, all the woofers we have
are designed by Inc. whether Iget them from aEuropean
manufacturer or domestically. Idon't use off-the-shelf
woofers because Ihave avery specific way of using them. I
use computer software I've written as well as commercial
software. Ican optimize aparticular drive-unit for aparticular product. So this driver search process also involves
designing the low-frequency drive-unit.
We start to get the physical drive-units at the saine time
we do an industrial design — that was abig part of the
Revelation series. We wanted to retain the diagonal sculpted grille that has now become the Hales "look." And that's
expensive stuff. So Iworked for quite awhile on coming up
with away to maintain the appearance and dramatically
reduce cost. Iwas eventually able to reduce the cost by
orders of magnitude. Ithink an additional benefit is that the
structure of the frame itself is so insignificant physically that
it's absolutely transparent sonically. That isn't true of the oldstyle grilles, which were open in structure but clearly affected the sound. The new grille frame and cloth have absolutely no bearing on the sound, so the speaker sounds fantastic
with the cloth in place.
Ithink that speakers arc the only products —with the
exception maybe of turntables — where the industrial
design has amarked effect on performance. But coining up
with an industrial design that is pleasing to the eye and is also
sonically and acoustically correct is extremely difficult. And
really, if you look at all the different speakers in the world,
they vary widely in the way they look. Ihave my own set of
beliefs of what's the best — shape, style, acoustical properties. We then create the industrial design that can be implemented within the cost requirements of the concept, and we
build aprototype. And then, once Ihave the physical box
and the drivers, Ican begin taking measurements and finetuning the crossover. It goes quickly from there.
Stereophile, February 1998

Deutsch: How does that rdineinent process work? When you start
with the pmtotypt; how do you know whdher to clime' something,
and how do you know what to thane?
Hales: Well, there's acertain technical performance that I'm
shooting for. If Ican't achieve acertain amplitude-response
characteristic on the first try, then I've got to go back and
determine why, what's my limitation, and make whatever
modification is necessary.
Deutsch: Do you mean on-axis frequency response?
Hales: Yes. The eaxis frequency response is also hugely
important, but, generally speaking, the first thing Ido is get
the on-axis frequency response correct. Ihave enough experience now that, with given drivers and given baffles and
box geometry, Ican anticipate what I'm going to get. Ican
tell by looking at adriver's natural response how much I'll
be able to manipulate it to achieve aflat characteristic. And
one of the criteria for the Revelation series' driver-selection
process was avery smooth, natural driver response. That's
how Iachieved the less than ±1dB variation.
Deutsch: Have you had asituation where acombination that
worked on paper somehow just didn't sound right?
Hales: Yes. Absolutely. That happens all the time. But every
once in awhile you get acombination, or you'll get adriver that should perform to acertain standard and it just doesn't. Ihad that in the Revelation product. Ihad avery wellknown, highly respected tweeter that looked fantastic on
paper. When Itried to implement it in the system, Igot very
nice measured results. Sonically, it was clearly inaccurate. I
had to abandon that one and use something else.
Deutsch: How do you make that decision?
Hales: Ifirmly believe you have to have more than one set
of cars. My good friend Larry, aretailer, and Ispend ahuge
number of hours listening. And alot of time modifying and
tweaking. Ifind if you don't have
at least one more opinion —and
sometimes it takes two or three
opinions —it's very easy to get
confused and to get focused
on one aspect of performance. You unintentionally ignore something else
that may be important.
Deutsch: Do you do blind
comparisons?
Hales with his new
aluminum cone
woofer.
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speaker sounded huge. It threw this big, dynamic, open,
Hales: No blind listening at all, actually. Sometimes it's so
powerful sound that sucked us right in. We just got sucked
late at night that I'm blind, but it's not intentional... We have
right in. It was three o'clock in the morning, and we spent
acouple dozen CDs that we use every time and that we feel
the next two hours listening to music, 'til dawn.
very intimate with, that we know what we're supposed to
Deutsch: In this renentent process, do you change component values
achieve with in terms of soundstaging, tonal balance, bass
or do you sometimesjust change
response, and so on.
the specific components, like
Deutsch: Yesterday we
goirig to a deerent kind or
were listening to aprototype of
brand ofcapacitor?
the Revelation Two, and you
Hales: In the old days I
said, "Yes, that sounds good,
did that, but now Idon't.
but there's something still not
The reason is that Inow
quite right."
have avery good handle
Hales: Compared to what
on different components'
Iknow the recordings to
inherent sound characters.
sound like, the Revelation
I know what style or
Two prototype sounded
brand of component I
real good, but was not
want to use, and what
quite getting acouple of
restrictions are based on
important aspects of perthe ultimate price of the
formance that I know
product. The wire, capacicould be there. We're not
tors, binding posts, bigetting a layering in the
wire, not bi-wire, bracing
Hales crossover production.
soundstage — everything
— all that stuff matters.
sounded kind of flat. I
But it matters only after you get the transfer function right.
know what to do to get back the layering. Ihave a"layering"
The transfer function —amplitude response and power
knob — Iturn it up to 10.
response — overrides virtually all of those other things put
Deutsch: Why don't you turn all the knobs to 10?
together, multiplied by 10!
Hales: Because when you turn this knob to 10, if you're not
Deutsch: Is timbre yourfirst criterion?
paying attention, another setting goes down to 5. They're all
Hales: 1guess you could say it's the first criterion. The
interrelated.
power response is very important to producing involving
Deutsch: Like avideo monitor with interacting bri:ghtness and coninstrumental timbre and tonal color. If Iwere buying acomtrast controls?
peting product for myself, and if it didn't soundstage, didn't
Hales: That's right. You can't turn up the layering knob
image, Icould live with that. But if the timbre is wrong, then
without it also affecting the timbre knob. You don't want to
Ihave difficulty enjoying the music. Fortunately, awise
screw up the timbre in an effort to get the layering, so you
designer once told me, "get the timbre right and everything
might have to turn this knob two notches, but back this one
else will follow." He was right. Timbre is essentially the
off anotch in order to retain acertain quality. Because
combination of how the fundamental and all the harmonics
there's ahuge number of variables, it's very difficult getting
work together and by definition; the fundamental and the
it all just right. That's why it takes along time.
harmonics cover abroad range of frequencies. So if you have
Deutsch: Are you talking about tweaking the crossover?
something really out of whack in the transfer function, your
Hales: With my computer tools and the measurement techtimbre has to be out of whack too.
niques that I've developed, Ican measure the drivers, design
Deutsch: What about other components its the audio system? Don't
acrossover, and get aflat-measuring loudspeaker in half aday.
thty have to be harmonically a:et as well?
From then on it's asubtle process, based mostly on subjective
Hales: Absolutely. But to alesser degree than you might
evaluation, but also objective. We'll do this for up to 12 hours
think. Only because speakers tend to be more grossly inacin arow. Because once you get started, you can't really stop
curate than amplifiers. Speakers vary widely from being
and expect to pick up the next day right where you left off.
extremely dry-sounding to overly rich, thick, and syrupy;
It takes agreat deal of time to get tuned in to exactly what's
the majority probably erring on the dry side.
happening from asonic standpoint as well as an engineering
Deutsch: Has the sound ofyour speakers changedfrom the beginning?
standpoint. The Revelation Three was one of the first models to have afantastic transfer function.
Deutsch: And itjust happened that way?
Hales: Well, it didn't just happen
Ican measure the drivers, design acrossover,
that way. With each design, Ipick up
and get aflat-measuring loudspeaker in half aday.
new tools and new equipment and
new understanding. We were able to
start with areally accurate optimum
Hales: Yes and no. Originally, Iwanted to snake speakers
transfer function. We'd go into the listening room with the
that allow me to enjoy the music that Ilisten to. And Iknew
prototype, which was, from apurely objective standpoint,
when that speaker was fun to listen to and when it wasn't.
pretty spectacular: seamless, extended, smooth, tonally
But in the early days, Icouldn't tell you why. Now Ican. I
good—and just alittle bit boring. Isaid, "Larry, watch
know what I'm shooting for.
this." Isat down and made one last little change. I'm talkI've also developed away to get that musicality, whatever
ing tenths of adB here — I'm not talking about completeyou want to call it —that fun-to-listen-to quality —and
ly changing the shape of transfer function.
maximize other things, like bandwidth. In the early days my
It was like an explosion went off. All of asudden, the
Stereophile, February 1998
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Deutsch: Where else do you see the Hales Design Group going in
speakers were criticized for not having enough bass. Well, I
the next five or ten years?
don't have that problem any more. Iwas able to retain all the
Hales: There have been some thoughts about taking the
qualities Iwanted, and increase the bandwidth. But IneedRevelation philosophy one step further, and designing speaked to learn how to do that. My philosophy before was,
ers that are even more affordable and maintain acertain
"Better not do it at all than do it wrong."
price/performance ratio. We want to make the best speakers
Deutsch: Omission is better than...
possible at the price. And within that context, Idon't have
Hales: Right. Because if it ain't there, you might not miss it,
any preconceived notion that it means only two channels,
but if it is there and it's in your face and it calls out to you,
high-end or hi-fi. Some day, that may include anearfield stu"Look, run this big problem," then sometimes it's hard to lisdio monitor. Iwould love to have awhole bunch of extra
ten around that and once again get involved in the music.
time to pursue professional theater loudspeaker applications
But my speakers do sound entirely different in that they're
... I'm alover of movies, and I'm particularly impressed by
wider-bandwidth and perhaps tonally richer. But even the
how soundtracks can affect your experience. We commentSystem Two, in its early days, had acertain harmonic qualied on this yesterday —about how bad alot of the theaters
ty about it — that tonal, timbral richness about it — despite
sound. The big ones sound very good, but there are few of
the fact that it sounded lean and had amore forward prethem. Iwould like to make products that enhance the aural
sentation. But there was still sort of arichness about it that
experience that you get when you go to amovie.
people really liked. That remains. But Ihave made amore
Deutsch: And possibly recording studios?
sophisticated sort of wider-bandwidth, and perhaps more
Hales: Yes. I've visited acouple of recording studios, and,
accurate, version of it. In those days, Iwas designing in a
generally speaking, Ithink some high-end sensibility could
much different way. Ihad less equipment and tools, intelbenefit that end of the industry as well. The monitors they
lectual as well as physical.
use have some pretty serious flaws, Ithink; they're not parDeutsch: How much do you rely on measurements?
ticularly refined. But the thing that struck me the most was
Hales: Irely on measurements alot. Iprobably use subjechow loud they play. Engineers listen much louder than we do
tive and objective evaluation almost equally; in both the lab
in hi-fi. Seems to me somebody could take some of our highand the listening room, Iknow what I'm shooting for. And
end sensibility, apply it to other loudspeaker applications, and
now I'm even starting to understand what the sound I'm
yield aproduct that's also better suited for the application,
shooting for looks like in the lab. So Ican get even closer to
even though it's very different from our application. And vice
the sound in the lab than Iused to get.
versa. Dynamics and low compression, things that people go
Deutsch: lint were telling me that there's an expensive tweeter
for in the pro market, could also help us out in home theater.
you're vet' fond of but it doesn't measure as well as some of the less
In general, our speakers are terrible at the dynamics. And
expensive tweeters.
even the most dynamic speakers are horribly compressed.
Hales: Absolutely. Some really cheap soft-dome tweeters —
Deutsch: "Our" speakers?
$7 or $8 soft-dome tweeters — have amore linear amplitude
Hales: The industry's. Home hi-fi speakers. Because we
response.
have to go for bandwidth, and we almost necessarily have
Deutsch: So how do you juste putting this expensive tweeter into
to sacrifice dynamics. Most of us probably don't even
your top-of-the-line system when you know that it doesn't measure as
directly address the issue. Icertainly address dynamics more
well as the tweeter in mu- lower-priced line?
now than Ihave, and Iintend to address it even further,
Hales: Well, in ageneral sense, there are still things we can
because I'm designing more and more of the drivers that
hear that we can't measure. Ican certainly correlate meawe use. For example, there's probably adriver outside waitsurements with what we hear alot better than Icould even
ing for me in the receiving area right now. It's an alujust acouple of years ago, but there are things that our ears
minum-cone woofer intended for the Transcendence
detect that happen 30, 40, 50, 60 or more dB into the noise
Series, and it has some pretty esoteric design elements
floor that we simply don't have the signal/noise ratio in our
directed at the dynamic problem.
equipment to capture. As Imentioned, atweeter that we
considered for the Revelation Three
that performed exceptionally well in
Ithink harmonic distortion and spectral decay actually can
the lab had aflaw that Icould hear but
the MLSSA system couldn't detect. I
give you alot of information on the driver.
didn't do elaborate distortion measurements on the driver; perhaps that
Increased sensitivity is ahuge step in the right direction.
would have revealed it. Ithink harmonic distortion and
Anybody who's heard Klipschorns knows that they're
spectral decay actually can give you alot of information on
immensely dynamic. That's because you're dissipating way
the driver. For example, those magnesium-cone drivers that
less power in order to achieve the sound level you want. So
we're going to use in the larger models of the new
if you're dissipating less power, less of the power is turning
Transcendence Series have the most accurate reproduction
into heat, which is your enemy. Heat is where the thermal
of instrumental timbre that I've come across, and they also
compression comes from.
have absolutely the cleanest waterfall I've ever seen. So they
All Igotta do to get my reality check is take my daughter
correlate. They all have very low distortion. The lowest-disto Disneyland, find the jazz band in New Orleans Square,
tortion speakers I've heard always tend to sound very at ease
stand 12' away from them, and listen to the trombone and
and very relaxed. And if second-order distortion comes up,
the saxophone and the trumpet. You get aperspective on
they tend to sound more forced or ...
things — the sound power energy coming out of those
Deutsch: ...congested?
instruments, unamplified, is so huge and so dynamic and
Hales: Yeah, congested, and just not relaxed. They sound
powerful. A guy blowing into atrumpet makes our home
tense. So I'm starting to develop acorrelation between the
hi-fis sound pretty silly.
measurements and the sound quality.
Stereophile, February 1998
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LP SALE:529.99

25th Anniversa Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180. LP's
WAS 534.99
'THE FINEST JAZZ 1.1' RFCORD NG% I01 II It 111 R Ill IR'
TBm-6
Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Now!: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sox
TBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones
IBM-63
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
IBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums
TBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Mosoru Imada Trio + 2(guitar & congas:
TBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio ploys standards
IBM-24
Blue City: 'sac, Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar;
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & bass).
IBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio jazz at its fines:
IBM-15
Blow Up!: Isao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will lea,.
pi ,othless!
IBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
IBM-1005 Scandanavion Suite: Big band jazz like you hove never heard before!
-e4

CD
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MUSIC 1010
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/2009
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CD
CD's: $14.99 /Gold CD's: $27.99
Shostokovich: Symphony #5
SAmPLERS
Lori Lieberman :Home of Whispers
Vol. Ior 2 56"
-0.
Russian Pops: Prokofiev, Shostakovich...._Yof_324un .
l.rigfokt
Strauss: Tin Heldenleben & Der Rosenklavier Waltzes
Tchaikovsky & Prokof icy: Romeo & Juliet /West Side Story
Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,

CD
180g LP. $23.99' /field CD's
Not King Cole: Love Is the Thing
Jefferson Storship: Red Octopus
Harry Belofonte: Jump Up Calypso
Art Pepper: Intensity
Elvis Presley: Elvis is Back
John Coltrane: Lush Life (SROM)
Jefferson Airplane: Surrealistic Pillow
Miles Davis All Star Sextet: Quintet with Milt Jackson
Jethro Tull: Aqualung (CD=524.99/LP=S27.99)
Elvis Presley: 24 Karat Hits (CD.$29.99/2LP.$34.99 'Double CD,

$22.99

LP
2029
2036
2039
NA
2037
2032
2033
NA
2030
2040
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LPs: $17.99
1041 Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -521.99)
CD's: $12.99
1042 Mighty Som McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues
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RR-77CD
RR-72CD
EX-1000
RR-76CD
REFERENCE RR-68CD
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Sweetmon: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethel's NOW IN GOLD!

SreillY/1414,51ERSCNIPIDelell.DCON
Janis lop in: Pear
Carole King: Tapestry
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00)
Dulce Ellington: Block, Brown & Beige
Stevie Roy Vaughn: Couldn tStand We...

PREMONITION RECORDS -CD:
PREM-1919
PREM-737

642
57206
64403
53814
64411
64405
52944

ntano: ontana
ems. FOR
Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues.

$14.99 & LP: $27.99

Patricia Barber. Split (CD & 180g LP) moll (151 ALBUM)
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4

GOLD CD'S: $29.99
O
.

In order to offer our customers the lowest
price & best service we will meet or beat any
competitors advertised or catalog price!!

MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CD's:$22.99*
Anadisq 200g LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99
Up!
Call For List. Buy Before They're Gone!
87
676'
694
692
696
701
699
705
700
695
703
704
691
684

Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green & Sssssh (2 LP's on ICD)
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat World's
Zoot Sims With Kenny Drew Trio: In Copenhagen
Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World Select ion Of
Harry Edison & Eddie Davis: In Copenhagen
Bernard Herrmann: Great Film Classics
Out Of Print
Guns & Roses: Appetite For Destruction
/ -Speed &
2
1
Don Henley: Building The Perfect Beast
D2D LP's!!
Moody Blues: Long Distance Voyager
i
teeir
New &
The Velvet Underground: And Nico
Bud Powell Trio: Bouncing With Bud
Used!!
A 3CD/1.P Sets
John Hiatt: Riding With The King
690
Nitvorm Ir ,
Out-of-Print
Steve Winwood :Ste veWinwood
650
U2: The Joshua Tree
Items Additional
Robin Trower: Brid eof Si hs
706
Herbie Hancock: Man-Child
Cm4

Classic Records' Gold CD's:

RTHCD5052
LS0006006
LSCD2322
VSCD4053
VSCD4043
VSCD6021
JPCD5001
LSCD23I3
VSCD4035
LSPCD1993
CSCD6224
CSCD6038
MSRCD60835
CSCD6009

22.99

Jenni er Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (OUT-OF-PRINT 825.00 /LP-530.00)
Harry Belofonte: At Carnegie Hall (2 CD's $37.99 /2LPs Also $46.99)
Shostakovich: The Age Of Gold & Symphony #1 (LP Also $26.99)
Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands, Her Comes Charlie (LP Also $26.99)
Ello Fitzgerald: Let No Man Write My Epitaph (LP Also $26.99)
Billy Holiday: Songs For Distingue' Lovers (LP Also $26.99)
.• •
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (LP Also $26.99 SROM) 13131321MEZ
Venice: Solt, (LP Also $34.49 Special Deluxe Jacket!)
Louis Armstrong: I've Got The World On A String
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (LP Also $26.99)
De Falla: The Three Cornered Hat
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overature
Shirley Horn: With Horns
Stravinsky: Petrouchka

Classic Records 180. LP's: $26.99

CS8163
Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue (Special Deluxe 2LP Set 541.99)
SR90114 Fennell: Hi-Fi A La Espanola (Mercury Living Presence 529.99)

CR5005-12 Dusty Springfield: The Look Of Love (12" Single Cut at 33 1/3 & 45RPM 59.99)
JP0779-12 Bill Henderson: Bring In The Clowns (17 Single Cut at 33 1/3 & 45RPM $9.99)
LSC6094
Albeniz/Rovel: lberia(complete) /Rapsodie Espagnole(2 LP Set $46.99)
' CS3-67899 Dead Mon Walking: Soundtrack & Score (150g 3LP Box Set $41.99)
LSC2241
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overature /Reiner & CSO
M56036
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO
M56113
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Walter /CSO
CS8127
Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
BST4074
Horace Parton: On The Spur Of The Moment (Blue Note $29.99)
BST1588
Sonny Clark: Cool Struttin' (Blue Note $29.99)
LP'S 8, GOLD CD'S: $29.99
BST84114
Ike
Quebec: Soul Samba (Blue Note S29.99)
ALUM. CD'S: 514.99/S15.99

umor Wells: Hoocioo Man Blues
Janis Ion: Breaking Silence (SROM)
Buy 4 or more: SCALL
Jimmy D. Lane: Long Gone (LP: $24.99)
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
Amanda McBroorn: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko &Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
I
APG(110.18/9 Combines Thew 2New
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
/.1", 11,10 !Inc Greet Gold lit"!
Miles Davis: Prestige 5 LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,50015199.99 (SROM)
3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr Blues
CDS: $14,99
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Mon
LPS: $17.49
3015 Albert King: I'll Play the Blues For You (LP Only)
THREE NEW GOLD CGS -$15.99eeds (Limited Time Offer Act Fast)
04432 Andy McKee Quintet: Sound Roots
03632 Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
MANY MORE
se rn 04332 Dotevik: Ballads From The Black Seo
GREAT TITLES
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tonk Sax
AVAILABLE!!
2b.
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!

6441
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425

ey

Vivaldi: For Diverse Instruments
t80gDick Hyman: Swing Is Here
$12.99' 516.99*
RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Bum-In CD -L
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
Janacek: The Makropoulas Case/Cunning Little Vixen
Chadwick:
hrodite Suite, Suite Symphonic & Elegy

A.PI.P 034
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CD2003
APLP 033
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039
APLP 035
ANALOGUE

02752
56292

e

CD8001
CD8002
CD8003
CD8004

"MAT SOUND!"

Stradivarius On Gold
Massenet: Le Cid
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni
Favorite Opera Arias

CD8005
CD8006
CD8007
CD8008

Here At Lost
Breath Of Air
Mori Momoru Quartet
Rachmoninoff

DECCA

LPs: S34.99

Emi I

LP's: $29.99

Buy 4 or more: >CALL
Buy 4 or more: SCALL
ADEC 4173 Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers
ADEC 2243 Albeniz: Iberia /Turma: Danzas Fantasticas
ALON 6013 Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre
ASD 3345
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASD 8534 Paganini: Violin Concerto #1
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
ASD 608
De Folio: 3Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Catmint, Burano

Many More Titles Available!! Call For Complete List.
European I80g LP's IWEA. EMI & More $24.99 to $29.99
Pink Floyd: Dark Side Of The Moon
Ry Cooder: Paris Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Miles Davis: Sketches Of Spain
Talking Heads: Remain In the Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
Jim, Hendrix: Are You Experienced

Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Santana: Abraxas
Paul Simon: Graceland
Carole King: Topastry
Miles Davis: Tutu
Ricky Lee Jones: Pop Pop
John Lennon: Rock & Roll
Pink Floyd: Relics

Jimi Hendrix: Band of Gypsies
Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
Van Morrison: Moondance
The Roaches: First LP
Donald Fagan: The Nightfly
Block Sabbath: Black Sabbath
(LP: Brain Salad Surgery
Urioh Heep: Demons & Wizards

LPs $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
.0155
JD147
JD154
JD157
JDI52
JD141
JD145
CD10
0001
0012
0004
0020
0027
0025
0029
0014
0013
0023
0017
0026
0029

([SKY
R[CORDS

Sai a K: Hobo
JD159
Women of Song
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
Badi Assad: Echoes of Brazil
Best of Brazil -acompilation
Christy Boron: IThought About You
Rebecca Pidgeon: New York Girls C
Poquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cubo (SROM)
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY SI5.99!!)

The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from 1st 10 XRCD Titles
Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM)
Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
The Bill Evans Trio: Everyone Digs Bill Evans
Doug MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl: Blues Union
Nancy Bryan: Loy Me Down
Terry Evans: Puttin' It Down (SROM)
Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs
023 Yamamoto Trio: Midnight Sugar
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0015 Jimmy Rogers. Bluebird
John Coltrane: Black Pearls (SROM)
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
Mighty Som McClain: Keep on Mown'
0024 Robert Lucas: Luke & the Locomotives
Nancy Bryan: Lay Me Down
0021 Count Basie: 88 Basie Street

THE ELUSIVE DISC OFFERS THESE OTHER GREAT LINES OF A UDIOPHILE RECORDINGS!

Abkco •A8. M •American Gramophone •Arnericon Pressing LPs •AV •Athena •ATE •Audro Dir ections •Audite Bainbr idge •Beehrve •Bell /Jean •Block Dahlia •Cap', •Cordes •CBS •Cello •Centur y•Chondos •Chesky •
Clonty •Concord •Crusoders •Crysiol Cleor •Direct Disk Lobs •Doovosher •DMP •Dorion •East Wind •Editions EG •Ent Any •Encore Performance •Flying Disk •Fone •Fortuna •EOW •Gecko •Gerninr •Gonell •GML •Golden
Suing •Hormone Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •Indio Navigolion •John Marks Records •Kiku •King •Klovier • ion •Lyrito •M &K•AM •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Nopa •North Star •Novus
•Odin •Opus 3•Proprios •Ouortet •Quiet II •Ron Shonkor •RCA Living Stereo •Ryko •Salisbury Lobs •Son Fro. sou Sound •Sheffield •Sunk Arts •Slereophile •Super Analog. •Sweet Thunder •Tacet •Tourus •Telorc •Toshiba
•Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windhom Hill •Ask About Other Labels

BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisogeoicom
BEST SERVICE!
GUARANTEED!!
-. -
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cutest

'ottest •ar

EOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
tUBY
SCALL WI Trade SCALE
tEFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade SCALE THE GUINN
NC H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL W/ Trade SCALE
$750
AC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
AC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
With Trade -"ALL
NC-20E11
$150
.UKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL
Jenz/Aesthetix Cartridge DemagnetizerS199.99 (HI .2.0rnV IL Medium •1.0mV
.1:dtiry

one oho. Imo analog o mre to
u.au one 4.1 Me cute hanery•pouerml
cartrulge 4kruagneirrer. Man

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm*: S949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
NW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm' SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCALL
•Add Benz-Micro Glider' SCALE { FREE .
'hp

bootie Brownell. Stereophile. Amy '96. ‘'ol.I9 88

-Thai goalie> ea .1 'coherenr lailatle ta ahem:tie tran.parenc). the preen:more of the hannonit
,nsrlope around eici inaruntrau and comical es era. md the amenohing purity of lone are iihril do the Temper
lure,
other
rie hearetand make it onend more like lose ratore_pnt_u." -di Firmaren. Siereonhile Jul, VS, Iof 1
4
0e:'
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çartndees
SHAWN STONE:

ti t.-, 14,.
'$199.99/0n-Lines $99.99
"The Shell offers aviionlmhile ant cost effective boost in sound quality....Focus. transparency ..
clarity.
and speed were better, as sv as the sense of space tk pace." Jonathon Scull, Stereophile. 2.46. Vol.19 82

efflinleCARTRIDGES &

,
FECORD CARE PRODUCT;,

TURNTABLES

IBlack Pearl Cartridge
SCALL IOyster Cartridge
SCALL TURNTABLES:
SCALL iPro-led 6Turntable
$84.99 lPro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

564.99
$39.99

SCALL

-r.e Irked hater talam, arms, cartridge, pream m .
cables. and isolation icliernas.

...none hair r' Cr d'en nir the kinds of imprint-menus in noise reduction. ciar.
its. and elimination Id 'Idee•Irrlar ringing that thew record-rleaaing machint,
hitte....1f ton tinten lo record.. iou need a record-cleaning machine. Period." Carry Grrenbere. sierropioile. llar '94. Fold? 05
-

MODEL 1.0 - tierruirif application of fluid
brUShing & liVillint: While 1.(.10ni,,V,,,, Ort. 1o

mimu -•••

i

Vinyl oodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #•ANIT1.0
MODEL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. .k

SCALL
wuol

rotation. slidle.out u•aNte fluid tray.

AM mode,

Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5
SCALL
9060.1.5
MODEL 1.5FI - Auto fluid applUation. si rubbing. A rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabin°,
ITEM 4-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
Sid ilidtdah
MOD LMINI-PRO 1 - It .si rubs if lile1411III, both sides sinrultaneously.
Vinyl Wood rain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
MITT GRITTI CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
539.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
518.99
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.911 Acrylic -oll models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Brush:
$13.99 RECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Voc-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans}
$13.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 go1.436.99/1 gol. .... S
$5
13
9,999
9
CD Buffer & Laser Buffer Pads. .
$13.99 Pure CD
4oz.

NEW!!

Ultra Clarifier:
$114.99

Teats CD's, LPs

et *61"

ULTRA DELUX
CLARIFIER

Twimk

uonner:
$34.99
Battery Eliminator: $15.11011

Loser Disc's.

Om.,
lwerr p.h.differrnnabon..."

fight. r

$349.99

I

audioquest cables Eit accessories
RCA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available (NEW!)
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available (NEW!
Emerald X4 Toneorrn Cable: (NIN) $129.99 Pro Tonearrn Cable: (MN)
UltraConnect 2. (w/cleaners) Ultra•high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
Record Brush: Anti-slat Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Loser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -"Improves CD sound!"
Sorbothone Little Feet: (Pock of A) .... $32.99 Sorbothone &if; Feet: (Pack of 41_

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

.SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

$134.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! eSeetin
eliti-v-C fide II ceezeres,
Improves sound, removes static, improves

tracking

GEO-Diet4i4 By Mobile Fidelity
Preccann cartridge ali gnment syst. 1

RECORD SLEEVES -

Japanese Resealables

40c

records

Sound

and Ielast longer:
Lab

$ 19. 99
$24.99

:H inment vv/in .003 inch in moments.

I_NNEft -40c ea $30/100

$30/100

TURNTABLES:

made

in u.s.a.

Source!!

HW-19 JUNIOR -Atotally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
KW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor &armboord, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension
HW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic plotter.

OUTER -20c ea $15/100
MoFi Rice Paper -$8/10 pack 570/100

SCALA.
SCALL

RrEIVITB
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 3 -The ultimate in turntable technology.

SCALL
SCALL

SCALL

TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed on all-out affordable tonearm reference that is estrum.
dinory in ds ability to extract information from on LPs grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep with
air 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is
unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
GRAHAM 1.5 BASIC -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable.
«ALL
We offer all models of Graham Toneorms and Accessories!! Cal/ for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm an the market!
SCALL
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables & Accessories!! Call for details.
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) & PT-8 (Pro Cable) Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
«ALL
NEW VPI LOW-MASS -VPI snewest tonear . Budget priced! Great performance!
KALL
CLEANING MACHINES:
to he an
.illv titan â

e .to pristine

111,iiii Magarinr

outstanding

they look new!"-

HW-17F - $849.99

Semi-Automatic

Fully automatic(!

$399.99
Ltd. Time

Features: Seg.
-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time: Bidirectional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
leldAt liftai, rroird cleaner on tire market!"

HW-16.5 -

Cooling ton trivet:tier
life of motor!!

Offer!!!

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDMONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADEII .... $399.99
'MAGIC BRICK -EMF control device $59.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed ... $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- .. $14.99 PRECISION BULLS EYE LEVEL $5.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIESII
KA& SpeedStrobeD4gIII Phonograph Speed Readout: AccuiaCyw
Hottest
accessory for vinyl

S84.99,

junk

RudioPrism

lingelSOloadog
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating

!3 pack)
$74.911
SousallISOMaring
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Roting
(3 pack)
1$49»
...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg.
Stereophile. Apr. '92 1id
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CD STOPLICHITT'

"The improvemeni
Dick Olàher. Stet
$14.95/3 OR MORE S
Inetaelb

FAX 765 778-2669
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:

VISA

•
•

EIUSDIC@aoI.com

INFO: (765) 778-2715

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in

e.?
I

CD RLACKLIGHT -Combining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare &edge. ... $39.99
tri gway. Idid not have to strain

ti heal the iniprosement. Improved definition. detail, dynamics. amore analog-like soundstage. "lh

tell you the truth. I...hegged Victor for amat on the
spits." - Sam Tellig.Stereophile..1pr.,Ill I'd

150+page 153°° U.S.A. /$5°° INTL.
'CATALOG J FREIVVITH ORDER!!

ORDER BY

FOR

KALE

etuts,grife
ARIES -Near TNT performance in on HW-19 size! Requires only a22' x16' space,
TNT 3platter & bearing.
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to olarger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL Re,
PENDLETON, IN 46064

•

le.

From Immutable Music.

NrrTIC GRITTY -

Please ask about our Package Prices For ALL VPI Turntable Models!

Output Avoilablee

Inn:skit:ration: Temper Cartrid ge
itearvitela
:Spirit Lartn ge

SHO Moving Coil/High Output
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

Your Ultimate

SPECIAL!!!

This is akiller cartridge...mine lifelike.
more holographic. more involvin g.... more musical
...the Glitter i, way recommended." -

id ,‘,... ,d. gg. g,‘,.... gig....

CARTRIDGES:

are & Accessories For Fall 1997! * *

`gite&ittipmera"

3ENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND

Aesthetis. -

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

24

hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1.4 Items: $5 (ode items .50c ea ,
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items S7 (add. Items SI ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (eel. Items 51.25 ea I
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING. CALL OR FAX!
CANADA 1st l'en: 57 00 irsdhl Items $1

The Logic of Synergistic ResearchCables Designed to
Complement Your System
It Makes Sense Because It's True

The World's Best!
"Try as Imight to concentrate. Ifound myself getting sucked into the music... Whatever the original acoustic
emironment, be it asmall studio or huge hall, it was reproduced faithfully... Another plus was their superb
reproduction of inner detail... The interconnects and speaker cables seemed to straddle absolute neutrality...
Synergistic Research succeeded most of all by pulling the entire package together— detail, dimensionality, coherence with the surrounding space, and ambience reproduction—and combining it with

"Designers Reference
SpeakerWire...

their overall neutrality and superb reproduction of micro- and macrodynamic transients."

wa.s delightfully quiet,

Brian Damkroger, Stereophile January 1998 Vol. 21 No. 1on Synergistic Research

offering ablacker, more velvety

Designers' Reference Interconnect /Resolution Reference Speaker Wire

background from which music burst
forth... Designers' Reference presentation

"This is awonderful interconnect. It sounded at all times as close to perfectly

was more about acertain precision and pro-

neutral as I've ever heard in our system. Yet it was always effortlessly musi-

found clarity of presentation—a clarity made up of

cal. alive with tonal color and hannonics... I
found myself leaning [into]

equal parts air, transparency, detail retrieval, linearity,

the music just for the pleasure of it... it transcended the barriers

and perceived frequency response... they let the power of

of time and place..." Jonathan Scull, Stereophile

the music through, unrestrained in any way Icould detect."

January 1998 Vol. 21 No. 1on Synergistic Research

Jonathan Scull, Stereopbik January 1998 Vol. 21 No. 1

Designers' Reference Interconnect

on Synergistic Research Designers' Reference Speaker VT«
"Love that Synergistic Research cable"
6Oo

Sam Tellig, Stereophile November

RECOMMENDED COMPONENT LISTINGS!

1997 Vol. 20 No. 11 on our
Mark IIS Speaker Wire
$350 per 10ft. pair

Call now for your Free copy of the
"Explorer's Guide Second Edition"

1-800-578-6489
ç
- r)

,
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TM

501 Superior Ave Newport Beach Califas' Inel 714.642.2800 fax 714.642.2900

D

eath. It's something we all wonder about. Ever try to imagine
your own? There you are, flinging yourself out of the trenches
and over the top, clutching your blunderbuss and your copy of
Alice Cooper's Killer. Or perhaps you wake up, the room's in
flames, and you scurry about, choking, one arm around your cat, the
other around your Leopold Stokowski boxed set. Or maybe you envision amythic/gothiciceltic/druidic Bergrnanesque kind of death —
you, the leaden sky, your copy of Saxophone Colossus, and black-draped
Death, all pasty and balding, leaning on its scythe with the same easy
grace shown by members of the New Mexico Highway Department
when they slump over their shovels.
Of course, dying with arecord is different from dying for it
But when it comes to giving your life for music, outsiders always
ask the the same question about those privileged beings who dabble
in the High End: "Do high-end... folks (whew! wasn't Isweet?) own
tons of records, or do they just do it for the knobs and tubes, the erotic feel of brushed aluminum brushing against their sweaty palms?"
Hey, it was one of the first questions Iasked.
Despite the disconcerting presence of adisturbed minority whose
Stereophile, February 1998

only interest in music is strictly utilitarian — they need afew test CDs —
most high-end aficionados own masses of music that, in some cases,
they would indeed die for. Prejudices in this crowd run rampant. For
some, rock'n'roll is truly the Antichrist from which they will never
recover. To others, classical music is dead and gone, so get with the program. Still another group are living examples of one ofJohn Atkinson's
theories (with which Iagree): To American men, jazz (Coltrane,
Mingus, Miles) is classical music. Instead of buying and adoring a
Brahms symphony, they sink their ducats and their respect into Kind of
Blue. But whatever their musical predilections, high-end listeners are
passionate about their tastes —and they like to vent those fiery feelings
on others. Didacticism in the High End? Perish the thought!
It is in the spirit of those restless passions—not to mention our need
to impart valuable and oh-so-interesting insights — that each February
we present Records To Die For. The ground rules of this exercise are
fairly simple: Each writer is asked to choose and write about two discs
he or she would rush into aburning building to save. The hard part is
choosing just two. Two discs you'd die with. Two discs that you'd
trade for one human life —your own.
—Robert Baird
79

The Model of
Perfection
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Graham Model 2
Tonearm
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To order:
John Barnes
phone/fax: (303)691-3407

BASIS of Evolution
Basis Series 2000 turntables let your audio system evolve
into the next century Upgrade in your home with parts
exchange or complete turntable exchange with your
dealer Analog, survival of the sweetest.

BASIS
ir

Basis 2000 turntable/Basis RB300 tonearm $2500

BENZ MICRO

Basis 2001 turntable/Basis RB300 tonearm $3500

Graham Engineering Inc.
Basis 2500 turntable/Graham Model 2tonearm $8500

Distributed in the US by
Basis 2800 turntable/Graham Model 2tonearm $10,500

All turntables pictured with Benz Ruby 2
phono cartridge and Basis Clamp

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC.

5856 College Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618 (510) 420-0379 Fax: (510) 420-0392 email: musical.surroundings@internetMCI.coni

Note: If arecording listed here has previously
been reviewed in Stereophik the volume and
number of the pertinent issue appear in parentheses at the end of the review. For example: A
listing of "XVIII-10" means that a review
appeared in Vol.18 No.10 (October 1995). These
citations include full reviews and the shorter
R2D4 and "Quarter Notes" capsules. Fanatics,
completists, and the just plain interested can also
check out our Record-Review Index on the
Stertvphile web site, wwwstetrophile.com

BACH: Six Motets, BWV 225-230
René Jacobs, Academy for Old Music; RIAS Chamber
Chorus, Berlin
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901589 (CD). 1997. Eberhard
Geiger, prod.; Michael Glaser, eng. DDD. Tr: 72:36

lovers of choral singing, Bach's Motets are
more fertile ground than the Cantatas, in
which the voices must compete witls an
orchestra. Here, conductor Jacobs uses instruments to double voices, but keeps many sections for voices alone. He also uses soloists
selectively, most obviously in the aria of Kong's,
kottun. Most striking, though, is the splendid singing of the RIAS Chamber Choir,
which, despite its unglamorous name, is one of
the finest choruses in the world. The conclusion to Singer, to pick one example, is almost
unbelievably well donc: firmly rhythmic, vital,
and reverent in away that brings tears to the
eyes. Sonics show the proper balance between
clarity and choral blend.

For

BRUCKNER: Mass in FMinor, Te Deum
Jane Eaglen, Birgit Remmert, Deon van der Walt
Alfred Muff; Linz Mozart Choir, London
Philharmonic, Franz Welser-Miist
EMI 5 56168 2 (CD). 1996. Simon Woods, prod.;
Simon Rhodes, eng. DDD. TT: 79:26

This is young man's Bruckner —more taut
and exciting than probing and spiritual. WeiserMost chooses fairly quick tempos, but never
slights Bruckner's quiet, reflective moments.
The chorus is large enough to have terrific
impact, and also handles the thorny, chromatic
passages with impressive precision. The sonies
are particularly fine —close enough for good
diction and clarity, but not in your face.
While these sonics won't flatten your nose,
they will envelop you in wonderful concerthall ambience.

Lam Archibald
•

J

TOOTS & THE MAYTALS: Funky Kingston
Mango MLPS 9330 (LP), MAN 9330 (CD). 1973.
Warrick Lyn, Chris Blackwell, Dave Bloxham, prods.
AM/A.AD. TF: 32:56

This was my second reggae experience, discovered from acut on the seminal — for me —
Stereophile, February 1998

soundtrack to The Harder huy Conte, in which
Jimmy Cliff starred as a"persecuted" bad guy.
Toots and the Maytals canse off so great on that
album that I
just had to have more.
This is reggae for the not-too-serious, but it
harks back to atime when that's what reggae was.
Reggae was in its infancy in this country when
Funky '<neon was released in 1973 (The Harder
lluy Guile cum out in '72). Mega-concerts and
mega-money were far in the figure —these guys
were just having agood time making music.
As you can sec from the LP's total playing
time (I haven't heard the CD), those were the
days when $6.98 bought only ahalf-hour of
music. The compensation is that every song on
the disc is excellent —great covers of "Country
Road" and "Louie, Louie," plus abunch of
original stuff from F. Hibbert (Toots).
It saddens me to think that some Stereophile
readers have spent the last 20 years without
this record. If you're one of them, don't let the
error continue. The recorded sound is pretty
good for the era and technology available to
these guys, but it's not asystem demo disc. It
will mike you feel great, and might even
inspire some dancing.

ing about the experiences behind what it's saying. If you have problems finding the CD, call
Mapleshade at (301) 627-0525.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Vocal & Orchestral Music
Serenade to Music, Flos Campi, Five Mystical Songs,
Fantasia on Christmas Carols
Thomas Allen, baritone; Nobuko Imai, viola; 16
soloists, Corydon Singers, English Chamber
Orchestra, Matthew Best
Hyperion CDA66420 (CD). 1990. Mark Brown, prod.;
Anthony Howell, eng. DDD. TT: 68:16

"Listening to Vaughan Williams...," said
Aaron Copland, "is like two hours of watching
cows cat grass." Iknow what he means. There
is apastoral serenity to much of the English
composer's work. But that disguises deep passion that is only revealed in glimpses, as in the
enigmatic masterwork for the viola on this
disc, Fias Gunpi (Fields of Flowers). A dotted
rising-fifth figure is repeatedly thrown from
THE ARC CHOIR: Walk With Me
viola to orchestra and back again before the
The ARC Choir, Curtis Lundy, dir.
work's coda raises tension from abase of conMapleshade MS 04132 (CD). 1997. Hamiet Bluiett,
prod.; Pierre Sprey, eng. AAD. TT: 51:15
templative calm that cats be resolved only by
the joyous sound of the wordless choir. In fact,
Iheard this choir live in New York and just
all the works on this Hyperion CD pull the lishad to get the record (fortunately, they were
tenet between the opposed poles of tension
selling them at the concert). This is arecording
and emotional release, whether it be secular
that will set you on fire.
passion — the Shakespeare-inspired Serenade to
"ARC" doesn't, in this instance, stand for
Music—or sacred. "Rise Heart..." is how
Audio Research Corporation, but for Addicts
"Easter," the first of the Five Mystical Songs,
Rehabilitation Center, aHarlem-based organibegins, and to hear this superbly engineered
zation that helps people pull themselves out of
the depths of despair and get their lives back. I disc, with its wide dynamic range echoing the
emotional range of the music, is to feel your
gathered that some of these singers still reside
own heart rise in response.
at the Center, but most are out on their own.
Listening to this record, you'll realize that
salvation isn't something they take figuratively
TAVENER: String Quartets 18. 2 (The Last Sleep of
the Virgin, The Hidden Treasure)
or metaphorically. Their acappella voices manPART: Summa, Fratres
age to convey terrific unity when singing in
Chilingirian Quartet; lain Simcock, handbells
chorus, and fierce individuality when singing
Virgin Classics CDC 545023 2 (CD). 1994. Tryggvi
solo (all soloists are drawn from the choir).
Tryggitason, prod.; Andrew Halifax, eng. DDD.
TT: 72:12
They're mainlining personal salvation by Jesus
It's rare that classical works have their perforChrist —it may or may not be your cup of tea,
mance space and sound-pressure level specified.
but you'll never doubt His importance in these
But in the notes to his string quartet The Last Slor
singers' lives. These people are saved every day,
the Virgin on this sonically stunning Cl), John
and you won't come away from this record
Tavener writes, "The work must be performed in
with any question about it.
abuilding with aresonant acoustic, with the perMost important for this feature, they sing
fomsers at adistance from the audience, and with
great! Ifound myself addicted to the sounds
the sound at the threshold of audibility." He
these people produce. The first time Iput the
sternly adds that "this track should be played at a
CD on, Ilistened to the title song six times.
barely audible level." And, indeed, as the sound
The combination of harmonies, rhythms, arof the string quartet whispers forth from the
rangements, and just plain great singing had
speakers, each melodic entry highlighted by
me going nonstop.
caressed handbells, Me music, composed in
Mapleshade has donc asensational job of
homage to 1)arne Margot Fonteyn, carries the lisdelivering the music, with full annotation of
tener off into aserene world of contemplation.
ARC's offbeat, sonically purist techniques.
Recorded reverberation can often sound too
You'll want to play the disc loud — imagine 32
cold, too redolent of tiled spaces, but here the
people singing their hearts out in your living
acoustic of All Saint's Church, Petersham,
room. It'll lay some serious licks on your sysEngland supports the musicians' efforts wids a
tem's nddrange.
warns, enveloping ambience. Hats off to producIcan imagine you disliking Walk With Me if
er Tryggvason (who engineered the superbyou can't stand gospel, or perhaps acappella
sounding Gale LPs more than two decades ago)
singing, but otherwise you should be prepared
and engineer Halifax for recording aperfectly
to lose alarge amount of time not doing anyformed miniature of amasterpiece. (XVIII-5)
thing but listening to this record —and think81

THE REIVERS: End of the Day
Db/Capitol CDP 790119 2(CD). 1989. John Croslin,
prod., eng.; Andy Metcalfe, prod. MD? Tr: 39:57

Originally known as Zeitgeist, this Austin, Texas
band led what came to be known by the too-cute
name of the "New Sincerity" movement Live
and on record, being "sincere" translated to lowkey guitar pop whose lyrics could get downright
pastoral. Rising at the same time as the pumping
fist of Seattle grungr, the Reivers were Nirvana's
antithesis: melody was king the Byrds echoes
were audible, and although they could get moderately loud and rockin', most of their songs hovered in the midtempo to ballad range. Although
much of what they did could be called "folk
rock," their music was full of angst, and could
switch from delicate to driving in ablink.
After aname change to the title of Faulknees
last novel (necessitated by aMinnesota group
already named Zeitgeist), the Reivers quietly
moved from Atlanta indic Db Records to
Capitol. Here, on their sophomore major-label
flop —which, of course, is beloved by all in the
cult of Rciverdom —John Croslin-penned
tunes like "It's About Time," "Almost Home,"
and "Discontent of Winter" (co-written by guitarist Kim Longacre) arc brilliant melodic gems
that paradoxically share astrength with Kurt
Cobain's tunes: the evocative use of loud/soft
dynamics. While the soundstage is often flat
the sound is surprisingly crisp and well defined.
Perhaps this band's greatest charm was its
division of labor. Longacre and bassist Cindy
Toth were equally important (at least in terms
of playing), as were drummer Garrett Williams
and John Croslin —the band's singer, songwriter; guitarist, and mood ring. The vocal
interplay between Longacre and Coslin gleams
throughout this disc, and Longacre also shines
on her solo take of "Lazy Afternoon" (a show
tune Babs once cut). For seasoning, the band
usually threw in an instrumental; here it's the
hooky, slacker-titled "Dude Man Hey." Since
they broke up in 1991, The Reivers have
become one of America's great lost bands.
Everything in their now-out-of-print catalog is
worth seeking out.
BILL LLOYD: Set to Pop
East Side Digital ESD 80892 (CD). 1994. Bill Lloyd,
prod.; Byron House, Scott Baggett, Tim Coats,
John Hampton, Rick IMII, engs. MD? TT: 59:52
What is pop? Well, in my unhumble definition, almost everything that's accessible — Eine
kleine Nariumusik to "My Way" — can be
classed as "pop." When it comes to guitar pop,
no record has ever stood taller than Bill Lloyd's
Set to Pep. Ignore the stupid title and equally
moronic artwork — this isn't just arecord to
die for, it's one of my discs of the millennium.
Recorded over a10-year period by session ace
Lloyd (who was also — don't hold it against
him — half of Foster and Lloyd), this disc contains a clutch of big, melodic knockouts:
"Trampoline" (co-written with Greg Trooper),
"The Man Who Knew Too Much" (co-writ-
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ten with Marshall Crenshaw), "In aPerfect
World" (co-written with Cindy Bullens),
Beautiful Lie," and this album's single,
"Channeling the King" — which, as you may
have guessed, is about people who want to use
Lloyd's connection to Elvis to ask questions.
The hilarious video for this tune was on MTV
for about aweek before being canned.
The mass of killer, killer songs here is truly
astonishing. Most songwriters don't hit this
many times in a lifetime, let alone asingle
album. Hooks of every description rain down.
And having help from folks like EStreet bassist
Garry Tallent, Al Kooper, Marshall Crenshaw,
Big Star drummer Jody Stephens, Poco's Rusty
Young, and Lloyd's old pal Kim Richey doesn't
hurt either. Sonically, the quality varies from
very good to the edge of listenability. Sad to say,
this disc is also hard to find. But take my word
for it: It belongs at the top of your want list.

KATHY MATTEA: Untested Honey
Mercury 832 793-1 (LP). 1987 Allen Reynolds,
prod.; Mark Miller, eng. AAA. No time listed.

Iguess it's Ladies' Night chis year, and maybe
the LP swan song for me. Imostly listen to
CDs now; they sound better than they used to,
and LPs arc getting tougher to find and to deal
with. These two arc treasures, though, and
make it well worth keeping aturntable around.
Kathy Mattea started her musical life as a
demo singer in Nashville; afolkie at heart, she
combined her own sensibilities with countrymusic realities. Untasted Homy is agreat record, no
matter what genre you try to put it in. All of the
songs are covers, and all are love songs, which is
fine by me. Mattea can phrase with the best of
country singers, and her dioice of material is a
nice blend of reflective and straight-ahead tunes.
Mostly, Ilove this record for two tracks:
"Life As We Knew It," which is more folk than
country, and the gorgeous "Battle Hymn of
Love." (I know "Battle Hymn" is abit corny,
but the vocal harmony redeems it completely.)
Some of Kathy's later stuff went over the top,
but this is Tennessee gold. Production is fabulous, with sidemen like New Grass stalwart Pat
Flynn on acoustic guitar, and Roy Huskey Jr.
on bass, in clean, honest sound of asort you
don't usually hear in Nashville.
SHAWN COLVIN: Steady On
Columbia C45209 (LP). 1989. Jon Leventhal, prod.;
Steve Addabbo, prod., eng. AM? No time listed.

Shawn Colvin started her career as the quintessential urban folkic; I've always seen her as an
example of how far aperformer can get with
very little equipment and very good production
(and marketing). Steady On is an exception, one
of those first albums that seems to contain years
of accumulated material. "Shotgun Down the
Avalanche" gets me every time: the hair on the
back of my neck still reacts after dozens of hearings. Ialso use the record as asystem demo to
amaze friends and acquaintances. Mes not digital. How can it sound good?")

Larni Birnbaum
GRUPO FOLKLÓRICO Y EXPERIMENTAL NUEVA
YORQUINO: Concepts in Unity
Henny Alvarez, Willie Garcia, Carlos "Caito" Diaz,
vocals; Virgilio Marti, vocals, percussion; Alfredo
"Chocolate Armenteros, trumpet; Reinaldo Jorge,
Jose Rodrigues, trombone; Gonzalo Fernandez,
flute, sax; Oscar Hemandez, piano; Nelson
Rodriguez, tres; Andy Gonzalez, bass; Jerry
Gonzalez, Milton Cardona, Manny Oquendo,
Frankie Rodriguez, Gene Golden, percussion
Salsoul SAL 2-400 (2 LPs). 1975. René Lopez, Andy
Kaufman, prods.; John Laico, Don Puluse, Lou
Waxman, engs. AAA TT: 60:58

Released at the height of the 70s salsa craze,
this landmark double LP broke through to a
deeper level of Latin consciousness, uniting
young Puerto Rican players with their Cuban
elders and exposing the music's Afro-Cuban
roots. On rumbas, guajiros, Santería chants, and
extended jazzy jams, the sprawling ensemble
of studio veterans captures the raw intensity of
folk tradition with hypnotic power and lustrous precision. Unfortunately, the group
couldn't sustain the magic and soon disbanded.
The brilliant recording quality is best heard on
the out-of-print vinyl version, as the currently
available CD is slightly abridged and poorly
remastered.
MBUBE ROOTS: Zulu Choral Music from South
Africa, 1930s-1960s
Rounder 5025 (CD). 1987. Various prods., engs. MD.
TT: 42:63

Around 1939, Solomon Linda's Original
Evening Birds, a South African a cappella
group, recorded "Mbube," which lent its name
to amusical genre best known today through
the work of Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
Linda's "Mbube," later covered in the US by
the Weavers as "Wimoweh" and by the
Tokens as "The Lion Sleeps Tonight," is the
glorious pinnacle of this historical compilation,
but it's only one of many epiphanies here.
Some of the early sides are abit crude, but by
the '60s groups like the Durban Crocodiles
and the Scorpions had evolved harmonies
more mind-blowing than LSD.

SUNDAY IN niE PARK WITH GEORGE:
1984 Broadway Cast
Music 8, lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Mandy Patinkin, Bernadette Peters; Musical
Direction by Paul Gemignani
RCA RCD1-5042 (CD). 1984. Thomas Z. Shepard,
prod.; Paul Goodman, Anthony Salvatore, engs.
DDD. TT: 69:14

Sondheim's masterpiece. By "bringing order to
the whole through design," Sondheim recreates Georges Seuraes visual concepts and
ideals by approaching musical composition as
an impressionist — and, more remarkably, a
pointillist. And still, the songs arc catchy, the
Stereophile, February 1998

humor is funny and always builds character,
and the recording reproduces the full measure
of abig Broadway stage with astonishing accuracy. Bernadette Peters has never owned abetter character than Scurat's mistress, Dot. And
Mandy Patinkin represents every artist, every
creative person who must spend time
"Finishing the Hat" rather than participating in
real life. Every tone and sound is atiny colored
point of musical light.

only adds to the ambience, but there's alot
going on in there. It'll keep you coming back
for more.

•

Dan Buckle4
•is

.
s.s,

HARRY NILSSON: Han)'
RCA LSP-4197 (LP). 1969. A Nilsson House
Production; Rick Jarrard, prod.; arr., cond. by
George Tipton; Groover Helsley, Dick Bogert,
Mickey Crofford, engs. AAA. No time listed.

PARIS, TEXAS: Original Soundtrack
Music by Ry Cooder
Warner Bros. 25270-2 (CD). 1985. Ry Cooder, prod.;
Allen Sides, Mark Ettel, engs. MD. Tr: 34:13

John Lennon and I(and my wife, before we
met) all considered this to be one of the best
pop albums ever recorded. Nilsson's voice is
crystal clear, atotal delight in all of its many
octaves. The arrangements are genius —borrowing from jazz, blues, vaudeville, rock, and
gospel, always with exquisite taste, always with
careful attention to sonic detail. Nilsson's range
of emotions is stunning: late-'60s paranoia on
"Fairfax Rag" ("Don't you wish that you were
anyplace else but here?"), compassion on the
portrait of the homeless called "Morning Glory
Story," and pure joy on Randy Newman's
"Simon Smith and the Amazing Dancing
Bear." Never released on CD!

The only soundtrack in my collection to which
Ireturn regularly, Ry Cooder's Paris, Tevas is a
hauntingly exquisite 34 minutes of music.
Cooder and partners Jim Dickinson and David
Lindley create otherworldly timbres from such
traditional instruments as Cooder's trademark
slide guitar and Lindley's bowed banjo, generating asense of emotional water treading that
aptly fits the film's troubled mood. Actor
Harry Dean Stanton's impassioned vocals on
"Canción Mixteca" serve as the sole ray of
light in the brooding score. The clarity, richness, and depth of the recording amplib the
impact of a musical statement about the
essence of the human experience.
WALTER CARLOS: Walter Carlos' Clockwork
Orange
Columbia KC 31480 (p, op). 1972. Rachel Elkind,
prod. MA. Tr: 41:37

ALEX CHILTON: Like Flies on Sherbert
Aura AUL 710 (LP). 1979. Alex Chilton, prod., eng.;
James Luther Dickinson, prod.; Richard
Roseborough, John Hampton engs. AAA TT: 29:13

Others might vote for his work in Big Star, but
for my money this little star shines more
brightly, if somewhat crudely. This is prototypical punkabilly (maybe alittle drunkabilly), the
roots of astyle that the Cramps (whose debut
EP Chilton would later produce) and Tav
Falco's Panther Burns (Chilton was amember) would further develop. Soundwise, you
might think it was recorded at the soundcheck before agig at abiker bar. Clean and
pristine it ain't, but positively electric it is. A
line from side 2's opener, "Rock Hard," sums it
up: "Still wet from crawling outta the swamp /
Rock hard."

Though asoundtrack in name, this is not the
official one. It's actually all of the music Carlos
composed for Stanley Kubrick's landmark film
A Clockwork Orange, only asmall portion of
which was used. Carlos' synthesized arrangements of such classical works as Rossini's La
Gazza Ladra and William Tell overtures, the
second and fourth movements of Beethoven's
Ninth, and Henry Purcell's Music for the Funeral
j.Queen Mary achieve orchestral dimensions
and surprisingly idiomatic style. But it is a13minute original entitled Timesttps that most
brilliantly captures the film's surreal, out-ofcontrol menace. Twenty-five years after its
release, Walter Carlos' Clockwork Orange is still a
musical and technical landmark, even more so
when one factors in Carlos' ingenious workarounds of the primitive technology of the day.
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THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Complete Last
Conceit
Milt Jackson, vibraharp; John Lewis, piano; Percy
Heath, bass; Connie Kay, drums
Atlantic Jazz 81976-2 (2 CDs). 1974/1989. Ilhan
Mimaroglu, prod.; Dave Hewitt, eng. MD.
Tr: 2:28:51

On November 25, 1974, at Avery Fisher Hall
in New York, the Modern Jazz Quartet held a
Going Out Of Business Sale. Strong men wept
when John Lewis chorded for Milt Jackson's
hovering vibrato on "Django" for the very last
time. If you're going to allow the fact that it
was afalse alarm to taint your enjoyment of
this timeless music—if you're going to get literal about it, and delight in pointing out that
the Modern Jazz Quartet in fact stayed together for 20 more years — then you're no friend
of mine.

Brian Winner
THE BEACH BOYS: Endless Summer
Capitol SVBB-11307 (LP). 1974. Nick Venet, Brian
Wilson, prods.; Chuck Britz, eng.; Michael Ross,
compilation. AM. Tr: 32:01

Passing over Pet Sounds may cost me my
Beach Boys Fan Club Gold Card, but Ijust
can't do without songs like "Wendy," "Fun
Fun Fun," and "Don't Worry Baby." Ican,
however, live without the filler on the original Capitol LPs, so I'll pick this 1974 compilation of hits. The tonics on the LP vary from
pretty decent with dimensionality and detail
to thin and compressed with no bottom end.
The Capitol Cl) adds "Good Vibrations" and
trades dimensionality for improved dynamics
and bottom-end punch. The DCC Gold CD,
which I've not heard, may be better still.
(XVIII -9)
THE DAVE BAILEY SEXTET: One Foot in the Gutter
Dave Bailey, drums; Clark Terry, trumpet; Curtis
Fuller, trombone; Junior Cook, tenor sax; Horace
Parlan, piano; Peck Morrison, bass
Classic Records BA 17008 (LP). 1995. Mike Berniker,
prod.; Frank Laico eng. AAA. TT: 43:36

BRIAN ENO: Before and After Science
Polydor Deluxe 2302 071 (LP). 1977. Brian Eno,
prod.; Rhett Davies, prod., eng.; Dave Hutchins,
Conny Plank, engs. AAA. Tr: 40:00

Eno, the other Brian (besides Wilson) who
took the art of studio recording into new territory, produced ahandful of albums in the mid'70s — this, Another Green World, and Taking
11.1,eer Mountain (By Strafe) — that successfully
blended the artful rock of his earlier work with
the ambient soundscapcs that were becoming
his primary focus. The songs here are, by and
large, pop tunes, but they bounce merrily over
sonic novel sonic territory. This isn't anaturalsounding recording — no, supernatural would
be more like it —and it's abit murky, which

talline piano; the dark power of Anders
Jormin's bass; the snare and cymbals of Billy
Hart, fragmenting and scattering time. During
breaks in the recording of this album in Oslo,
Norway in December 1996, Charles Lloyd
took walks in the frozen, hushed, silver-white
city. In the eye of this music's hurricane, you
hear Oslo's austere silence. (XX-7)

CHARLES LLOYD: Canto
Charles Lloyd, tenor sax, Tibetan oboe; Bobo
Stenson, piano; Anders Jormin, bass; Billy Hart,
drums
ECM 1635 (78118-21635-2, CD). 1996/1997.
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng.
DDD. TT: 65:20

Canto is the most daring, the most driven, and
the most complete in itself of Charles Lloyd's
five ECM recordings. The great ECM engineer Jan Erik Kongshaug renders each telling
voice in the quartet with verisimilitude: the
rapture of Lloyd's reeds; Bobo Stenson's crys-

in the summer of 1960, Dave Bailey collected
five of his favorite players and an audience of
friends, and spent two days in the studio playing, hanging out, and having agreat time. The
result is sensational music and aperformance
of first and only takes that's incredibly tight,
yet freewheeling and spontaneous. And the
sound — intimacy, balance, dimensionality,
detail, perspective —it's just incredible. With
the lights out, your listening room will simply
melt away, leaving only the players, the studio,
and you, bopping and clapping along with the
rest of the collected friends.
83
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Robert Deu[sch
BRYN TERFEL: Something Wonderful: Bryn Terfel
Sings Rodgers & Hammerstein
Bryn Terfel, bass-baritone; Chorus of Opera North,
Martin Fitzpatrick, chorus master; English Northern
Philharmonic; Paul Daniel, cond.
DG 449 163-2 (CD). 1997. Sid McLauchlan, prod.;
Andrew Wedman, Wolf-Dieter Karwatky, engs.
DDD. Tr: 74:43

Whatever you think of Bryn Terfel's rugbyplaying-farm-boy image, this CD of songs by
Rodgers & Hammerstein demonstrates that
he's not just someone who happens to have a
beautiful voice, but areal artist, able to communicate on the emotional as well as on the
technical level. He's donc his homework so
you won't mistake his R&H for Mozart or
Handel, and he somehow manages to attain a
sincerity and adirectness of expression that
elude most of his opera-singer colleagues
when they essay this sort of material. Listen to
"Come Home," an obscure song from Allegro,
and see if you don't get alump in your throat
during the floated pianissimo on the final
"home." Wonderful songs, great singing, sympathetic arrangements and conducting, and
clear, dynamic sound. (XXI -2)
PUCCINI: La Rondine
Gheorghiu, Magda; Roberto Alagna, Ruggero;
William Matteuzzi, Prunier; Inva Mula, Lisette;
Alberto Rinaldi, Rambaldo; London Symphony,
London Voices, Antonio Pappano
EMI 5 56338 2 (2 CDs). 1997. David Groves, prod.;
Simon Rhoades, Douglas Blair, engs. DDD.
Tr: 2:39:00

Angela

Ihave to thank my colleague Bob Levine for this
one. Prior to his review of this recording, Ihad
dismissed La Rondine as a failed attempt on
Puccini's parr to write in the Viennese operetta
style. Iwas...well...wrong. No, La Rondin' is
not The Men)' Widow, nor is it La Bohime or Tosca,
but it is aunique work of seductive charm, with
sonic gorgeous tunes. Tile recording is agem:
perfect casting, Gheorghiu and Alagna having
exactly the right kinds of voices for the roles, and
there's particularly good work from Mula and
Matteuzzi as the secondary couple. Pappano
conducts with aflair for drama that makes the
piece come alive. Excellent sonic-s. (XX-9)

Shannon Dickson
CHARLIE HADEN & PAT METHENY: Beyond the
Missouri Sky
Charlie Haden, bass; Pat Metheny, acoustic guitars,
all other instruments.
Verve 537-130-2 (CD). 1997. Charlie Haden, Pat
Metheny, prods.; J. Newland, eng.; Ted Jensen,
mastering eng. ODD. TT: 66:71

soothing, uplifting, and evocative
music-making of the highest order. This collaboration between two of the very best string
musicians anywhere can't help but inspire any
listener with asense of sublime awe. A rare gift
Beautiful,
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of music, able to manifest so effortlessly asense
of space and place from the musicians' minds
and hearts that they obviously hold dear. The
stress of life got you down? Spin this one and
that necktie will loosen considerably. Texture,
tone, and masterful skill abound through the 13
"short stories" presented here.
Though Missouri Sky originally was planned
as asimple duct, Haden and Metheny wisely
fleshed out anumber of these tunes with additional instruments where called for, but only
after the original duct versions were in the can.
The result is atrue record to die for in any year.
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird
Antal Dorati, The London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury Living Presence/Classic Records SR90226
(LP). 1960/1997. Wilma Cozart, C.R. Fine, Harold
Lawrence, prods. Bernie Grundman, re-issue mastering eng. MD? No time listed.

An audiophile LP every music lover with a
turntable should own. The spectacular sonics
that Mercury Living Presence recordings are
renowned for have been resurrected in full
glory here by the Classic Records team with
the invaluable contributions of Wilma Cozart
Fine. It's the performance, though, that really
sets this one apart. While I'm not an authority
on Stravinsky's Firebird discography, this one
surely must stand near the top. Colorful harmonic flavor and often startling rhythmic
changes create an enthralling and beautiful
tapestry from which the dance, no doubt,
sprang with natural ease. The dynamics galore
will challenge many a high-end system's
resolving power and composure.

HAYDN: The Paris Symphonies (Nos. 82-87)
Leonard Bernstein, New York Philharmonic
Sony Classical SM2K 47550 (2 CDs). 1963-68. John
McClure, prod.; Fred haut, Ed Michalski, engs.
ADD. T: 2:24:50

performances — with a big orchestra
that surely echoes the nearly 100-piece Paris
ensemble for which they were composed —
are among Bernstein's finest achievements.
Scholarly in their use of the most up-to-date
editions and observance of such 18th-century
customs as beginning trills from the upperauxiliary note, they remain free of pedantry in
their wide-ranging emotional impact. Outer
movements arc aptly vibrant, slow movements and minuets judiciously paced according to Haydn's tempo instructions; and the
composer's pointed orchestrations, stark dramatic contrasts, and witty surprises are fully
clarified. Moreover, the CDs transfer sound
more open and less cramped than their LP
These

antecedents.
BEETHOVEN: Mass in C
With: Meerestille und glückliche Fahrt
Charlotte Margiono, soprano; Catherine Robbin,
mezzo; William Kendall, tenor; Alastair Miles, bass;
The Monteverdi Choir, Orchestre Revolutionnaire
et Romantique, John Eliot Gardiner
Archiv 435 391-2 (CD). 1993. Werner Mayer, prod.;
Klaus Scheibe, eng. DDD. Tr: 50:00

Overshadowed by the later Missa So/minis, this
earlier setting of the Mass remains one of
Beethoven's finest middle-period works —
one blending delicate lyricism, brash dissonance, and eruptive grandeur in away that
foreshadows not only the Missa, but also
Schubert's two late Masses. As heard in this
period-instrument account, the Mass in C
emerges with acolor, animation, and haunting
beauty unmatched in any other recording of
this work Ihave heard. And unlike some
"authentic" ensembles, Gardiner's is free of the
pinched nasality that makes so many periodinstrument orchestras sound ugly. An exceptionally wide dynamic range provides afine
argument for the superiority of digital technology. The Cl) is filled out with another fine
Gardiner-led performance: that of Beethoven's
brief, little-known choral work, Meerestillt. um!
glikkliche Rihrt.

SCOTT WALKER: 711t
Drag City DC134 (LP). 1997. Scott Walker, prod.;
Peter Walsh, prod., eng. AAA/MD. IT: 54:58

Yes, it's the Scott of The Walker Brothers, but
no Righteous Brothers cunt Phil Spector pop
album this. It's adark, forbidding, but strangely beautiful song cycle dealing with isolation,
torture, and yes, madness. Sort of like writing
for Stereophilt; though we do it without the
beneficial backwash of afabulous string section, which Walker employs to great dramatic
effect, along with ahost of acoustic instruments and abig pipe organ.
Walker describes his distinctive baritone
here as "strangled Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau";
for non-lieder fans, how about "Bryan Ferry on
'Ludes" or "The Moody Blues on areally bad
acid trip"? Totally original and not to be
missed.
ATAULF0 ARGENTA: Ataullo Argenta Edition
MUSIC of Breton, Falla, Halftter, Rodrigo, Turma,
others
Ataulfo Argenta, National Orchestra of Spain, Gran
Orquesta Sinfonica
Alto Analogue AA006 (5 LPs, 1 12" 45rpm). 1997.
Nick Webb, remastering eng. AAA. TT: 4:35:26

Like your classical music served up on abed
of "rich Corinthian leather"? Then you'll
devour whole this gorgeous-sounding reissue box. Argenta, the handsome, dashing
Spaniard, succumbed to carbon-monoxide
poisoning in 1958 at age 44, having gotten
his motor running but forgotten to head out
on the highway. Fortunately he left behind a
bountiful legacy of recordings featuring
Spanish composers, the most famous of
whom are Rodrigo and Falla. This limitededition set, mastered from original tapes at
Abbey Road, is worth owning just for the
exquisite Concierto de Aranjuez with guitarist
Narciso Yepes, but the rest ain't chopped
paella, either. Sets new sonic standards for
classical music reissues. Buy, or die regretting
it. (XX-12)
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Koch International 3-7388-2 H1 (CD). 1997. Michael
Fine, prod., eng. DDD. Tr: 70:56

VERDI: Rigoletto
SheriII Milnes, Rigoletto; Joan Sutherland, Gilda;
Luciano Pavarotti, Duke of Mantua; Martti Talvela,
Sparafucile; Gillian Knight, Giovanna; John Gibbs,
Count Ceprano; Kin Te Kanawa, Countess
Ceprano; London Symphony, Richard Bonynge
London 414 269-2 (2 CDs). 1971. David Harvey,
Michael Woolcock, prods.; Kenneth Wilkinson,
Stanley Goodall, engs. MD. Tr: 118:38

This is a stunning recording, even after 26
years. Richard Bonynge's interpretation of
Verdi's score is intuitive, knowledgeable, and
enlightening. Soloists, chorus, and orchestra are
talented and inspired, delivering highly dramatic and involving performances. 'This recording
best demonstrates the range, timbre, power,
dynamics, and soundstaging of voices. Sutherland's interpretation of "Gualticr MaIde...
nome di lui si mate) is so beguiling and lovely that Inever tire of its quiet sweetness. Sherill
Mlles' voice is deep, rich, and glowing ("melts
me like butter," my notes state), particularly in
the Act I, ii duet with Giovanna, "Ah! Veglia, o
donna, questo flore." The younger Pavarotti
heard here has amazing range, power, and clarity, so much so that Isis high note in "Questa o
quella per me pari sono" has become amakeor-break test for midrange drivers.
Old as it is, this recording has it all: tonics,
soundstaging, dynamics, vocal timbre, and the
best example of the beauty of the human voice
Ihave in my collection of recordings.
FLEETWOOD MAC: The Dance
Reprise 46702-2 (CD). 1997. Lindsey Buckingham,
prod.; Elliot Scheiner, prod., eng.; Barry Goldberg,
eng. ODD. TF: 79:15

As Iget older, IMink about those exciting perfonners in their mid-20s who captivated me in
my 20s and early 30s. They've aged with me, but
cals they still deliver? Most definitely yes!
Besides atendency to avoid the very high notes,
Stevie Nicks' raw, wistful vocals have the accurate pitch and musicianship she displayed years
ago. Her new version of "Ithiannon" is slightly
slower in tempo, but has more raw sexual energy than she brought to it years ago. Ialways
liked Christine McVie's voice the best, and she
continues to deliver her superb phrasing, pace,
and vocal color to "Say You Love Mc." Best are
the vocal harmonies and blending achieved
when the whole band joins in, as in the opening
"The Chain." Overall, the production values of
the staging, orchestration, background vocals,
mixing, and mastering make this album the
equal of the band's original albums.

ARGENTO: A Water Bird Talk
John Shirley-Quirk, baritone; Sara Watkins, Sinfonia
of St. Cecilia

Stereophae, February

1998

Dominick Argento has all but made acareer of
the monodrama, and this one offers acombination of humanity, pathos, and beauty that is
profoundly affecting. In loosely combining a
Chekhov play with Audubon's The Birds of
America, Argento has crafted awork in which .
a
lecturer attempts to enlighten his audience on
waterfowl but ends up revealing much more
about the human spirit, its failures, and its
inexorable will to prevail despite the most
severe limitations. This is, Ibelieve, awork for
the ages, and the perfomances and sound
quality are of commensurate excellence.
MAHLER: symphony 9
Jesús López-Cobos, Cincinnati Symphony
Telarc 2CD-80426 (2 CDs). 1997. Erica Brenner,
prod.; Thomas Knab, eng. DOD. TT: 85:44

Into this supposedly death-riddled work Jesús
López-Cobos breathes a spirit of life that
affirms Mahler's belief that asymphony must
contain the entire world. Descending into the
depths of the music's soul, López-Cobos offers
areading that is both highly articulated and
highly energized —a rare combination. This
recording stands squarely among the finest performances of the composition, and adds sonic
qualities that arc among the finest I've ever
heard. It is quite clearly the best combination of
perfomunce and sound I'm aware of among
Mahler Ninths. Simply stunning. (XX-10)

STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka
Ernest Ansermet, tOrchestre de la Suisse Romande
London/Classic CSCD-6009 (CD). 1967. ADD. TT: 34:00

Another superb CD from Classic Records, and
this rinse of one of the most celebrated LPs of all
time: Ernest Ansennees Pétrouchka. CR has
been doing this for so long that they should
know how to do it right, so the quality of this
transfer comes as no surprise. But it's still alittle
amazing just how nuich better it sounds than
the original London LP (CS-6009). It's unmistakably the trademark jj near-far sound, but it's
smoother, more transparent, wider-ranged, and
better balanced, although the soundstaging is no
better (or worse) than the original. (I don't own
aDecca pressing of it for comparison)
Ansennees reading treads a fine line between pathos and derisive humor, which is just
right for this tragicomic Russian fairy tale of an
animated marionette who's abused by Isis master, scorned by his beloved, and calamitously
lovesick. This is the Pétrouchka that all other
recordings get compared with. But at only 34
minutes, it's ahelluvva short shrift. (XIX-6)
LAMBERT: The Rio Grande, Concerto for Piano
and Nine Players, Horoscope
Kathryn Stott, piano; Della Jones, mezzo; BBC
Singers, BBC Concert Orchestra, Barry Wordsworth
Argo 436 118-2 (CD). 1992. Chris Hazell, prod.;
Simon Eadon, eng. DOD. TT: 68:51

English music isn't everyone's cuppa tea, but f
or
those who like it, this is atreat. The CD is agood

cross section of Lambert's works, and includes
an extended suite from Isis sardonic one-act ballet Horoscope, ajazzy "concerto" (actually more of
acantata) for piano, chorus, and large orchestra
based oil text by Edith Sitwell, and an uncharacteristically bleak concerto for piano and nine
assorted instruments. The multimiked sound is
smooth, lush, and so natural you never notice it
at all. Ilse big brasses are glorious!

STEVE TIBBETTS: e
Steve Tibbetts, guitars, kalimba, synthesizer; Mark
Anderson, congas, drums, percussion; Bob
Hughes, bass; Steve Cochrane, tabla; Tim
Weinhold, bongos, vase, bells
ECM 1355 (78118-21355-2, CD). 1980. Steve
Tibbetts, prod., eng. AAD. Tr: 3408

Picking one or two 112D4 discs is not arational pursuit, but those arc the rules. Often,
when/where one first hears an album makes it
distinctive — which is likely the case for my
choices. Back in 1980, this work was available
only as an LP from Tibbetts's obscure label
Frammis, but isow it's procurable as aCD
from ECM. Truth is, I'd choose every Tibbetts
disc to date for It2D4s: inimitable, outside, yet
rhytlunic acoustic and electric guitar playing;
aggressive global percussion locked tighter
than Fort Knox; expansive compositions that
work for the experimental, jazz, world, and
rock'n'roll aficionado. Sounds decent too!
TEFUE RYPDAL: Descendre
Terje Rypdal, guitar, keyboards, flute; Palle Mikkelbong, trumpet, flugelhorn, keyboards; John
Christensen, drums, percussion
ECM 1144 (78118-21144-2, CD). 1979. Manfred
Eicher, prod. MD. Tr: 44:48

Now here's music you could take a bath in —
which is not to say that this is tepid new age
muck. Rypdal floats you with arids, almost viofinlike guitar set to some of the best spacey
jazz/dean:mica to come out of the late '70s,
influencing countless guitarists (Andy Sununers,
formerly of the Police, is ahuge fan) with his
"clouds" of textured sound. Here he demonstrates that unmistakable ability Norwegians
have for coaxing wannth and depth from a
typically flat, wintery surface.

S1OUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Tinderbox
Geffen 24092-2 (CD). 1985. A Banshees production;
Steve Churchyard, Hugh Jones, Julian Standen,
Nick Air, engs. AAD? TT: 61:53

Siouxsic & the Banshees sound something like a
cross between Ilse Cure and Kate BUSII, and this
is their illost engaging album. Iwas bouncing
around ois dance floors to "Cities in Dust" for
years before Idiscovered tlsat it shared ail album
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with 11 other equally magnificent songs.
Appropriate descriptives: ethereal, rhythmic.
passionate, human, masterful, mysterious, fascinating, dark, brooding, sinister, gripping, insightful, vast, complex, expressive, advanced, driving,
obsessive, touching, haunting, authentic. Strange
how the music doesn't seem too depressing until
you consider the morbidity of the words.
They're all about the frailty of our existence.

polish, and conformity. While major American orchestras are losing record contracts
almost daily, interest in performances like this,
sloppy and eccentric by today's standards, continues to swell.

BIG COUNTRY: The Seer
Mercury/London 532 325-2 (CD). 1986/1996.
Robin Millar, Big Country, prods.; Will Gosling,
Wafter Turbitt, engs. MD? TT: 67:13

"I found Icould play this music and connect
the guitar directly to my heart. Ifound others
who could make the same connection, who
could see the music as well as play it. The
sound made pictures. It spread out wide landscapes. Great Dramas were played out under
its turbulent skies. There was romance and
reality, truth and dare. People being people, no
heroes, just you and me, like it always is. The
music told stories, little stories. Lands were not
conquered, treasure was left in the tombs, the
magic was in the everyday."— Stuart Adamson,
vocals, guitar, E-bow

Duero Knight
EARL WILD: The Art of the Transcription
Piano transcriptions of works by Bach, Chopin,
Gluck, Kreisler, Mendelssohn, Rameau, RimskyKorsakoff, Rossini, Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Wagner
Earl Wild, piano
Audiofon 72008-2 (2 CDs). 1982. Julian H. Kreeger,
prod.; Peter McGrath, eng. ADD. Tr: 76:54

For my first appearance in R2D4 Idecided to
be somewhat contrarian and select acouple of
live recordings. This Audiofon set was taped at
Carnegie Hall, and although we must endure
many beautifully recorded coughs and
wheezes from the audience, Earl Wild's musical personality comes through much more
vibrantly than in many studio recordings.
Wild's stupendous technique and great élan
make him anatural to record live, but even
with aless polished performer, the added immediacy of the event, along with Audiofon's
natural, wann sound, would be well worth any
imperfections that might arise.

TERRY EVANS: Puffin' It Dovm
AudioQues-t/JVC XRCD JVCXR-0014-2 (CD). 1993.
TI: 53:15
MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN: Give It Up to Love
AudioQuest/JVC XRCD JVCXR-0012-2 (CD). 1995.
TI: 54:29
Both: Joe Harley, Akira Taguchi, prods.; Michael C.
Ross, eng.; Alan Yoshida, remastering eng. MD.

Two sets of some of the best blues performances ever recorded, in unbelievably good
sound. Both have been Stereophile "Recordings
of the Month," and they've become some of my
favorite recordings of all time. Originally produced by AudioQuest Music's Joe Harley with
all the audiophile trimmings—rather, adistinct
audiophile lack of any trimmings at all — both
have now been considerably improved by the
application ofJVCs XRCD magic. The senses
of space, limitless bass response, vocal verisimilitude, and of everyone playing in the same room
together am unprecedented in recordings of this
kind of music. And "presence"? Just make sure
your "sweet spot" is wide enough for Sans and
Terry to sit down next to you.
So much for audiogeek twaddle. What is
"this kind of music"? Some of the most passionate, deeply felt blues singing I've ever
heard. Both Evans and McClain have deep,
rich voices as big as their XL hearts. The
loneliness of Mighty Sam's unaccompanied
voice in "Lonesome Road," the mingled passion, pride, and pain in Evans' almost operatic cover of J13. Lenoir's "Down in
Mississippi," are just afew examples you'll
find here of what Ihope you'll forgive this
terminally white man for thinking the blues
is all about. And with sidemen (on the Evans)
like Ry Cooder, Jim Reimer, and George
Bohanon, it's almost too much of a good
thing. (Puffin' It Down, XIX-1, XX-6; Give It
Up to Love, XVI -10, XX-6)

BRAHMS: Symphony 1
Wilhelm Furtwângler, cond.; Hamburg Symphony
Orchestra.
TAHRA Furt 1001 (CD). 1996. Myriam Scherchen,
prod.; J.P. Bouquet, eng. ADD. Tr: 68:20

'This monaural recording, made from aconcert
in Hamburg in 1951, has no pretensions to
audiophile sound. TAHRA was determined,
however, to extract the best sonics possible
from the original master tapes, and the new
mastering is arevelation. Deep, rich bass, and
full-bodied, surprisingly detailed sound (for
the time) greatly enhance this experience of
what may be the greatest conception of a
Brahms symphony on record.
As the obituaries for classical music keep
rolling in, it's worth pondering anew our
modern compulsion for relentless perfection,
stereophite,

February 1998

GERSHWIN: Porgy & Bess
Cynthia Haymon, Bess; Willard White, Porgy; Gregg
Baker, Crown; Damon Evans, Sportin' Life; Cynthia
clarey, Serena; others; Glyndebourne Chorus,
London Philharmonic, Sir Simon Rattle
EMI 56220 2 (3 CDs). 1989. David R. Murray, prod.
DDD. TT: 3:09:32

As we've all come to realize, Rite and Bess is
not only true Grand Opera, it's probably the
grandest opera America has so far produced. I
was surprised by how great this non-American
production was when Ifirst heard it (I thought

we owned the idiom, apparently). Istill am.
The singing and playing are consistently ideal,
and the recorded sound is aperfect complement, but there's more: Rattle understands
the jazz from which much of the music
springs, and uses mbar° in amanner that manages to be both bluesy and classical at once.
And wait 'til you hear Evans as Sportin' Life —
wow! (XIII-9)
MOZART: Don Giovanni
Eberhard Waechter, Don Giovanni; Giuseppe Taddei,
Leporello; Joan Sutherland, Donna Anna;
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Donna Elvira; Luigi Alva,
Don Ottavio; Gottlob Frick, Commendatore;
others; Philharmonia Orchestra & Chorus, Carlo
Maria Giulini
EMI 56232 2 (3 CDs). 1961. Walter Legge, prod.
ADD. TT: 2:42:09

Every time Ifeel despair over the fact that
every recording of this great work is seriously
flawed in one way or another, this now-36year-old recording pops into my mind, and I
feel better. Giulini's leadership is amazingly
supple — he changes mood as quickly and subtly as does Mozart, and no trick, neither of
dramma nor of giocoso, is missed. Waechter is
both desirable and hateful, Taddei's Leporello
is in your face without mugging, Schwarzkopf
has never been more interesting, and Sutherland sings Anna better than anyone —period. Alva's Ottavio is as smooth as Frick's
Commendatore is angular. The analog sound
is big and truc. No real competition.

Paul Messenger
THE GRATEFUL DEAD: Reckoning
Arista A2L 8604 (2 LPs, op), ARPDK-2-1053 (CD).
1981. Betty Cantor-Jackson, prod., eng.; Dan
Healy, Jerry Garcia, prods. AAA/AAD. TT: 72:22

The original "Unplti 14:ed" album (long before
MTV got in on the act with Nirvana, et al),
Reckoning was taped live in 1980 and released
its 1981, when the band was beginning to settle down into middle age. The Grateful Dead
was always alive-performance experience, and
many live albums have been released, often of
dubious sound quality. Not so this gorgeoussounding, beautifully transparent acoustic set,
which, despite the odd buns note, makes its
gentle, lyrical way through the most tuneful of
the band's mature repertoire. The absence of
electric instruments keeps self-indulgence
under control, yet the spine-tingling turbocharger kick-in between "Bird Song" and
"Ripple" shows that subtlety and delicacy can
be just as effective as raw power.
THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS: Dig Your Own Hole
Freestyle Dust/Virgin 8 42950 1(2 LPs), 8 42950 2
(CD). 1997. Tom Rowlands, Ed Simons, The
Chemical Brothers, prods.; Steve Dub, Turn
Holmes, Jon Dee, engs. DDA/DDD. Tr: 63:27

Dance Music (under awhole variety of subgenres) dominates today's youth culture, but
doesn't easily distill down for home hi-fi consumption. To these middle-aged ears, The
Chemical Brothers just shade The Prodigy as
the two most interesting acts, and DYOH was
89

Ike disc of 1997. Its hard-edged, electrosynthetk, block-rockin' beats have nothing to do with
pretty, gentle, or soothing. This is rock'n'roll
1997-style, with all those half-remembered
riffs cropping up again (check recent UK
chart-topper "Setting Sun" against the Beatles'
"Tomorrow Never Knows") in asetting of
considerable power and energy. Vocals are limited to occasional sound-bite samples, but the
music combines exceptional bandwidth with
artful dynamic shading and tension, and amastery of structural ebb, flow, and segue that
recalls the Dead at their peak — but on speed.

this is along CD, and there's plenty here to
savor. In fact, Iwould go so far as to say that it
is the music — not the (good) special effects or
the story line — that "makes" Casper.
But die star attraction here is undeniably the
sound quality. No one is doing abetter job today
at recording asymphony orchestra (and Iinclude
here engineers working in straight classical
recording) than music-scoring mixer Shawn
Murphy, particularly when he works, as he does
here, at the Todd-AO scoring stage in Los
Angeles. The sound is wonderfully atmospheric,
alittle more distant than some might like, but
with abeautifully layered depth, realistic soundstaging, and phenomenal bass—all characteristic
of Murphy's work And for those into video, the
score on the laserdisc (the stancbrd or, particularly,
the IYTS version) sounds very nearly as good as
on this CD—not as common an occurrence as
you might think. This is, in fict, one of die bestsounding films—and laserdiscs —ever made.

TOOTS MAYTAL: Toots in Memphis
Mango CCD 9818 (CD). 1988. Jim Dickinson, prod.;
John Hampton, eng. ADD. Tr: 43:57

Maytal is widely revered as areggae pioneer; but
he's also aCaribbean cousin of Otis Redding and
Al Green, as he proves on this collection of '60s
and '70s soul covers. Sly and Robbie anchor the
rhythm section of a crack band that also
includes guitarist Teenie Hodges and Andrew
Love of the Memphis Horns. Together with
Maytal, they reinvent Redding's "I've Got
Dreams to Remember," Green's "Love and
Happiness," and eight other classics, among
them "Hard to Handle," "It's aShame," and
"Freedom Train." The result isn't pure reggae or
unadulterated soul, but ahybrid as powerful as
both at their best.
LOS LOBOS: Kiko
Slash 26786-2 (CD). 1992. Mitchell Froom, Los
Lobos, prods.; Tchad Blake, eng. ADD. Tr: 52:35

pride of East L.A. could easily have settled
into the lazy, provincial groove of hometown
heroes. But with producer Froom's encouragement, Los Lobos exploded all conventions in
their one true masterwork. Their Latin roots arc
obvious, and so is their encyclopedic knowledge
of American blues, rock, and soul. But they
don't stop there, tossing South African mbacianga into the mix of "Wake Up Iklores," and
fearlessly experimenting every step along the
way. Every time Ilisten, Iwonder how Froom
managed to fit all those weird, wonderful
sounds into songs deeply rooted in the past but
perfectly tailored to the future. (XV-11, XVII-2)
The

CASPER: Original Soundtrack
Music by James Homer
MCA MCAD-11240 (CD). 1995. James Homer, prod.;
Shawn Murphy, prod., eng. DDD. IT: 73:15
While this is not James Homer's best score, it
is relatively original and inventive (the composer has atendency to shamelessly rip off his
own prior work). There is, as is typical of
soundtracks, afair amount of repetition, but

90

GIANWIGI TROVESI OCTET: From G to G
Gianluigi Trovesi, alto sax, alto clarinet, bass clarinet;
Pino Minafra, trumpet prepared trumpet flugelhorn, didjeridoo, voice, noise; Rodolfo Migliardi,
trombone, tuba; Marco Remondini, cello; Roberto
Bonati, Marco Micheli, acoustic bass; Vittorio
Marinoni, drums; Fulvio Maras, percussion
Soul Note 121231-2 (CD). 1992. Giovanni Bonandrini,
prod.; Giancarlo Barigozzi, eng. AAD? Tr: 58:46

You don't think of Italy as aplace where ajazz
masterwork could be conceived and recorded.
But saxophonist-clarinetist Gianluigi Trovesi
has bucked the odds and delivered abrilliant
collection of tunes that are aptly described in the
liner notes as teeming with "various episodes
and atmospheres:* The music is arich mix of
Italian folk, Balkan rhythms, and classical sensibilities melded with several jazz varieds (from
Dixieland swing and bebop ad-libs to full-gusto
free blasts). An inspired composer with asingular voice, maestro Trovesi leads his top-notch
octet through remarkable musical journeys that
are exhilarating, somber, and whimsical (and, at
times, even hilariously slapstick). Surprises jump
out around every bend on this Soul Note debut
of one ofjazz's best-kept secrets.
EMMYLOU HARRIS: Wrecking Ball
Elektra Asylum 61854-2 (CD). 1995. Daniel Lanois,
prod.; Malcolm Bum, Mark Howard, Trina
Shoemaker, engs. DDD? TT: 53:05

Bonafide country music superstar Emmylou
Harris has recorded superb albums throughout
her career, but none comes even close to her
masterpiece, Wrecking Ball. Harris' achingly
beautiful vocals and producer Daniel Lanois'
signature rootsy atmospherics make for aperfect marriage. The songs, treated to an alluring
blend of country and pop, are gems. In addition
to covers of tunes by Bob lYylan, Jimi Hendrix,
and Neil Young (who duets with Harris on the
compelling title track), there arc deeply moving
renditions of numbers written by an all-star cast
of wotnen singer-songwriters, including Anna
McGarrigle, Lucinda Williams, and Gillian

Welch. Toss in afew originals by Harris and
Lanois, and you have aclassic disc that doesn't
wear out its welcome. (XVIII-12)

e'

Wes Phillips

BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB: Musk of Cuba
World Circuit/Nonesuch 79478-2 (CD). 1997.
Fty Cooder, prod.; Nick Gold, exec. prod.; Jerry
Boys, eng. MD. Tr: 60:06

We declared BVSC "Recording of the Month"
only last month, but it is also clearly one for
the ages. The expressive, natural sound is a
huge plus — engineer Boys has brilliantly captured the sound of instruments and vocalists in
agloriously ambient space, but the disc's real
appeal is the joyous music-making of the stellar cast of Cuban musicians.
The disc really ought to be subtitled lime
Good Old Stuff Producer and musician Ry
Cooder focuses on the older Cuban forms —
dances and sows— that date back almost to the
Spanish-American War, and the musicians he
has chosen to bring the music alive have, in
some cases, been perfomiing these works
since WWI. As aresult, the disc has the comfort and ease of an old acquaintance — and a
mellow, smoldering virtuosity that simply
must be heard to lw believed. (XXI.")
BEGOÑA OLAVIDE: Mudéjar
Begoña Olavide, vocals, salterio, quanun, dulcema;
Ramiro Amusategui, oud, saz; Carlos Paniagua,
quanun, darbúga, tir. bendir; Pedro Estevan,
darbúga, bendir, cajon, târ; Felipe Sanchez, Daniel
Carranza, vihuela
WA Recordings M042A (CD). 1996. Todd Garfinkle,
prod., eng.; Begoña Olavide, Carlos Paniagua,
prods. DDD. TT: 52:09

Mudéjar is an Arab word referring to the fusion
of Christian and Moslem styles that existed in
Spain after the reconquista, and is primarily used
in descriptions of architecture or the decorative arts. Olavide and company, however, make
acompelling argument for its application to
their material —all harvested from 15th- and
16th-century Castillian collections of the
vihuelistas, but possessing many melodic elements and rhythms that are obviously Arabic.
Furthermore, as performed here, these works
clearly yearn for alost perfect world. Even without reference to the lyrics, no one could be
unaware of this collection's sense of loss.
Hearing them, it is overwhelming: "The wives
wash themselves with lemon water /Iwash my
wretched self with grief and sorrow...
"Friends, you must know of anew misfortune /
Ferocious Christians have seized Alhama /iAy
de mi Albania!" But all is not dolorous: Olavide's
incredibly rich, wann voice, her instrumental
prowess on salterio (psaltery), and the adept
accompaniment of her fellow bandmembers all
give this disc afullness that transcends its mournful subject matter.
Producer/engineer Todd Garfinkle matiages,
as usual, to capture the sound of voices and
instruments in avery reverberant space (the
monastery at Santa Espina, Valladolid) with an
almost scary precision. Instrumental timbres are
Stereophile,
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natural and crisply articulated, but Garfinlde's
mastery is in the presentation of space —the
interaction between instrument and room here
is almost preternaturally sublime.

Richard JRosen
SPEEDY WEST & JIMMY BRYANT: Stratosphere
Boogie: The Flaming Guitars of Speedy West &
Jimmy Bryant
Razor & Tie RE 2067 (CD). 1995. Ken Nelson, prod.;
Steve Hoffman, mastering eng. MD. Tr: 36:25

They've been referred to as "Leo Fender's test
pilots," and it's easy to hear why. These breakneck virtuosos of steel guitar and guitar, respectively, musically emb(xly the term "electric." The
cuts are rare Capitol sides over 40 years old, originally recorded by Ken NeLson —one of the
most brilliant producers of country, and of music,
period. The baton was taken up by modern engineer Steve Hoffman, who makes all those DCC
releases sound so great. Few can come to the
plate with the two strikes of both "digital" and
"reissue" already against them, and knock 'em
out of the park as consistently. Lonnie Brownell
and Inever got tired of playing this record at the
'96 WCES. Everyone who heard it liked it, and
no one noticed that it's mono. It's super, it's sonic.
RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK: I, Eye, Aye: Live at the
Montreux Jazz Festival, 1972
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, tenor sax, manzello, stritch,
clarinet, flute, nose flute, siren, other stuff; Ron
Burton, piano; Henry "Pete" Pearson, bass; Robert
Shy, drums; Joe "Habao" Texidor, percussion
Atlantic/Rhino R2 72453 (CD). 1996. Joel Dom,
prod.; Steph Sulke, eng.; Gene Paul, mastering
eng. ADD. TT: 48:49

Everyone should know Roland Kirk's music.
Someday, everyone will. Despite such obstacles
as lifelong diabetes, childhood blindness, and
mid-career strokes, Kirk developed an unparalleled musical sensibility and avibe of sheer positivity. The master of several wind and reed
instruments, he would play two or more of
them simultaneously —a completely different
melody on each —while employing breathing
techniques that allowed him to play non-stop.
Rather than a technical oddity or out-jazz
fringe player, Kirk was eminently musical and
accessible, equally at home playing fire improvisations or Burt Bacharach tunes. This recent
CD from Rhino is as close as we can get to
experiencing the musicianship, spontaneity,
and humor of his legendary live presence.

MAHLER: Symphony 6, Kindertotenlieder
Thomas Hampson, baritone; Leonard Bernstein,
Vienna Philharmonic
DG 427 697-2 (2 CDs). 1989. Hans Weber, prod.;
Hans-Peter Schweigmann, Karl-August Naegler,
engs. DDD. TT: 115:10
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While some feel that Bernstein's approach to
Mahler is overheated, Ifind it impossible to
resist the passion and impact of this performance of Symphony 6. The live recording is
not of the highest sonic quality, but somehow
the steeliness in the strings and the billowing
bass seem appropriate to Bernstein's heart-onsleeve interpretation. Barbirolli (EMI) may be
more tragic, Boulez (DG) more transparent,
and Zander (IMP) more balanced (in performance and recording). Nonetheless, this
recording never fails to grab me and fling me
headlong into a roller-coaster ride through
hope, disillusionment, and catharsis. And, oh,
that ending!
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 1-4
With: Overture, Scherzo, & Finale, Op.52
Roy Goodman, The Hanover Band
RCA 61931-2 (2 CDs). 1994. Andrew Keener, prod.;
Tony Faulkner, eng. DDD. TT: 2:13:55

acomplete winner. Although touted as
the first original-instruments recording of
these symphonies, no listening accommodations are required. The performances arc vigorous yet flexible, offering an exciting alternative to Szell's classic readings. Keener and
Faulkner have achieved amost natural balance
of orchestral sound and ambience, far in advance of the somewhat blowsy renditions of
this group on the Nimbus label. Listen to the
precise antiphonies in the brass, the sweet clarity of the strings, and the resonant timpani, set
in aspacious ambience that hides no detail. Or,
better yet, just let the music sweep you away.
(XVIII -12)

This is

STRIKE A DEEP CHORD: Blues Guitars for the
Homeless
Various Artists
Justice JR 0003-2 (CD). 1992. Randall Hage Jame
prod.; various engs. AAD/ADD. TT: 51:52
25% of the profits from this recording will be donated to the National Coalition for The Homeless

This CD contains many fine performances,
but what makes it special are the opening and closing cuts. In "Brother, Can
You Sparc a Dime?," Dr. John and
Odetta create a powerful epic of the
down-and-out. In "America the Beautiful," Odetta's spiritual-tinged rendition
is counterbalanced by Dr. John's rolling,
bluesy piano. Both performances arc
strongly supported by John Campbell
(guitar), Rufus Reid (bass), and Will
Calhoun (drums), and captured in startlingly realistic sound. Used as demos,
they never fail to induce rapt attention,
even in the most raucous places
(WCES?). Irresistible.

BILL FRISELL: Nashville
Nonesuch 79415-2 (CD). 1997. Wayne Horvitz,
prod.; Roger MoutenoL eng. AAD? Tr: 63:05

Bill Frisell is the most significant electricguitar voice of the last decade. His moody,
tense melodies and loose, woodwindlike

phrasing identify him whether he's swinging
be-bop changes or blasting electronic laser
beams. Nonesuch felt his style would fit in a
country/bluegrass format, so they hooked
Frisell up with some of Nashville's top players for a single session of largely acoustic
instrumental folk tunes. 'This masterpiece
shows that the cerebral Frisell can switch to
playful country without altering his individuality. Amazingly, the level of communication between these musicians suggests a
much longer association than one gig. The
rich, warm, closely miked sound is Frisell's
best to date.
DINO SALUZZI: Cité de la Musique
Dino Saluzzi, bandoneon; José Saluzzi, guitar; Marc
Johnson, bass
ECM 1616 (78118-21616-2, CD). 1997. Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng. DDD.
Tr: 60:26

In his dark and pensive compositions,
Argentine composer Dino Saluzzi fully
exploits the dynamic contrasts and polyphonic timbrai subtleties of the bandoneon (a cousin of the accordion) without
resorting to ethnic stereotypes. Saluzzi's
best work makes his instrument's broadly
spaced dissonant chordal voicings the centerpiece, thus maximizing the tension and
drama he extracts from the bandoneon.
Although this latest recording deviates
from the typical Saluzzi orchestration (he
shares the spotlight with his son, guitarist
José Saluzzi, with bassist Marc Johnson
serving as fulcrum for the trio), Cité de la
Musique is an excellent introduction to the
oeuvre of this jazz master. Sound is typical top-rate ECM.

George Reisch
THE LA'S: The La's
Go/London 828 202-2 (CD). 1990. Steve Lillywhite,
prod.; Dave Charles, Donal Hodgson, Mark Wallis,
engs. AAD. Tr: 35:10

For years I've been hoping The La's would
make another record. Rumor is that mastermind Lee Mayers is holed up in his native
Liverpool, conjuring more perfect pop
songs. But nothing's happened (despite
Oasis' claim to have picked up where The
La's left off). Except for the closing song,
"Lookin' Glass," which is abit overproduced
and ponderous ("Turn the pages over, turn
the world around"), these songs sound better to me all the time. The single "There She
Goes" is aparadigm of less-is-more songwriting, and somehow conveys the exact
sound of alonging, desperate sigh. "Timeless Melody" is just that.
THE Drs: The Sound of Musk
I.R.S. 42055 (LP). 1987. Greg Edward,

prod.; Spike,
Dave Wolk, engs. AM. No time listed.
R.E.M. got money and fame, but the real talent in the legendary Athens, Georgia college-rock scene of the early 1980s belonged
to another band that found its name in apsy91
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chology textbook —Peter Holsapple and the
Db's. In place of Michael Stipe's obscurity,
Holsapple writes simply about interesting
people. And he's funny: "I don't care about
love and death, I
just wanna catch my breath"
("Any Old Thing"). My favorite is "Never
Before and Never Again," sung by Holsapple
and guest Syd Straw about two lovers recoiling from adisastrous affair. If Plato was right
that there exists aheavenly realm filled with
perfect, unchanging objects, tisis duet is up
there (filed under "Song"). Everything about
it — instrumentation, arrangement, performance — is as natural, obvious, and inevitable
as the lesson these two bruised souls come to
learn: "Never be lovers before you are
friends." Unfortunately, The Db's didn't
know this one: "Never Release a Record
Before an Audiophile Gives It aListen." The
Sound ofMusic is only barely listenable, but I'd
still D4 this R.

WAGNER: Die Walküre
Jon Vickers, Siegmund; Gre Brouwenstijn, Sieglinde;
George London, Wotan; Birgit Nilsson, Brünnhilde;
David Ward, Hunding; Rita Gorr, Fricka; others;
London Symphony, Erich Leinsdorf
London 430 391-2 (3 CDs). 1962/1991. Erik Smith,
prod.; Kenneth Wilkinson, eng. ADD. 7: 3:36:17

The talk of the town this season is Decca/
London's re-remastered Solti Ring. But here's a
neglected, underrated treasure by one of the
great Wagnerian casts and conductors, and a
superbly poised and polished LSO. One of the
vintage Wilkinson "Decca tree" British Living
Stereos, recorded in the spacious acoustics of
London's Walthamstow Town Hall by Kenneth Wilkinson, this 1442/küre is an installment
in aRing that might have been, but was not to
be. Vocally, orchestrally, and sonically, this
stand-alone Walküre provides an alternative to
the better-known preferred versions, and
belongs in every Ring collection.

BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB: Music of Cuba
World Circuit/Nonesuch 79478-2 (CD). 1997. Ry
Cooder, prod.; Nick Gold, exec. prod.; Jerry Boys, eng
AAD. U: 60:06

Ry Cooder has long been achampion of the
world-music movement (which now seems to
have lost much of its momentum). Talking
Timbuktu, his collaboration with Ah Farka
Touré, is an old favorite. In 1996, he went to
Cuba to record three albums with local musidans. All are excellent, but Buena Vista Social
Club is probably the best: mature, joyful, with
anonchalant mastery of rhythm, color, and
occasional irony.
The sonics show off the virtues of simplicity: put the musicians in astudio, set up some
microphones, and start the tape rolling. The
result is great transparency, and even the percussion —always difficult to record — works
well. (XXI -1)
EN VOGUE: Funky Divas
Eastwest America 7567-92310-2 (CD). 1992.
Thomas McElroy, Denzil Foster, prods.; Steve
Counter, Michael Semanick, Neil King, Ken Kessie,
engs. ADD? 7: 62:10

show off your system to nonaudiophiles? Here's what Iuse: pure energy from
the finest blend of female voices since the
Supremes. This record features the group's
biggest hit so far, "My Lovin' (You're Never
Gonna Get It)." Almost all the songs hold to
the same standard, with only the cover of
the Beatles' "Yesterday" failing to hit the
spot for me. Two Curtis Mayfield songs
work much better.
Totally artificial sound, of course —everything is souped-up, manipulated, and otherwise played around with — but the percussion
has bite, the horn section has avery satisfying
power, bass is sometimes over the top but has
tremendous drive. If this record doesn't start at
least some parts of your body moving, you're
probably dead.
Wanna
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LANGLAIS: Suite Médievale, Cinq Méditations sur
l'Apocalypse
Bruno Mathieu, organ; Grand Orgue Cavadle-Coll de
la Cathédrale de Saint-Brieuc, France
Naxos 8.553190 (CD). 1995. Pierre-Louis Carsin,
prod. DDD. Tr: 65:36

The first selection, Celui qui ades orielles, qu'il
¿route ("He that hatls cars, let him hear what
the spirit said' unto the churches"), comes
from Revelations 2:7. The opening fugue of
this section is not only symbolic of Christ's
injunctions to the seven churches through St.
John, but serves as arevelation of blockbuster
audio as well: let the audiophiles also hear.
This cut is aforce-and-might performance by
Bruno Mathieu that, if played at realistic levels,
will show up an audio system's every quality or
shortcoming. Its fundamentals ils the lower
reaches require finesse in bass response, yet
they are not hyped in the recording EQ to
unbalance the superb performance. The cathedral's acoustics are well preserved in the
recording, and also demonstrate a system's
ability to re-create correct vertical and horizontal placement of asoundstage: reverberations should be heard from the hard walls, ceiling, and floor.
La cinquième trompette (The Fifth Trumpet)
is another acoustic treasure —a musical portrait of the violent fate awaiting those who do
not wear the seal of God on their foreheads.
Yet the energetic performance is not filled
with the harshness associated with non-harmonic-related compositions designed for
sonic bashing. Other selections on the disc
arc rather bland and uninvolving. Overall, a
good test disc.

COUNT BASIE 8. OSCAR PETERSON:
The Timekeepers
Count Basie, Oscar Peterson, piano; John Heard,
bass; Louie Bellson, drums
Pablo 2310-896 (LP). 1983. Norman
Grant prod.; Val Valentin, eng. MD?
No time listed.

Like most of you, Icrave recordings that strike
aspecial chord within me. The Timekapers does
it every time. Ifind myself humming nw alltime favorite, "Rent Party," while schlepping
hither and yon about town. The vibe is
soporific: Basic is all delightful sketches,
Peterson counters with pointillistic, filigreed
detail. The music is warm and welcoming, the
quartet always in aperfect state of syncmmesh.
It really doesn't get ally better than this.
SATIE: Satie
Mari Tsuda, piano
NC JVCC-6506-2 (CD). 1996. 20-bit K2 Super
Coding. Tomoo Nojima, prod.; Yasuhisa
Takashima, eng. DDD. Tr: 59:37

After Poulenc, Erik Satie is my favorite of "Les
Six Français," who caroused and composed in
turn-of-the-century Paris. The liner notes
quote the filin director Jean Cocteau: "Satie
was always his purest self... He does not
cover his talent with any garment or decoration. For his music, the most discreet and modest act is for his talent to walk calmly naked."
There is truly something for everyone ois this
recording. Ardent fans of Satie's palpable
music will eat up the entire disc. Fabulously
recorded and mastered, Tsuda's virtuosity is as
elegant and playful as the music itself.

BILL LLOYD: Set to Pop
East Side Digital ESO 80892 (CD). 1994. Bill Uoyd,
prod.; Byron House, Scott Baggett, Tim Coats,
John Hampton, Rick Will, engs. AAD? Tr: 59:52

Not only is this pure-pop confection arecord
to die for, it's one that saved my life. When the
winter weather got hazardous, as it often did
during my daily commute between Massachusetts and New Hampshire, it was
Nashvi Vials Bill Lloyd's '60s-meet-'90s
melodies, lyrical humor, and warm AngloAmerican vibe that kept me focused on the
road despite white-outs and sleet. Set to Pop is
in that stratospheric big league with Zuma, Pet
Sounds, Revolver, and Pm With Stupid. But if I
could choose just one, it would be Lloyd's
flawless, captivatingly catchy, slightly twisted,
and always inviting work of brilliance. Hit the
Random button .1;1(1 glow.
BOB DYLAN: Blonde on Blonde
Columbia CGK 841 (CD). 1966, 1982. Bob Johnston,
prod. MD? TT: 73:16

Thirty-plus years and incalculable listenings
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later, Dylan's most ambitious session remains
his most enduring. Istill discover anew lyrical
twist or nuance of phrasing every time Ihear
"Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis
Blues Again," "Sad Eyed Lady of the
Lowlands," or, for that matter, most of the 14
songs here. Recorded in Nashville, this is hardly acountry record, though there's an edgy
rootsiness to the playing and adepth to the
mood, the poetry, and the vocals that defy time
while transporting, even hypnotizing this listener back to avery different one. Folk and
blues, tender ballads, and raunchy rockers
meld seamlessly, making every spin of this
work of genius as thrilling as the first.

Davul Patrick Stearns
BEETHOVEN: Violin & Piano Sonatas, Op.24
("Spring") & Op.47 ("Kreutzer")
Manoug Parikian, violin; Magda Tagliaferro, piano
Musical Masterpiece Society (LP only). 1995. AAA.
No prods or engs listed. No time listed.

Posterity can be amazingly illogical. Though
Brazilian-born, Paris-trained pianist Magda
Tagliaferro died honored, loved, and decorated
in 1987 at age 94, she doesn't even rate an entry
in the New Grove Dictionary of Music. Her
recordings have come out on CD fitfully, mostly in Philips' 1994 three-CD retrospective. This
year, however, Icame upon asecond-hand LP
that ranks among my greatest chamber-music
experiences. Though Iknow next to nothing
about violinist Parikian (who is excellent),
Tagliaferro is an ideal partner, brimming with
ideas that make the theme-and-variations
movement of the "Kreutzer" so eventful as to
be epic. Effortlessly, she funnels all of this, plus
asteely intensity, into arich sound that never
threatens to cover the violinist. Moreover,
there's abuoyancy that ives the performance a
sense of fun.
SIBELIUS: symphony 7, Kullervo
Hilevi Martinpelto, soprano; Karl-Magnus
Frederiksson, baritone; Sir Colin Davis, London
Symphony orchestra &Chorus
RCA 68132-2 (2 CDs). 1997. Mike Brenmer, prod.;
Tony Faulkner, eng. ODD. Tr: 100:00.

Over the past few years, London concert critics
have been comparing Colin Davis' latest
encounters with Sibelius' symphonies to the
events of legend, such as Wilhelm Furtwângler's Beethoven. The RCA recordings that
have come out of these encounters haven't
always met with that kind of acclaim, but this
latest installment ought to. The 20-minute
Symphony 7 is highly concentrated and abstract, though Davis' fluid, elastic tempos give it
asense of physical movement that draws you
deep inside this often forbidding work. Within
these highly complex chord structures, Davis
demonstrates an unerring ability to underscore
the one voice that makes everything fall into
place. The coupling is Kullemo, the composer's
early, ambitious 80-minute choral symphony. It
receives aperformance nearly as revolutionary,
one that minimizes its orchestral crudity and
Stereophile,
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thus keeps the piece from seeming inunature.
Sound quality is excellent.

JULIUS HEMPHILL SEXTET: Fat Man and the
Hard Blues
Julius Hemphill, alto sax, composer-arranger; Marty
Ehrlich, soprano 8. alto sax, flute; Carl Grubbs,
soprano 8, alto sax; James Carter, Andrew White,
tenor sax; Sam Furnace, baritone sax
Black Saint 120115-1/2 (LP/CD). 1991. Alvin
Speights, Leslie Braithwaite, George Catfish
Pappas, engs. AAA/AAD? TT: 55:17

This great 20th-century orchestrator and
improviser valued honesty and originality of
expression above all else, and from Hemphill's
groundbreaking synthesis of modern jazz,
Afro-trance, and rural blues on Dogon AD., to
the giddy polyglot of poetry and orchestral
writing on Big Band, the boldness of his writing for dance, theater, multimedia presentations, and jazz ensemble marks him as an
innovator of the highest order.
The depth and range of his tonal palette for
asaxophone sextet on Fat Matt and the Hard
Blues is even richer and more imposing than
his finest work with the World Saxophone
Quartet. The voice leadings on "Opening" and
"Tendrils" suggest the work of acomposer
versed in the 20th-century harmonic practices
of an Elliot Carter, even as his main themes,
contrasting harmonies, and curlicuing syncopations on "Floppy" expand on the swinging
Kansas City/Southwest tradition of Bird and
Omette, and showcase Hemphill's thrilling,
guitarlike phrasings on alto sax.
The depth of soundstage and visceral impact
of the recording is more than equal to the collective vigor of the ensemble (and its great
soloists Andrew White, James Carter, and
Marty Ehrlich), particularly on "Fat Man" and
"The Hard Blues," where Hemphill builds
layer upon layer of contrasting vamps and riffs,
expanding upon elemental funk and blues
materials until the grooves blossom into heated polytonal convocations. Fat Man &The Hard
Blues is apost-modern masterpiece.
101: The Pendulum Vibe
Joi Gilliam, vocals, vocal arrangements; Dallas
Austin, bass, drums, keyboards; others
EMI 27762 2(2 CDs). 1994. Dallas Austin, prod.;
Alvin Speights, Leslie Braithwaite, George Catfish
Pappas, engs. MD? Tr: 2:34:38

"We will not bow down..." announces the
keening solo voice, as an acappella chorus
"Ameds. Suddenly the airy acoustic mood
gives way to the electronic distortion of athundering rhythm track as arapper chants "It's a
beat-box Jesus" over an insistent low-end roar,
aswelter of narrators vies for attention as a
gospel chorus and the protagonist's brassy
blues shouts cut through the sonic murk of
radio interference with cries of"Freedom!" It's
as if past, present, and future are commingling
in one moment.
So begins this unheralded R&B concept
album by vocal diva Joi, one of the finest nat-

ural voices to emerge since Aretha first
demanded r-e-s-p-e-c-t. With each successive
track, producer Dallas Austin peels away
another layer of electronic illusion and artifice
until voice and instruments are depicted with
near-acoustic veracity, as this remarkably versatile vocalist enlivens a series of inspired
arrangements about the end of arelationship
and the onset of higher consciousness.
Moving easily from urban feminist anthems
("Sunshine 8c the Rain," "Find Me") through
sweet jazz-soul ballads ("Memories," "Fatal
Lovesick Journey") with aclassical stopover in
church ("Adoramus Te Christie"), to catty
tales of eroticism ("Narcissa Curie Pie") and
the raga-rock resignation and acceptance of"I
Don't Mind," Joi comes full circle, concluding
with a serene spiritual worthy of Sweet
Honey in the Rock, and aconclusive reprise
of "Freedom."
This recording has massive low end, and is
shot through with loads of aural details. Joi
manages to cover half adozen vocal styles with
character, charisma, conviction, and nary asniff
of bathos or whiny ho-ho-ho vibrato, evoking
everyone from Dinah Washington and Minnie
Ripperton to Marian Anderson and Aretha.
And between them, Joi and Austin share an
encyclopedic breadth of musical influence
worthy of TAFKAP. The Pendulum Vibe is as
visionary an R&B record as I've heard in the
past 25 years.

ART TATUM: The Tatum Group Masterpieces
Art Tatum, piano; Ben Webster, tenor sax; Red
Callender, bass; Bill Douglass, drums
Pablo/NC XRCD JVCXR-0034-2 (CD). 1956. Norman
Granz, original prod.; Akira Taguchi, prod.; Val
Valetin, original eng.; Alan Yoshida, mastering.
AAD. Tr: 57:17

Ibought this album as an LP over 30 years ago,
inanieling then at the soft sweetness of the
recording, its unrushed, reflective quality. It's
still great, but even better in JVC's superb
remastering. Webster's breath-at-the-edges
tone emanates like agrand cloud. The tenorman's wondrous phrasing, his magical way of
wending from one melody note to the next, is
delightful, as are his improvisations on "All the
Things You Are," "Gone With the Wind," and
other mises that often contain juicy modern
thoughts. Tatum is on fire here, dropping mad,
delicious double-times into the somber tempos — the height of embellishment. Man.
could that guy swing. (XX-12)
DIZZY GILLESPIE/SONNY ROLLINS/SONNY STITT:
Sonny Side Up
Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet; Sonny Rollins, Sonny Stitt,
tenor sax; Ray Bryant, piano; Tommy Bryant, bass;
Charlie Persip, drums
Verve 314 521 462-2 (CD). 1957. Norman Granz,
original prod.; Michael Lang, Richard Seidel,
prods.; Ben Young, restoration; Suha Gur,
mastering. AAD. Tr: 37:48

Buy this album for the chilling set of tenor
chases that Rollins and Stitt deliver midway
into the galloping "Eternal Triangle." Here,
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two masters throw the long, furled lines, choppy bluesy bits and mom back and forth at each
other. The result: jazz excitement at its zenith.
Toss in ace solos from the tcnorists (and Dizzy,
too, on this cut), the crackling slow blues of
"After Hours," Rollins' brilliant stop choruses
on "I Know That You Know," and Dizzy's
raspy vocal on "Sunny Side of the Street," and
you have atimeless recording.

What will Shawn Colvin be when she grows
up? This collection of tough new tunes is all
about being agrownup in the real world. Most
are co-written by producer Jon Leventhal,
who also contributes guitar, keyboards, and
bass. This disc isn't afriendly folky potpourri,
but aforceful, in-your-face pop mix. It's full of
keyboard washes, horns, strings, percussion,
and multitracked vocals, in addition to
Colvin's Lowden acoustic guitar. It sounds like
God. Just like the protagonist on "Sunny Came
Home," this album grabs you "with a
vengeance." Killer stuff.
JILL SOBULE:

dolin, and Derek Hudson from the Iguanas
playing saxophones. The Flack/Stern collaboration "What aWay to Live" is aterrific
statement of purpose, and Watson's "Take a
Little for Yourself," also recorded by the
Austin-based Schwaggart, is an anthem for
the 1990s.

Happy Town

(CD). 1997. Brad Jones, prod., eng.;
Robin Eaton, prod.; Elijah Shaw, Dom Maita, engs.
DDD? TT: 4604
Jill Sobule is an original — her music doesn't
fit into an easy category for station managers, promo reps, and DJs to pigeonhole.
The best way to describe her music is as
adult cynical pop. She combines catchy
melodies with sardonic lyrics and blends
them together in technologically complex
arrangements. Her last release contained the
minor hit "I Kissed a Girl." In Sobule's
words, "It was the stupidest thing on the
album." Happy Town has nothing as facile or
obvious. Perhaps that's why it's been such a
commercial stiff. The sound is superb, as
befits an R2D4 nominee.
Lava 82991-2

FIRESIGN THEATRE: Shoes for Industry!
Phil Austin, Peter Bergman, David Ossman, Phil
Proctor, voices
Columbia/Legacy C2K 52736 (2 CDs). 1993. Firesign
Theatre, orig. prods.; Bob Irwin, compilation prod.
AAD. TT: 2:33:40
Take some remarkably prescient plotting
(1974's Everything lint Know is Wrong works as
aparody of today's paranormal craze) and
add absurdist wordplay ("May Itake your
hat and goat, sir?"). Factor in afertile social
and political milieu courtesy of alwaysgood-for-a-yuck Richard Nixon. (Like our
erstwhile president, Firesign began campaigning in late '67 and by '74 were truly
hysterical, albeit in aprofoundly puzzling
manner.) 14i/a! The Firesign Theater, the
only comedy group that took full advantage
of the recording studio and the long-play
record. (They aspired to be the Beatles of
comedy, but it was the Beatles of "Revolution 9," not "Love Me Do.") Here is the
fundamental overview of humorists who
made mirth "with your mind in mind."
BUDDY HOLLY: The Buddy Holly Collection: 50
Clossk Recordkujs

MCA MCAD2-10883 (2 CDs). 1993. Norman Petty,
Owen Bradley, Bob Thiele, Dick Jacobs, orig.
prods.; Andy McKaie, compilation prod. MD? TT:
107:00

Buddy Holly appeared, burned like aflare for a
year and ahalf, and disappeared, leaving behind
nothing that wasn't heartfelt. When Ilisten to
"Peggy Sue," "Well All Right," "Words of
Love," and, most especially, "Everyday" (voice,
acoustic guitar, bass, celesta, knee-slaps...perfect!), Imarvel at the lyrical openness, the taste
and restraint of the music. Those are qualities
generally learned over time —which, of
course, was in short supply for Holly, who died
five months into his 22nd year. Buddy Holly
isn't generally thought olas asage, but you can
learn alot from these songs.

SHAWN COLVIN: A Few Small Repairs
Columbia CK 67119 (CD). 1996. Jon Leventhal, prod.,
eng.; Joe Blaney, Mark Plati, engs. DOD? TT: 51:26
Few Small 14airs
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answers

the question,

THE RADIATORS: Songs from the Ancient Furnace
Columbia Legacy CK 65061 (CD). 1997. Rodney
Mills, Joe Hardy, Jim Dickinson, The Radiators,
prods.; various engs.; MD. TT: 57:37
New Orleans' venerable rock band The Radiators celebrate their 20th anniversary in 1998.
With abook of more than 2000 songs, mostly
brimming from the philosophic visions of Ed
Volker (aka Zeke Fishhead), the band offers
enough variation to provide chronic fans with
alifetime of new experiences.
Songs... is acram session covering some of
the band's best and most accessible work,
including the near-hit "Doctor Doctor," the
glorious rhumba "Like Dreamers Do," the
wonderful melody of "Little Paradise," the
power groove of "Let the Red Wine Flow,"
and the whimsical "Join the Circus." Aglimpse
of the band's rhythmically intense live performances closes things out on "Love is aTangle."
$1000 CAR: Big Shot
0-11/Greedom CH1-1012

(CD). 1997. $1000 Car,
prods.; Mike Mayeux, eng. MD? U: 43:32
This crackling debut was the most joyous
rock'n'roll record released in 1997. A reunion
between ex-Neptunes Jake Flack and Steve
Watson, $1000 Car evokes memories of
Rockpile with short, tightly structured songs
that rock with abject abandon. The record
reflects the healthy interaction between the
New Orleans and Austin, Texas music scenes,
with Peter Holsapple of the Continental
Drifters sitting in on keyboards and man-

1.S. BACH: Oboe Concertos, BWV 1053, 1055,

1056, 1059, 1060
Christian Hommel, oboe, oboe d'amore; Lisa
Stewart, violin; Cologne Chamber Orchestra,
Helmut Müller-Brühl
Naxos 8.554169 (CD). 1996. Uwe Walter, prod.;
Gabriele Albert, eng. DDD. TT: 68:33
Naxos, natch. Why pay $15 or more for aCD
when Naxos has such R2D4s in their catalog
for $6, or $5 on sale? Helmut Müller-Brühl
and the Cologne Chamber Orchestra are giving us an excellent complete Haydn Symphonies cycle on the same label — check those out,
too (17 volumes so far). But this collection of
five Bach oboe concertos is a special gem.
Oboist Christian Hommel studied under the
famous Heinz Holliger, and he's superb — the
second, Larghetto movement of BWV 1055 is
almost heart-rending. "Very sad music," said
Marina. "But beautiful." Then, afew moments
and one movement later, she changed her
mind: "Not so sad at all."
Precisely. Wistful, perhaps. The Allegro and
Presto movements flow with graceful, unhurried case —and elegance. The recording, made
in the concert studio of Deutschland Radio, is
all one could ask for, even at full price—
immediate and clear. You can hardly lose with
any Naxos recording—if it looks interesting,
just buy it. But do seek out this one.
DELIUS: Orchestral Works

Florida Suite, Over the Hills and For Away, Idylle
Printemps, La Quadrone, Scherzo, Final Scene
from Koango

David Lloyd-Jones, English Northern Philharmonia
Naxos 8.553535 (CD). 1995. Paul Myers, prod.;
Dave Harries, eng. DDD.
79:05

In 1887, British-born composer Frederick
Delius left England for Florida to run aplantation of orange groves — his father's idea.
But Delius showed more interest in music,
and eventually returned to Europe to study
at the Leipzig Conservatory, where, under
the influence and friendship of Edvard
Grieg, he composed Florida Suite. The work
receives asplendid performance here — lush,
impressionistic, dreamlike, with suitably
atmospheric performances by the English
Northern Philharmonia under David LloydJones. Just listen to the oboe solo in the first
movement, "Daybreak." The music seems to
emerge from the landscape itself. The third
movement, "Sunset — Near the Plantation,"
has clear echoes of Grieg. The recording,
made at Leeds Town Hall, is at once clear
and spacious. Even people who don't normally like classical music will love this disc.
Ideal mood music.
Stereophile, February 1998

Michael Ullman
WES MONTGOMERY: The Incredible Jazz Guitar of
Wes Montgomery
Wes Montgomery, guitar; Tommy Flanagan, piano;
Percy Heath, bass; Albert Heath, drums
Riverside VDJ-1538 (CD). 1960. Rudy Van Gelder,
eng. ADD. TT: 44:19

This 1960 session represents, to my ears, the
pinnacle of Wes Montgomery's jazz-playing
career. He solos with quirky passion on the
uptempo "Airegin," his chordal second chorus sounding like an apt complication of the
texture rather than avirtuoso's trick, as it
sometimes did later. Montgomery's blues
playing has never sounded better than on
his "West Coast Blues," which he introduced here, and on the wonderful "1)Natural Blues," where he yields — in aperfectly seamless, thrilling transition — to the
equally talented Tommy Flanagan. My LP
of this session (recorded by Rudy Van
Gelder) had abit more presence than the
current CD, but Istill have no problem recommending The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes
Montgomery in any format.
WAYNE SHORTER: Speak No Evil
Wayne Shorter, tenor sax; Freddie Hubbard, trumpet;
Herbie Hancock, piano, Ron Carter, bass; Elvin
Jones, drums
Blue Note CDP 746509 2 (CD). 1964. Rudy Van
Gelder, eng. ADD. Tr: 42:13

I've felt, at best, ambivalent about the recent
playing of Wayne Shorter, so it was good to go
back to this 1964 session with its all-star cast
introducing agroup of Shorter compositions,
including "Witch Hunt," "Speak No Evil,"
"Infant Eyes," and "Wild Flower," that have
since become contemporary jazz standards. In
1964, of course, Shorter, Hancock, and Carter
were members of the Miles Davis Quintet. I
would say that they were feeling their way
toward anew style here, except that the style is
already there. Shorter's pieces combine an
apparent simplicity with occasional unexpected harmonic twists that test even the best
musicians. They're challenging and, especially
in the case of "Infant Eyes," touching. Iremember Miles Davis commenting on a
Freddie Hubbard record from about this time,
that Freddie needs to be challenged to play
well. He is challenged here, and, like the rest
of the quintet, he plays beautifully. Rudy Van
Gelder's the engineer again, providing aclear,
upfront sound that Ihave always found comfortable. (XX-9)

PETER, PAUL, AND MARY: Moving
Warner Bros. 1473-2 (CD). 1962/1989. Albert B.
Grossman, prod.; Bill Schwartau, eng.; Peter

Stereophile, February 1998

Yarrow, Lee Herschberg. remix engs. ADD.
Tr: 34:46

A folk record, eh? Well, this isn't just any
"folk record." Most people don't realize that
the PP&M catalog almost died with the digital age: In the mid-'80s, Warner Bros.
planned to let these popular and influential
recordings — recordings that helped define
an era — fade out of existence. "No audience," they said. Following an interview with
Peter Yarrow, Ilaunched anational letterwriting campaign. Hundreds of impassioned
responses poured in. This, and the fact that
PP&M continued to sell out dozens of concerts each year, could not be ignored by the
all-wise executive minds, and now we have
all of the group's recordings on CD. Moving is
one of the best, not only because of the
music, but —and most people don't know
this, either — the configuration of voices and
instruments, and the excellent condition of
the original three-track masters, enabled
Yarrow and Lee Herschberg to produce
scrupulous remixes that are astonishingly
fresh, present, and vibrant.

HANDEL: Messiah
Dorothea Róschmann, soprano; Susan Gritton,
soprano; Bernarda Fink, contralto; Charles Daniels,
tenor; Neal Davies, bass; Gabrieli Consort 8.
Players, Paul McCreesh
Archly 453 465-2 (2 CDs). 1997. Christopher Alder,
prod.; Jurgen Bulgrin, eng. DDD. TT: 2:12:19

There are too many lawyers and too many
Messiahs, but dang it, sometimes you simply
need one. Ever since Handel kept tinkering
with the original, Messiah has come in variable versions. McCreesh uses a late (1754)
version, authentic instruments, and scaleddown forces performing in period style. The
result is ear-openingly fresh, nonreverential,
yet thoughtful. It displaces every ploddingly
turgid "Victorian" performance, and challenges other recent authentic recordings.
McCreesh and his Gabrieli Consort know
their stuff, and soprano Susan Gritton is stellar in aclutch of good soloists. The sound is
transparently crisp and open. This new
Messiahs reinvents Handel's message, yet paradoxically demonstrates why it's remained so
popular.

JOHN RUTTER & THE CAMBRIDGE SINGERS: There is
Sweet Music: English Choral Songs, 1890-1950
John Rutter, The Cambridge Singers
Collegium COLCD 104 (CD). 1986. Milian White,
prod.; Campbell Hughes, eng. DDD. TT: 56:20

There's no substitute for Bach, and there's likewise no substitute for English choral music,
especially when sung by one of England's top
choirs. What more beautiful expression of
beauty itself, of nature, or of art is there in the
acappella repertoire? And what better way to
express such beauty than with these heavenly
voices? Charles Stanford's "The Blue Bird" is
reason enough to own this disc and never part
with it. The program's remaining 52 minutes
offer more sublime music by Britten, Delius,
Elgar, Grainger, Hoist, and Vaughan Williams.
(XIV-1)

STRUNZ & FARAH: Americas
Mesa R2 79041 (CD). 1992. Jorge Strunz, Ardeshir
Farah, Kathlyn Powell, Prods.; Terry Becker, eng.
DDD? TT: 49:07

Ritmo del alma ycorazon. Rhythm of the soul
and heart: there is no better description of this
music than this line from the title track.
Backed by eight master musicians, Strunz and
Farah display incredible virtuosity in this celebration of the Spanish guitar. Seductive
melodies, intoxicating rhythms, and excellent
recording quality make this disc ceaselessly
compelling. Americas has been in heavy rotation en ton rasa since the first time Iheard it
more than three years ago. It will be three
years from now, too.

BERLIOZ: Requiem, Grande Messe des Morts
With: Funereal & Triumphal Symphony
Ronald Dowd, tenor; Wandsworth School Boys'
Choir; London Symphony Orchestra & Chorus,
Sir Colin Davis
Philips 416 283-2 (2 CDS). 1970/1986. ADD.
TT: 2:07:00

MADELEINE PEYROUX: Dreamland
Madeleine Peroux, guitar, vocals; Marc Ribot,
guitars, banjo, dobro; Vernon Reid, guitar; James
Carter, saxes, bass clarinet; Marcus Printup, trumpet; Regina Carter, violin; Charles Giordano, keyboards, accordion; Cyrus Chestnut, piano; Greg
Cohen, bass, marimba; Steve Kirby, bass; Kenny
Wollinson, drums, percussion; Leon Parker, drums
Atlantic 82946-2 (CD). 1996. Yves Beauvais, Greg
Cohen, prods.; Michael Krowialç Michael O'Reilly,
engs. DDD? Tr: 39:39

Berlioz's Requiem requires over 100 strings,
20 woodwinds, 12 horns, 8sets of timpani,
and at least 200 singers, so live performances
arc rarities. Catch one if you can. Davis'
recording is, however, an excellent substitute.
Davis feels Berlioz in his bones, and captures
all the requisite gloire and the long lines of
music. None of the intimate moments are
lost either. All the forces arc in near top
form, and though the '70s sound is amite
grainy, it's still acceptable. Just listen to the
brass choirs in the "Dies Irae" — if the apocalypse isn't like this, it'll be more than disappointing. (XI-3)

Madeleine Peyroux's personal myth is that she
grew up in Athens, Georgia, the town that
gave the world R.E.M. and the B-52's, but had
no experience of early jazz until she moved to
France with her family when she was 16.
Street performers there introduced her to the
music she performs so lovingly on Dreamland.
Acknowledging the influence of Bessie Smith,
and sounding like the reincarnation of Billie
Holiday, Peyroux pours herself into great old
tunes like "I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and
Write Myself aLetter" and "Walkin' After
Midnight." Not to be missed on this HDCD:
the luscious "La Vic en Rose."
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THE STARS OF HOME THEATER IL
HI-FI '98 IS BACK at our
favorite Los Angeles venue
— same hotel as before,
new name — bigger
better than ever. All
stars of home theater
hi-fi will be part of
cast. And so will you.

and
the
and
the

See HDTV — High-Definition
TV. DVD. All the latest in home
theater and specialty hi-fi ...at
the world's greatest home theater
and hi-fi show in one of the
world's most fun-to-visit cities.

Product premieres!
This year, we anticipate MORE product premieres at the Show than
ever before, including (we expect)
HDTV. See the new technology that
will transform TV and home theater.
See the new generation of DVD
players. Surround-sound decoders.
Projectors — better and more
affordable than ever.

facturers like McIntosh, Meridian,
Krell, Audio Research, ConradJohnson. Exotic European gear
from Graaf, Jadis. Exciting new
speakers from B&W, EgglestonWorks, Thiel, Martin-Logan.

Spend the whole weekend
at the Show — there's plenty to
see and hear and do. Meet manufacturers and designers—your heroes.
Hear the best in hi-fi from Meet the editors of Stereophile and
around the world — solid-state Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
and tube ... state-of-the-art and — your gurus. Shop for CDs, LPs,
big-bang-for-the-buck. See and and accessories at the giant CD
hear hot new products from manu - and record fair on-site.

THE WESTIN LOS ANGELES AIRPORT HOTEL

Order Show tickets now
and we'll include aconcert and
seminar ticket request form when
we mail back your tickets. The
free concerts alone are worth the
price of admission. But hurry —
seating at the concerts is limited!
STAY AT THE SHOW HOTEL!
Phone the Westin Los Angeles
Airport Hotel now at (310) 2165858 to reserve your room at the
special Show rate of just S115 plus
tax per night, single or double
occupancy. Tell them you're part
of HI-FI '98.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
SATURDAY, JUNE 13
SUNDAY, JUNE 14

HUI ARE COMING TO

'98!

ALL THESE BRANDS ... AND MORE!
Acoustic Sounds
Aesthetic
Alpha-Core
Alto Hi-Fi
Ambiophonics
Ambrosia Audio &Video
Amplifier Technologies
Analogue Productions
API
Atlantic Technology
Audio Advisor
Audio Note
Audialiluest
AudioTruth

Aural Symphonics
B&W
Balanced Audio Technology
Basis
Benz
Billy Bags
The Cable Company
Cal Quality Electronics
Cardas Audio
Cello
Checkpoint 3D
Chesky Records
Vince Christian Ltd.
Classe

Classic Records
DC( Compact Classics
Decca Records
Definition A/V
Dolby Labs
Draper Screens
DIS
Dunlavy
Dynaudio
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
EMI Testament
Essential Sound Products
Extreme

Faroudio
Fi Magazine
Goertz
Graham Engineering
Christopher Hansen 2
Harmonia Mundi
High Definition Surround
Image Entertainment
Immutable Music
Joseph Audio
Kimber Kable
Koetsu
Kora Electronic Concept
Legacy Audio

Legend Audio Design
lovan/Axcess Marketing
Madrigal Audio
Laboratories
Maranta
Martin-Logan
McIntosh Laboratory
Meridian
MIT
Mitsubishi
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
Mondial
Muse
Musical Surroundings

Music Direct
NH!
Odyssey Design Group
Panamax
Paradigm Reference
PSB Speakers
Reference Cable
Renaissance Audio
Rotel
Jeff Rowland Design Group
RRL
Runco
Sage Industries
International

Shokti
Silicon Arts Design
Solo Electronics
Sound Lab
Stereophile
Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater
Stewart Filmscreen
Straight Wire
Symphonic Line
Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
Thiel
Threshold

Transparent Audio
Twisted Pair Designs
Ultimate E
ntertainment
Video Quest
VideoTruth
VII.
Wadia Digital
Westrex Corporation
Widescreen Review
Wilson Audio
Zenith

MEMBERS OF THE TRADE!
Register now and arrive early for

Music and Film Seminar Series Ill, spon-

TO REGISTER FOR TRADE DAYS:

NOTE TO THE TRADE:

two days of seminars before exhibits

sored by The Academy Advancing High

Fax Lynn Taulbee on your company

Some brands will be represented only by

open to the trade and press!

Performance Audio &Video. Seminars start

letterhead: (505) 992-6677

their dealers. For alist of manufacturers who

Get the scoop on new video technologies.

on Tuesday, June 9at 8AM and conclude

or write her at:

will exhibit directly or have representatives

Become more skillful at designing and

on Wednesday, June 10 at noon. Exhibits

installing home theater and high-perfor-

are open for the trade and press only on

mance audio systems. Register now for the

Wednesday afternoon and all day Thursday.

EXHIBITORS

P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

present, please fax Lynn Taulbee at
(505) 992-6677.

Register online at www.hifishow.com.

RESERVE NOW WHILE EXHIBIT SPACE IS STILL AVAILABLE!

GIVE YOUR NEW PRODUCTS
A"HOLLYWOOD PREMIERE"
AT HI-FI '98!

MAR YOUR

Nelson and Associates, Inc
62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705

Order your tickets, check out the

Phone: 1914) 476-3157

seminars and exhibitors, and get the

Fax:

latest Show updates.

(914) 969-2746

You receive aconcert-ticket

ORDER TO:

CONCERTS!

VISIT US ON THE WEB
AT WWW.HIFISHOW.COM.

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE $10!

MORE PRODUCT PREMIERES!

MORE FREE

EXHIBITORS: Contact Ken Nelson

YES! Send me _

HI-FI '98
P.O. Box 5529

FuRIEIE get

request form along with your advance ticket order!

tickets to HI-FI '98 at 525 each. Tickets are good for all 3days.

INSTEAD, send me __ one-day tickets to HI-FI 98 at 520 each. Each ticket good
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday.

Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

NXILLE

Over 20 hours
of Live Music!

Phone your

ADDRESS

credit-card order to:

CITY

STATE OR PROVINCE

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

PHONE

FAX

(505) 992-6600
Fax your
credit-card order

(heck enclosed (PAYAILE TO 141-11 '9111

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

AMEX

24 hours a doy to:

SEE YOU IN LA!

(505) 992-6677

I

CARD HUNDEN

SIGNATURE

EXPIRATION DATE

Check out the power
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Serenade

Encore

›,per -lauve perfornances of chamber
music by Brahms.
Mozart, and
Dvofák, recorded
live with 20-bit
resolution and "U-RThere" transparency.

Stereophile brings the
best of the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival
to you. Music by
Mendelssohn and Brahms.
.eaturing Christopher O'Riley. piano;
Nathaniel Rosen. cello; and other artists.

Rhapsody

Sonata

Stereophile commissioned arrangements for piano and chamber
orchestra of George Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue, Three
Preludes, plus several songs
for solo piano and the Porgy and
Bess Fantasy. All recorded with 24-bit
resolution.

Pianist Robert
Silverman plays
Liszt, including
the Sonata in
B-minor
Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

Intermezzo

Festival
Orchestral works by
Copland, Milhaud, and
Kohjiba performed by
the world-renowned
Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival. Recorded live
with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit resolution.

Concert
This ornni miked, two-CD set features Robert
Silverman in arecital of works by Schubert. Chopin,
Bach, and Schumann. Includes the bonus track,
"Mapping the Soundstage."

'ell
te:411
,

Poem
An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works for flute and piano by
Prokofiev. Reinecke. and Schumann, plus Charles
Griffes' Poem.

ALBS-5

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: 1-800-358-6274
Fax credit-card orders to: 1-800-333-4902
or E-Mail credit-card orders to:
backissues©sprynet.com

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f.
Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.
GREG SCOTT

Test CD 1Phase your system,

test your speakers and
listening room, and hear the difference amike can make.
Take this disc with you when evaluating equipment.

Test CD 2Speakers placement and distortion tests.
Check your amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD
jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3Use

the signals to test your
speakers and your room. Burn-in components.
Home in on your home theater's balance.
Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes audiophile music tracks.

Encore
Rhapsody
Serenade
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CD
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$15.95
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•
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•
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Test CD 2

•

$ 7.95

STREET

Test CD 3

•

$ 9.95
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$
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•
ShIpping & Handhng $3.50/order U.S. and Canada

•S8i H

=

$

Total

=

$

NAME

_

$8
STATE/ZIP

1 Check enclosed
ACCT NO

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.
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/order foregn (airmail)

1 Please charge my

711 MC

71 Visa
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_
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Equipment

Report

John

Atkinson

Rega Planet CD player

M

aybe the piano is alittle
loud compared with John
Abercrombie's guitar...?"
Iwas playing arough mix of arecent
live recording I had made of the
Marc Copland Quartet to jazz writer
Zan Stewart, who was visiting over
the Christmas break. We listened to
acouple more cuts. "You know," said
Zan, "it sounds pretty good. Iassume
we're playing the CD-R on your
$24,000 Mark Levinson transport/
processor system?"
"Actually," Ireplied, "l'in playing the
disc on Rega's $795 Planet CD player,
and you've just given me my lead for
the review Iwas supposed to have
turned in before Christmas!"
Sam Tellig enthused over the English
Planet player last June (Vo120 No.6,
pp.51-53). "The player is an ergonomic
delight," he gushed. "Elegant. Simple.
Solid. Downright brilliant in its engineering. To see this player and use it is
to want it—even before you listen."
And when he did listen, out poured even
more superlatives: "The Rega Planet produces arich, full-bodied, dynamic (but
not overdynamic) sound.... In Linnspeak, the Rega Planet plays tunes. Or
as [Wes Phillips] would say, the Rega
Planet boogies."
So when WP asked me if I'd like to
review the Planet, Ididn't need much
persuasion.
Interplanetary...
And as with everything that comes from
Rega's design team, led by company
founder and mechanical engineer Roy
Gandy, the top-loading Planet leaves an
impression of engineering elegance.
And as with the superb RB300 tonearm, nothing is more complicated than
it need be. Take the player's sit-up-andbeg lid, for example. A simple, cantilevered design, it lifts on two damped
hinges to allow you to place a CD
directly on the transport motor's spindle. When you pull the lid closed, its
central hub clamps the CD, the motor
spins the disc, and the player reads the
Table of Contents. (Peculiarly, the transport mechanism initially emits an audible tone while it does so.) Just like
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putting an LP on aturntable, really,
especially when you consider that the
lid's glass window allows you to see the
CD as it revolves. (The original Krell
top-loading transports, with their beautiful Lucite lids, were sensitive to ambient lighting conditions — Iremember
writer Ken Kessler taking aphotograph
of aKrell at aShow and his flash causing
the disc to skip. Ichecked the Rega CD
player by firing aflash unit at the CD
from adistance of 3", right above the
laser sled. It didn't skip.)
The Rega's case consists of two aluminum castings that fit together like
clamshells. The transport mechanism
features aSony chip set and is rigidly
attached to the top shell. The S/PDIF
digital output is driven by asmall pulse
transformer. Internally, the power supply, digital circuitry, and analog output
stage are carried on one red-colored
printed circuit board, with the section
containing the DAC, single-ended output circuit, and output RCA jacks
almost physically separated from the
rest of the board. Apart from some
"glue logic" and voltage-regulator chips
and achip on the DAC section with its
number whited out, there are hardly
any active components visible on the
top of the board. The DAC is said to be
aBurr-Brown part modified to Rega's

specifications. A cutout in the board
makes space for atoroidal power transformer. The AC cord is acaptive, twoconductor type.
The rudimentary front-panel controls consist of small buttons in the centers of printed legends. The remote carries all the feature controls, arranged in
what Ifound to be rather aconfusing

Description: Single-chassis CD
player with
remote control,
S/PDIF digital output, and singleended analog outputs. Maximum
output (OdBFS signal): 2V RMS.
Measured output impedance: 930
ohms (unbalanced).
Dimensions: 17.2" (437mm) W by
3.5" (89mm) H by 10.5" (267mm)
D. Weight: 8 lbs (3.65kg).

Serial number of unit reviewed:

05334.
Price: 8795. Approximate number
of dealers: 130.
Manufacturer: Rega Research
Ltd., 119 Park Street, Westcliffeon-Sea, Essex SSO 7PD, England,
UK. US distributor: Lauerman
Audio Imports, 519 Noelton Drive,
Knoxville, TN 37919. Tel: (423)
521-6464. Fax: (423) 521-9494.
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layout. However, the play/pause button
is green and the track forward/back
buttons are yellow, which helps the
remote-challenged —such as myself —
considerably. A display button allows
the Planet's red luminescent track/rime
display to be dimmed, then shut off:
The only things Ididn't like about
the Planet were the inserts in the compliant feet, which tended to stick to the
surface the player rested upon.
Overdrive
As with all CD players (and amplifiers),
it takes aperiod of acclimatization to

become familiar with what the new
component is doing. The differences
may be relatively small compared with
those between loudspeakers, for example, but that doesn't mean they're
unimportant. On the contrary: while a
listener can accommodate to aspeaker's
particular tonal color —much as people
perceive a lighting system as being
"white" no matter what its actual color
temperature is — small but irritating
aspects of sound quality such as treble
grain get less acceptable with time.
Fortunately, as Ilistened to the Rega
Planet nothing raised its head to inter-

fere with the music. Its sound was singularly grain-free. This is not, in the
overworked phrase, because the player
sounds like "analog." It doesn't. But
there was an ease to its presentation that
was seductive in the extreme.
It was not without character. Iagree
with Sain Tellig that the Planet has a
basically rich-sounding balance. However, it does sound just alittle tilted up at
the top end, which inade it abetter
match for darker-balanced speakers and
electronics. But the lack of grain didn't
make this tonal balance fatiguing.
And the Rega was amaster at repro-

10kHz, this is not nearly enough to correlate with my impression that the player's highs were slightly tilted-up. The deemphasis was effectively perfect. The
channel separation was adequate, at better than 95dB over much of the audioband. But as can be seen from fig2,
there was some power-supply noise evident, as well as avery strange crosstalk
artifact at 850Hz in both channels.
The power-supply spuriae can also be
seen in the spectral analysis of adithered
1
kHz tone at -90dB (fig3). But even
the highest in level, at the full-wave
switching frequency of 120Hz, is barely
above -100dBFS; you shouldn't make
too much of this. Icouldn't hear hum
even with my ear pressed against the

Thiel CS6's woofer and the volume
control turned up (don't try this at
home, kids —1 am atrained professional). There is asuspicion of a21(Hz component present in both channels, and
the slight bulge of the 1kHz peak at
800Hz might have something to do
with the crosstalk artifact. But again, not
too much should probably be made of
this. Extending the analysis bandwidth
to 200kHz and driving the player with
data representing "digital black" gave
the spectrum shown in fig.4. Again, the
120Hz and 240Hz power-supply artifacts can be seen, as can the peak at
2IcHz, but the noise floor is otherwise
both low in level and "white" in nature,
suesting that the Planet uses amultibit DAC of some kind.
Fig.5 shows the left channel's linearity

Measurements

The

Planet's maximum output level
was 02dB above the CD standard at
2.05V. This might be audible in comparisons, but Iwouldn't lose sleep over
it. The analog output was absolutepolarity correct, and was sourced from
930 ohms (the measured figure was a
little higher at 20Hz, alittle lower at
20kHz). The Planet coped quite well
with disc data dropouts. It negotiated
track 30 on the Pierre Verany test disc
but started to skip on track 31, which
includes a 1mm dropout. The data
clock was set alittle high in frequency,
an 11kHz tone playing with a+182ppm
(0.0182%) error.
The Rega's frequency response is
shown in fig.1: The channels match to
within 0.05dB, and although there is the
merest sniff of aresponse rise above
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Rega Planet channel separation
(10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Rega Planet, spectrum of digital silence,
with noise and spuriae (16-bit data,
octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Rega Planet waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
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ducing arecording's spatial aspects. It
took awhile for me to get into Charlie
Haden's and Pat Metheny's Beyond the
Missouri Sky (Verve 314 537 130-2),
which appears in this issue's "Records 2
Die 4" list courtesy of Shannon
Dickson. Ioften find this to be the case:
when there is something of deep musical value on arecording, it is often harder to get into it than when some aspect
immediately jumps forth from the
speakers. Metheny's acoustic guitar and
Haden's acoustic bass are surrounded
by extremely subtle (and presumably
artificial) acoustics, but acoustics that

arc unambiguously reproduced by the
Rega. Again, to use an overworked

The Rega Planet
makes CDs sound
alittle more reverberant
than Isuspect
they should.
phrase, its presentation was palpable —
to the perfect benefit of the music.
Ijust know the obsessive objectivists

Planet

lurking on the internet newsgroups are
going to jump all over me for saying this,
but the Planet makes CDs sound alittle
more reverberant than Isuspect they
should. Take, for example, Stereophile's
new live recording from the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival (Encore,
STPH011-2). As Iexplained in the
January issue (p.75), I used a little
Lexicon-sourced artificial reverberation
to compensate for the fact that the live
sound was too dry, too close. ("You do
what you have to do" is the recording
engineer's unsung anthem.) Idid all my
auditioning of how much reverberation

Measurements
error, plotted against absolute level. The
curve is smooth, with ldB or so of negative error evident down to -100dBFS.
This is good performance, confirmed by
the shape of an undithered lkHz
sinewave at -9031dBFS (fig.6). The discrete voltage steps can be made out,
though the trace is overlaid by some
low-frequency noise, presumably due to
the power-supply breakthrough.
Fig.7 is aspectrum of the player's output while it decodes data representing
two high-frequency tones, at 19kHz
and 20kHz, each at -6dBFS. The
amplitude of the combined waveform
just reaches OcIBFS, representing atorture test for aplayer's analog output
stage. The Rega performed pretty well
on this test, the lIcHz difference component and the 18IcHz and 21kHz second-order components all remaining
below -90dB.
Finally, fig.8 is a high-resolution
spectral analysis of the Rega's noise
floor (made with the Miller Audio
Research jitter analyzer) as it plays a
CD-R encoded with aspecial test signal intended to reveal the effects ofjitter: an 111cHz tone at -10dBFS combined with the LSB being toggled at a

away. Rem Plamm

1,,ana

229Hz rate. The grayed-out trace, supplied for reference, is the noise floor of
the Myryad MC 100 player that I
reviewed last month. The Rega's jitter
measured 382 picoseconds peak-peak
compared with the Myryad's 166.7ps
under the same conditions. However,
while the Myryad's noise floor featured
the strange rise around the central,
11kHz peak, which Iconjectured might
be related to its rather "polite" presentation, the Rega's jitter signature consists
of discrete tones. The spectral pairs indicated by the dark blue markers numbered "1," "2," and "3" are spaced at
120Hz intervals, so are somehow
power-supply-related; those indicated
by green and red markers are spaced at
229Hz intervals, so are data-related.

No general conclusion can yet be
drawn from this graph, as my experience of the Miller analyzer is still limited. However, Iam currently measuring
every CD-playing component available
to me — from CD-ROM drives
through CD players and transports to
DVD players — to build up aperformance database. An explanatory article
will appear shortly.
While the Planet's measured performance is good, it is not really outstanding in any one area. But Roy Gandy's
products have always been distinguished by sufficiently good engineering when considered across the board.
The Planet is no exception. It measures
as well as it needs to, as shown by the
sound.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Rega Planet, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Rega Planet, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at —10dBFS with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). (Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.)
Grayed-out spectrum is that of the Myryad MC 100
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was needed during the mastering using
the Mark Levinson No30.5. Playing the
production CD on the Rega, however, I
wished Ihad mixed in alittle less reverb!
But this is not acriticism of the Rega.
On naturally balanced recordings, the
player presented aclear view into the
music. As Iwas writing this during the
holiday season, Ihad to play some seasonal music. BBC Music magazine bundled a superb Messiah with its
December 1997 and January 1998
issues.' Conducted by Harry Christophers, this performance sounds rather
different from what you expect from
Handel's masterwork, as it's the later
arrangement by Mozart. The Rega's
rich balance and spatial excellence made
sense of the complex scoring, with a
wealth of detail apparent. But most
important, while this "high fidelity" talk
has its place, what impressed me most
was how the Rega allowed me to cope
with the cognitive dissonance raised by
this recording — the familiarity of
Handel's tunes contrasted with the
unfamiliarity of the Mozartian orchestral colorations.
Time and again during the review
period, Ikept forgetting Ishould be listening for and characterizing "audio-
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Specialty Audio Show
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June 10-11 Academy T Da
(June 9-11 Trade & Press Only)
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favorite brands demonstrated just
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•Experience the latest innovations
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phile" aspects of the Rega's presentation and instead kept getting into the
music. The day before Idelivered the
review text to Managing Editor Debbie
Starr, Ireceived the Beach Boys' The
Pet Sounds Sessions (EMI-Capitol C2 8
37662 2). This HDCD-mastered
boxed set includes the original mono
mix of the 30-year-old album, astereo
remix approved by Brian Wilson, and
more than two hours of outtakes and
rehearsal takes. Onto the Rega went the
first CD, and within minutes Ihad forgotten about sound quality. I was
instead in areverie, remembering how
in 1967 Ispent hours ripping off the
bass line to "Sloop John B," damping

At awhisker under $800,
the Rega Planet is an
astronomical
high-end bargain.
the strings of my Framus Star bass guitar
with the palm of my hand and using a
pick to try to get that combination of
click and boom that session bassist
Carol Kaye had apparently achieved. (It
didn't occur to me back then that the
bass parts were doubled throughout
much of Pet Sounds.)
Back to the review: Used as atransport, the Rega was competent, but benefited considerably from the use of a
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug. One
weirdness: whenever Iturned alight on
or off in my listening room, or even discharged some static by grounding
myself against some metal, both the
Levinson and Assemblage processors
lost data lock with the Rega. Though
completely trivial, this was not something Ihad experienced before.
Compared with the $1200 Myryad
MC 100 that Ireviewed last month
(Vol.21 No.1, p.129), with levels
matched to within 0.1dB at 1
kHz, the
Rega Planet has amore involving presentation on rock music, with betterdefined lows and a slightly deeper
soundstage. On classical CDs, however,
the slightly more refined presentation
of the more expensive player made the
Rega sound alittle untidy. But this was
aminor cavil, as you can tell from the
modifiers in my descriptions. Icould
happily live with either machine.
Perhaps the best tribute to the sound
1Back issues with their CDs arc available from BBC
Musk magazine, 86 Elm Street, Peterborough, NH
03458. Tel: (800) 746-8848.

Associated Equipment

Digital playback: Mark Levinson
No31.5, Mark Levinson No30.5,
The Parts Connection Assemblage
DAC-1 and DAC-2, Myryad MC
100, Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
No380S, Nagra PL-P.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson No333, Pass Labs Aleph 3.
Loudspeakers: Paradigm Reference Active/20, B&W John
Bowers Silver Signature, Thiel CS6.
Cables: AudioQuest AudioTruth
Lapis X2 interconnect (singleended), Madrigal CZ Gel-1 interconnect (balanced), Mod Squad
Wonderlink I(S/PDIF), Illuminati Orchid (AES/EBU), Cardas
Golden Cross and MIT MH770CVT loudspeaker cable.
Accessories: Target equipment
stands, Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 116 Mk.II and
Power Enhancer.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, RPG Abffusors; walls lined
with books, LPs, and CDs; Sonex
foam on the ceiling at the primary
reflection points.
—John Atkinson
of the Rega Planet came from Stamp/site's
Music Editor, Robert Baird, who had
been using the player in asuperb-sounding inexpensive system consisting of
Rega's integrated amplifier driving
B&W's $250/pair DM302 loudspeakers.
Robert had borrowed an expensive
"audiophile" CD player while the Planet
had been hanging out diez Atkinson.
"Am Iever getting the Rega back?"
he forlornly asked me just before
Christmas.
"You'll get it back when the review is
done, and not a moment sooner!" I
replied. "I just can't come up with a
good lead. But Ithought you were
using a'real' audiophile machine."
"It does sound fine," mused RB, "but
it just doesn't get out of the way of the
music the way the Rega does."
Astronomical?
At $1000, the Rega Planet would be a
sure-fire recommendation. But at a
whisker under $800, it is an astronomical high-end bargain. If rock'n'jazz is
your bag, go audition it before you
think about buying ahigh-priced rig.
And even if all you listen to is classical,
check the Rega out. You'll be pleasantliï
surprised.
Stereophite, February 1998
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Wadia Digital 860 CD player

A

'most 10 years ago, Wadia Digital
burst upon the market with their
flagship Wadia 2000 Decoding
Computer — amultiple-enclosure, nocompromise approach to digital replay.'
Though it required careful setup, later
incarnations of the 2000 produced some
the very best digital sound available.
Wadia was apioneer in the digital audio
field with their custom digital filter
software running on general-purpose
DSP chips. Their oversampling low-pass
filters were and are optimized for superior pulse response and phase characteristics. Most important, these promised
better sound than is available from runof-the-mill digital filter chips. And, like
certain Krell and Theta designs, Wadia
products can be updated simply by
installing new DSP codes.
An important Wadia introduction was
the Model 16 single-box player, which
included ahigh-resolution digital volume control. At its comparatively modest price, this well-built workhorse was,
when appropriately matched to agood
system, capable of asound quality that
rivaled far more costly designs. The 860
is the 16's successor —I was anxious to
hear how Wadia had made use of the
intervening years in the design of singlebox players.
The 860
Following current fashion, the 860's faceplate has minimal controls —just five
buttons. Two of these are for volume up
and down; one covers open/close/stop
according to the operating mode; and the
other two cover previous track, next
track, and play.
The solidly built metal remote handset has 40 buttons, with some functions
indicated only by symbols. Special functions include Display Off (momentarily
restored when accessing other functions) and Channel Balance (with
microstcp 0.1dB resolution, displayed as
"0.2" volume "steps"). Program keys
include Auto Space (4 seconds), Check,

IThough no longer available, the final version of the
Digimaster 200(1 (reviewed lw Robert Hader in
December 1996) was a runner-up for Srereophile's
›gital Source of 199T Award.
—JA
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Program, Enter, and Clear. There is a
10-key numeric pad, and direct-play
access to achosen track.
Nominally aCD player, the 860's ability to accept external digital sources
makes for ahighly versatile digital audio
product. Signals can also be routed to the
digital output terminal's "record" output,
or on to other digital equipment, processors, etc. Digital inputs and outputs
include TosLink, glass-optical, AES/EBU
balanced, and BNC coaxial S/PDIF.
While CD is naturally limited to 16bit, 44.1kHz signals, external sources
may have word lengths of up to 24 bits
and sample rates of up to 48kHz. Such
sources allow for higher replay quality
from the Wadia 860's decoder D/A section, potentially up to an approximation
of 22 bits in full digital differential mode.
Like the trend-setting Model 16
before it, the 860 has ahigh-quality digital
volume control. It's in the nature of such
acontrol that it must be placed in the
digital signal path before the DAC section
proper. Consequently, the DAC is effectively connected directly to the following
power amplifier when used as intended
— je, with no intervening preamplifier.
Obviously, the DAC needs to be agood
one, with alow noise floor and high resolution. Nothing at this point can be
hidden from the power amplifier.

In apowerful audio system with afine
dynamic range, a16-bit DAC will not be
audibly transparent. With system dither
and other residuals, asignal/noise ratio of
not much better than 90dB cannot be
assured. Mild but audible hiss will result
with speakers of medium to high sensitivity, together with the potential for
some quantizing distortion at the thresh-

Description: Single-box CD player
with
remote control, digital
volume control, and digital inputs
and outputs (TosLink, ST-optical,
AES/EBU, and S/PDIF BNC). Maximum output level: 4.33V RMS
(adjustable to optimize volumecontrol action). Measured frequency
response: -3dB at 20kHz. Measured
output impedance: 14 ohms.
Dimensions: 17" W by 6.5" H by
16" D (Tiptoes add 0.5").
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: 87450. Approximate number of dealers: 45.
Manufacturer: Wadia Digital,
624 Troy Street, River Falls,
WI 54022. Tel: (715) 426-5900.
Fax: (715) 426-5665. Web site:
www.wadia.com
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Siltech Cables re-define the state-of-the-art in musical
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Wadia
old of audibility. Increasing the word
length to 18 bits will provide anoise and
distortion improvement of close to 12dB;
the resulting 102dB S/N ratio is more
like what ademanding listener requires.
The 860's 100-step volume control
operates with 24-bit digital resolution,
while the differential DAC technology
provides something like 21-bit resolution
and anoise floor of better than -100dB.
This sets the stage for good performance.
Still more important is the need to
provide for volume attenuation over a
respectable range without significant
impairment of the effective output resolution. In the case of a16-bit CD source
used with adigital 16-bit DAC, 12dB of
attenuation (a typical level below aflatout system loudness) will result in a
replay resolution of only 14 bits, with an
audible loss of clarity and tonal accuracy.
Assuming 20-bit control resolution,
however, the 16-bit source signal may be
downscaled by up to 4bits —a volume
reduction of 24dB without impainnent
of the original data. Assuming that the
volume level is now fairly low and that
the ear has less available dynamic range,
another 2bits of control attenuation will
result in very little audible impairment.

860

Such adigital volume control is, in
theory, capable of retaining signal resolution over auseful range, provided that
the capability of the output DAC is
optimally exercised. To ensure this, the
860's analog output level can be adjusted to match your system and power
amplifier such that "Odir (ie, full volume) on the player control just reaches
your audio system's maximum loudness
(plus afew dB of safety margin). In this
way the volume control is generally
used in its upper range — from "70 to
100" — thus helping to maintain the
highest replay resolution.
A power amplifier with ahigh 700mV
sensitivity, if used with an 860 operating
with the factory 4V output setting, would
require some 6x attenuation to begin
with from the digital volume control,
subtracting 15dB from its optimum
working range. Such an unfortunate
combination is equivalent to subtracting
nearly 3bits from the replay resolution.
The Wadia dealer will be able to dial up
the appropriate setting to maximize resolution. (These adjustments are accessible
only by removing the top cover, aprocedure requiring the greatest of care to
avoid damaging the excellent finish.)

Technology
The pioneering Wadia 2000's casework
was milled from solid aluminum — an
extraordinary extravagance. The 860 is
housed in milled alloy panels fixed to
custom, extruded, cylindrical alloy corner posts. The 860 bolts together so
well that the result feels like asolid
block. The fit of the parts is exquisite;
you couldn't get ahair in the gaps, never
mind afingernail! Likewise, the finish,
enameling, and brushed-alloy satin
black are flawless.
Inside is a custom TEAC VRDS
CMK-32 transport mechanism operated by Wadia-written code. The drive
comprises alow-noise, Hall-effect hub
motor plus a precision disc clamp
milled from light alloy. The transport
has properly decoupled cabling, while
the chassis is suspended on damped
springs, the whole cradled on acopperplated steel subframe. The transport
resides in the left half of the case, adjacent to two toroidal power transformers that are anti-vibration-floated in
their own sealed compartment of
milled alloy plate. Mains input is via
a detachable IEC-type power cord,
ahigh-quality Shaffner line-input filter

ately from -86dB to -75dB under 600
ohm loading at lkHz. I
judged the analog outputs to be both powerful and
load tolerant.
As abroad-band noise source, the
Wadia 860 had aS/N ratio of 100dB
(unweighted) 102dBA, and 932dB
CCIR (1kHz) ARM. This was with the
volume control and DACs online at full
level; in practice, the effective figure will
depend on the gain setting chosen for
the analog output attenuatot There was
no significant change in measured S/N
at any volume level, with or without deemphasis, with mute (digital) or with
volume at zero (-50dB). Playing data
representing digital black closes the final
muting relay, after which the unweighted noise figure falls below -125dB.
There was virtually zero hum.
While the S/N was not spectacular
for adigital source, it was comparable to
asource plus high-performance preamplifier — which is what, in effect, the
860 is. The volume control's claimed
hundred 0.5dB steps were confirmed,
together with the precise 0.1dB channel
offset capability.
Ianalyzed the 860's output audio
spectrum from DC to 250MHz: the

enclosure emitted very little radio energy. RF filtering was extremely good,
generally better than -60dBm above
2MHz, and radically better than earlier
Wadia implementations. Given the
weaker alias-filtering performance, a
20kHz full-level audio tone gave rise to
aspread of upper-range spuriae decaying exponentially from full level to
-50dBm by 2.5MHz —more than satisfactory performance in this worst-case
scenario. This result suggests that the
Wadia owner choose apower amplifier
with sensible input filtering and good
behavior in the face of low-level ultrasonic spuriae.
Mechanically, the 860 possessed no
audible vibrational hum; the TEAC
transport was very quiet.
Wadia's unusual digital filter design
leads to differences in test results when
compared with conventional players.
In particular, the combination of coefficients and filter architecture is
designed to produce an impulse
response free from the usual pre- and
post-ringing; indeed, apart from the
removal of the DC component, the filter's reproduction of araised cosine
pulse is just that.

Measurements

ar lie

860's durable chassis endows it
with very good resistance to shock
and structure-borne vibration. Track
access speed was about average, the
player taking 42 seconds to reach track
15 on the YEDS3 test CD—not as fast
as some Sonys, but fast enough. In the
transport section, Wadia has achieved
clear improvements in the playing of
damaged discs. A wide (2.6mm) error
gap was played without protest, while
4mm was possible without track-hopping or reset, and only moderate clicking. I could play some previously
unplayable discs on this highly tolerant
mechanism. Very accurate oscillators
are used; the 44.1kHz replay accuracy
was better than 5parts per million at
my measurement level. It was day two
before I noticed the typo in the
alphanumeric sample-rate display:
"44.1Khz."
Checked on all output phases, DC
offsets lay in the 02-4mV range, which
is perfectly satisfactory. The source
impedance for both balanced and normal (SE) modes was very low: close to
14 ohms. A heavy loading of 600 ohms
barely reduced a 1V output level,
though the distortion increased moderStereophile, February 1998
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Wadia
to block electromagnetic interference
going in either direction. The mains
On/Off switch is adjacent to the rear
deck. The general idea is to leave the
860 powered up and ready for use, and
to switch it off only when it is not
going to be used for along time. This
is possible because this relatively ecofriendly player consumes only about
20W when "resting," the nearest equivalent to standby. It sounds better when
warmed up.
On the right are the electronics: two
sections separated by ashield. Below are
the digital interface section (which handles inputs and outputs) and the transport control section; the control code is
held in aXylinx XC400-series chip.
Above that board lies aprinted circuit
board for the signal acquisition, filtering,
and DACs.
The digital servo systems for transport
and tracking, with their auto-calibration
and negligible drift, promise higher
playability of awkward or partially damaged discs. Separate power supplies serve
the transport electronics to minimize
interaction with the audio data sections.
The internal transport is wired directly
to the DAC section. A separate shielded

860

The digital signal is split into positive
cable carries the clock signal from the
and negative phases in the digital
master oscillator (located adjacent to the
domain, and two DACs are used per
DAC chips) to the transport. This
arrangement prevents any transportchannel, providing differential balanced
working. The DACs are 20-bit Burrcaused jitter from affcting the clock sigBrown "Colinear" PCM1702s, supplied
nal at the DAC. This is one of the
in surface-mount packages. Indeed, the
strengths of single-box units; it generally
gives them asound-quality advantage at bulk of the main four-layer circuit board
uses space-saving surface-mount comtheir price point over many two-box
ponents. Space saving is no trivial matter
player systems, which have an external
in aunit as complex as this —it helps to
serial bus S/PDIF link.
keep connecting traces short, thereby
On the digital input side, Wadia has
included the latest generation of their reducing the degree of radiated interference between sections.
Roc kLokTM circuitry. Working in conBurr-Brown OPA604 chips (two per
junction with aCrystal CS8412 S/PDIF
channel) deal with current/voltage coninput receiver are separate high-perforversion and arc followed by the analog
mance, voltage-controlled quartz-crystal
level-control attenuator and high-slewoscillators to regenerate low-jitter clock
signals at the required sampling rates.
rate, open-loop follower BUF 634 buffer
Two powerful Motorola DS P chips (one for each phase of each balanced channel). For single-ended work56000 series "engines" compute the
ing, the balanced audio phases arc differdigital audio data for Wadia's proentially summed via an OPA604 opprietary digital filtering software and
amp, leading to another BUF634 that is
volume control. The effective sampling
connected to the RCA output jack.
rate is 32x (16x in the DSP, 2x in
Because these buffers aren't feedbackwired hardware to and including the
type amplifier chips, some moderate,
DACs), so little filtering is required at
low-order harmonic distortion is to be
the output and more gentle slopes can
expected at high signal levels. In context,
be employed — afeature of Wadia's
this distortion is no more significant than
zero-overshoot concept.

Measurements
For adesign operating at the low
CD sampling rate of 44.1kHz, this
characteristic results in afrequencyresponse rolloff at the upper edge of
the audio band. Fig.1 shows the
response for both channels: there is a
small difference between them above
10kHz, leading to amoderate measured phase difference between the
channels of 57.7° by 20kHz. Below
10kHz, this differential was much
lower; cg, 1.01 ° by 1kHz, with just
0.04° difference at 20Hz. While the
frequency response extended virtually
to DC at low frequencies, it was typically -1dB at 16kHz and -3dB at
20kHz (-3.33dB left channel, -2.63dB
right). This will be just audible with
wide-range music. Many listeners feel
that there is an artificial brightness
with digital sources, and that atouch
of filtering at the upper frequency
edge —such as is provided by the 860
—will not give offense, and might
even be preferable.
There was rather more treble cut
when pre-emphasized discs were played
(dash/dot trace in fig.1), and this was
indeed audible. The average error for
the two channels with de-emphasis
Stereophile, February 1998

measured -0.5dB at 9kHz, -1dB at
12kHz, and -2dB at 16kHz. Discs
encoded with pre-emphasis will sound a
little dulled.
From the frequency responses (fig.1)
it's apparent that channel balance was
excellent at low and mid frequencies;
cg, 0.009dB at 20Hz and 0.013dB at
lkHz, worsening to 0.703dB at 20kHz.
Idon't think that this level of balance
error is significant when restricted to
the last few kHz of audible response. I
have measured many pickup cartridges
with far greater errors than this above
10kHz —up to 3dB! Channel separation was excellent, at better than 125dB
at low and mid frequencies, falling alit-

de to 96dB by 20kHz.
As delivered, the review-sample
860's output level was set to maximum: 4.33V (balanced or unbalanced),
some 6.71dB above the nominal 2V
CD output voltage. This is, in fact,
appropriate for the 860's intended purpose: direct coupling to apower amplifier. But this higher output level will
exercise the final analog output stage
more than it would with afixed loweroutput player. In the case of the lowfeedback stage fitted to the Wadia,
some moderate distortion was measurable at full modulation (similar to the
Krell KPS-20i/l).
The bald figures for total harmonic

Fig.1

Fig.2 Wadia 860, distortion spectrum, DC-10kHz,
IkHz at OdBFS at full analog level (4.33V
RMS). (Linear frequency scale, 10dB/
vertical div.)

Wadia 860, frequency response (right
channel dashed, 1dB/vertical div.), and
response with de-emphasis (dot/
dashed trace).
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Wadia
that from agood analog preamplifier.
The circuitry is fully DC-coupled, and,
instead of using servos, any DC offsets
arc adjusted to satisfactorily low levels in
production using multi-turn trimmers.
Sound: CD player mode
The Wadia 860 sounded significantly
different in each of its possible configurations. However, given its primary purpose, it's perhaps fortunate that it
sounded best in CD-player mode. Such
is the innate transparency of this product that the usual quality losses due to
the SIPDIF and AESIEBU interfaces
were cruelly exposed by comparison.
Complicating the issue was the question
of the onboard volume control, which
deserves careful analysis. The player may be
used either as afixed (full output) unit for
driving ahigh-quality analog preamplifiet
or directly coupled to apower amplifier.
Ifirst considered the 860's sound
quality in CD-player mode with balanced output, hill-level fixed, digital
volume settings, display off, and mounted on agood support platform.
The 860 immediately demonstrated
masterful transparency. Superb resolution of low-level detail resulted in

superb image depth and spatiality.
Musical textures were pure, essentially
grainless, while stereo perspectives were
stable and well drawn.
High resolution was the Wadia's key
strength, evident without abreak over
the whole frequency range. Tonal qualities were naturally expressed and freely
conveyed, whether they were welltuned drums and characterful playing
on electric bass or higher-frequency
sources such as acoustic guitar, human
voice, and orchestral violins. There was
perhaps ahint of extra sparkle on triangle and similar sounds that illuminated
them alittle more brightly. This was
more obvious with speakers possessing
abrighter treble range; it was barely
noticeable with the Quad ESL-63s.
Compared with recollections of my
earlier favorite (in its review-system
context), the Model 16, the 860's timbre was sweeter, more rounded, and
definitely more natural. Voices both
had more weight and sounded less
electronic, while the well-focused
images had strikingly good presence
and palpability, without any sense of
hardness or exaggeration. Stage width
was also excellent.

860

With that highly resolved low-level
detail came amarvelous rendition of
natural reverberation and ambience; it
made some competing reference digital-replay systems sound as if the reverberant decay had been abruptly truncated rather than fading naturally away to
inaudibility. Big soundstages were
reproduced with majesty and authority.
Even from regular CDs, the sound was
so spacious that Iwas led to wonder
what all the HDCDt hiss is about. The
860 seemed to achieve much of the
HDCD "advantage" without even
using the process, so transparent was its
linear decoding.
Like the 16 before it, the 860 could
not be said to be a"pace'n'rhythm"
champion. It had quite arelaxed view of
life, events unfolding rather gradually,
yet the music flowed well enough.
There were bags of detail to maintain
interest, even if dance tracks were not so
upbeat, or complex percussion as well
timed as it could have been. The Naim
players routinely present astrong performance in this area, even though they
use older Philips CDM4/CDM9 transport mechanisms combined with a
superficially primitive implementation

Measurements
distortion at full level—hill gain and
hill voltage, if you like — were -70dB
or 0.03%, where atypical player can
score -96dB or less. The "fault" is not
in the DACs, but in the analog buffers:
the -10dB-modulation 1kHz result
(which is intrinsically more distorted
than for OdBFS, as fewer digital bits are
exercised) actually measures 13dB better for the Wadia at -83dB (0.0071%)
because the analog output voltage is
10dB lower.
When Iexamined the nature of the
hill-level distortion (fig.2), the spectrum showed atrace of "soft clipping"
with predominantly low-order odd
(rather than even) harmonics. Thus

second harmonic measured 0.005%
while third was 0.03%, fourth was near
zero, and fifth was at 0.007%. The
spectral decay was near monotonic and
relatively innocuous.
The distortion spectrum for afulllevel 20kHz tone (fig.3) was interesting. For example, the THD figure
(for an 80kHz measurement bandwidth) was poor at -17dB, but this
merely reflects the high level of
the difference tone at 24.1kHz
(44.1kHz-20kHz), and was the result
of the slow-rolloff digital filtering.
There are also in-band spectral lines
present at 16kHz (-68dB), 12kHz
(-88dB), and 4kHz (-93dB), as well as

ultrasonic spuriae. Judging from past
experience, such spectra do not pose
much of aproblem except where the
following amplifier reacts poorly to
moderate levels of ultrasonic energy.
(See also fig.9, the high-frequency
intermodulation spectra.)
When listening to the distortion
residuals via my Audio Precision
System 2 analyzer, Inoted that the
character of the 860's distortion varied
slightly with each 0.5dB step of the
digital volume control, this due to the
different computed numbers and
rounding errors generating different
spectral weightings. This is shown in
fig.4: the two traces are the spectrum

_

L.
Fig.3 Wadia 860, distortion spectrum, DC-90kHz,
20kHz at OdBFS at full analog level (4.33V
RMS). (Linear frequency scale, 10dB/
vertical div.)

Stereophile, February 1998

Fig.4 Wadia 860, distortion spectrum, DC-2kHz,
200Hz at OdBFS with digital volume control
set to -12.25dB ("1") and -12.75dB (2").
(Linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig,.5 Wadia 860, distortion spectrum, DC-10kHz,
IkHz at -70dBFS with volume control set to
OdB (dashed) and -30dB (solid). (Linear
frequency scale, 5dB/vertical div.)
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Wadia
of digital filter and straight 16-bit
DACs. (In some quarters it is considered tragic that, with the obsolescence
of these and related CD-technology
components, certain qualities of CD
replay may never again be matched.)
In the case of the Krell KPS-20i11, also
nearing the end of its production life at the
time of writing, the Philips CDM9 laser
transport is partnered by more recent and
higher-resolution processing and DACs,
but also achieves more-than-respectable
subjective rhythm and timing. Musical
dynamics are more forcefully expressed
than in the 860, but the latter was still
pretty good, and better than many.
Regardless of the balance of subjective performance, where awareness
of rhythm and design, and personal
taste, experience, and preference all play
parts, Ihave no hesitation in placing the
860, used as astraight CD player, in the
company of the industry's finest. It ran
the big Levinsons and Krells very close,
and did so at aquite realistic price. In
your system, the 860's particular set of
qualities might well tip the balance in
its favor. (For those who follow my
HF N/RR subjective scoring system,
the 860 gets 45 points in this operating

860

power amplifier. Whether it's because
the new DAC/buffer execution in the
860 is so good, or because standards in
general have improved, Idon't know,
but Icould hear the small but real losses
incurred when using the Wadia's digital
volume control. Specifically, that crucial
first step of just 0.5dB —and any other
Digital out off: Ididn't try this, as it step — changes the sound of the player.
So, too, will an analog preamplifier —
was awkward to configure this mode
during the test. Wadia indicates that if but Ihave to argue that the changes are
the dealer configures the 860 for a fundamentally different and evoke difmuted digital output, there will be a ferent value judgments.
Unquestionably, it is possible to hear
small gain in sound quality. If you don't
that number-cruncher crunching. Using
need the transport-out facility, try it.
the digital control burned off some of
the inherent vitality, transient crispness,
Polarity invert: In tribute to the 860's
powers of resolution, the effect of and resolution of the 860's sound. The
digitally controlled result sounded alitabsolute phase inversion was plain
tle more dull and "gray" (42 subjective
enough; this is awelcome feature. By
points, allowing for the effect of the
restoring phase at the loudspeaker teranalog preamp). However, once the digminals, Iconfirmed that the digital phase
ital volume facility was in use, there was
inversion was respectably transparent.
thankfully little further change in perceived resolution and quality over at
Digital volume control: When
least 25dB of the control range.
I reviewed Wadia's Model 16 for
HFN/RR nearly four years ago, Ifelt
that its volume control was highly effec- Balanced vs single-ended: The additional summing and buffer circuitry
tive. The best sound was obtained with
needed for the standard SE outputs was
the player used directly coupled to the

mode — agenuine audiophile rating.)
Display off: The effects of turning off
the display were not dramatic, and could
easily be missed in acasual evaluation.
At its best, Display Off gave asmall but
worthwhile increase in transparency and
vocal presence. (Display On: -3 points.)

Measurements
of a200Hz tone at OdBFS with the
volume control set to adjacent 0.5dB
settings around "75," as indicated on
the display (-12.5dB). First, note that
the distortion lies above the noise floor.
Some of this distortion is analog in origin — for example, the third harmonic
at -86dB. The remaining components,
of predominantly digital origin, vary by
an average of 10dB over awide frequency range between the two volume-control settings.
The level of these "buzzy" distortions
varies from -100dB to -110dB at
I2.5dB of digital attenuation—measurable, but perhaps inaudible. The 16-bit
CD source used for this test has no
dither, and will interact with the volume

Fig.6 VVadia 860, distortion spectrum, DC-10kHz,
dithered IkHz at -90dBFS. (Linear
frequency scale, 5dB/vertical div.)

Stereophite, February 1998

action. Typical program will mask this
distortion spectrum at typically -85dB
relative to the graph shown, so this
behavior may well be academic.
To examine this subject in more
detail, look at fig.5, which shows two
spectra for adithered lkHz tone at
-70dB. The upper trace (dashed) is for
full volume and is very pure, with no
visible distortion; it consists of pure
dither noise at -52dB (-122dB rd. full
output). The lower, solid trace shows
the effect of atypical 30dB of digital
attenuation ("40" displayed). The
noise floor has dropped by 6dB, even
though in absolute terms the effective
working S/N is now just 27dB.
Significantly, there is no added distortion due to the volume computation,

Fig.7 Wadia 860, departure from linearity (right
channel dashed, 2.5dB/vertical div.).

so standard levels of dither are effective in linearizing the volume computation down to at least -30dB.
Regarding that 27dB S/N ratio, note
that the baseline noise is around
125dB below peak level; ie, similar to
the intrinsic noise of the matching
power amplifier to which the Wadia is
likely to be connected.
The 860's resolution of adithered
lkHz tone at -90dBFS was first-rate
(fig.6). What you see in the spectrum is
plain noise at -125dB relative to full
level, with no other spurious artifacts.
This promises very good linearity. Ialso
conducted the standard test for lowlevel linearity in the range from -60 to
-120dBFS (fig.7). Note the small offset
of -125dB. In fact, the actual level error

Fig.8 Wadia 860, noise modulation,
-50-5100dBFS.
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audible as amild reduction in dynamics
and clarity, while the Wadia's previously
mild tendency toward mid-treble brightness and forwardness became more
obvious. If the 860 is used from its RCA
outputs, some thought needs to be given
to the treble balance of the matching
electronics and speakers. But if you have
abalanced system of sufficient quality,
you will find that balanced connection is
superior. (Score, standard SE: 37.)
While the specific benefit of digital
differential operation was lost by using
the balanced output terminals in singleended mode with an adapter/cable (pin
1 ground, pin 2 hot), the subjective
sound quality was actually more lively
and natural than via the official SE terminals (40 points).
Sound: CD transport mode
Much of the fundamental quality of the
860 CD player was apparent when it
was used as atransport: very high resolution; fine, deep, well-structured bass;
delicate, well resolved, "low-jitter" treble; neutral, highly focused midrange.
However, when the 860 was used to
feed an external DAC, the sound (25
points) was significantly robbed of nat-

at -90dB averaged an excellent -0.4dB
by direct, filtered measurement.
Interestingly, the left channel showed
some mild, probably harmless ripple
(±3dB at -110dB), while the right
channel was nearly perfect. Such rippling may well be associated with a
trace of power-field hum induction to
the DACs; certainly the left-channel
circuitry is sited nearer the power
toroids than the right.
The 860 was also assessed for noise
modulation by playing a41Hz pilot
tone over arange of modulation levels
from -50 to -100dBFS, and comparing the player's change in noise at
higher frequencies for each level. The
resulting graph (fig.8) showed good

Fig.9 Wadia 860, HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-901(Hz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS. (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.)
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ural dynamics and pace. Used as aCD
player, the 860 clearly benefited from
its internal "direct" data interface.
In my opinion, there is little point in
using ahigher-quality external DAC
with the 860; the digital output is probably more than satisfactory for copying
CDs onto MD, DCC, or DAT.
Sound: Digital decoder
The 860's performance as a digital
decoder was more than satisfactory for
external sources of average quality.
Interestingly, and despite the advantage
of the RockLok digital input circuitry, the
sound quality from external sources did
not equal that of the internal CD clock
link. Once again, losses at the S/PDIF
connection were probably to blame.
Nevertheless, with first-rate digital
sources, this decoder may be ranked in
the top 10 regardless of cost, with asound
distinguished by excellent resolution and
neutral, analoglike tonality. (37 points)
Conclusion
There's alot to consider when summing
up Wadia Digital's 860 digital playback
and control center. It is superbly engineered, true craftsmanship evident in its

bunching of the resulting 1
/s-octave
spectra (the data are noisy below
500Hz), which span a -115dB to
-103dB range, 500Hz to 20kHz (also
adesirably low level).
Further tests with 24-bit digital
data showed the 860 to have good
20-bit linearity, proving it capable of
doing justice to higher-resolution signal sources, though it wasn't highbandcapable — ie, beyond a 48kHz
sample rate at this time.
Fig.9 shows the spectrum for afullscale mix of 19IcHz and 20kHz tones
with the volume control set to its maximum. The intermodulation difference
tone at lkHz is just visible at ameasured -86.3dB. Coincidentally, the
same reading was also obtained at
-10dB modulation. When the digital
volume level was reduced by 12.5dB,
test-bench results of -96dB and
-110dB (-10dB) were recorded for inband I/M, simply showing the lowband sum-and-difference products of
the fundamental and first alias signals.
The picture was rather clearer in the
absence of any low-order analog output-stage distortion.

860

machining and finish, both of which are
to aerospace standards. At these price
levels, pride in ownership is an important part of the value equation; the 860
doesn't let you down.
On the measured side, the 860's pluses include its dominant, analoglike distortion, zero-overshoot pulse response,
and excellent channel matching and
separation. Linearity was also very good,
with better than 20-bit resolution, even
if the noise floor defined adynamic
range of no greater than 17 bits.
Ican't say with confidence that you
could hear the mild measured treble cut
at the audible extreme. However, there's
more treble loss with pre-emphasized
discs, and this may be moderately audible.
Ultimately, how you'll value the 860
depends on how you intend to use it. It's
adefinite success in all departments,
clearly better in some than in others,
and will also perform very well without
apreamplifier. Yet its ultimate quality is
achieved with the internal volume control effectively disabled by setting it to
full scale, and by using asuperlative, balanced-domain analog preamplifier.
While Iam not quite as enamored
of the 860 as Iwas of the 16 in its
day, Ifeel that the new model is more
than worthy of a confident recommendation. Operated in its best-sounding mode, it is definitely acontender
for Class A in Stereophile's "Recommended Components."
System Context
To evaluate the Wadia 860, Iused
Krell FPB 600 and Cary CAD805C power amplifiers, and Krell
KRC-HR, Audio Research LS9,
and Conrad-Johnson ART and
Premier 14 preamplifiers.
Comparison CD players/decoders induded the Audio Synthesis
DAX-2 and Apogee Electronics
DA-1000 DACs, the Krell KPS20i/1 CD playeç and aMeridian 200
transport. The Apogee AD-2000
A/D converter helped provide
high-word-length data from tape
and vinyl analog soun:es.
Loudspeakers included the
Wilson Audio WITT Series II, the
Quad ESL-63, and various subwoofers. Cables were by Siltech, van
den Hul, and ICimber. The whole
ensemble was spiked, and, where
appropriate, supported on multistage frames by Mana Acoustics.
—Martin Colloms

—Martin Colionn
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Hales Design Group
Revelation Three loudspeaker

W

hat's in aname? One of my
favorite Rodrigues cartoons
shows ameeting of aloudspeaker manufacturer's marketing people, trying to come up with aname for
the company's latest product:
"Why don't we call it `XTL-3340'?"
"How about `GA-75V'?"
"I've got it! The TXT-91" 1
Another approach to naming a
speaker is to use aterm that suggests
something positive about its performance. "Revelation" implies that listening to the speaker will reveal previously
hidden or obscure truths. There's also a
religious association — Hales Design
Group may be implying that listening to
the speaker will be akind of spiritual
experience.2 Not had for $2195 —but
can they deliver on the promise? And
what about the claim that "what we
made will forever change the world of
dynamic loudspeakers ... an instant classic, abenchmark against which others
of its type are measured"?
Ihad some serious claim-checking,
to do.

Design and setup
At first glance there's nothing startling
or technologically innovative here —
just your typical sealed-box three-way
with fourth-order crossovers. No exotic
drivers, either: 1" Vila aluminum-dome
tweeter, 4.5" Vita cone midrange driver,
and a10" woofer.
A closer look reveals some departures from the routine. The woofer is
not an off-the-shelf item, but was
specifically designed by Paul Hales for
the Revelation Three. The crossover
uses OFC air-core inductors and
polypropylene capacitors. The binding
posts (single-wire only) and internal
wiring are by Cardas — unusual at this
price level. And then there's the cabinet: 1"-thick MDF walls, 4"-thick
MDF baffle with rounded edges, heavily braced, and weighing substantially
more than similar-looking models from
1Charles Rodrigues, Phil Harmonic Distortion. New
York: Perfeethound Press. 1988.
2There's no truth to the nnnor that IIdes was going to
title the owner's manual "Me Rook .4 Revelation.
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Hales Design Group Revelation Three loudspeaker

Description: Three-way, sealed-box,
dynamic
loudspeaker tuned
to
29Hz. Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome
tweeter, 41
/" polypropylene mid2
range driver, 10" polypropylenecone woofer. Crossover: 24dB/octave. Frequency response: 33Hz26kHz (-3dB). In-room bandwidth:
23Hz-26kHz.
Linearity:
±0.75dB.
Sensitivity: 86.5dB (2.83V/1m). Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Dimensions: 40" H by 11" W by

14" D. Weight: 96 lbs.

Finishes: sapele, light oak, black.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
R3OYB281033A/B.
Price: S2195/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 27. Warranty: 5years.
Manufacturer: Hales Design Group,
Inc., 16812 Gothard Street, Huntington Beach, CA 92647. Tel: (714) 8416884. Fax: (714) 841-2427. Web:
www.halesdesigngroup.com.
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other manufacturers. The enclosure's
wood veneer is finished with aclear
satin lacquer.
While the Revelation Three does not
make amajor industrial design statement, there's acertain elegance in its
simplicity and the quality of its fien'finish. One distinctive decorative touch is
the sculpted diagonal highlight in the
grillecloth; this styling feature was introduced in the Hales Design Group's
more expensive Concept series, and is
implemented here in an easier-to-man-

ufacture manner. The elasticized grille
cloth fits into agroove running behind
the baffle. While it's possible to remove
the grillecloths, doing so without damaging the fabric is atricky matter, and
replacing them even more so. Ileft
them on.3
The Revelation Three is provided
with smallish stabilizing cones; these
have athick piece of felt on the flat sur3I'm told that the Revelation 'Three is currently shipping with instructions on grillecloth removal and
replacement.

face that's in contact with the speaker.
Although the felt helps protect the finish, it's likely to impair the coupling
normally considered important for the
use of cones. (Many speakers come with
cones or spikes that screw right into the
cabinet.) In any case, my advice to
Revelation Three owners is to throw
the cones away at first opportunity, and
put three large AudioPoints under each
speaker. In my situation, the result was
tighter, more extended bass, and generally sharper focus. (My listening room

ohm taps. The single peak in the bass, at
28Hz, indicates the sealed-box tuning,
and in turn implies respectable low-frequency extension.
This is confirmed by fig2, which
shows the Hales' quasi-anechoic response on its tweeter axis, averaged
across a30° horizontal window, spliced
to the complex sum of the nearfield
woofer and midrange responses. As is
typical of asealed-box system, the out-

put is 6dB down at the box tuning frequency, rolling out at 12dB/octave
below that frequency. As RD noted, the
relatively small Revelation gives excellent bass. Higher in frequency, the
woofer/midrange crossover appears to
be set at asensible 250Hz, and Ididn't
note any anomalies in the 100Hz region, as RD suspected. The Revelation
Three's midrange and treble can be seen
to be superbly flat.

Measurements

T he

Hales Revelation Three was
measured with aDRA Labs MLSSA
system in the Stereophile listening room,
mounted on an Italian Outline speaker
turntable.' Its B-weighted sensitivity
was calculated to be a hair under
87dB/2.83V/m, while its impedance
(fig.1) dropped below 4ohms between
50Hz and 600Hz. Couple this with a
high phase angle in the bass and agood
amplifier is called for. Tube amplifiers
should definitely be used from their 4
IFor details on how Imeasure loudspeakers and what
measurements Iconsider subjectively most important,
see "Loudspeakers: What Measurements Can Tell Us And What They Can't Tell Us'," AES Preprint 4608,
presented at the 103rd Audio Engineering Society
Convention, New York, September 1997, and available
from the AES, 60 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY 101652520. Tel: (212) 661-8528. Internet: www.aes.org .-JA
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Hales Revelation Three anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30*
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer response plotted below 300Hz.
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Hales

Revelation

Three

has asprung wood floor; if your room
has aconcrete floor, the results may well
be different.)
My first attempt at setup was to position the front of each speaker where I
normally have my Dunlavy SC-IVs:
well out into the room, and subtending
an angle of about 75° to the listening
position. This seemed fine, except for
one thing: there was no bass! Of course,
Iexaggerate; there was bass, but not
nearly as much as I'd heard from these
speakers at HI-FI '97. With the help of

Casey McKee — the Hales Design
Group's genial sales and marketing
manager, who came by to make sure
that the speakers were behaving themselves
Imoved the speakers until
both bass extension and soundstaging
seemed about right. This was with the
speakers nearer the back wall and closer
together than the initial position, toedin a little past the halfway point
between straight-ahead and aimed-atthe-listener.
Icontinued to tweak the setup after

Casey left, and eventually ended up
with the speakers in aclassic equilateral
triangle (in case your high school geometry is shaky, that's where each angle is
60°), with the speakers aimed right at
the listener. The Revelation Three manual's placement recommendation is to
have the speakers subtending anarrower angle than my setup; Itried that, but
found that Iwas missing the "widescreen" effect, and that the bass balance
was actually better with the speakers
farther apart. There was no problem

The tweeter axis is 35" from the floor,
which is typical for aseated listener.
Fig3 shows how the response changes as
the listener moves above and below that
axis. A standing listener will perceive a
suckout at the upper crossover frequency of 31cHz, but as long as the person sits
with his or her ears between the top of
the enclosure and the midrange unit the
speaker will sound neutrally balanced.
RD commented on the Hales' excellent imaging, which is what Iwould
have expected from the speaker's lateral
dispersion plot (fig.4). Paul Hales' choice
of asmall-diameter drive-unit to cover
the decade from 250Hz to 2.51cHz, coupled with acarefully contoured baffle,
results in superbly controlled dispersion.
The balance hardly changes to the
speaker's sides, except for the usual topoctave rolloff at extreme angles.
In the time domain, the Revelation
Three's step response (fig.5) indicates
that all three drive-units are connected
with the same positive acoustic polarity,
but as expected from the use of highorder filters and aflat baffle, the speaker
is not time-coherent. As RD noted, this
does not appear to have had any negative effect on the speaker's soundstaging. The associated cumulative spectral-

decay plot (fig.6) reveals asuperbly
clean decay, marred only by aresidual
mode at the cursor position in this plot
at 3250Hz. This is low enough in level
that it probably doesn't have any serious
subjective consequences.
When Iremoved the grille cloth for
the measurements, Iwas somewhat surprised to see that the framework for the
sculpted grille outline consisted of a
wire armature. Without the grille cloth,
the armature rang audibly when tapped.
But with the speaker's cloth in position,

the wire appeared to be well damped.
Overall, howeve4 the cabinet was quite
lively. Fig.Z for example, shows awaterfall plot calculated from the output of a
simple plastic-tape accelerometer taped
to the front baffle between the driveunits. (The grille cloth was in position
for this measurement.) Resonant modes
can be seen at 180Hz, 324Hz, and
460Hz, and these were also detectable
on the other surfaces of the enclosure.
Their subjective effect is hard to predict,
however.
-John Atkinson
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with center fill or the distribution of
images across the soundstage. The
speakers seemed to need very little
break-in; Iwas later informed that the
review pair had been played a fair
amount at the factory.
Sound
What is talent? Is it technical mastery,
like the ability to produce the right kind
of sounds —such as, for asinger, having
awell-produced voice with good range
and power? To be successful, at least on
the operatic stage or in the recital hall, a
certain level of technical mastery must
be present, but this, by itself, is not
enough. What distinguishes the talented from the merely competent is the
ability to use technical means to communicate and, ultimately, to touch the
audience emotionally.
The Revelation Three is atalented
loudspeaker.
Of course, aspeaker is adevice of
sound reproduction, and cannot infuse
musical value into source material that
lacks this commodity. Also, aspeaker's
performance is obviously dependent on
other components in the chain. The
Revelation Three's "talent" lies in having acarefully designed set of electromechanical attributes that maximize the
likelihood that music reproduced
through these speakers will be rewarding and emotionally involving.
Some audiophiles interpret the statement that acomponent sounds "musical" as meaning that it's "euphonic"
rather than "accurate"; ie, the product

has significant frequency-response variations that make it sound "nice" or
"pleasant," but which have the effect of
impairing resolution and fidelity to the
source. In the Revelation Three's case,
nothing could be further from the truth.
Though I'll leave measurement-oriented discussion of the speaker's performance to John Atkinson, to my ears the

What distinguishes the
talented from the
merely competent is the
ability to use technical
means to communicate
and, ultimately, to touch
the audience emotionally.
Revelation Three sounded exceedingly
neutral, neither favoring nor neglecting
any part of the range. With the right
associated equipment, it was able to
resolve the most subtle of musical
details, but in away that avoided sounding clinical or hyped.
For me, the first criterion in judging an
audio component's performance is
reproduction of the human voice. Ilisten
to alot of vocal music; if voices don't
sound quite right (ir, like what Iremember from live performances), Ireally
don't care if bass extends to 7Hz or if the
speaker will play loud enough for arock
concert. The Revelation Three was sun-

Associated Equipment
For most ot my listening, the source
was digital: PS Audio Lambda II
transport, Audio Alchemy DTI.
Pro32 anti-jitter/resolution enhancement device, Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II digital processor, Illuminati
D-60/Orchid digital links. Analog
source was afully loaded Linn LP12,
with Wok and AudioQuest AQ700Onsx. Preamplifiers: Balanced
Audio Technology VK-5i, Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature Mk.II, and Jeff Rowland
Design Group Synergy The amplifier used most was the Sonic Frontiers
Power 2, with some use of aJeff
Rowland Design Group Model
2/BPS-2, apair of Bryston 7B-STs,
and, very late in the auditioning
process, aCarver Lightstar 2.0. Interconnects, power cables, and speaker
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cables were all TARA Labs Decade.
Accessories included a Chang
CLS-9600 ISO power-line conditioner, Shakti Stones placed on the SFD-2
Mk.II and DTI•Pro32, Shakti OnLines on the interconnects, Original
Cable Jackets on the power cables,
and aBright Star Little Rock atop
the CD transport. My 14' by 16' by
7.5' listening room has strategically
placed RoomTunes and Tube Traps,
with additional sound-absorbing
material (foam plus awool rug) on
the wall behind the listening seat.
The floor is heavily carpeted, and a
nine-year-old Cairn terrier occasionally rolls around on the carpet
directly in front of the speakers,
providing additional control of
floor reflections.
— Robert Deutsch

ply superb in the vocal department, neutral in tonality and free of artificial "hi-fi"
overlay. Ifound this to be true with my
usual vocal test pieces, like Sylvia
McNair's Jerome Kern CD (Sure Tide
Theferome Kent Songbook Philips 442 1292), and also with recordings that are of
historical rather than audiophile interest,
like transcriptions of Robert Merrill's 78s
from the 1940s (The Magnificent Voice of
Robert Merrill, Legato Classics LCD 1991). The Revelation Threes (usually driven
by the Sonic Frontiers Power 2) allowed
me to hear the unique quality of the
voice and the artistry of the singer in
command of the voice. With the best
recordings, there was astrong sense of
voice-in-the-room, but the speaker was
also kind to recordings that were overly
bright or had an inherent sibilant emphasis. The entire treble range seemed
smooth and extended, virtually grainfree; and, despite the Three's aluminumdome tweeter, Idetected no "metallic"
colorations.
There was also major good news at
the other end of the range. No, the
Revelation Three did not go down to
7Hz, but in my room the pair of them
produced aclean 31.5Hz warble tone,
and some semblance of a25Hz warble
tone (both tones from Stereophile's Test
CD 3). (The bass was essentially gone
by 20Hz.) The Three's bass was tight
and "tuneful" — especially when driven by Bryston 7B-STs or the Carver
Lightstar 2.0 — and didn't have the
lean'n'mean quality that was acharacteristic of earlier Hales designs. There
was some emphasis at 50Hz, but I
know this to be aroom mode. There
was also a bit of a suckout in the
100Hz area; this, too, may well be a
function of aspecific room interaction.
(I'll be interested in what the measurements show about the Revelation
Three's performance in this part of the
range.) I've had speakers in my listening room that go lower and are able to
produce more bass volume (notably
the Dunlavy SC-IVs), but the tradeoff
is cost and size. For the price, and considering that it uses asingle 10" driver,
the Revelation Three's bass performance was outstanding.
The Revelation Three uses 24dB/
octave (fourth-order) crossover filters,
which means that its drivers cannot be
time-aligned. The choice of crossover
slopes remains a controversial topic
among speaker designers. Those favoring 6dB/octave (first-order) slopes —eg,
Dunlavy, Thiel, and Vandersteen —
argue that the use of any other crossover
configuration results in impaired accuStereophi/e, February 1998

Hales
racy of imaging and soundstaging. As
the owner of Dunlavy SC-IVs, I've
bought this argument But now, having
spent some time listening to the
Revelation Threes, I'm not so sure.
These speakers certainly do not lack
soundstage depth or width, and the
images within the soundstage are clearly
defined. The imaging precision offered
by the SC-IVs is perhaps better still, but
the difference is exceedingly minor, and
apparent mostly when playing purist
recordings. The Revelation Three was
actually superior to the SC-IV in maintaining its tonal balance over awide listening area.
And what about the rhythm/pace/
dynamics thing? Wes Phillips downrated
the Hales Concept Five for being "rhythmically reticent" (Stereophile, January
1997). Iwanted to hear if this was also a
characteristic of the Revelation Three.
Verdict: Not Guilty. As the main test
piece, there was only one possible choice:
Boogeyinl (Wildchild! 02452), a band
called A La Carte Brass & Percussion
playing "swamprock, salsa & Trane."
Played at the high level that this music
demands, the boogeyin' came through
loud and clear, the bass providing asolid
rhythmic foundation. The Revelation

Threes were able to play loud without
audible strain, maintaining the clarity of
musical textures. At very high levels —
higher than I'm comfortable with —
there was some low-treble glare, but the
sound never turned nasty the way it does
with speakers that have significantly
compromised power handling.
An unplanned test of the Revelation
Three's power handling came about
when Iaccidentally connected the output of the D/A processor directly to the
amplifier's input. When Ipressed Play
on the remote, with the full 110W output of the Sonic Frontiers Power 3on
tap, the effect was like that old Maxell
cassette-tape ad, with the guy being
blown out of his chair. It took three or
four seconds before Ifigured out what
had happened and managed to turn off
the amplifier. Ithought Imight have
smoked the speakers, but there was no
apparent damage. Not atest to try at
home, kids.
Much of my listening for pleasure —
as opposed to critical listening, which is
not always pleasurable — is late in the
evening, which means that music has to
be played at alow level. Many speakers
lose detail and resolution at this level, but
not the Revelation Three. Other than a

Design

Group

diminution of bass (Fletcher-Munson,
you know), everything was there in all
the right proportions, with no change in
harmonics or spatial definition.
Getting real
Many HI-FI '97 showgoers admired the
sound of the Revelation Threes, but
some raised eyebrows at the choice of
associated equipment: Convergent
Audio Technology SL-1 Signature
Mk.II preamp and JL-1 power amps,
Resolution Audio transport and D/A
processor, Cardas Golden Cross cables.
How reasonable is it to combine a
$2195 pair of speakers with cables and
electronics costing about $40k? While
expensive electronics allow us to explore the speakers' optimal performance, the fact remains that most people buying speakers in this price range
use much more modestly priced electronics. And if a$2k speaker needs $40k
worth of equipment to make it sound
good, the manufacturer has aserious
marketing problem.
To check out the Revelation Three's
performance in a"real-world" context, I
set up asystem consisting of aSony DVPS7000 DVD/CD player, Classé CAP-100
integrated amp, AudioQuest Emerald

Voted "Best Value in Loudspeakers" for 1997
he members
of the Academy
for the Advancement
of High End Audio
vote each year for
designers and products
of special merit.
The Magneplanar
MG3.5/R was selected
by the leaders of
High End Audio
to receive recognition
as the "Best Value in
Loudspeakers" for 1997.

"The Maggie 3.5s
represent the
maximum sonic
value per buck in
loudspeakers
in the here and
now."*
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound
Magazine
Issue 107, 1996
'Quoted with permission of The Absolute Sound

Visit our website at
www.macinepon.com
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Heaven
Can Wait
SOUNDI.S1NE;Eee,
Jacques Mahal
JA4Labs
Saint-Etienne

Cedex 2

France
It isJacques
4:00A , and Ihave Jus tcompleted a
marathon listening session with my Grand
Utopias which arrived around noon today.
After less than an hour of set-up, Ibegan w
really listen. lsal in the same position for
13 hours, getting up only to change records,
my mouth agape, luxuriating in the most
beautiful music which has ever come out of

Dear

a pair of speakers!
Ionly stopped when Istarted to feel
guilty. not about the lateness of the hour,
but rather, because what Iwas hearing was
so dammed near perfect no mortal ears had
the right to enjoy it for too long! Maybe only
God can make a tree but you. Jacques
Mahul, have created musical "life" on a level
I'd never heard before. So before heading off
to what will undoubtedly be a fitful sleep.
ihad to tell you that from a musical
perspective. Ihave been reborn. A lifetime
search for the perfect loudspeakers has
,1‘11,ah
Grand Ilopia
($7().01)())

come to an end.
Thank MOU. Thank you, eternally.
Very truly yours,
e

414—'

Andrew N. Singer
President

S('ND by SIN( ;ER,i
i
;

i4

WHIGH-END
JNILab llopia ($29,995)
a smaller slice of heaven.

18 East 16th Street

AUDIO/VIDEO
New York

NY

DONE

10003

RIGHT

(212) 924-8600

interconnects, and AudioQuest 6+ speaker cables. The total cost of this system,
including speakers, is less than $6000.
How did it sound? Very good indeed.
The sound was big, bold, exciting.
Robert Harle y\ review of the Classé

Iknow of no speaker in the
S2000 —S3000 price range

the Sonic Frontiers Power 2. Harmonics
were nearly as natural-sounding, dynamics were right up there, and soundstage depth was only slightly curtailed.
I've heard plenty of systems with atotal
cost in the five-figure range that didn't
sound nearly as good. Other integrated
amps that would likely be agood match
with the Revelation Three include the
YBA Integré and the Bryston B-60.

that is capable of

Conclusion
So, what about the Hales Design
providing abetter,
Group's claim that "what we made will
forever change the world of dynamic
more musically satisfying
loudspeakers"? Well, much as Iadmire
the Revelation Three, I'd file this stateperformance than the
ment under "Manufacturer's HyperRevelation Three.
bole." However, Iwould not want to dispute the claim that the speaker will
become "an instant classic, abenchmark
CAP-100 (Stcreophile, September 1997)
suggested that its treble could sound a against which others of its type are measured." Iknow of no speaker in the
tad bright; although Icould hear some
$2000—$3000 price range that is capable
of that character, through the Revelation
of providing abetter, more musically satThrees it translated into akind of liveliisfying performance than the Revelation
ness rather than hardness or excessive
Three. In fact, I'd recommend to anyone
brightness. Some of the fine detail and
considering speakers in the $5000 (and
three-dimensionality of the reference
even higher) price range that they listen
system was missing, but the tonal balto the Revelation Three. They might
ance was very similar, and the low bass
find it ... well, arevelation.
was actually more extended than with

'What Price
Best Sound ?"
The lii Fi '97 votes are in,
and for the 3rd year in arow,
JosephAudio speakers
are once again on the
"Best Sound At Show -list.
Only this time,
our new $2299 RM2isi
made the lop len.
Yet, it only costs
about one tenth
the average price of
the other top ten winners!

Our neulloorstanding RA122si.
The first $2299 speaker to ever
crack the top ten "Best Sound" list!

josephAudio
TIJOrtlo, .lhoicality • là-chowe Technology

2 PINIKII)G1
,
N)
203 FLAGSHIP DRIVE /LUTZ ,FL . 33549
PHONE : 813/948-2707 • FAX :813/948-2907
E-MAIL : SCI @ VAMPIREWIRE .COM
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"On this moving album from an enormously gifted
singer, Terry Evans offers a vision of a river where
healing, cleansing, salvation, and plenty of amazing
music take place." -Living Blues
"You'll be swept away by Terry Evans." -Billboard

EVANS

"Here is one blues singer who climbs the mountain,
goes to the river, drowns and floats out to sea. And
Cooder absolutely kills." -LA Weekly
A01044

lf

:

"Robert Lucas sounds as if he is on a one man mission
to resurrect the vintage post war sound and make it
relevant to contemporary music." -Living Blues

ROBERT LU16As
COU\PLETELv

"Robert Lucas is a knock out. One of the best CDs of
the year." -Tom Cullen, WRTI, Philadelphia, PA
"His voice remains a rich, grainy wonder, full of
authority yet naturally playful and convincingly
vulnerable." -Los Angeles Times
"Lucas plays the blues with deep conviction and from
vast experience. Lucas' new album is Completely Blue
and thoroughly captivating" -Blues Print
AQ1045

Doug MacLeod

Unmarked f?oeld

"MacLeod is one of the vibrant voices that will keep
this sound alive into the next century." -Blues Revue
Multiple Handy Award nominee Doug MacLeod's
last album for AQM was named one of the ten best
albums of 1996 by the managing editor of Pulse!
magazine. Doug makes a breakthrough on this, his
third AudioQuest Music release. The songs are deeply
personal, the soulful observations of a man steeped
in the blues but unafraid to cross boundaries of style.
MacLeod is beautifully supported by a stellar group
of players from the west coast blues scene as well
as the gospel vocal group "Black Cherry".
AQ1046

Bruce Katz Band

MssissipplMoan

"I'm tellin' ya, he's down-home and uptown all at once
and that's a winning combination." -Boston Phoenix
Keyboard wizard Bruce Katz has jaw dropping technique,
and something else -a whole lotto soul! Following dues
paying stints with Big Mama Thorton, Albert Washington
and Mighty Sam McClain, Bruce Katz has been tearing
it up and gathering widespread acclaim in recent years
with Ronnie Earl and the Broadcasters. This is the
blues drenched album Katz' fans have been waiting for.
Features special guest vocals by Mighty Sam McClain.
AQ1047

P.O. Box 6040, San Clemente, CA 92674 TEL 714-498-1977 • FAX 714-498-6223
e-mail: aqm@audioquest.com web: http://www.wwmusic.com/audioq
'so available from: Justice Audio in Canada 514-641-8601, May Audio in USA 423-966-8844

aucJioquest
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Paradigm Reference
Studio/20 loudspeaker

T

he least expensive model in
Paradigm's Reference series, the
Studio/20 loudspeaker is arearported two-way dynamic bookshelf/
satellite design, superficially identical to
the powered Active/20 that JA reviewed
last November. It features Paradigm's
25mm PAL pure-aluminum dome
tweeter in adie-cast heatsink chassis, and
a170mm MLPTM mica-polymer cone in
an AVSTM die-cast heatsink chassis with a
38mm voice coil. The crossover is thirdorder, quasi-Butterworth, said to be
"phase-coherent." It features highpower ceramic resistors, film capacitors
in all signal paths, and both air-core and
steel-core inductors.
System and set-up
The Studio/20 is bi-wirable and biampable; Itried it in both configurations.
(Paradigm also makes their own proprietary stands for the '20.) Itested the
speakers in various locations ranging
from 2' to 4' from the rear wall of my listening room, using Celestion Si stands
filled with sand and lead shot. Paradigm
suggests not removing the speaker grilles,
and Iagree: the most neutral performance was obtained with the grilles on.
Primary reference system used for this
review included the California Icon
Mk.II CD player with HDCD® Power
Boss upgrade, Thorens TI) 160 turntable
with SME 3009 Mk.III tonearm and
Grado Signature 8MZ phono cartridge,
Creek 4240SE integrated amplifier, MIT

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (25mm) PAL:" pure-aluminum
dome tweeter, 6.7" (170mm) MLP":'
mica/polymer-cone woofer. Crossover: third-order, quasi-Butterworth
at 1.5kHz. Frequency range: 54Hz22kHz on-axis. Sensitivity: 89dB.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms.
Dimensions: 14" Hby 81
/"W by 11" D.
4
Shipping weight: 40 lbs/pair.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
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330SG interconnects, and Acarian systems Black Orpheus speaker wire.
Ialso tried the Paradigms in my new
"vacation house outdoor remote system."
Rather than carry around a portable
boombox outdoors or install rockshaped speakers in my garden, Ipicked
up a40' pair of MIT Terminator 3interconnects and ran them from the preamp
out/tape monitor of my Goldmund
Studio/Syrinx PU-3/Koetsu Urushi/
Vendetta Research SCP-2b/Audible Illusions Modulus Li front-end, out the
listening room, into the hallway, and
into the amp input/line input of an
NAD 3225PE integrated amp in the
guest bedroom. The NAD drove the
Paradigms, tucked in the window facing
the backyard via apair of MIT Terminator speaker cables. This system
enabled me to get true high-end sound
outdoors, but it was afive-minute walk
to change records.

•Superb detail resolution and transparency:
akin to what I'd expect from speakers
costing $2000 or more; and
•Lifi'like low-level dynamic performance at
all volume levels.
The Studio/20 may be the budget

Impressive right out of the box
liven in my very early listening sessions,
the Paradigm exhibited three obvious
strengths I'd never before heard from a
speaker this affordable:
•Midrange timbrai accuracy: From the
upper bass through the upper midrange,
the harmonic structures of sounds, their
timbres, were as natural as I'd heard
from any speaker. The reproduction of
vocals, woodwinds, and brass instruments on well-engineered acoustic
recordings was spooky in its realism;

11810/1.
Price: 8650/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 240.
Manufacturer: Paradigm Electronics
Inc., 101 Hanlan Road, Woodbridge,
Ontario, Canada L4L 3P5. Tel:
(905) 850-2889. US distributor:
AudioStream, Div. of Bavan Corp.,
M.P.O. Box 2410, Niagara Falls,
NY 14302. Tel: (905) 632-0180.
Fax: (905) 632-0183. Web site:
www.paradigm.ca.

Paradigm Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker
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speaker for fans of well-recorded jazz
chamber works. The immediacy and
definition of John Coltrane's ballad
"Naima" (from 71e Best if Coltrane,
Impulse! AS-9200-2), and the lifelike
reproduction of the delicate piano/horn
interplay on Barry Altschul's You Can't
Name Your Own Tune (Muse MR5124)
and Miles in Berlin (Japanese CBS Sony
25AP 763), made it difficult to take
notes during the performance.
Electric instruments were not slighted by these speakers, however. The
Studio/20's reproduction of the subtle

inflections of the Fender Stratocaster
and the Hammond organ on Joe

Harley's XRCD version of Mighty Sam
McClain's Cive It Up to Love (JVCXR-

0012-2) made it obvious how superior
this remastering is to the original
AuclioQuest release. Sam's voice sounded gritty, growly, and full of passion - it
sure made me itch to play aB3 again.
Female vocal reproduction was silky
and sweet but uncolored on these speakers. The superb remastering ofJanis Ian's
Breaking Silence (Analogue Productions
CAPP027) brought out another of the
Paradigm strengths: rhythmic coherence.
Linnies should have no problem tapping
their toes and following the tune with
these speakers-the natural integration of

to 4ohms briefly in the lower midrange,
but was otherwise benign. The timing of
the rear-firing port is indicated by the
"saddle" in the magnitude curve at
42Hz, the frequency of the lowest note
of the 4-string double bass and bass guitar. Other than asmall wrinlde in the
traces at 251cHz, indicating the presence
of an ultrasonic tweeter resonance, there

are no artifacts due to cabinet resonances
apparent.
Fig2 shows the responses of the
Studio/20's drive-units and port. The
crossover between the tweeter and
woofer can be seen to be set at 1.5kHz,
meeting the specification. This is lower
than usual for atwo-way design, but
typical of Paradigm designs, Ihave

The Studio/20 may be
the budget speaker for
fans of well-recorded
jazz chamber works.

Measurements

T

he Paradigm was quite sensitive, at an
estimated 86.5dB/2.83V/m (Bweighted). Its impedance (fig.1) dropped

Fig.1

Paradigm Reference Studio/20, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Paradigm Reference Studio/20 acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 50", corrected
for microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
lo

Fig.4 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90*-5° off-axis; reference response;
differences in response 5*-9cr off-axis.
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Fig.3 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.5 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 45 0-5 0 above-axis; reference response; differences
in response 50-45e below-axis.
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Paradigm
instruments with significant high-frequency energy. Ian's voice sounded abit
sibilant, the guitar strings slightly more
metallic than I'd heard on other speakAcult of personality
The Janis Ian recording also highlighted ers, and the cymbals somewhat more
the Studio/20's strongest "personality" noticeable. Normally, I'm no fan of any
trait, and it may not be to everyone's component that has any prominence in
taste. The reproduction of high fre- the high-frequency region, but Igot
quencies was clean, natural, and extend- hooked on the Paradigm's interpretaed, but the entire high-frequency range tion of high-frequency reality. The highs
was slightly highlighted, giving the were so pure and extended that Iwas
sound arather crisp presentation. This not bothered by their prominence.
The speakers were also soundstaging
was not brightness or brittleness, but a
champs. On Rutter's Requiem (Reference
characteristic that called attention to
bass, percussion, and guitar nuances in "His
Hands" had me dancing around the room.

found. As expected from the impedance
plot, the port peaks between 40Hz and
50Hz. Though there is some kind of
resonance in its output at 900Hz, this is
low in level and its audibility will be further reduced by the fact that the port
faces away from the listener.
How these individual responses add
on the tweeter axis is shown in fig.3.
(The grille was in place for all the measurements.) The Studio/20's upper-bass
appear to be balanced alittle on the
generous side with this nearfield measurement. This is not something that
any audiophile will complain about and
the benefit is, as Bob Reina found, that a
relatively small speaker can have amore
extended bass response than might be
expected. In the midrange and treble,
the Paradigm is impressively flat, with
just asmall amount of excess energy
between 7kHz and 12kHz that might
correlate with Bob's finding the speaker a
little "metallic"-sounding. Interestingly,
the measured response of the very similar Paradigm Active/20 (fig2, November
1997, p.116.), which sounded flat through
the treble, actually featured a slight
depression in this region.
All things being equal, the lowish
crossover frequency means that the
speaker's lateral dispersion (fig.4) is

wide and well controlled. This is always
associated with excellent, stable, welldefined stereo imaging, in my experience. Vertically (fig.5), the speaker
offers pretty much the same balance as
long as the listener's ear is between the
top of the cabinet and the center of the
woofer, meaning that tall stands are better than short stands.
The Paradigm's step response (fig.6) is
typical of the genre, with both units connected with the same polarity. Like the

Reference

Studio

Recordings RR-57, LP), the natural
warmth of the layered vocals on the stage
was the most lifelike I'd heard from a
budget speaker. Of course, that famous
audiophile acid test, Stereophile's Festival
CD (STPH007-2), brought all of the 20s'
characteristics together in one revealing
package. The speakers immediately disappeared, image specificity and low-level
dynamics were as good as I'd heard with
this recording, and the timpani were
tuneful and very dynamic. Massed strings
did sound abit forward, however, and the
mallet instruments were atouch metallic.

Active/20, the Studio/20's waterfall plot
(fig.7) is astonishingly clean, implying
excellent presentation of low-level detail.
Although the impedance plot was
free from wrinkles, the cabinet did feature asingle resonant mode, present on
all surfaces but highest in amplitude on
the side panel (fig.8). However, this is
high enough in frequency that its subjective effect will probably be minimal.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, cumulative spectral decay plot at 50" (0.1 5m5 risetime)
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Fig,.6 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Paradigm Reference Studio/20, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
cabinet side. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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BST 84114
Soul Samba

BST 1588
Sonny Clark Cool Struttin'

Classic Records presents these limited edition
Blue Note reissues pressed on 180 gram
_
BST 84074
HousPinu On The Spur Of The Moment

vinyl from the original master tapes.
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Ihaven't mentioned bass. With one
minor quibble, the bass performance
was the best I've heard from any satellite
speaker, regardless of price. Iwas able to
minimize, but not eliminate, aslight

These diminutive
boxes exhibited solid
extension down to 50Hz
and avery gradual
rolloff after that,

reduced but audible output at 32Hz. I
achieved this superb bottom-end extension even when the speakers were
pulled away from the rear wall.
But the quality of the bass? In
Kujawsky's recording of Stravinsky's Le ,
Noces (Clarity 1005-G), the four percussionists frequently visit the bottom three
octaves, so Iturned to this LP to assess
the quality of the Paradigm's bass. Five
adjectives culled from my listening notes
describe the bass performance on this
audio torture test: extended, natural.
quick, dynamic, tuneful.
Summing up

with reduced but
audible output at 32Hz.
roundness or warmth in the 60-80Hz
range by moving the speakers farther
out into the room and away from the
rear wall. This very minor coloration did
not detract from the 20's other strengths,
but Idon't know how much of this was
afunction of the speakers' interaction
with my room. The bass extension was
extraordinary. These diminutive boxes
exhibited solid extension down to 50Hz
and avery gradual rolloff after that, with

All reviews of budget components must
include caveats. Iwouldn't recommend
the Paradigm Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker to those who like arolled-off or
laid-back high-frequency presentation,
or who plan to use electronics sporting a
zippy top end. That warning aside, the
Studio/20 is, by awide margin, the finest
speaker under $1000/pair I've ever heard
— and currently there's quite abit of
competition. Iwould happily own them
as areference. Congratulations to the
Paradigm design team, who have established anew benchmark for speaker performance at this price point.

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
Ito prove your FM reception.
Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST-2. the rest are
only copies.
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583

Experience "Virtual Reality"
gHolm Audio with
Synergistic Research!

•

Designers Kett:mace. the new state of the art Interconnect, Speaker Wire and Digital Cables from Synergistic Research.
We've got 'em at Holm Audio! On Designers' Reference Stereophile's Jonathan Scull writes (Vol. 21 No.1) "it transcended the
barriers of time and place..." Sounds like virtual reality to us, and it will sound like virtual reality when you
hear Synergistic Research Designers' Reference with VIT electronics and Von Schweikert
loudspeakers. This combination may be out of this world, but
the only place you can hear it is at
Holm Audio.

At Holm

Audio we

stock the entire Synergistic Research line so
we can match cables to your system that others can't. Stop by today
and get your free copy of the "Explorer's Guide Second Edition," fill out afree "Synergistic
Research Factory Diagnostic Sheet," and audition the nation's only "Virtual Reality Cables." With Synergistic Re.

search, who knows, maybe your system can "transcend the barriers of time and place."
Holm Audio 450 Ogden Ave. Lisle IL 60532 § phone 630-663-1298
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Graham 2.0
Triplanar VUltimate tonearms

W

hen Bob Graham introduced
his L5 tonearm at the end of
the '80s, many thought he
was dreaming: Vmyl was going the way
of the console radio — who would
invest two-grand-plus in atonearm? But
there was amethod to Graham's madness — he'd designed his arm to be a
drop-in replacement for more than 20
years' worth of SME arms, all of which
shared the same mounting platform.
Perhaps in his wildest dreams Graham
had already envisioned the current
"analog revival" —but even without it,
he figured there'd be arobust replacement market, and he was poised to
exploit it with what he thought was a
superior product.
The first review of the Wheaton
Triplanar tonearm Ican remember
reading was in The Abso!ute Sound back
in 1985. (Let me put that date in perspective for you: Wilson Audio's David
Wilson then reviewed components for
TAS, and Steven Stone reviewed records
there. Ihad yet to write for any audio
magazine.)
Over the past 12 years or so, both of
these fine tonearms have undergone
extensive upgrading and refining; along
the way, enough has been written about
them to leave apaper trail stretching
from Maryland (home of Triplanar) to
Massachusetts (home of Graham). I
could probably hike my own prose on
the subject from Jersey to the Connecticut border.
The arms are astudy in contrasts: the
Triplanar (the "Wheaton" appellation
has been dropped) is acomplex fixed, or
"enclosed" (ie, needle/cone), bearing
design that features many finely
machined aluminum parts and alargediameter aluminum-alloy armtube (a
tube within atube). The Graham is a
deceptively simple inverted unipivot
featuring acast-ceramic armtube (also a
tube within atube) of relatively small
diameter. (An aluminum armtube is
available at lower cost.)
The build quality of both arms is
superb, befitting their cost, but while
the Graham has asophisticated, "finished-product" look, the Triplanar (like
the Immedia and, to alesser degree, the
Stereophile, February 1998

Graham 2.0 tonearm

JMW Memorial), though visually striking, has more of the "handmade"
appearance of apiece of scientific apparatus than the slick veneer of acommercial consumer product. Both arms offer
complete control over every setup parameter — a concept Triplanar's Herb
Papier helped pioneer.

Triplanar V: Medium-mass, damped,
fixed-bearing tonearm.
Dimensions: Effective length: 250mm.
Effective mass: 11 grams. Weight:
28 oz.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
2465.
Price: $2710 including tonearm
cable. Price with a 10' cable to RCAjack output box is $2550. Other
wiring options available, including
balanced XLR. Approximate number
of dealers: 50.
Manufacturer: Triplanar, 8 Saddlebrook CL, Silver Spring MD 20906. Tel:
(301) 949-8392. Fax: (301) 949-8876.
Graham 2.0: Medium-mass, damped
unipivot tonearm.

Over the years, Papier has upgraded
the Triplanar to the II, the III, the IV
Ultimate,' and now the ¡Vi and V
Ultimate. (The V is identical to the IVi
other than featuring black anodizing on
1SS reviewed the Ultimate for Stmvphile in February
1995 (Vol.18 No2).
—JA

Dimensions: Effective length: 235mm.
Effective mass: 11 grams.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
N/A.
Price: $3000 (not including tonearm
cable). Constrained-layer damped
armboards for: Linn LP12, $150; VPI
Aries, $150; VPI TNT, $250. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Graham Engineering
Inc., 6 Kimball Ct., Woburn, MA
01801. Tel: (781) 932-8777. Fax:
(627) 932-8782. Distributed by
Musical Surroundings, Inc., 5856
College Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA
94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax:
(510) 420-0392. E-mail: info@musi
calsurroundings.com.
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"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
without being boomy....This is one fine design....
There was no coloration that Icould readily identify.... With lesser
speakers, diverse instruments tend to acquire asameness about
their sounds. By contrast, the Gold' preserved all the tiny tonal
differences that distinguish, for example, the English horn from the
oboe, the viola from the violin, even when they are playing notes
with the same pitches... .The Stratus Gold' also scored big-time in the
low frequencies. Where arecording had true bass information, the
speaker reproduced it in full measure... .Despite its size and its genuine
bass extension, this is not aslow-sounding speaker. Rather it is
fleet of foot and light in touch, as you might expect aminimonitor
to he if its response could he extended down to the low-bass
region....The Gold' is going to put aserious crimp in the sales of its
more expensive competitors. Enthusiastically
i i
recommended.
— John Atkinson, Stereophile, \'ol.20 No.I0

The new Stratus Gold', our carefully d

ement
of one of the most acclaimed louds s.
world,
delivers full-range, full-impact, "beingoductio
'or music and Ho •
• Theater at any volume level in any living
room. Effectiv
u s. onitor on top of asubwoofer, the
Geld' combin:-.
full
weiitt of abig speaker with the
welbdefined imaging and I risa smaller one.
eencourage you toiktperl'ence me Gold' for yourself at

nearest PSB dealer. Thejiigher your expectations, the
jorent it can proyi eyou.
qh.
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the main housing. The only difference
between the N and ¡Vi is the change to
Discovery cable. The IV Ultimate arm I
reviewed for TAS in ashootout with the
Graham 15t back in 1994 is identical to
the V, save for the black anodizing and
cabling.) He's added adamping trough,
replaced ajunction box with asingle run
of arm cable from the cartridge pins to
the RCA plugs (the box is available as a
lower-cost option), "decoupled" the
counterweights (he's inserted an elastomer damping washer), and changed the
composition of the aluminum armtube to
asofter alloy. The softer tube requires an
aluminum tube pressed over it to accommodate the headshell tube. He's also
changed the internal wiring from Cardas
to Discovery.
While Graham has upgraded his arm
over the years, the 2.0 represents the
most extensive change he's made to the
design. The most significant difference
between the 1.5 and the 2.0 is the
mounting platform. Gone is the slidingmicrometer SME mount, to be replaced
by afar more rigid four-screw round
mount similar to that found on the
Triplanar since its introduction. Of
course, the SME mount is still available
for SME owners wanting adrop-in
replacement, but I'd recommend getting anew armboard to take advantage
of the improved sonies the new mounting system provides.
In fact, Graham now manufactures
sophisticated constrained-layer-damped
armboards from aerospace materials for
VP! TNT and Aries turntables. Graham
also manufactures aLinn arniboard, and
the 2.0L: aspecial arm for Linn LP12
owners that incorporates a different
pivot housing and output connector
compatible with the Linn suspension.
The 2.0 under review came mounted on
aGraham board for the TNT.
The VTA adjustment system's clamping mechanism has undergone asignificant upgrade as well. Other 2.0 changes
include anew, more massive main pivot
housing (now made of tungsten), a
stronger and sturdier VTA adjustment
drive, anew "fine-tuning" adjustment
scale, and aminor change in the main
housing geometry to provide for greater
lateral stability. Graham has also refined
his ceramic armwand (when this was
first introduced, the 1.5t became the
1.5t/c), using adenser ceramic material
while embedding in the outer tube a
metallic substrate that allows the tube to
be electrocoated for both abetter-looking finish and improved electromagnetic shielding.
The "whys" of these changes? Over
Stereophile, February 1998

the years, Papier has been very sensitive to
criticism from reviewers and customers
alike. Some (including this reviewer) felt
that the Triplanar's high-frequency
transients were abit "sizzly," if exciting
and well defined. Some complained of
alack of bass definition and discontinuity in the top-to-bottom frequency balance. However, all of these observations
were minor sonic glitches in what has
been auniformly praised and wellreviewed product.
As for the Graham upgrades: While
the 1.5t has also received uniformly
enthusiastic reviews around the world,
its bass extension suffers now in comparison to other, more recent designs such
as the Immedia and JMW Memorial
arms. Also, while the Graham's design,
like the Triplanar's, allows for VTA
adjustment during play, once the arm
went into production, tolerances could
not be maintained quite as exquisitely as
Graham would have liked. So while
loosening the VTA-adjustment locking
screw on my review sample back then
didn't affect the arm's stability, loosening it on alater-production sample I
received "popped" the arm, tilting it
slightly to the side —not agood thing!
Some samples did this, others didn't —
but clearly, the problem needed to be
addressed. Also in need of attention was
the locking mechanism itself, which,
when tightened, presented asmall surface area to the shaft.
Basic designs
Because both of these arms have been
extensively written about over the years,
I'll limit my coverage here to the aspects
of each arm's design that Ifeel affect its
performance.
The Triplanar mounts to the armboard via acircular three-screw plate at
the base of the VTA-adjustment tower,
with the bearing/armtube assembly
frame attached to its side. The Triplanar's bearings are of superb quality.
The arm itself is atwo-piece affair consisting of ashort arm to which the bearing assembly is attached, and alonger
one riding atop, connected via asubstantial, machined aluminum yoke with
adouble set of locking screws. Azimuth
is easily adjustable via aworm-gear
drive that rotates the longer armtube
around its vertical axis.
An integral arm-lift/anti-skating
mechanism attaches to the right side of
the bearing housing. The anti-skating
mechanism includes aunique "delay"
feature that keeps it from tugging the
arm outward when you lower the cueing
mechanism. A silicone-filled damping

Triplanar V Ultimate tonearm

trough is fitted to the underside of the
bearing housing; an adjustable screw on
the arm allows for easy control of the
amount of damping applied.
Graham's design features an inverted
unipivot: the Swiss-made polished tungsten-carbide tip, machined to an accuracy of five decimal places, screws down
into the silicone-damped bearing housing, causing it to come into contact with
the cup half of the bearing. While the
"male" part looks more rounded than
those of some other bearings, the contact area is still asingle tiny point. Its
shape means that, when the arm rides up
and down on awarped record, it "rolls"
smoothly. The Graham's bearing housing is in adirect vertical line with the
turntable chassis and mounting plate.
In Graham's improved design, the
vertical shaft upon which the bearing
sits is held in place via asubstantial locking-collet system. When the locking
screw is backed off, the shaft remains in
the grip of the collar; but it can be easily
and smoothly screwed up and down to
adjust VTA during play. Securing the
locking screw causes the collet to firmly
grip the shaft around its entire circumference — amajor structural improvement over the 1.5t.
The Great Debate
In order for atonearm to hold the cartridge rigidly in place while allowing it
to move both horizontally (to track the
groove spiral) and vertically (to deal
with the inevitable warps), the bearings
must be both rigid and friction-free —
almost acontradiction in terms. Which
bearing system, fixed or unipivot, is
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better able to accommodate the seeming contradiction? Here analog fans
take sides. Fixed-bearing devotees
argue that because unipivots can move
about seemingly infinite axes, they are
unstable under dynamic conditions.
Unipivot fans argue that once you've
loosened afixed bearing enough for it
to move at all, you've introduced the
inevitable "bearing chatter," which
translates into friction, noise, and
unwanted movement.
Which side is correct? Like all things
in life, each argument has its strengths
and weaknesses. In my experience, both
systems, properly executed, can work
equally well. (I hope you don't take that
as acop out.) One thing Iwill not tolerate in a tonearm, pivoted or lineartracking, mechanical or air-bearing, is
bearing "slop." It doesn't make sense,
and it can't make for accurate extraction
of the information in the grooves period.
As with ahigh-quality fixed-bearing
system, aproperly designed unipivot
does not exhibit unwanted movement
under dynamic conditions.
Mechanical comparisons
Worried about aunipivot's behavior on
warped records? Graham's tungsten
"outriggers," angled at 23° —the same
as the headshell offset — stabilize the
arm much like a high-wire walker's
pole. And since the azimuth is adjusted
by screwing the two tungsten weights in
and out, the adjustment is keyed to the
offset angle (Graham has apatent on
this); thus, the cartridge moves in the
desired plane.
The Graham's tracking ability and
stability are superb by any standard. The
new locking-collet system is amajor
improvement over the old design, and
the new mounting system ensures a
rigid mechanical ground to the
turntable plinth, something the 1.5t
couldn't claim. Is this important? Here,
again, there is disagreement. Some say
yes; others say that in awell-damped
armtube any unwanted vibrations are
turned to heat before they can get anywhere near the plinth. However,
drilling the armboard accurately is critical: if you don't, you can't use Graham's
ingenious, easy-to-use, and dead-accurate
overhang-adjustment system
(which has been described too many
times in print to repeat here).
The interchangeable armwands, using
an aerospace-sourced Bendix connector
at the pivot housing, make swapping cartridges aless-than-five-minute job — a
major convenience factor for those who
use avariety of cartridges (playing 78s, or
Stereophiie, February 1998

less-than-pristine LPs, etc.). Having the
bearing in line over the mounting platform ensures amechanically stable platform. The armwands themselves are as
well damped and mechanically inert as
you'll find in any tonearm.
The negatives: If you feel that any
connector, no matter how high its quality, affects the mechanical integrity of
an arm, you won't be comfortable with
the Graham. Having lived with one on
and off for four years, Ihave no such
reservations. There arc two electrical
breaks between the cartridge and the
preamp on the Graham — one at the
armwand connector, and one aDIN
connector under the arm. If you're
made uncomfortable by two breaks in
the ultra-low-level signal path, the
Graham —and the VPI, for that matter — may not be to your liking. Again,
based on experience, Ihave no such
reservations.
Finally, there's the issue of silicone
damping. Why this is acontroversial
issue for some audiophiles escapes me.
Any gearhead (tg, me) will tell you that,
without shocks, your car is going to
bounce like crazy — even on asmooth
road. The same is true of atonearm.
The cantilever is aspring, and it needs a
shock absorber to go along with it.
Ideally, you should apply the damping
at the headshell. Only Max Town-

Associated Equipment
LP source: VPI TNT Mk.3
turntable; Transfiguration Temper,
Lyra Parnassus DC, AudioQuest
Fe5, Grado Reference, Goldring
Excel phono cartridges.
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A, Ayre K-3.
Power amplifiers: VTL MB 450,
Adcom 5802, Conrad-Johnson
Premier Twelve.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,
Aerial 8, Sonus Faber Grand Piano;
Audio Physic Terra subwoofec
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Heart, Yamamura Quantum, Electra-Glide
AC cord.
Accessories: VibraPlane, Symposium Acoustics, and Bright Star
Audio Little Rock platforms;
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Walker Audio Valid Points, Yamamura Millennium bearing speaker
supports, Shakti Stones.
—Michael Fremer

shend's arms and Shure's V-15VxMR
cartridge currently accomplish that.
Applying damping at the pivot point is a
compromise, but it's better than nothing, and it's how many arms do it. With
the Graham, you inject silicone into the
bearing cup.
The Triplanar's bearings feel tight yet
silky-smooth to the touch, and frictionfree. With no bearing-play measuring
device on hand, that's about all Ican say
for them. While "fixed" bearings can
loosen over time, the Triplanar's have
been field tested for over adecade; their
longevity has been proven. The Triplanar's three-screw mount is sturdy, but
I'm somewhat troubled by the cantilevering effect of hanging all of the
"goods" (bearing housing, arm, antiskate mechanism, cueing system) off the
VTA mechanism. In fact, even with the
VTA tower "locked" it's possible to rock
it back and forth — which, of course,
causes the arm to move. While no one's
going to exert that kind of force during
play, it brings up the issues of mechanical
grounding and overall stability.
The dual-armtube system means that
there is, in effect, amechanical connector separating the arm from the bearing.
But the yoke design is so massive and
mechanically secure, Ihave no reservations about it whatsoever. The Triplanar's arm wiring features asingle
length of Discovery cable from the
headshell to the RCA plugs — areal
plus. If you want to play with interconnects, Papier will terminate the arm
with an RCA-jack junction box. The
Triplanar's damping system features a
trough with an adjustable paddle, making it both potentially more effective
than abearing damping system and certainly easier to adjust.
Azimuth adjustment is easy and precise via the worm-gear drive attached to
the armtube, but since the armtube
rotates, due to the headshell offset, the
cartridge pitches forward or back, not
just side to side. In my experience, that's
truc of all pivoted arms save the Graham.
Cartridge setup is reasonably convenient, though I'm not comfortable fitting adelicate stylus into ahole drilled in
an aluminum plate. And the system
assumes the cantilever is fitted precisely in
the cartridge — not always the case. I'd
want to corroborate the setup with another gauge — one with hashmarks like a
Wallytractor cartridge-alignment gauge
(see "Analog Cornee November '97) —
to be sure the cantilever rides parallel to
the grooves. In any case, the Graham's
setup procedure is easily the most accurate
and convenient of any rve tried.
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When You Can Upgrade
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"X10-D may be the most cost
effective CD upgrade ever," raves
Sam Te/hg in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" XIO-D. made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The X10-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy if you just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
rares WHAT HI-FI? in September,
1997. "Easy, inexpensive means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:
"Best Buy Accessory 1997
—WHAT Hl-FI?

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.

0 lOc,

941

e'nft.
o
musicAtFIDEtrry

cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399, while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

Audio Advisor. Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood.
MI, 49512. Phone: 616) 975-6100. Fax: 1616) 975-6111.
O Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.
Web Site: http://mvw.audioadvisor.com
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'lbp of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality, HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."

Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity
"X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.

,41>)

o

Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and •
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
Stereophile, February 1998
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the standard for dynamic explosiveness,
deep-bass extension, control, timbral
and textural authority, and palpability —
and by awide margin. The 2.0's bass
embarrassed that of the Rockport 6000,
which I'd found to be the equal of the
Graham 1.5t in that department. (Bad
choice of reference! But what did I
know then? This is, after all, alearning
If you find tightly
experience. The Rockport is being
focused imaging to be
upgraded with anew, more massive
armtube that will bring the vertical res"unnaturally" detailed
onant frequency down, thus improving
the arm's low-frequency extension.
compared to live music,
Unfortunately, Ididn't have Hi-Fi News
& Record Review's Test Record when I
and if you value a
reviewed it in May 1996.)
But the Graham 2.0's bass response
coherent, harmonically
was, in every way, the equal of the
rich, and essentially
Immedia's —meaning that the 2.0's new
mounting platform and VTA shaft-lockcorrect presentation, don't ing system were doing their jobs as
planned. As before, the Graham's other
write off the Triplanar.
strong suits remained superb image
focus, detail, depth, dimensionality, tranrecord, I had no complaints about sient speed, dynamics, and stability. On
live recordings like Belafonte at Carnegie
extension. Now that my system goes
Hall, Belafonte's voice maintained a
down to 20Hz, Isuspect that, had Ihad
the 1.5t to compare with the current holographic presence that was eerie.
Triplanar, I'd have found the 1.5's reach
When the audience applauds, Carnegie
and bottom-octave authority somewhat
Hall's U-shaped seating arrangement
spread before me with athrilling, conlacking in comparison. In my original
review, though Ifound the Triplanar's vincing three-dimensionality. If you're
bass performance "never less than excelan imaging and detail connoisseur, the
lent," Ithought the Graham was better.
Graham should be on your (very) short
Without knowing what I'd heard with
list — along with the Immedia. While
the Triplanar V, Herb Papier told me he
these two arms don't sound identical,
they are close sonic relatives.
thought the Discovery wire was responsible for "much-improved bass."
It's in the mids and highs that some
The Triplanar's relative weak suits are
listeners have a problem with the
Graham "sound" (ditto the Immedia).
The Triplanar: Using my standard LP image focus, three-dimensionality, and
soundstage depth, though it delivers a For some listeners, the incredible topreferences —Belafonte at Carnegie Hall,
to-bottom detail the arm retrieves
Mel Tonné and Friends at Marty's, Davy big, wide stage. Having had the superbly focused Immedia RPM arm in the
comes at aprice: There's alack of richSpillane's Atlantic Bridge, Joni Mitchell's
system just before the Triplanar, I ness and bloom in the midrange, and a
Blue, various Classic, DCC Compact
immediately noticed the reduction of too-literal portrayal of what's really hapClassics, MoFi, Mosaic, King Super
Analogue, and others — Ifound the
depth, three-dimensionality, image lay- pening: astylus being dragged through a
record groove. It's not that you actually
Triplanar's sound to be far richer and ering, and solidity. The Triplanar simply
hear that, but there is, for some listeners,
more coherent than I'd remembered.
doesn't focus as well; when Imoved on
to the Graham 2.0, that sense of "it's
a residual "mechanicalness" to the
Top-to-bottom tonal balance was nearthere" returned. Nor is the Triplanar the
sound. Some listeners hear a"brightness
ly ideal, with none of the excess highlast word in dynamic presentation. It's
zone"; they say it renders the sound too
frequency energy I'd previously noted,
analytical for their tastes — sort of like
and no sense of transient etchiness or very good in that regard, but both the
the negative rap on Wilson Audio's
Immedia and Graham 2.0 sounded
grain. This difference could be system
WATT/Puppies.
more explosive.
related, or have something to do with
That analytical quality, combined with
However, if you find tightly
the neutral-sounding Discovery wire
alack of bottom-end authority, led some
focused imaging to be "unnaturally"
(also used in the JMW Memorial and
detailed compared to live music detractors to declare the sound of the
Immedia arms).
Graham 1.5t "threadbare." Ididn't hear it
The arm's overall presentation had a (some audiophiles do), and if you
that way then, and Icertainly don't now.
value acoherent, harmonically rich,
velvety smoothness, richness, palpability,
My long-term listening with avariety of
and essentially correct presentation,
and sense of relaxation that invited longcartridges convinces me that the Graham
don't write off the Triplanar.
term listening, yet Ididn't feel as if details
2.0 is one of the most neutral, revealing
of the music's structure were being
The Graham: Until I heard the
cartridge carriers you can buy, though I
smothered or attenuated to shield me
from the ugly truths present on many
Graham 2.0, the Immedia RPM 2 set wouldn't mind abit more bloom and

Sound
Tonearms are fairly straightforward
mechanical devices with an easily
defined job, and whose behavior can be
predicted, described, and reasonably
well measured. This is not to say you
can predict how an arm will sound just
by its design or measurements, but I
guarantee you: If an arm's vertical resonance is determined to be 25Hz, it will
roll off the bass below that point.
Both of these arms measure well, with
both vertical and horizontal resonances
in the ideal 8-12Hz region with the cartridges Iused. Both behave well on
warped records, and both provide secure,
rigid platforms from which acartridge
can carry out its function. Both feature
easy-to-use cueing devices, and each is a
pleasure to operate and optimize. And
both are .* to watch working.
But they do sound different. It's been
déjà vu all over again since Idid a
shootout like this in TAS four years ago
with the 1.5t and the Triplanar IV
Ultimate. Back then, with far less reviewing experience and technical expertise —
and less bass extension in my system —I
found the Triplanar to have awider,
"more explosive," more airy soundstage,
and the Graham to present the images
with more body and three-dimensionality. Ifound the Triplanar to be "more
aggressive" in the upper midrange, the
Graham more liquid and "reserved." I
also thought the Graham's bass extension
and its ability to portray images "in three
dimensions" were superior.
So now what?

Stereophi/e, February 1998

recordings and pressings. And the arm
had afine sense of rhythmic "swing."
The Triplanar's bass control, articulation, and extension were superb. On
tracks like Davy Spillane's "Atlantic
Bridge," which has about the deepest,
most well-defined bass I've heard on a
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richness —a bit more generosity —in the
mids and upper mids. And here's where
things get thorny. The difference cabling
makes with low-level signals is really
amazing —even for someone who has
experienced the tremendous effects cabling
can have on asystem's overall sound.
Phono cables
Bob Graham sent me armwands wired
with two different kinds of copper wire —
same alloy, different construction —and
one with his proprietary silver cable. I'm
not one of those audiophiles who thinks
"silver =bright," and Idon't find the silver armwand bright —just very detailed
and transparent. But on some level, the
copper wand offered asense of relief
from the silver's literal, perhaps more
accurate, presentation. Yes, there was
somewhat less detail, transparency, and
extension, but there was also more of a
cushiony richness. Is one sound "bright"?
Is the other "congested"? Does one
sound "more like live music"? (Now
there's ameaningless expression, when all
of the other components in the chain are
chipping in their effects, and when
recording quality varies so widely.) We're
talking about sonic "tendencies" here.
Iended up doing most of my reviewing with what Bob Graham considers
his best-sounding Deluxe silver-wired
wand, and with his beautifully built
DIN/WBT RCA-plug interconnect
(available for an additional $500). The
arm does not come with interconnects.
But then, afew weeks into the review
process, Ireceived a$795, 1.5m tone-.
arm-to-preamplifier cable with aDIN/
RCA interconnect from Hovland, a
company best known for its capacitors?
Ialready had on hand another very
expensive set made by Precision Interface
Technology (associated with FM
Acoustics).3
The Hovland's connector looks
ridiculous. It features what Ibelieve is a
discontinued Tiffany DIN connector,
which lacks aright-angle bend; it's difficult to position with the Graham's jack,
and uses what looks like the sort of
cheap, generic, "vintage" RCA plugs
you'd find on an old Stromberg-Carlson
in your grandma's attic. But — replace
the Graham interconnect with the
Hovland, and the sound is transformed.
2 Hovland Company, P.O. Box 629, Culver City, CA
90232. Tel. (209) 966-4377; fax (209) 966-4632; E-mail
acrespi@sczuznetcom
3Preciion Interface Technology (FM Acoustics), Scour.
5a, CH-8810 Horgen, Switzerland. Tel: (41) 1-725-77-77.
Fax: (41) 1-725-77-90. US distributor: Pm Audio Ltd., III
South Dr., Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 526-1660.
Fax: (847) 526-1669.
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That's not hyperbole. Idid the switch
without comment for many listeners,
and all reacted the same: "It sounds so
much quieter and more luxurious [or
equivalent adjective]." Probably not to
Bob Graham's taste, but more to mine.
With the Hovland cable in the system, the Graham took on arelaxed,
warm, more physical feel — yet all of
the detail, depth, dynamic authority, and
three-dimensionality remained. Ilike
the Graham "sound" out of the box,
wired with his choice of interconnect; I
like it even more with the Hovland
cable inserted.
The Precision Interface Technology
cable —even more expensive ($990 for

The Triplanar V Ultimate
and the Graham 2.0
are clearly two of the finest
tonearms in the world,
and both have been
updated and improved
in the past few years.
0.5m, $1280 for 1.5m), but more substantially constructed than the Hovland
and including Neutrik RCA plugs —
also sounded somewhat richer than the
one Graham supplies, but, to my ears,
not quite as dramatically "right" as the
Hovland. Ithink it's atestament to the
Graham arm's basic neutrality and high
resolving power that these cable
changes had such aprofound effect on
the sound.
AHovland representative told me that
those "cheap"-looking, low-mass RCA
plugs are very hard to find, and are used
because they sound substantially better
than the heavier, costlier kind usually
associated with audiophilia. Go figure. If
you already own aGraham arm and you
find it on the "analytical" side, check out
the Hovland, the PIT, or any other interconnect you can get your hands on.
Conclusion
The Triplanar V Ultimate and the
Graham 2.0 are clearly two of the finest
tonearms in the world, and both have
been updated and improved in the past
few years. Can they be further improved? Perhaps. But as they are now,
out of the box they offer alevel of analog performance that puts them at the
top of the heap, along with just afew
other Class A arms. Earlier versions of

both are upgradeable to the current versions. In the case of the Graham 1.5,
upgrading is very worthwhile.
The Triplanar is amedium-mass arm
best suited for low-compliance movingcoil cartridges. It excels at portraying
instrumental timbres and textures with an
emotionally involving harmonic richness.
Its dynamic presentation, soundstaging,
and imaging, while accomplished, are
bettered by afew other arms, including
both the Graham and Immedia, which
offer more focused, three-dimensional
images, better front-to-back layering, and
deeper, though not wider, soundstages.
Construction quality is high. Setup
instructions are adequate. Tools and an
overhang jig are included in the price,
as are integral Discovery wire interconnects.
The Graham arm offers avariety of
strengths, including "first event" resolution of detail, explosive dynamics,
overall transparency, tightly focused
three-dimensional imaging, and accurate soundstaging depth and width. It is
also timbrally neutral or slightly on the
lean side, depending on your tastes
and/or associated interconnects. Richand voluptuous-sounding it ain't, nor is
the Immedia. The Graham comes with
the easiest-to-use, most accurate setup
jig I've ever used, and tools. An upgradeable "basic" arm — with aluminum armtube, brass side weights, and
no tools or setup jig — is also available,
for about $1000 less than the 2.0.
As always, issues of taste are involved
here. Ifound the Graham to be among
the most neutral, revealing, musically
involving, and exciting arms I've heard.
Others who've listened with me have
found it somewhat cool and analytical,
and lacking in emotional involvement.
You've heard these arguments many
times before in the perennial audiophile
controversies —tubes vs transistors, digital vs analog, metal-domed tweeters vs
cloth, etc. — and you probably know
audiophiles who come down on either
side of the debate.
These observations should be taken
as general characteristics on asliding
scale, and not as definitive —associated
equipment and personal taste, musical
and otherwise, will affect the final result
in your system. How much easier it
would be to make sweeping pronouncements about which sounds the
most like "live" music, about which is the
"express ticket" to analog nirvana. You
won't hear those from me. Both of these
well-engineered arms do agood job of
extracting the information from the
grooves. They both "make music."

gi
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A MART IN LOGAN WORLD PREMIER EXCLUSIVELY AT OVERTURE

the

STATEMENT

Mr-IRTIn
LOGArlt.

The resolution of 8 years
continuous research
toward uncompromised
sonic performance
from the leader in
electrostatic technology.

k

Overture is pleased to
introduce the most exciting product of the year.
Meet Gayle Sanders at
the premiere of "the
STATEMENT" at Overture
Join us Wednesday,
February 18 from 6-9pm
Admission is by advanced
reservation only . Please
call us at 1-800-8381812 for information

"Gayle Sanders, President of Martin Logan has the rare combination
of brilliant engineering expertise and the passion so necessary to
create an involving musical design. The Statement is the culmination
of his dream, to produce the world's finest loudspeaker. We think
he's succeeded." TERRY MEN ‘ChER. President til O en i
lire

OVERTUn

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wdmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudiozom
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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Wilson Benesch Analog
moving-coil phono cartridge

W

ilson Benesch —Craig Milnes
and Andrew Scholey — have
developed an international
reputation for the use of carbon fiber in
their
innovative,
high-technology
designs. You will find this material in
their ACT (Advanced Composite
Technology) toneanns, turntables, and
speakers. W-B aims to provide the
audiophile with an entire analog playback chain. So they offer afull range of
cartridges nestled into carbon-fiber bodies. There's the Carbon ($2800), based
on the Benz Ruby,' and the Hybrid
($1700) and Matrix ($1100), based on
the Benz Reference motor. The target of
this review is the Analog, "the most
refined of the Wilson Benesch cartridge
range," in their words.
The entire device tips the scale at an
astonishingly lightweight 4.2gm, but
will set you back aheavyweight $3800.
Proper care and feeding, it is suggested,
will yield an effective lifetime of about
2500 hours. Brochure: "Wilson Benesch
cartridges arc fully serviceable at realistic
prices. This is not athrowaway system; it
can be re-tipped without incurring high
costs. In fact, the cartridge's perfonnance
will improve with age." (just like me, I
keep trying to convince Kathleen.)

Wilson Benesch Analog moving-coil phono cartridge

from the first boundary — achange in
materials, for example. The reflection
then becomes "re-amplified or emitted
back to the boundary," per WB. "The
additional mass of the structures, be they
metal, wood, or plastic, compound this
problem by causing frequency-dependent anomalies." The lightweight carbon-fiber shell has yet another advanMake mine carbon-ara ...
tage: it's entirely invisible to the delicate
(Sorry) The advantage of using hard-towork carbon fiber is that it's very stiff magnetic fields within the cartridge.
Except for the top plate, the shell has
and exceedingly light. (Fascinating Fact:
the body shell of the Analog weighs a no flat surfaces. (The brochure also
quotes the immortal words of English
mere 0.2gml) Carbon fiber is also
landscape architect Capability Brown:
intrinsically well damped: errant reso"There are no straight lines in nature." )
nances are quickly absorbed by the vast
The purpose of this, of course, is to
array of perpendicular boundaries
eliminate music-killing resonances.
encountered in the fiber matrix.
Consequently, carbon fiber's tendency
The cartridge's voice
te store and release energy back into the
Brochure: "The motor assembly is
system is extremely low.
sourced from Japan." Well, alrighty then.
How much energy am I talking
about? Wilson Benesch points out that What else? Not much. "The generator is
the best from the best. With over 25
even simple passages of music contain
years' experience, the Japanese excel in
enormous levels of energy that are put
back into the cartridge structure. As a this specialized arca of technology. In
result, the generator "sees" nonlinear
our view, this generator is the best that is
currently available at any price."
feedback as reflections bounce back
That's fairly unequivocal. But clearly,
the "voice" of acartridge is an amalgam
ISee Michael Fremer's review, and my interview, in
of its motor and its shell system. Perusing
the December 1996 Sterroplide, Vo1.19 No.12.
Stereophile, February 1998

the data sheet, Inoted that the output
voltage was arelatively low 3501.1.V at
lkHz, so you'll need afair amount of
clean gain to run it. The stylus tip is
Description: Moving-coil phono
cartridge. Output voltage: 350pV at
IkHz. DC resistance: 10 ohms. Recommended tracking force: 1.41.8gm.
Recommended
load
impedance: <20 ohms for astepup transformer, <100 ohms for a
head amplifier. Cantilever: complex-construction boron bar and
alloy pipe. Magnet: rare earth,
samarium-cobalt
Dimensions: Stylus tip: 0.3mil by
0.7mil elliptical nude diamond.
Cartridge mass: 4.2gm.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
97002.
Price: $3800. Approximate number of dealers: 15. Warranty: 1year.
Manufacturer: Wilson Benesch,
Falcon House, Limestone Cottage
Lane, Sheffield, UK. US distributor:
Pro Audio, Ill South Drive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 5261660. Fax: (847) 526-1669.
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You've probably seen the recent rave reviews on
this stunning new cartridge from Grado. The
new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grados characteristic deep, tight bass This cartridge has afuller sound
than most others at the price, and is aperfect choice
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound." High rated
output of 4.5 mV. This cartridge is in very short
supply, so please call to reserve one Retail S300

the output of the break-in disc and drops the
high.level about 70dB -while changing the signal to areverse RIM cunt The output of the Phono
Bum thus becomes that of aphono cartridge) It's
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IrjY30 morrison madam

the purest, fastest way to break in your phono section Retail $349 99

REISSUE SERIES

These are the best sounding CDs on the market
period/ 32599 each.
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GRADO PLATINUM
PHONO CARTRIDGE

DCC

POWER CORD

Pus cable uses proprietary flat conductors made
from an exotic alloy, and beats all competition at
any price Period. It has luller and mcfe open sound
and an almost eerie quietness. Music Direct is
the exclusive mail order dealer for this exciting
company. See why they say, "It all starts at the
wall "No-obligation trial. Retail $599
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PRINT

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6
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phono stage Now. Thor's Phono Burn makes it
possible -and not with some high-level digital
signal. Instead, the ingenious Phono Burn takes

EG

THE

eilielile

A Music Direct exclusive! Every audiophile
knows that burn-in is critical for the signal path
But burning in the phono stage has been difficult,
because standard burn-in CO discs don't reach the

rr

ELECTRA GLIDE

JVC XRCD

THOR AUDIO PHONO
BURN

Fleetwood Mac Rumours

4iL

RECORDS

LPs, 526.99

WARNER IMPORT
VINYL

90144
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Prokofiev: Love for Three Oranges
Stravinsky: Firebird

The German division of Warner Brothers presents its Vinyl Revival series. On 180-gram vinyl
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84052
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and individually numbered LPs, $27.99
23696
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Donald Fagen: Nighttly
Fly Cooder: Paris, Texas ¡soundtrack)

central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For a
catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge for
catalogs mailed outside North America.
refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured
here, we carry avery large inventory of
domestic and import vinyl, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos,
Deutsche Gramophone, DMP, Dorian,
Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super
Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks
Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury,
Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC, Pope
Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc,
Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Accessories and hardware from:
Apature, Arcici, Audient, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright
Star Audio, Creek, Elac, Ensemble, German Acoustics, Harmonix, Lightspeed,
Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist
Audio, Rega, RingMat Developments,
Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor,
Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Townshend, Versalab.

musicdirect

long-playing records

compact disks

audio system accessories

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-0200

fax 312 433-0011

Tina Brooks: Back to the Tracks
Webster/Edison .Wanted to Do One
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Paul Simon: Graceland

25490

Miles Davis: Tutu

Together

http://www.amusicdirect.com

26095

Talking Heads .
.Remain in Light

e-mail: mdgamusicdirect com

Wilson
elliptical, and the cantilever is aboron
bar with an alloy pipe and rare earth
samarium-cobalt magnets.
WB suggests atracking force of between 1.4 and 1.8gm, and VTA is spec'd
at 25°F, 15-20° loaded at 1.6gm. Interestingly, the recommended load
impedance is less than 20 ohms for a
step-tip transformer, and less than 100
ohms for ahead amplifier.
Setup
In common with the rest of the WB
cartridge line, the Analog has no stylus
guard. If you exercise normal caution,
however, you'll have no problem mating
it with your toneann. You'll find curved
indentations either "side" of the shell,
into which the thumb and second finger
fit quite naturally. Supporting the cartridge in this fashion, with some degree
of care you can avoid lunching the stylus. To me, however, the Analog seemed
like asealed vault next to the van den
Hul Grasshoppers and the Symphonic
Line RG-8, which dangle their styli and
motors out in the breeze.
As expected, he said portentously, the
top plate of the shell is threaded. (Let's
leave worrying over small nuts to the
squirrels.) Imounted the Analog to a
Forsell arm with no Teflon spacer;
importer Brian Tucker assured me there
would be no wayward resonances trying
to make their way out of the cartridge
and into the arm. After additional running-in chez 10, Ifinalized VTF at
1.74gm as measured on the superb

Winds ALM-1 Stylus Gauge. Setting
VTA was asnap while listening to my
favorite Sinatra album, Francis A. &
Edward K (Reprise FS 1024). As Ifiddled with the VTA adjuster knob during play, Sinatra's voice was suddenly
liberated to bloom and soar; the soundstage expanded tremendously and
wrapped around me in truc Boccaccio 70
style. Focus was optimized with the cartridge just ahair down at the rear.

and musical, but at the same time
extended, fast, and soaring. The transitions between bass, midrange, and treble sounded linear and seamless —
superbly natural.
The Analog was also very open on
top, which let female vocals through
completely unimpeded. Cymbals and
other high-frequency instrumentation
came across fast and shimmery.
However, for whatever reason, the car-

A blend of fine herbs and spices
How often have we heard it: "This very
special component embodies the best of
both worlds," whatever those two worlds
might be — tubes and solid-state, LP
and CD, love and marriage? Well, I've
always imagined the Japanese audio aesthetic as one with astrong emphasis on
midrange tonal shading and harmonics,
texture, nuance, and delicacy. On the
other hand, Iassociate carbon fiber with
an extended, dynamic, fast, clean sound,
but one not especially plush or warm.
Now Ican't prove to you that the
Wilson Benesch Analog is Japanese in
the middle and Sheffield steel —er, carbon fiber top and bottons, but that's surely the way it sounded to me.
The bass sounded extended, deep,
powerful, pitch-differentiated, and at all
times transparent. The upper bass was
also taut, transparent, and fulsome. The
lower midrange up through the lower
treble was just superb: rich, textured,
and lustrous with toisai color and shading. The highs were engaging, sweet,

The bass sounded

Associated Equipment
Iran the Analog on the Forsell Air
Force One into the Y13/1 Signature 6
Chassis and the BAT VK-P10
phono/VK-5i preamp combo. Toward the end of the review period I
also wired up the Expressive Technologies SU-1 step-up transformer.
(Talk about exciting and dynamic!)
Amps were the mammoth YBA
Passion monoblocks or the equally
imposing Statement dual-mono
powerhouses from Forsell. Speakers
in play were the JMIab Utopias
(review forthcoming). Harmonix
and Shun Mook products were used
extensively throughout the system.
Istrapped my special-order minisized Original Cable Jacket around
the arm wires that emerge from the
tonearns and run down to the terminal block, grounded same, then
added another Jacket to the XLO
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phono cable. At the insistence of
maker Ted Denney, I tried his
Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference as aphono cable: Forsell
'table to the BAT VK-P10 or the
MC modules of the YBA Signature
6Chassis. However, the shielding of
this fine wire just couldn't stand up
to New York's miasmal RFI as well
as the XL0's did. (The XL0 is very
heavily shielded and benefits from
an external drain wire.) But Idid use
Designer's Reference everywhere
else, including abalanced run from
the VK-P10 to the VK5i preamp for
differential operation. Ialso used 5m
balanced or single-ended runs of the
vivid green stuff to the amps. Iwired
the JMIab Utopias with Designer's
Reference as well. Power cords were
mostly Synergistic Reference AC
Master Couplers.
—Jonathan Scull

extended, deep,
powerful,
pitch-differentiated,
and at all times
transparent
tridge slightly emphasized ticks'n'pops.
It sounded coherent and clean, but
never at the expense of tonal color,
which was always vivid and pleasing.
Detail retrieval and speed at all frequencies was very good, if not quite as
breathtakingly transparent and focused
as the van den Huls or the Symphonic
Line manage. The soundstage was airy,
broad, and deep, the imaging within
round and corporeal. Dynamics —both
small-scale and large-gestured — were
very fine indeed, once again alittle short
of the dynamics of other (more costly)
cartridges we enjoy. The Analog
embodied afine blend of initial transient and follow-on harmonic bloom,
with the emphasis more on the bloomy
side than the transient snap.
Next stop —Paris, 1957
What drives us to our high-end obsession? Why do we even listen to music?
For me, ahigh-end system must be, first
and foremost, evocative—else why all the
fuss? When asystem is done right, the
listener can relax into the moment and
let the music stimulate the imagination.
All you need is ahigh-end system and
an open mind. Alas, most of the time
these two elements seem mutually
exclusive. But I'm an optimist.
When /want to get evocative, Iplay
one of the most hauntingly beautiful
recordings Iown. It also has the sexiest
photo I've ever seen on an album's back
cover. The title is Ascenseur pour l'échafaud
(subtitled "Lift to the Scaffold," Fontana
836 305-1). It's the soundtrack from a
film most noir, directed by Louis Malle
in 1957 at the height of his cinematic
powers. The film was shot in black and
143
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white, of course, with an original improvised score by Miles Davis! (It was
released in America as Fran& Kathleen
and Ihave seen this dark, complicated,
brooding film several times. And no, we
didn't bother with the Richard Gere
remake.) The musical cast included
Miles, Barney Wilen on tenor sax, René
Urtreger on piano, Pierre Michelot on
bass, and Kenny Clarke on drums.
My LP is a1988 French PolyGram
digital remastering with excellent sonics.
Playing the mono six-eye version of the
same disc (Jazz Track, Columbia CL
1268) brought home with stunning
immediacy why early Columbias are so
prized: The older recording was less
transparent but wetter, rounder, atouch
softer and more developed in the
midrange. And it was alittle sweeter on
top than the digital work, itself not
exactly chopped liver. (The killer photo
is only to be found on the later French
release, however.)
Going back to the Fontana in stereo,
Miles's horn sounded wonderfully burnished and free, licking off his chops
with élan. The bass was atouch leaner
than the mono six-eye, but still authentically acoustic. While there was more
"apparent" air on the original release,
the digital Fontana was certainly more
transparent, dynamic, and palpable.
Boris Vian's liner notes are fascinating. During "Diner au Motel," asmall
piece of skin detached itself from Davis'
lip and stuck to the mouthpiece. You
can hear it, of course; it's afine test of
detail resolution. (It's this kind of
acoustic detail that keeps audiophiles —
that would be me —plastered to their
speakers for days on end!) Iturned out
the lights and played "Diner," aiming
the spot from my halogen lamp at that
amazing photo. It's along, horizontal
crop running across the full rear cover in
black and white. Miles is to the right,
horn raised to his lips, alook of particular intent on his face. The mute inserted
into the end of his trumpet rests insistently against the left ear of actress
Jeanne Moreau as, with her right hand,
she sweeps back her hair to accommodate the mute. The photo makes me
weak every time Ilook at it. Jeanne
Moreau looks impossibly young and
achingly beautiful, the wonder of the
moment electric and unforgettable in
my imagination.
Let me bring you aphrase or two
from the liner notes: "The recording
session took place at night in the Poste
Parisien studio in avery relaxed atmosphere. Jeanne Moreau, the star of the
movie, was there, greeting delightfully
144

musicians and technicians at an improvised bar. Producers and technicians
were there, as well as Louis Malle, who
endeavored to get from Miles whatever
he wished to add to the picture. On a
screen were shown the main scenes of

Iwas there! Emotionally
anyway, if not physically.
Miles's horn was beautifully
palpable, wonderfully
present in ashiny and airy
soundstage, the 3-D quality

(small a; the Analog — big A —was
always effortless). And this the Wilson
Benesch Analog did remarkably well.
And easily. Only moderately sensitive to
VTA, it sounded quite fine even when
not dialed in to its eyeteeth.
Ilistened to another of my favorite
jazz albums, one everyone can find: The
Modern Jazz Quartet's Third Stream
(Atlantic SD 1345). My notes: "There's a
special delicacy in the top end, the vibraphone ashimmering, colorful counterpoint to the ensemble's plaintive cry.
The triangle, flute — everything very
clean, especially in the highs. The timing
is spot on. Even the restrained musicianship of the MJQ shows its certain pace."

stunning beyond words.

Aword about gain
You need clean, low-noise gain to get
the tight, differentiated bass, poutythe film to the totally relaxed musicians,
lipped midrange, and open and extendwho were getting in the film atmosphère' ed highs the Analog is capable of dishing
and started to improvise as the projec- out. Not to mention the fine depth, air,
tion was going on."
and image integrity. The BAT VK-P10
What ascene that must have been. I in "direct" mode, its internal transformshut off the light and let the ethereal
ers out of the loop (the preferred runmusic and total ambience wash over ning mode), just turned the trick when
me. What Iwouldn't give ... and sudset to 100 ohms loading (the lowest
denly Iwas there! Emotionally anyway, if value available "standard" on the P10;
not fully transplanted physically. Miles's
higher values sounded less good). But
horn was beautifully palpable, wonderlifting the arm with the volume up, I
fully present in ashiny and airy soundcould hear the muted roar of the elecstage, the 3-D quality stunning beyond
tronic soup radiating all about me. Iwas
words. Midrange textures were to die
totally unaware of it while it was masked
for, the highs sweet and beckoning, but
by music.
quick and sparkly too. The bass was
The YBA Signature 6Chassis, with its
altogether acoustic and "vibratory," as I gobs of clean, ultraquiet gain, ran the
seem to have written in my notes. They Analog to foundation-rattling levels with
continue: "There's very little artifice to amere flick of its custom attenuators.
get past in finding that special direct While the YBA was having its many
connection with the music."
chassis poked and prodded by Tom
What an incredible moment in time.
Norton for the review last November, I
The album contains some of the most wired up the Expressive Technologies
creative and haunting images Miles ever SU-1 step-up transformer to the P10
riffed into amicrophone. Really, the
and opened its loading to 47k ohms.
atmosphere was amazing. Ifelt deli(The Expressive's nonadjustable loading
ciously close to the music pouring out is 85 ohms.) For those who admire the
of our system as it embraced me in the purity that only alow-turns wind can
listening chair? At that moment Itasted deliver in acartridge, recall that this
Paris as it must have been during that remarkable 25x step-up transformer is
magical time in the late '50s. Iimagined
still out there.
Kathleen as ateenager, perhaps herself
The sound was breathtaking. Iconsidnot far from the studio. I "saw"
er the SU-1 to be agiant magnifying
Montparnasse at night, the cafés and
glass, as close to astraight wire with gain
sidewalks electric with energy.
as I've ever heard. Listening through it
Iwas getting spoiled. Again.
immediately confirmed the Analog's
superb timing. The combo sounded very
Well, maybe it's all in the wallet
fast on the leading edge, the entire
Now look, this is serious. You're
acoustic envelope intact and precise. As
spending $3800 on acartridge; that's a for the rest, the bass was tighter and
serious commitment. If you drop the big
bucks, then the Device in Question
should spoil you abit —if only for the
2Maybe it was the Pierre Paulin Ribbon Chair that was
sheer effort and heartache that is analog doing it?
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ASC Tube Traps
Audio Note
Audioquest
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Black Diamond
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Energy
Faroudja
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Winner — "Best Sound at the Show" — Stereophile's Hi-Fi '96, N.Y.C.

Golden Tube Audio
Grado
Graham Model 2
Kinergetics
Lamm

In the world of sound, we have

For Overture, assembling the world's

earned the reputation as the

finest selection of audio equipment is

performance leader.

only the beginning. We have the knowledge and expertise to get the maximum

Before you can create great sound for your

performance and the best sound from

customers, you have to create it for your-

each component, creating sound no

self. That is why, we have built the finest

other dealer can match.

demonstration facility in the world and

Lexicon
Magneplanar
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
Martin Logan
Mesa Baron
M.I.T.
M.I.T. Reference
NAD
Pioneer Elite
Platinum
Powerwedge

why we consistently work with audio's top

So, call us or stop by to discover for yourself

names to advance the state of the art.

the ultimate in musical performance.

Runco
Snell
Sony
Spectral
Spectral Digital

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

Spectral Reference
Stewart Screens
Sumiko
Sunfire
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Thiel
Transfiguration
Verity Audio

Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812
Conveniently located off1-95, 1/2 hour from Philadelphia,
and only two hours from New York Cie and Washington, D. C.
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SOUNDWORKS
Experience MUSICAL TRUTHI\I
The ENERGY® "Ventas v1.13 -", the result of
uncompromising efforts by the world's finest
loudspeaker designers, renders aperformance that
is purely musical.
Marvelous Technology for Amazing Performance
Purpose-built drivers blend perfectly with the
proprietary mid/high frequency Convergent Source
Module - containing a3-inch metal-dome midrange
driver, and a 1
-inch metal-dome tweeter. The cabinet is
rigid 1
-inch MDF and asystem of five interlocking
braces, eliminating structural or mechanical resonances.
The ENERGY® "Ventas v1.8 7"" employs asophisticated, computer -engineered crossover network that
optimizes driver effectiveness. The result is image
stability, coherency, and timbre. In addition, the design
of the Convergent Source Module - itself locates the
tweeter and midrange drivers so they act as apointsource, sharpening the stereo image. Two 6 1/2-inch
bass drivers, working in parallel improve low-frequency
response and tighten control of high-level transients,
while still exhibiting the sensation of place and power.
Incredible Imaging
A holographic sound stage is further ensured by low
crossover points. Smooth impedance and phase
characteristics make the ENERGY® "Ventas vie"
suitable for awide variety of amplifiers. Three
individual filter networks permit tri-amping or
tri -wiring.
The ENERGY® "Ventas v1.13 - ". Just Listen!

Acurus/Aragon •Aerial Acoustics •ALA Jordan •Ampro
•Apogee •Audio Artistry •Audio Physics •Audio Research
•B&K •Balanced Audio Technology •Bose •California
Audio Labs •Creek/EPOS •CWD Audio Furniture •Denon
• Dunlavy • LAD • Energy • Fanfare FM • Genesis
Technologies •Grado •Harman Kardon/Citation •KEF
• Kinergetics • Klipsch • Klyne • Krell • Lexicon
•Magnum/Dynalab •Martin-Logan •McCormack •Melos
•Micromega •Mike Moffat Labs •Mirage •MIT •M&K
• Muse • NAD • Nakamichi • NHT • Niles • NSM
•Parasound •Pioneer/Elite •PS Audio •RCA/Proscan
•ALL Subwoofers •Rotel •Sennheiser •Snell •Sony/Sony
XBR •Sonic Frontiers •Spectral •Stewart Filmscreen
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ORKS

•Vandersteen •VPI •Vidikron •Wadia •Wilson Audio

call:

301-929-8600

CUSTOM INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS • WE TAKE TRADES • KENSINGTON, MD
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Catalog!
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We are proud to
announce the
legacy...

Benesch

"pluckier," as you might imagine, and the
top end seemed to extend like arocket
into the upper reaches of the stratosphere
without losing much sweetness. The
midrange remained harmonically intact
and textured, provoking [expletives
deleted] on many high-decibel occasions.
Dynamic and explosive? I couldn't
believe it. The microdetail, tonal shading,
and nuance were extraordinary.
Conclusion
It's a pleasure to report that, supercharged or straight in, there was beauty
and musical opulence on tap from the
Wilson Benesch Analog. Really, you
deserve avisceral thrill for this kind of
money. You should find yourself exploring heretofore unknown nuances even
in the most familiar of recordings. That's
the pleasure of analog, and that's the
pleasure of the Analog.

Supercharged or
straight in, there was

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks,
and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445,
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445

L—

.7'0 Advisor. Inc .
is the woros largest
seer 01 high-end audio products by mail.
Address. 4649 Danvers Drive St.
Kentwood. MI. 49512 Phone 616-975-6100 Fax 616-975-6111
,
tutu "www audloadvlsor corn
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beauty and musical
opulence on tap from the
Wilson Benesch Analog.

The

handmade, Il

We represent the
complete B&W line:

MATRIX 800 SERIES
CM SERIES
600 SERIES
-No Mail Order on 138M AMC •Aragon •Atlantic Technology
Audio Prism •B&K •B&W •Chang
Chiro •Denon •DTS Laserdiscs
Elan •Golden Tube •Grado
Harman Kardon •Kinergetics Research
Knoll Systems •Meadowlark •NAD
Near • NHT •Nuance •Parasound
Pioneer •Premier •PSB •Runco
Sony •Sota •Stewart •Tara Labs
Velodyne ...and Much More

732-866-9500
ShopRite Shopping Center
Rt 9 North
Freehold, N.1 07728

A final question: How does it measure
up to other cartridges of my acquaintance? Can $3800 bring you the trills'n'chills of the $5k van den Huls,3 the
Symphonic Line RG-8, or the utterly
neutral, supremely linear, $7500
Clearaudio Insider?
The short answer is ... yes. Let's put it
this way: I'm more aware of the Analog's
constituent parts, as good as they are.
Drop another $1200+ for various
Grasshoppers or the Symphonic Line,
and one becomes that much less aware
of these various elements. The whole
truly becomes greater than the sum of its
many complicated parts, especially at the
Clearaudio's lofty price. The van den
Huis are also more detailed, immediate,
and breathtaking. That said, the Analog
is among the best you can buy at its price
point, in my experience. Ihaven't heard
better at $3k, and it significantly outperforms the other $1500—$2500 cartridges
I've auditioned.
Final word: It was abummer taking
the Analog out of my system. It offers an
easy — if rather costly—trip to Class A
analog sound. Highly recommended. 13

3I'm mounting vdH's new Black Beauty 'Hopper, and
will report soon!
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Equipment
Lonnie

Report
Brownell

Anthem PRE 1
Lpreamplifier
&AMP 1power amplifier

A

nthem. The very word makes
you want to sing with pride,
doesn't it? That's what Sonic
Frontier's Chris Johnson and Chris
Jensen have been doing ever since they
launched the Anthem line of tube gear
for those of us with golden ears but tin
wallets. Why, every time I've run into
them at recent HI-FI Shows, I've found
myself caught in aChris-crossfire of
enthusiasm over their Anthem products. Have they succeeded in whetting
my interest? You bet. So Iwas doubly
pumped when Igot the nod to check
out both the PRE 1L line-stage preamp
and the AMP 1power amplifier.
Chris and Chris feel that their Frontier
Engineers have blazed atrail into the
low-priced high plains, creating acomplement of components that combine
user-friendliness, good value, and musical satisfaction —exactly what many of
us Real Worlders are looking for. Besides
the subjects of this report, the Anthem
line also consists of the Cl) 1CD player
and the INT 1integrated amp (reviewed

Anthem PRE 1Lpreamplifier

in the December 1996 Stereophilt). A separate phono section (the PRE 1P, $895)
should be available by the time you read
this. Once upon atime there was another Anthemic preamp, the PRE 1, which
included aphono section and listed at
$1495, but it was recently retired from
production. I've been using aPRE 1as
well as the PRE 11-, and I'll hep you to
some of the differences between them as
we trundle along.

Anthem PRE 1Lpreamplifier VacuumSerial number of unit tested:
tube line-level preamplifier. Inputs:
102873.
CD, Tuner, Aux 1, Aux 2, Tape.
Price: $995.
Outputs: Tape, Main 1, Main 2.
Tube complement: four 6922/61218/
Anthem AMP 1 power amplifier:
ECC83. Frequency response: 2HzStereo
push-pull
vacuum-tube
130kHz, ±0.5dB. THD+N at IV RMS:
power amplifier. Tube complement:
<0.1%, 20Hz-20kHz. Voltage gain (at
two 12AU7A/ECC82, one 12AX7A/
IkHz): selectable, 8dB, I6dB, or 24dB.
ECC83,
four
EL34/6CA7
(two
Line-level input impedance: 40k
matched pairs). Power output:
ohms. Output impedance: <135
40Wpc continuous, both channels
ohms IkHz for all gain settings. Rated
driven, into 4 or 8 ohms (13dBW,
output: 1V RMS. Maximum output
16dBW) (user-selectable), 20Hzvoltage: 30V RMS at 1% THD.
20kHz with <1.0% THD. Typical
Channel separation: >-60dB at IkHz
power at clipping (1% THD at
relative to IV RMS output. Polarity:
1kHz): 55Wpc (17.4dBW). Internoninverting. Noise: <115pV un - modulation distortion: <1% at rated
weighted wideband noise; approxpower, SMPTE 4:1 method. Power
imately 60pV IHF A-weighted noise;
bandwidth at 40W: 10Hz65kHz,
-90dB A-weighted below at IV RMS
-3dB,
15Hz-33kHz,
-0.5dB.
output. Fuse requirements: 0.5A slowFrequency response at 1W: 2Hzblow (100-120VAC countries), 0.25A
105kHz, -3dB; 10Hz -75kHz, -0.4dB.
slow-blow (220-240VAC countries).
THD+N: <1% at rated power,
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.25" H by
20Hz-20kHz, both channels driven;
11" D. Weight: 20 lbs.
typically 0.05% at IkHz/lW. Negative
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All Anthem products share asimilar
look, with identical height and width,
sturdy 1
4 "-thick aluminum fascia with
/
three groovy horizontal grooves carved
near the bottom, and the Anthem logo
and product naine proudly displayed.
You can get them in black or silver.
Either way, they're attractive to those
who like theirs functional and clean,
with atouch of moderne/streamline
style. Kudos on the packaging: each

feedback: 20dB. Input sensitivity:
1.3V for rated power. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Damping factor:
>14 on 8 ohm tap. Hum and noise:
-92dB ref. rated power, unweighted;
-100dB ref. rated power, IHF Aweighted. Voltage gain: 22.8dB. Rise
time: 2.8ps. Power supply energy
storage: 57 Joules.
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.25" H by 12"
D. Weight: 40 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
100210.
Price: $1195.
Common to both: Warranty: Limited
5 years, except for tubes, which are
warranted for 1 year. Approximate
number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers,
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville,
Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4. Tel: (905)
829-3838. Fax: (905) 829-3033.
E-mail: SF1@sonicfrontiers.com .
Web: www.sonicfrontiers.com .
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Audio for
yqur animal
mstmcts.
Celebrating 15 years in business with over 70 brands of
hi-end equipment, listed below is asampling of what we offer:
(for acomplete listing please call or visit our website)

The Best Deals On Von Schweikert in the US
We have ahuge
assortment of accessories
and many more brands
to choose from.
We also offer alarge
inventory of used
equipment.

•Audio Magic
•Quad
•Cal Labs
•Mon
•OCM
•Magnum Dynalab
•Spendor
•Von Schweikert
•Kimber
•Cardas
•Epos
•Creek
•B&K
•Accuphase
•Air Tight
•Mesa
•Coda
•Quadrature
•Totem
•Roksan
•DH Labs

•Kora
•Platinum Audio
•VPI Industries
•Audio Note
•Acrotec

•Clayton

•Acoustical Panel
•Systems
•Synergistic
•Grado
•Joule Electra
•Vampire Wire
•MIT
•Kinergetics Research
•Chiro
•Micromega

•Ensemble
•Wilson Benesch
•Woodside
•YBA

Hi-Fi Farm
Call For Information Toll Free: 1-800-752-4018
400 Scruggs Rd., Suite 200, Moneta, VA 24121
Or Order On Line At:

http://www.hififarm.com

Anthem

tube comes in abox labeled with its destination socket to ease assembly, a
screwdriver is provided to help you get
the cover off and back on, and you'll
even find apair of white gloves so you
don't get whatever was for dinner on
the tubes.
PRE 1L: $995
The PRE 1Us front panel is straight-

forward, with stuff you'd expect — buttons for power, mute, and tape/source,
power-indicator LED, balance control,

selector switch — and two items that
you might not expect, and that the earlier PRE 1didn't have: aheadphone
jack and astereo/mono button. (Yow!)
Plug in your headphones and the signal
is cut off from the main outputs, turning the PRE 1L into amassive, highcurrent, hybrid headphone amp, so
you can enjoy your music while the
rest of the family sleeps, reads, or does
their T'ai Chi exercises. On the back
arc the usual RCA jacks (four inputs,
tape/processor loop ins and outs, two

PRE

IL\AMP

I

sets of main outputs) and an IEC
power-cord receptacle.
Inside is aclean, tidy layout. Almost
all of the components, except the power
transformer, arc mounted to the main
circuit board that covers the bottom of
the chassis. The quality of the parts is higher than you usually associate with entrylevel gear,' with MIT MultiCap output
coupling capacitors, Noble volume and
1But then, they have aconnection for parts —The Parts
Connection.

Measurements

B

eginning with this set of preamplifier
results, we've made afew changes in
how we take the measurements, though
not in the measurements themselves.
For anumber of parameters, the measured performance of apreamplifier will
vary with the level of the input voltage
and the setting of its level control. In the
past, we've measured preamplifiers primarily with the level control wide open,
and have chosen an input voltage that
minimized the effect of noise. But these
settings and levels, however appropriate
for aspecific preamplifier, make it difficult
to compare one product to another: preamplifiers vary in gain, and the input
level at which THD+noise is at aminimum will be different for every design.
Accordingly, we will now perform
preamplifier measurements with astandardized line input voltage of 500mV,
and phono input levels of 1mV for
ïrtfleOPHILI
}OM

IL

elf..

15000

60300
00
S000
SO

»

Fig.1

Anthem PRE IL, frequency response at
500mV into 100k ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

moving-coil cartridges, 10mV for moving-magnets. These levels should be
high enough to minimize, though not
eliminate, the effects of noise.
Remember, however, that the readings
are supposed to be THD+noise, not just
THD. Furthermore, instead of setting
the level-control at its maximum, we
will take appropriate measurements at a
setting of the main level control that
relates to the preamplifier's unity gain
setting (typically at unity gain, unity
+6dB, and unity +12dB). We will present those readings, and the differences
between them, that we think are important to represent the performance of the
unit under test.

The DC offset at the main outputs
measured alow 1.6mV in the left channel, 23mV in the right. The preamp is
noninverting. Maximum voltage gain
measured 16.8dB. Unity gain was at a
level-control setting of approximately
1130 o'clock S/N (referenced to 1V)
measured 82dB from 22Hz to 221cHz,
47.5db from 10Hz to 500kHz, and
&4d.B A-weighted, all readings taken at a
level-control setting of unity +12dB.
(The readings at unity +6dB were a
marginal 1-2dB better.) The noise
increase measured in the 10Hz500kHz reading appeared to be primarily above 22IcHz. Volume-control tracking was good.
The PRE 11:s frequency response
Anthem PRE IL preamplifier
was nearly ideal (fig.1). Fig2 shows the
All of the measurements of the Anthem
crosstalk — not an exceptional result,
PRE 1L were made at its 16dB (middle)
but more than sufficient for excellent
gain setting. Its unbalanced main output audible separation. The THD+noise vs
impedance measured 85 ohms left, 83
frequency, at 500mV input and asetting
ohms right. Its input impedance mea- of the level control providing an output
sured 58k ohms (left and right channels
level 12dB above unity gain, is shown in
matched within 500 ohms). The output
fig3. At lower gain settings (not shown)
impedance at the tape outputs meathe THD+noise increases slightly,
sured 1010 ohms with asource impedlargely due to added noise.
ance o125 ohms, and 1560 ohms with a
Spectral analysis of a50Hz input at
source impedance of 600 ohms, indicatthis 10V level (fig.4) indicates that the
ing unbuffered tape outputs. The varia- primary distortion component is thirdtion of the input and output impedances
harmonic: -66dB (about 0.05%) at
at different settings of the level control
150Hz. From the THD+noise vs outwere insignificant.
put voltage plot in fig.5, it is evident that
.1.1,1Ilte IL 1811. que...•1181/ 1,11* me, rum
1141
[STIllt.el .1.1. IL 1110..C.......
.18

ILI

44/1.

6016

Fig.4
Fig.2

Anthem PRE IL, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L—R, R—L (10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Anthem PRE 1L, THD+noise vs frequency
at 2V into 100k ohms.

Anthem PRE IL, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 10v into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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David Lewis Audio

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.

MEET THE MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAMP
MONTANA EPS
Frequency Range:
X-over Points:
Power Handling:
Efficiency:
Size:
Weight:

20 -22,000Hz
300 Hz /3000 Hz
250 Watts Continuous, 700 Watt Peak
92 dB
53.75"h x 14.25"w x 15"d
154 lbs/ea. (Shipping wt. 380 lbs/pair)

MSRP $8,000 pr

New Arrivals

5Montana models from
$2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!

•Basis 2000 & 2500
•Jadis JD3 Deluxe
•JM Lab Utopia
•Koetsu Rosewood
•Micro Seiki 1500FVG

MONIIINH

•Pass Labs DAC
•VP! TNT 4

LOUDSPF 1K fRS
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CIENCE

•ACCUPHASE

•Wadia 830 & 270
•YBA Passion

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT

• B+K COMPONENTS
•CARY
• FANFARE FM

• KOETSU
• KUZMA
•MAGNUM

•ALTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•GRAAF
•GRADO

•METAPHOR
•MICHELL

•NAD
• PASS LABS
• PLATINUM

•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIOLAB

•GRAHAM
•JADIS

•MICRO SEIKI

• PLINIUS

• BASIS
•BEL CANTO
•BENZ-MICRO

•JM LAB
• KIMBER KABLE
• KLYNE

• MICROMEGA
• MONITOR AUDIO
• MONTANA

• PROMETHEAN
• PS AUDIO
• REGA RESEARCH

• MORCH

•SILTECH

•MORDAUNT SHORT
•MUSE

David Lewis Audio

•SPENDOR
•STAX
•SYNERGISITC
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VPI
•WADIA DIGITAL
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

Anthem
balance controls, 1% German-made
metal-film resistors, high-quality shunt
regulators for the tube power supplies,
and Kimber Kable wiring. The PREIL's topology is described by the folks at
SF as acathode-coupled amplifier directly coupled to acurrent-sourced cathode follower using two Sovtek MILSPEC 6922s per channel.
Somewhat between each pair of
tubes are the three-position2 (8dB,
16dB, 24dB) gain-selection switches.
Gain adjustment is implemented via

local negative feedback. One switch per
channel (better set them identically or
you'll think your system is making some
kind of political statement, leaning to
the left or right) allows you to optimize
the PRE 11. to your system. For example, you can use alower setting for
source components with high output
voltage levels, or turn it up if you've got
a low-gain amp or a low-sensitivity
2That's one more position than the PRE I's switches
had— now there's pmgress!

PRE

1L\AMP

1

loudspeaker. Iused them in the wideopen 24dB setting, which allowed me
to keep the volume control in the middle of its range (where, legend has it, it
tends to track the best) — which, with
the AMP 1, allowed me to go from
lights-are-low to full-on ballroom blitz.
With the PRE 1L, SF has gone to a
more traditional implementation for
the balance control. On the PRE 1, the
balance control would allow you up to
6dB of difference between the left and
right channels, the idea being that it

Measurements
the PRE 1L will put out in excess of
10V prior to clipping. While this is not
exceptional for atube amplifier, it is certainly more than adequate.
Altogether, this is avery respectable
set of test-bench results.

12dB. If you plan to use the AMP 1with
a "passive" preamp, you should first
make sure that the overall system gain
will be adequate.
The AMP l's output impedance
measured 0.53 ohms from the 8ohm
tap, 036 ohms from the 4ohm output.
Anthem AMP 1power amplifier
This is reasonably low for atube ampliFollowing its pre-test period, the Anfier, but there will still be small effects
them AMP 1was no warmer than you'd
from the interaction with areal loudexpect amodestly powered tube ampli- speaker load. DC offset measured OmV
fier to be. Its input impedance was just in both channels. Signal to noise
over 108k ohms. Its gain into 8ohms
(unweighted at 1W into 8ohms) meawas 22.5dB —roughly 6dB lower than
sured 91dB from 22Hz to 22kHz, 87dB
we typically see, though this should not from 10Hz to 500kHz, and 96dB Abe aproblem when the AMP 1is paired weighted. The AMP 1is noninverting.
with the adjustable-gain PRE 1L. I
The AMP l's frequency response is
would recommend that any other preshown in fig.6, which clearly shows that
amp with which the AMP 1is partnered
the AMP l's performance from its 4
have again of at least 6dB; or, better yet,
ohm taps is flawed. The top end rolls off
rapidly, to adegree that will most certainly be audible. This is also evident

from the 10kHz squarewaves in figs.7
and 8. The squarewave from the 8ohm
tap does show alittle damped oscillation,
but the squarewave from the 4ohm tap
is highly distorted and like nothing
we've seen before. Iwould not attempt
to interpret it, but something is clearly
off-kilter. The lIcHz squarewaves (not
shown) are better, but still skewed in
favor of the 8ohm output connection.
Fig.9 shows the channel separation,
measured at 1kHz. This is arespectable if
not particularly notable result. Fig.10,
which shows THD+noise plotted against
frequency at 2.83V, indicates aresult not
atypical of tube amplifiers, though the
AMP 1clearly shows discomfort when
the load drops to 2ohms. Fig.11 shows
the waveform of the AMP l's harmonic
Slelle01.111.• IeII c.a.

.....11181

.1111

WO)

Fes Anthem PRE IL, distortion (
010) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms.

Fig.9 Anthem AMP 1, crosstalk (from top to
bottom) .R-L, L-R (10dB/vertical div.)
000
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0t5
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Tune to ma

Fig.7 Anthem AMP 1, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms (8 ohm tap).

o
Fig.6 Anthem AMP 1, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 1W into
8ohms (8 ohm tap), 2.83V into simulated
speaker load (4 ohm tap), and 2W into
4ohms (4 ohm tap) (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Anthem AMP 1, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms (4 ohm tap).

020

Fig.10 Anthem AMP 1, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 1kHz): 4W into
2ohms (4 ohm tap); 2W into 4ohms
(4 ohm tap); 1W into 8 ohms (8 ohm tap);
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(4 ohm tap).
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Anthem
should be used to make minor adjustments in image placement, and that's it.
The PRE 1L's balance control will
allow you to attenuate one channel all
the way to silence, as is typical; however, if you'd like the more novel
approach, the PRE 1L can be easily
modified (especially if you so specify
when ordering). Whichever kind of
balance-control freak you are, you can
have it your way.
Of PRE Ising: If the word "tubes"
makes you think "soft," "euphonic," or

"rolled off," the PRE 1L won't fit your
mental template. However, Ihave apreamp here that leans somewhat in that
direction: my old standby, the Audible
Illusions Modulus 2A. Granted, its
beard is showing some gray, but its
tubes arc fresh (Sovtek 6922s, just like
the PRE 1I2s), and it's never been less
than musical. Comparing them was a
lesson in just how different two ostensibly similar products could be. (Though
rumor has it that the original PRE 1was
designed to directly compete with the
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Modulus 3A, alater descendant of the
Modulus 2A.)
Via the PRE 11,, Duke Ellington's
"Cottontail" (from Duke's Big 4, JVC
XRCD JVCXR-0022-2) lived up to its
namesake -it was "fast" (in terms of
transient response) and quick as a
bunny. If it's detail you want, there was
detail aplenty, and excellent depth and
layering. Switching over to the old
Modulus was like popping acouple of
Audio Valium -the pace slowed, the
music seemingly coming through

Measurements
distortion at 1kHz, which is heavily second-harmonic and noise.
Fig.I2 shows the Anthem's output
spectrum driving 50Hz at 26.8W into a
4ohm load (3'3 power, 4ohm tap). The
harmonics are heavily low-order:
55.6dB (about 0.17%) at 100Hz and

-61.6dB (about 0.08%) at 150Hz. Fig.13
shows the intermodulation artifacts in
response to acombined 19+20kHz signal at 27W into 8ohms (
2
/
3 power, 8
ohm ta.). The largest artifact is at lkHz
(-44.
,or about 0.6%); the distortion
{11.
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Fig.11 Anthem AMP 1, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms, 4ohm tap (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.14 Anthem AMP 1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 18W into
4ohms, 8ohm tap (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.12 Anthem AMP 1, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 26.8W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale).
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-Thomas J. Norton

Fig.15 Anthem AMP 1, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 4ohms,
4ohm tap; 8ohms, 8ohm tap; and
2ohms, 4ohm tap.
y

31111101100

110

at 17kHz is -56.4dB, or about 0.15%.
This IM distortion increases significantly
at 18W into 4ohms (fig.14), rising to
-39dB (just over 1%) at 1kHz and
-37.6dB (just under 1.5%) at 181cHz.
The THD+noise vs output power
curves for the AMP 1, one channel driven, are shown in figs.15 & 16 (1kHz).
Because of the questionable performance of this amplifier from its 4ohm
taps, Ialso ran this measurement to
check the output available with both 4
ohm and 2ohm loads connected to the
8ohm taps. The 4 ohm output drops
from the 8ohm tap, and the distortion
increases, but both changes are small
and would appear to be acceptable
tradeoffs for the improved frequency
response from the 8ohm tap. There is a
more pronounced loss of power, however, into a2ohm load from these same
taps.
The measured discrete clipping levels
(1% distortion at 1kHz) are shown in
Table 1.
I definitely recommend that the
Anthem AMP Ibe used from its 8ohm
taps with aload that does not drop
below 4ohms. Used in this fashion, its
performance is respectable.

000 0.0. 0/0 111010.0,, .10. 00.0 0 Mee ••

ong.

00

Table 1 Anthem AMP 1: Clipping
(1% THD-rnoise at 1kHz)
Driven
Load
ohms

6000

O. 0

1100
0

000

Nit

01111._ 100

UM

14 Oh

1110, 1110

MN

.110,

Fig.13 Anthem AMP 1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 27W into
8ohms, 8ohm tap (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.16 Anthem AMP 1, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 4ohms,
4ohm tap; 4ohms, 8ohm tap; and 2
ohms, 8ohm tap.

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)

One Channel
W (dBW)

51.7 (17.1) 52.5 (17.2) 55.6 (17.5)
(line)
116V
116V
(8 ohm taps)
4
50.3 (14) 50.4 (14) 54.2 (14.3)
(line)
116V
115V
116V
(4 ohm taps)
2
47.3 (10.7)
(line)
115V(4 ohm taps)
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Anthem
molasses, mellowing out the whole
vibe. However, it must be said that the
Modulus' midrange presentation had a
seductive "roundness" to it. The PRE
1L added no such euphonic image
enhancement, presenting amore neutral (albeit less holographic) picture.
Compared side by side, these differences were very apparent, but after
listening to one preamp or the other a
kind of acclimatization would set in,
and I'd be in the Pre du join's groove:
upbeat and toe-tapping, or melting languorously into the sofa. Each preamp
had its charms, but over time Ifelt Iwas
missing too much detail and rhythmic
get-up'n'go with the AI. Ipreferred the
fuller range of information presented by
the PRE 1L
Tonally, there isn't much to say about
the PRE 1L, which is about the best
thing you can say about most components (equalizers excepted), and
something you just balk' to say about a
preamp if it's to be taken seriously. The
upper octaves came through cleanly and
clearly, giving a sense of "air" and
sparkle, but not in an overdone "superfi" way. The AI sounded dulled by comparison. Throughout the rest of the frequency spectrum. down to the bottom

of the bass, there were no anomalies.
Like Isaid, it didn't sound like much of
anythie
The ability to forge adeep image was
no forgery. On "Put aLid On It," from

The PRE 1Ls
lack of noise was
particularly impressive,
given that it's a
tube-based product.
Hot by Squirrel Nut Zippers (Mammoth CD MR0137-2), the horn section
appeared at the back of the stage,
behind the way-up-front vocalist; with
the AI Modulus it was if she was farther
back with the horns, and merely singing
loudly. This was an interesting dichotomy —that the Al presented individual
instruments with more of a'see around
'em" fullness, while the PRE 1L managed to display the overall soundstage
with greater realism.
The PRE 1L had the knack of pulling
apart instrumental lines, exposing inner
detail. On everything from the afore-

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn Axis turntable,
Linn Basik Plus tonearm (with stock
Linn wiring), Benz-Micro Glider
cartridge.
CD playback: Audio Alchemy
DDS III transport, Kimber/
Illuminati DV-75 digital interconnect, Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0,
Audio Alchemy I
2S cable, Audio
Alchemy DDE v3.0 D/A converter,
Synergistic Research Alpha interconnect (to preamp).
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusions
Modulus 2A (it also pulled phonosection duty), Sonic Frontiers Anthem PRE 1.
Power amplifier: Audio Alchemy
0M-150.
Loudspeakers: NHT 2.5i.
Interconnects: from preamp to
amp: Synergistic Research Looking
Glass, AudioQuest Ruby.
Speaker cables: Cardas Crosslink 1,
single-wired.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116 (sources
and preamps) and 110 (amps); the
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latter also had aPower Enhancer 1
hanging off it. Nitty Gritty Model
One record cleaner, with NG's
Pure-2 cleaner, LAST No2 preservative, and Hunt EDA record-cleaning brush. The stylus was cleaned
by aquick flick of asoft brush or,
for heavy-duty gunk removal, a
Signet SK305 electronic cleaner
with matching fluid. A little dab o'
LAST's STYLAST stylus preserver
was also applied on occasion. Flux
was busted by a Sumiko FB-1
Flwcbuster. Most stuff sat on Bright
Star Audio Big Rocks, which kept
the bad vibes under control. Cones
from Michael Green and Golden
Sound DH Cones sat beneath various components, to good effect. An
Arcici Superstand II and my homemade MDF-and-wood amp stand
provided agood foundation. Some
RoomTunes CornerTunes were
used, as well as my own "I made 'em
and they look that way" absorptive
acoustic panels.
—Lonnie Brownell
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mentioned neo-hot-jazz of the Squirrel
Nut Zippers to Bill Holman's complex
big-band charts of TS Monk favorites
on Brilliant Corners (
JVC XRCD
JVCXR-0028-2) to Strauss's Ein
Heldenleben (PopeMusic CD PMG20122), musical lines were cleanly drawn,
from the macro scale (ie, separating one
voice or instrument from another) to
the micro (the layers of nuance within
any given section or instrument).
The PRE lUs lack of noise was particularly impressive, given that it's a
tube-based product. Using headphones
at the medium gain setting and with no
input, Icould just start to detect some
hiss at about 11 o'clock — keeping in
mind that 12 o'clock was as loud as I'd
ever use. Via loudspeakers, with the gain
in the high position, the volume control
was almost maxed-out before Icould
just barely detect some hiss at the listening position —and this was with the
fully tubed AMP 1, no less.
Ichecked out the headphone jack via
my trusty Grado SR-60s, and found the
PRE 1's performance as aheadphone
amp to be excellent, with aseamless topto-bottom tonal presentation and the
kind of detail you expect when you strap
on apair of cans, but without strain,
grain, or harshness—at least in the middle gain setting. With the high gain setting Iheard just atrace of hardness and
compression, something that Ididn't
find via loudspeakers. Perhaps the opamp that provides current gain for the
'phones prefers the lower gain settings.
(This solid-state device is used only for
the headphone jack, but there an' tubes
in the path — it's not aseparate, solidstate-only headphone amplifier.)
What about that mono switch? It had
no effect whatsoever with mono CDs,
which is exactly what you'd want. But
when listening to mono LPs, such as
those found in the Miles Davis Quintet
boxed set from Analogue Productions
(LP APJ035), it would solidify the center image, which was good, but it
seemed that the more precise localization also resulted in aslight loss in ambient information. Of course, this isn't
truc "information," but noise — uncorrelated signals resulting from slight differences between the two groove walls
of the LP — which, in this case, managed to create asense of space that :vas
kind of enjoyable. It's amatter of preference. With the PRE 1L, you get to
choose which way you like best (which
may well vary from album to album).
One thing that might cause you some
small concern is the PRE 1I2s penchant
for turning unshielded interconnects
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Anthem
into giant antennae, should you turn the
PRE off but leave your amplifier on.3To
be fair, anote packed with the unit
warns of this, and tells you how to get
around it (turn on preamp first/turn off
amp first; get some shielded interconnects). Even so, Imanaged to turn
things off in the wrong order anumber
of times while using a long run of
Synergistic Research Looking Glass
cables, which would result in afairly
loud HMMMMM 'til Icould make a
dive for the amp's power switch. Cutting over to some shielded AudioQuest
Ruby interconnects solved the hum
bug, as advertised.
The pre-PRE 1L PRE 1: The earlier
PRE 1was different from the PRE 1L
in many respects, most of which I've
already mentioned. One major change I
haven't yet described is the power supply. The PRE 1's power supply was
housed in aseparate chassis and used a
tube rectifier; the PRE 1L:s power supply is in the main chassis and uses solidstate rectification. Removing the phono
section — its low-level/high-gain circuits are those most readily affected by
power-supply nastics — greatly reduced
the value of outboarding the power supply, while providing extra real estate for
it inside. As for using solid-state is tube
rectification, the Sonic Folks say that the
PRE 1I:s high-quality shunt regulators
provide the slow turn-on benefits of a
tubed approach, while ultrafast diodes,
newly available at popular prices, provide tubelike soft recovery. They claim
that the icing on this power-supply
cake is that the PRE 1L has better S/N
performance.
Ifound the two PRE Is very close
sonically. The original had just ahint of
hash in the upper mids that tended to
obscure detail ever so slightly; the PRE
1L was free of this subtle coloration. It
was aphoto finish, with the PRE 1L
winning by awhisker.

discontinued PRE 1.) The PRE 1L has
more features (Mono switch? Get
outta town! Headphone jack? No way!
Selectable gain? You're pulling my
leg!), higher build quality, greater ease
of use, more compatibility with diverse

A 12AU7/ECC82 dual
triode per channel
provides the
split phase signals
to drive the input grids
of the output tubes:
apair of EL34/
6CA7s per channel.
associated components, and, most
important, better sound than you've
got any right to expect at this price
point — maybe even at double. Very
highly recommended.

AMP 1
The AMP 1looks like, well.., an amp;
it's abig black (or silver) box. On the
front you've got your power switch,
your power light, your brand/product
name, and that's it. 'Round back there's
apower-cord receptacle, input RCAs,
and three five-way binding posts per
side: ground, 4 ohm, and 8 ohm.
'There's also a16 ohm tap available on
the output transformers, if you need
such athing; your dealer can fiddle
around inside to disconnect the 4ohm
tap and hook up the 16 instead.
Just as the outside of the AMP 1is
simpler than that of the PRE 1L, so is
the inside. Three very big'n'burly transformers (main AC in, and left and right
output) fill the rear half of the chassis.
These transformers use grain-oriented
silicon-alloy M-6 steel cores and softdrawn OHFC copper wire, and feature
Conclusion: If you can live without a advanced winding techniques: trickledown benefits from Sonic Frontier's
phono stage, and if you need apreamp
extensive experience in designing transwith gain, and especially if you're
intrigued by tubes but were afraid to
try 'em, you really must give Sonic
Frontiers' Anthem PRE 1L a listen.
Even if LPs are crucial to you (as they
are to me), help is on the way via the
PRE 1P phono stage. (Or you could
scout around for agood deal on the
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formen for use in their pricier products.
Splitting the chassis into front and
back halves is a vertical mounting
bracket that holds the one and only circuit board, itself home to everything
but the transformers. Again, parts quality is high, and the layout is beyond
clean and tidy. Bias-adjustment controls
may be found here as well, via knobs
that stick out the back of the circuit
board's mounting plate, with easy-tospot test points. The only thing that
would make it easier to re-bias the
tubes would be if there weren't so
darned many little screws holding the
cover on. (Not that the tubes needed
re-biasing during the test period. Still, I
did check afew times.)
The SF folks describe the guts of the
AMP 1thusly: A single 12AX7/ECC83
dual triode performs input-stage duties
for both channels, acting as apair of
common-cathode amplifiers. A 12AU7/
ECC82 dual triode per channel is next,
providing the split phase signals to drive
the input grids of the output tubes: apair
of EL34/6CA7s per channel. The output
tubes arc wired to the transformer in a
classic ultralinear connection, providing
performance somewhat between triode
(more linear) and pentode (more powerful) operation. The AMP 1is biased into
an "enriched" class-AB1 mode, producing anominal 40Wpc.
It am what it amp: Like its stablemate
the PRE 1L, the AMP 1doesn't exactly
do the old-school tube sound, but it does
offer some of those tubular characteristics that provide that warm, orange
glow in audiophile hearts.
Iwas checking out James Cotton's
Deep in the Blues (Verve 314 529 849-2);
the AMP 1did an excellent job of rendering the intimacy of the recording, of
putting Cotton there in the room. When
played through the Audio Alchemy
0M-150 solid-state amplifier, the same
cuts came through sounding "hi-fi"; that
is, the raspy, hissy quality of Cotton's
voice was appropriately airy, the attack of
the guitar was sharp, and the lower mids
and bass were full, but all these parts

0111101• 11111•••••

3This also happens if you plug your headphones in
while your amp is on —you might not notice it if your
'phones offer good isolation, but everyone else in the
boo, wull.
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CALDERA MK II
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weren't integrated into acohesive musical whole as they were with the AMP 1.
Via the AMP 1, the components of
Cotton's voice — the breathy top, the
sibilance, the resonance in his throat and
chest—were presented as one: asingle
instrument. The result was averisimilitude that raised the performance bar a
notch, from "hi-fi" to "music." This
cohesion let the emotion behind the
words and notes come though, which is
where the magic begins.
On Matthew Sweet's Gireoul (Zoo
11015-2), the cymbals and guitars were
sharp, clean, and clear. The 0M-150 had
a slight edge in transient attack and
speed, but only just. As for the pace
thing, the AMP 1kept the beat; Iwas
couch-rockin' along to the whole funfun-fun album. On Count Basic's 88
Basie Street (
JVC XRCD JVCXR 00212), the AMP 1could really strut its stuff.
'What Iheard here was how completely
well-balanced the AMP 1was — each of
the sharp, sassy horns and saxes was presented with just the right weight.
The full-bodied power of the piano
likewise was there, in solid musical balance with the rest of the ensemble —but
not too full, as it was with the 0M-150.
The 0M-150 did have the edge in
sheer bass power, but one supposes it
should — it's a much-higher-powered
solid-state amp. Even so, the AMP 1didn't leave me feeling bass-hungry. When
presented with something that goes
BOOM, like Beck's "Hot Wax" from
Ode/a)' (Geffen DGCD-24823), the
AMP 1thundered alittle more politely
than the Alchemy amp, and with agood,
but not great, degree of control.
One of the most rewarding things
about this gig is finding an album you
dig musically that also works well as
"test material." Bill Holman's Brilliant
Corners is just such adisc. One of the
killer JVC XRCDs, it sounds great and
is aton of fun, and even more so with an
amp like the AMP 1. You want wide
soundstaging? You want layers of
depth? You want wild interpretations of
already wild tunes? It's on this disc —all
you have to do is get it out.
With the AMP 1, I got it. On
"Mysterioso," there's this crazy "ba-DIP
ba-DIP" figure being played by ahorn
on one side; this is then picked up by a
sax on the other side of the stage, and
then other horns and saxes start in,
alternating the notes of the main theme
and the "ha-DIP" rhythm, back and
forth, with the piano slyly joining in midstage, eventually taking the spotlight
along with the slightly-back-a-bit drums
once the wild, horn-honking call-andStereophile, February 1998

response subsides. It's atreat for the ears
and soul, and the AMP 1was up to the
task, turning potential cacophony into
musical coherence. 'This ability to present
detail in amusically integrated way is
something you don't always get to this
degree —especially at the AMP l's price.

/11ERIDIAN
New! 586 Reference DVD Player
New! 508 24 bit CD Player

THIEL

Sonic Frontiers'
Anthem AMP 1excels

Ultimate PertOrmance Loudspeakers
Introducing the CS6

at just about

Male

every parameter:
It's tonally clean, with
everything from the low
lows to the high highs
rendered just right, and
it's boss, man, at the
information-retrieval game.
My auditioning of the AMP 1was
with the NHT 2.5i speakers exclusively.
At 88dB, the NHTs arc areasonable
match in sensitivity for the 40Wpc
AMP 1. Idon't listen at levels that
threaten my hearing, but Ido jack it up
now and then; the AMP 1drove the
2.5i's without any sense of strain at my
highish volume settings, but you'd probably do well to mate the AMP 1with
speakers of at least this sensitivity (or
higher, natch) if you like it loud. I
already mentioned in the PRE IL's rundown how little noise the PRE
1L/AMP Icombo produced: virtually
none. I've heard more expensive tube
amps that spewed forth greater amounts
of sputter and hiss; the AMP l's quiet
performance is abeautiful thing.
Conclusion: Sonic Frontiers' Anthem
AMP 1excels at just about every parameter: It's tonally clean, with everything from
the low lows to the high highs rendered
just right, and it's boss, man, at the information-retrieval game. It'll get up and shing-aling and do the thing when it's time to
bust-a-move. But the best part is the AMP
l's sheer musicality— it doesn't just get the
notes right, it plays the tune.
The AMP 1offers ataste of the good
tube life for amost reasonable sum, and
it's oh-so-easy to use. You oughta go
hear one. Possibly with the PRE IL.
They look good together, and they plîï
well together too.
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Sennheiser HD 600 headphones
Musical Fidelity X-CANS headphone amplifier
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ometimes, the only thing that'll
soothe the cares and lift the
thoughts of man is kicking back
and letting glorious music wash over
you. Isn't that why we're all here? But
no sooner do you sit yourself down in
the sweet spot and cue up, say, Mozart's
40th, than you hear:
Duh-da-dee duh-da-dee da-du-dee-dah —
WHHHRRRRRR! WHAM! BASH!
CRASH!
duh-da-dee duh-da-dee duh-da-dah-dah —
RNNRRRNNRR! beepbeepbeep!
Dee-da-dee da-dee-da dee-da...
Dag-nab it! The City's finally started
repaving the street. Noiv what are you
going to do for succor?
Headphones to the rescue!
Not just any headphones, of course.
Being picky audiophiles, we demand
uncompromised sonic reproduction.
And, being hedonists, we insist they be
comfortable for long listening sessions.
And, since we were driven to this extremity because of all the din outside,
the 'phones ought to provide some isolation from the environment, although
not so much that we can't hear the telephone or doorbell — after all, you never
know when Ed McMahon might show
up with an oversized check.
Sound like atall order? Nah, sounds
like Sennheisees latest state-of-the-art
dynamic 'phones, the HD 600s.
An old head on young shoulders
The HD 600s are arefinement of two
related models: the HD 580s, which

Sennheiser HD 600 headphones:
Open-air dynamic diffuse-field-compensated circumaural headphones.
Transducer: dynamic diaphragm.
Frequency response: I6Hz-30kHz,
±1dB. THD: ≤0.1%. Nominal impedance: 300 ohms. Sensitivity at 1kHz:
97dB. Headphone caliper pressure:
approximately 2.5N.
Weight: 9.3 oz (260gm) without
cable.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None found.
Price: $449.95. Approximate number
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Sennheiser HD 600 headphones

have been JA's reference for several
years, and the HD 580 Jubilees, which
have been my favorites since 1995. The
HD 580s (which Ireviewed in Vol.17
No.12 and Vol.18 No.10) set anew standard in comfort and accuracy, but,
superb as they sounded, there was room
for improvement. At some frequencies,
the materials from which they were
made caused resonances that compromised their ultimate performance.
Sennheiser also discovered that, by

of dealers: 550.
Manufacturer: Sennheiser Electronic
KG, W-3002 Wedemarlç Postfach 10
02 64, Germany. US distributor:
Sennheiser, 6Vista Dr., RO. Box 987,
Old Lyme, CT 06371. Tel: (203) 4349190. Fax: (203) 434-1759.
Musical Fidelity X-CANS headphone
amplifier: class-A triode tube headphone amplifier. Maximum output
power: 100mW into 400 ohms.
Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz. THD:
-80dB unweighted, >-86dB A-

using computer modeling, they could
focus the neodymium magnets to better
drive the diaphragms — the '600s are
built to aldB tolerance, as opposed to
the 3dB of the '580s.
In 1995, Sennheiser addressed both
of these issues in alimited-edition 50thanniversary model, the HD 580 Jubilee.
The construction was beefed up at all
points in an attempt to tame even the
most subtle resonances: the headband
framework and earpiece shells were

weighted (no reference level stated).
Dimensions: 4.3" Hby 4.3" W by 8.6" D
(induding feet). Weight: 3lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
HY 3999.
Price: $249.95. Approximate number
of dealers: 1(available by mail order
only). Warranty: 2 years parts and
labor.
Manufacturer: Musical Fidelity. US
distributor: Audio Advisor, Inc., 4649
Danvers Dr. SE, Kentwood, MI 49512.
Tel: (800) 942-0220 (order line),
(616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.
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constructed from carbon fiber, which
does not transmit vibration readily, and
the screens covering the transducers
were steel, not plastic.
Iheard apair at Sennheiser's factory
in Wedemark and was stunned by their
lowered noise floor, impressive gains in
perceived bass response, and asense of
air and sparkle that the regular HD
580s had never quite achieved. I
ordered apair on the spot, intending to
review them, but by the time they
arrived they were already in short supply. So Iheld off, especially as tantalizing rumors of an improved, not-limited
edition were already wafting from
Sennheiser USA.
That turned out to be the HD
600s. The only visible differences
between them and the Jubilees are the
finish of the carbon fiber, which is
marbled as opposed to the earlier
model's weave pattern, and the enamel color on the stainless-steel screens
(a darker shade of gray).
The HD 600s seem built to higher
tolerances than either of the '580s —

Musical Fidelity X-CANS headphone amplifier

everything seems to fit together tighter,
which means fewer rattles from the gitgo. This even serves to make them
more comfortable: don't ask me why.
Maybe it's because once they're adjusted, they stay adjusted.

Fill your head
While the Sennheisers can be driven by
awalkperson, they really need adedicated headphone amplifier to perform
at their best — it's as though the relatively large diaphragm needs to be

The Musical Fidelity X-CANS
At $249, the Musical Fidelity X-CANS
is undoubtedly about the cheapest triode amplifier you're going to find: an
IC gain stage drives parallel 6922s,
which are DC heated; the HT rail +/35V) is regulated by acapacitance
multiplier, the 6922s' anodes are fed
by a dynamic constant-current
source—all housed within Musical
Fidelity's now-familiar cylindrical
"stovepi" chassis. Line-in and line-out
terminals—high-quality RC.As —conveniently allow the X-CANS to be
placed within the tape-monitor loop of
areceiver or preamplifier without preventing the use of said facility. Or, it can
just be inserted between amp and preamp (although purists will prefer the
tape-loop option simply to circumvent
the presence of an extra pair of interconnects and all of those RCA jacks
when not listening to headphones).
Once it's wired into your system, it
doesn't take much thought to use the
X-CANS. A wall-wart power supply
feeds juice to the unit, and the front
panel is about as simple as they get:
one LED indicating powered status,
one 1/4" headphone jack, and atiny
little loudness pot.
As well as being easy to use, the XCANS was easy to take: It had a
forceful, liquid presentation that was
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genuinely musical. If your current rig
has no headphone capacity, or if its
headphone section seems alow-quality afterthought, the Musical Fidelity
is an inexpensive upgrade that will
repay you with many hours of
fatigue-free listening.
As you would expect from amode
design, the X-CANS had an immediacy and atonal presence that were
quite beguiling. While listening to
Cécile Oussees lovely performance of
Ravel's Piano Concerto in G
(Rattle/City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, EMI 754158 2), I
was struck by the purity of the presentation. During the Adagio assai, the
limpid piano's mournful pace was
steady, not restricted:Me cor anglais'
uplifting melody was rich, with
woody overtones that remained audible even after the orchestra's entrance.
This is by no means agiven — I've
heard systems with limited low-level
resolution that have muted the instrument's harmonic superstructure as the
soundstage has gotten fuller. Not so
the X-CANS. It remained transparent even as the orchestral accompaniment grew.
Yet, as much as Iliked the XCANS, Ihave two caveats. First, it
had definite bass-extension limits. If

your headphones go really deep and
low, as do the Sennheiser HD 600s,
you just won't hear the very bottom
half-octave with the Musical Fidelity.
While Ifind this easy to ignore in a
loudspeaker —due to room interactions, many small monitors seem to
have better low-end response than
can be measured —I'm less forgiving
of it in headphone performance,
where most cans lack bottom-octave
punch to begin with.
The very top end also lacked a
certain degree of sparkle, but the
overall sonic signature was so lush
and liquid that Ifound this far easier
to tolerate.
It was not difficult to overload the
unit — it would play only so loud
before reaching its limits. Exceed
these, and the unit sounded hard and
brittle. Of course, you really should
be careful about listening through
headphones at high volumes, but I
believe the choice should be yours. I
suspect that most listeners will never
run into this problem, as the XCANS proved capable of driving
most headsets pretty darn loud
before maxing out.
(Musical Fidelity has just released
amore powerful power supply for
the X-CANS and the other X-series
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Sennheiser/Musical
taken control of. The good news is that
the High End no longer ignores those
of us who listen to headphones. The
number of stand-alone headphone
amplifiers seems to be growing by leaps
and bounds (see sidebar review of
Musical Fidelity's X-CANS), and several high-end manufacturers — such as
Melos and Sonic Frontiers — have
included high-quality headphone
amplifiers on their preamps.
And let's not forget home theater —
both Sennheiser and Virtual Listening
Systems have produced surroundsound synthesizers for headphones.
Choices now abound, but don't assume
you've taken the measure of this transducer if you haven't heard it driven
properly.
Head of the class
The HD 580s certainly sounded fast
and remarkably uncolored, but the HD
600s have raised the bar considerably.
Most people will probably notice this
first in the bass. Although both headphones are rated as having clean

products; it's possible that this can
drive the amplifier to greater levels
than the tiny wall-wart that comes
stock. See "Sam's Space" elsewhere
in this issue.)

response down to 16Hz, the '580s
sounded less punchy. Could this be
because the flimsier materials employed
in the earpieces and the headband dissipate the bass energy? Beats me —
although it does make sense. All Iknow
is that very few speakers can match the
HD 600s when it comes to bass
response.
Despite this, some folks will miss the
incredible physical impact that low bass
transmitted through air can impart.
That's not surprising, as we don't perceive bass only through our ears — the
whole body gets involved, including the
skin. Yet the '600s were extended and
clean. If, like me, you tend to fall in love
with two-way loudspeakers with limited bottom end, the '600s will definitely
spoil you.
Yet as beguiling as Ifound their bottom end, Ifound their freedom from
noise, tizz, and blur far more impressive.
The '600s had no trace of "electronic"
coloration — they sounded uncannily
like live music.
About two weeks ago, as Iwrite this,

came across as ablurred rattle; the
Supreme captured more of the stick
striking the drumhead, with an ebb
and flow to the intensity.
The Supreme also played deeper
and louder without overload than did
HeadRoom Supreme
the X-CANS, but this came at acost. It
Ispent some time comparing the Xhad aharder, slightly more snappy
character than the X-CANS, which—
CANS to HeadRoom's Supreme,
if kept within its dynamic limits—
which costs $449. (A fairer comparialways manifested abalanced, mellow
son would have been to the similarly
musicality that was quite seductive.
priced Little HeadRoom, but Iused
Which would I choose? That
what Ihad.) The HeadRoom can be
depends. For nearly double the
run off batteries or its own wall-wart,
which makes it the perfect traveling money, the HeadRoom offers several
companion. Additionally, the unit features Ivalue a lot —I own it
because Ilike the effects of the crossoffers HeadRoom's crossfeed techfeed circuit and because its battery
nology, designed to eliminate the
hole-in-the-middle soundstaging so power option allows me to listen
typical of headphone listening — a while traveling. But the X-CANS is a
lot less expensive and was way fun to
feature well worth having.
The X-CANS acquitted itself listen to. If Iwere just going to listen
at home, I'd jump on it in aminute.
well. In many ways there was little to
Isuggest that you audition carefully.
choose from between the units, but
For the first time eve4 headphone liswhere there were differences, they
teners have genuine choices in highfell along solid-state vs tube lines.
quality headphone amplifiers, even at
The Supreme had lower overall
this price. By anyone's standards, the Xnoise, and therefore allowed me to
CANS is asuperb performer at areahear far deeper into the recorded
sonable price, and merits the strong
acoustic than did the X-CANS.
There is avery soft snare roll under consideration of those interested in
adding aheadphone amplifier to their
the orchestral entrance in the Ravel
systems.
-Wes Phillips
concerto: through the X-CANS, this
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Associated Equipment
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2, Mark Levinson No39.
Preamplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
ART, Krell KRC-HR.
Headphone amplifiers: HeadRoom Max, Supreme; Musical
Fidelity X-CANS; Stax SRM-TiW.
Headphones: Grado SR-1; Sennheiser HD 580, HD 580 Jubilee;
Stuc Lambda Nova Signature.
Interconnects: AudioQuest Opal
v..3, ICimber KCAG.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112, Magro
Stereo Display Stand. -wes Phillips
JA and Irecorded violinist Ida Levin in
Santa Fe's historic Loretto Chapel — a
19th-century Gothic-style stone church
with asuspended wood floor whose
timpanic response amplified the deliciously wet acoustic.' Ms. Levin was performing Erwin Schulhoff's Sonata for
Solo Violin, amarvelously lively work.
John and Ihave certain tools that
experience has taught us we can rely on
for location monitoring: though now I
tend to use the HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier, in previous sessions
I've relied on the Sennheiser HD 580
Jubilees. This time, however, Isubstituted the HD 600s, which led to aseries of
comic doubletakes through the two
nights of recording. When you use
headphones for hours on end, especially
headphones as comfortable as the
Sennheisers, you can almost forget
you're wearing them — but usually
there's araft of sonic cues to remind you
that you're listening to canned rather
than live sound.
Listening to the direct feed from the
Nagra-D into the HeadRoom Max and
the '600s, many of those cues were
missing. Ikept forgetting Ihad the
'phones on —between takes, Iwould try
to talk to John or walk away from the
Nagra while wearing them. Am Isaying
that the Sennheisers were indistinguishable from the real thing? Of course not —
for one thing, microphones "hear" events
differently from ears, so even our direct
feed was different from what Iheard
without the cans on. But the HD 600s
1This session brought one of the current high-end
debates into sharp focus. Irecently had my JCS 9021),
two-channel 24-bit A/D convener upgraded to offer
96kHz sampling, which meant that Ihad the choice of
recording Ida's violin either in 96kHz-sample, twochannel stereo or in surround sound at the CD-standard's 44.1kHz rate. Much to my surprise, 1chose the
latter.
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Sennheiser/Musical
minimized the cues that scream "artificial" to such an extent that the lines were
quite easily blurred.
This meant Ihad to be careful when
listening through them; many of the
distortions that tell you you're listening
to loud music were not present in the
'600s. Ifound myself listening way loud
through them — sometimes dangerous-

ly so. Use some restraint, or you may
find out how aggravating tinnitus is.
Some people found the '580s rolledoff on top. (I found them quite liquid
and free from grain, but, given my
druthers, I'd sacrifice asmall degree of
airiness every time if that prevented the
squawkiness that tipped-up highs can
produce?) Isuspect that the HD 600s

Head to Head
No sooner had Ireviewed the $1699
Stair Lambda Nova Signature/SRMT1W electrostatic headphones combination (Vo120 No.6) than Ibegan
to receive letters from headphone listeners asking me to compare the
Lambda Nova with Sennheiser's HD
580s driven by aHeadRoom Max
amplifier. Ithought acomparison
between the Stair and the $1732
Sennheiser HD 600/HeadRoom
combo would be appropriate.
First, the Staxes are abargain —
their $1699 price has been established by Audio Advisor from a"list"
price of $3200. (Something about
this math disturbs me. I'm not at all
sure "list" price has any meaning
when the going rate is nearly 40%
less. Maybe we should just call
Audio Advisor's price the true price.)
Furthermore, the SRM-T1W is
extremely versatile. It will drive three
Stax headphones (two "Pro," one
"normal"), accepts three inputs, and
also functions as apassive preamplifier —an extremely good one. While
the HeadRoom Max can also serve as
apreamp, it's limited to just one input,
which, even in these days of digital
supremacy, is somewhat Spartan.
But when it comes to long-term
comfort, the Sennheisers are far and
away the better choice. The tight fit
of the headband means that it won't
budge once it's set, and the velveteen fabric that covers the earpads
breathes (unlike the Stax's vinyl covering, which gets hot and sweaty
during long listening sessions).
In many ways, the two headphone/amplifier combinations were
startlingly close in character. Both
were detailed, dynamic, and timbrally true, and at first Ifound it frustratingly difficult to perceive much difference between them. Over time,
however, subtle distinctions began to
emerge. The Sennheisers portrayed
music with more heft — different
from having superior bass response.
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Music just had more body with the
HD 600/HeadRoom Max combo;
through the Stax rig it seemed less
substantial.
At first I thought the Staxes
revealed more texture, but the
longer Ilistened, the more Icame to
feel that that texture lacked specificity — it was more like a slightly
grainy overlay that simulated texture,
reminding me of the textured antiglare glass sometimes used to frame
photographs: While it gives the
appearance of increased clarity, it
comes at the expense of fine detail.
Maybe it's just me, but Iexperienced an odd sensation when listening to the Stax 'phones over long
periods. Iwould become aware of
the proximity of the diaphragm to
my ear, but the sensation would disappear as soon as Ipaid attention to
it. This felt like the aural equivalent
of those optical illusions in which
the foreground becomes the background when gazed at intently. By
contrast, the Sennheiser HD 600
simulated music occurring in space
better than any other headphone I
have used —I was never conscious
of its diaphragm's proximity to my
eardrum.
Make no mistake, both of these
units are superb — in my experience, only Sennheiser's extravagant
Orpheus and Stair's out-of-production Omega have sounded better.
But with products such as
Sennheiser's
HD
600
and
HeadRoom's Max, dynamic headphone technology has finally come
of age. Good as the Staxes are —
they deserve their Class A designation — the electrostats no longer
outperform their competition.
Convenience and versatility to one
side, Iconsistently preferred the
sound of the Sennheiser HD 600/
HeadRoom Max combination.
— Wes Phillips

Fidelity

will satisfy those people that there's
more air, more sparkle on top. The
Schulhoff sonata was filled with examples of lively string overtones, and Ms.
Levin threw herself into these, filling
the chapel with bright grace notes and
swooping open stops. The '600s captured that effervescence effortlessly.
Head of the line
At $450, the Sennheiser HD 600 is fairly expensive for adynamic headphone,
although it's far from the costliest available. Yet it deserves to stand beside any
component that inhabits Class A of
Stereophile's "Recommended Components." Not every "improved" product
turns out to be an improvement, but
Sennheiser has kept all of the properties
that made the HD 580 among the best
of its breed, and in several areas has even
managed to better it impressively. If you
need to listen through headphones (or
if, like me, you're one of the rare few
who enjoys listening through them),
then the Sennheiser HD 600s are a
must-audition product — even, dare I
suggest, amust-own.
2Usually this is not caused bv the highest frequencies
being elevated, but by an ekv.rtr ri somewhat lower on
the scale.
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Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

Ebony Pyramid footers

p

yramid maven Larry Kass has
wood on his mind: he supplies
ebony parts to violin makers.
"Sure ... pegs, chinrests, fingerboards,
buttons, tail pieces—"
Istopped him there. Larry credits
Purist Audio's Jim Aud with encouraging him in the pursuit of pyramidshaped footers when they were but a
gleam in his eye. From the Pyramid
brochure: "Jim Aud replied that,
through research using aCray supercomputer, he'd determined that the
pyramid was indeed the best geometric
shape to improve the transfer of energy.
It acts like amechanical diode —a oneway valve sending the energy away
from the component and not allowing it
to return. And ebony has aremarkable
ability to handle sound. It's been the
substance of choice for violin fingerboards for centuries."
Larry recommends using his
Pyramids in sets of three as supplied —
except for under heavier components or
speakers, in which case four are advised.
The "crush weight" of each Pyramid is
35 lbs, so three will support components of up to 105 lbs. Brochure: "The
sharp tips will get somewhat rounded,
but this won't affect their efficacy."
While the Pyramids seemed most
effective when used inverted (tip down),
the brochure suggests trying them
upright or in combination. But the next
item in the brochure knocked even me
for aloop: "You can try turning one side
of each pyramid to face north and see if
there is anoticeable difference." Oy my!
When Icalled Larry on this, he told
me, "Hey, Jonathan, I'm standing here
naked with arazor in my hand!" Isug-

Description: Pyramidal support
feet made from ebony.
Price: S45/set of three. Approximate number of dealers: 6.
Manufacturer/distributor: Larry
Kass Wood & Music, P.O. Box 1608,
Novato, CA 94948. Tel: (415) 8970982. Fax: (415) 892-3220. E-mail:
lanykass@infoasis.com .
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gested to him, razor notwithstanding, that he had to be
kidding about this facingnorth
stuff.
Nope,
something to do with
the way the pyramids in Egypt are,
um, oriented. "Try it!"
he prompted.
"Try 1/jis!" Ilaughed, and
bade him goodbye. Ibegan
listening to the same track I'd
used when evaluating other cones': the
Tambourin of F.J. Gossec (1734-1829),
from Music for Flute & Guitar (BIS CD90). Substituting the Ebony Pyramids
for the Harmonix RFS-65s was an earopener: "Liquid, liquid, liquid," Ijotted
in my notebook.
From what Icould decipher after I'd
dried out the page: "lise highs are welldelineated, if abit softer and less sweet
than with the Hannonix footers, and
much softer up top than the razor-sharp
Golden Sound DH Cones'n'Squares."
The midrange was fairly close to what
I'd heard from the much more expensive
Harmonix products. "Deadly attractive,"
Iwrote, wading through the puddles in
my notebook.
The Ebony Pyramids did agreat job
of turning digits into music. While the
lush, velvety midrange was not so very
much at the expense of good bass or
sweetness and air in the highs, both the
DH Cones and Squares and the
Harmonix RFS-65 Tuning Feet did a
better (and more linear) job across the
entire frequency spectrum. But really, I
didn't care ... the bottom and top were
good enough, while the midrange kept
me squirming with pleasure in the
Ribbon Chair.
Ialso noted that the tambour lost
some of its leading-edge impact and
punch in comparison with the effect
of the tight, extended DH products.
And it sounded less weighty and "present" than with the sophisticated
Harmonix footers, with somewhat less
air. But the guitar retained agood bal1J-10 auditioned the Golden Sound 131-1 Cones in
September 1997 and the Combak Harmonix 12E65/1(F-66 Tuning Insulators in I
kcember 1997. —JA

Ebony Pyramid footers

ance of transient snap and follow-on
harmonics. At $45 for aset of three,
these guys are areal bargain, and highly recommended as an antidote for
lean, harmonically threadbare systems.
Don't forget to turn one face of each
pyramid north!

Associated Equipment
As before, the footers under test
were placed under the YBA CD1
Blue Laser and hooked to the
Tape-in hot-rod inputs of the
YBA 6Chassis preamplifier with
apair of Ensemble Masterflux
interconnects. Cabling from the 6
Chassis to Forsell's The Statement
amplifier was an additional run
of Masterflux or Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference. A
pair of Monster Cable M22S
were used from the Forsell amp to
the JMIab Utopia loudspeakers.
The CD1 Blue Laser is aresonant box whose sound changes
quite dramatically depending on
which sort of footer is supporting
it. The presentation also changes
when the unit is run with the tray
door open or closed, or with its
casework in place or removed! For
the record, Iran it casework in
place, tray door open, display on.
The CD1 was mounted on the
top shelf of asmall ClampRack.
The separate power supply was
located on another shelf set up on
three small, pointy brass AudioPoints.
—Joriadian Scull
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THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS
Despite various reissue formats over several decades, the seven original LPs
contained in THELONIOUS MONK — THE RIVERSIDE TENOR SESSIONS stood
perfectly well on their own at the time of initial release and remain among the highest
achievements of atruly golden age. Recorded and released between 1956 and 1961,
these seven Monk combo albums were critical in Monk's emergence from adecade of
ridicule and neglect to his status at the pinnacle of the jazz pantheon. In addition to
some of his best recorded piano performances and more than two dozen of his
profoundly personal compositions, these albums provide an overview of the era's
major tenor saxophonists, with contributions by Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John
Coltrane, Johnny Griffin, Charlie Rouse and Harold Land. Max Roach, Art Blakey, Roy
Haynes and Thad Jones are among the other jazz immortals featured on the essential
Brilliant Corners, Monk's Music, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane, Thelonious in
Action. Misterioso, 5 by Monk by 5 and Quartet Plus Two at the Blackhawk ... Like the
Miles Davis quintet records contained in Analogue Productions' MILES DAVIS

c„,„

QUINTET: THE GREAT PRESTIGE RECORDINGS, these Monk albums are among the
pinnacle of the LP art — and they have never sounded better.
I. Vinyl Preosing

AAPJ037 -$250 (7 LPs)

Hcmga

CAPJ037 -$250 (7 CDs)

The Mastering of Lori Lieberman Acousrfech
—

Recordings on Vinyl
at AcousTech Mastering

HOME OF WHISPERS

me.

41•••••••

"Listen and Ithink you'll agree, this
is one of the best sounding CDs you've
ever heard, and probably one of the best
recordings you've ever heard, period."
— Michael &erne,: Tracking Angle

Lori Lieberman and Gene
Pope Ill (Owner of
PopeMusic)

Gene Pope Ill (Recording
Engineer) and Kevin Gray
(Mastering Engineer) with
Cello Palette

LP = APOP 3005 $25.00
CD = CPOPG 2005 $25.00

1
ELIDMITITIOEDN—

ATHOUSAND DREAMS
-....‘ynt

won't hear amore honest.

natural recording than this, no matter
where you look. This is amost classy

110
Gary Salstrom (Plating
Manager), Lori and Don
Maclnnis (Owner of RTI)

disc, acut above the usual audiophile
Joe Cali (Producer), Lori,
Kevin and Gene

fare and well worth a listen." — Michael
Fremer, Tracking Angle
"...it has precisely the right balance
of clarity and ambiance, of warmth and
brilliance. It is, in fact, astunning bit of
engineering. This is a wondetful disc
worthy of astrong recommendation." — Henry Fogel
"...it's chilling, pure sound wrapped around pure emotion, too
good for both the audiophile set and the majors." — Ken Kessler
LP = APOP 3001 $25.00

Oscar Ciornei (Consultant),
Lori and Don

Lori and Don with final
pressing

TO ORDER CALL:

CD = CPOPG 2001 $25.00

1-800-716-3553 ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS • P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402-1905 • PHONE 785-825-8609 • FAX 785-825-0156

LIMITED
Emu.

Tech

,
ACOUSTIC SOUNDS • P.O.BOX 1905, SALINA. KS 67402-1905 • PHONE 785-825-8609 • FAX 785-825-0156

ELECTRONICS

Visit us on the world wide web tit:

www.acousticsounds.corn

Miles Davis irBox Set ... Now Av liable on CD!
STEM
WITH
THE
MILE%
DAVIS
Q
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'Vinyl Pr.ing

Due to the success of the Miles Davis, "The Great Prestige
Recordings," LP Box Set and the high demand for aCD version,
Analogue Productions has teamed up with DCC to produce a
deluxe 24k Gold CD Box Set. DCC has the rights for these titles
and their reputation for quality is an ideal match for this limited
edition set The live CD Box Set will include asong-by-song
essay by Bob Blumenthal It is also filled with outstanding
photos of Miles and his bandmates.
The LP Box Set has already received Stereophile's "Recording
of the Month" in March 1997 and Was Phillips wrote, "It just
might be record of the year."

LP= AAPJ 035 S200.00 (5 LP Set)
Mastered by Stan Ricker
Manufactured by Analogue Productions

TO ORDER CALL:

CD =CDCC 035 S175.00 (5 CDs)
Mastered by Steve Hoffman
Manufactured by DCC

1-800-716-3553

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS • P.O. BOX 1905. SALINA, KS 67402-1905 • PHONE 785-825-8609 • FAX 785-825-0156
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!

(t) Q

Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!

04,

Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Established in 1980. Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the world's
largest seller ot high-end audio products by direct mail.
Address. 4649 Danvers Drive SE.
Kentwood. MI. 49512
Phone 616-975-6100. Fax: 616-975-6111.
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) ..-.Copyrighl 1996 Aulo Admix. Inc
.
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1111111ereaudioadvlsoccom
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The Analog Shop And
Synergistic Research
Now You Have AChoice!

The

Analog Shop

There was atime when you had to settle for aname brand cable, cross your fingers, and hope that by
spending afortune you could get the right cable for your system- NO MORE! At the Analog
Shop we now carry Synergistic Research cables so you know you're
getting the perfect cables to match your
components!

But maybe you're skeptical that one
company can build different cables to satisfy the needs of so many
different systems. Frankly, so were we. That's why we invite you to visit our store and hear

Synergistic Research cables disappear on Audible Illusions, Balanced Audio Technology, Conrad-Johnson, Classe',
Ayre Acoustics, Dunlavy, and [audio physic] just to name afew! And while you're at it, pick up afree copy of their "Explorer's
Guide Second Edition." Perhaps with Synergistic Research cables you'll perform alittle disappearing act in your system!

The Analog Shop
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2West Main Street Victor New York 14564 elk Phone 716-742-2860
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ne of the surest barometers of
the music world is the Grammy
Awards telecast, held each year
in March. Most people sensibly loathe
awards shows, but Ifind them fascinating. Where else can you see live drama,
like the bittersweet incident afew years
back when they cut off Francis Albert in
mid-ramble?
If December's Billboard Music
Awards were any indication, then this
year's Grammys should be anew low —
another sure sign that, while the music
business's fringes (which, of course, no
one in the business cares about) are rich,
the mainstream is more than alittle thin.
The Billboard Awards' nominees for
Album of the Year — Celine Dion's
Falling Into You, the Spice Girls' Spice, No
Doubt's Tragic Kingdom, and the SpaceJam
soundtrack — were apitiful crop. In a
good year, these artists would have to
fight for seats in the balcony. Adearth of
big-name talent also means alack of bigname presenters, which led to bizarre
presenter pairs like Wayne Newton and
Busts Rhymes, who both rate a-4 on
the Do-we-care? scale. Finally, the closer for the entire ceremony — the most
coveted slot — went to (drumroll,
please) ... David Cassidy. To answer the
obvious question, yes, he's still alive —
but how he ended up closing the show
is aquestion that ranks up there with
"What species is Marilyn Manson?" and
"Which dead person puts out the best
albums: Jimi Hendrix or Jerry Garcia?"
With visions of David Cassidy in
tight black-velvet pants crowing out his
Partridge Family hit, "I Think ILove
You," Imade an assumptive leap (is it
any wonder?). It occurred to me that a
recent event in the sports world —
NBA player Latrell Sprewell's two
attempts (the second premeditated) at
throttling his coach, P.J. Carlesimo —
also sheds light on why, when you walk
into arecord store these days and look
over the top 20 titles, nothing grabs you.
I'm sure by the time you read this the
NBA will have caved in and returned
Sprewell's $7 million or whatever he's
"owed," and everybody will be making
nice-nice again. As Iwrite this, however, former Madonna one-night stand
and veteran barroom pugilist Charles
Stereophile, February 1998

Barkley, aman (or amouth?) who routinely thinks hours after he speaks, has
waded in with his usual revelatory power:
"Give Latrell back his money." Dream
Team majordomo Johnny Cochran, who
sensed media interest — not to mention

The Billboard Awards'
nominees for
Album of the Year —
Celine Dion's Failing Into
You, the Spice Girls' Spice,
No Doubt's Tragic
Kingdom, and the
Space Jam soundtrack —
were apitiful crop.
Latrell's millions —jumped in and
began intoning in lawyerly timbre that
"Latrell never got to tell his side of the
story." (That the NBA interviewed
Latrell apparently doesn't count.)
Finally, the NBA was trying to keep its
balance and stick with its one-year suspension of Sprewell despite the fact
that the ground was shifting beneath
their feet. In short, in the NBA as in
most pro sports, the inmates are running the asylum.
Is this a race issue? With Johnny
Cochran aboard, how could it not be?
But for the purposes of this little rant, the
answer is no. Having once hung around,
observed, and interviewed abunch of
mostly white major-league baseball players for astory, Ihave ahard time imagining amore ignorant, profane, self-important group of human beings than those
so-called big leaguers. Overpaid, unmannered professional athletes are all the
same. This is about skewed priorities,
not skin color.
And what does any of it have to do
with music? In an ominous development, Garth "If Iwere the King of the
F000000rrrressst" Brooks apparently
had abig hand in forcing EMI, parent
company of Capitol Records, into a

Baird

palace coup. Exit label president Scott
Hendricks and most of his key department heads; enter marketing (as
opposed to music) guru Pat Quigley
into the top job at Capitol/Nashville.
EMI is the label that completely shut
down its pop/rock division earlier this
year rather than lose more money.
Brooks' leverage was his new album,
Sevens (reviewed elsewhere in this issue),
which he allegedly held hostage until
EMI played by his rules. Brooks' problem with Hendricks was that he felt that
the label president hadn't done enough
to market his last album, Fresh Horses.
Never mind that, when it came to songs
and singing, Fresh Horses was astiff—
Hendricks should have been able to
cram 13 million copies down the publies throat anyway. Instead of cleaning
out the corporate offices, Garth should
have looked in the mirror.
There's an old adage about selling
music: Marketing can make a good
record sell like agreat record (eg, The
Three Tenors), but it can't do much for a
mediocre record other than stave off
complete disaster. By most accounts,
that's what Brooks has again released
with Sevens. Again, the inmates are running the asylum.
Brooks, of course, is aspecial case.
Last year, when he didn't release an
album, the sales of country music were
off (by some counts) by as much as 30%.
But his recent power play has much in
common with Sprewell's. To lean on
another chilling cliché that I've heard
liberally applied to both cases: "Talent
always wills out." Had Sprewell succeeded in snuffing Carlesimo and
Brooks demanded that his six-year-old
son be made president of EMI, everything would have been forgiven — as
long as they produced.
Like sports—which used to be
about sports — music is increasingly
about money. Inevitably, when enough
money is lost, the tides will shift. But
for now, with record labels being run
by lawyers, accountants, marketing
geniuses, and spoiled ex-jocks from
Oklahoma instead of by people with
ears, is it any wonder there isn't alot of
interesting music out there right now?
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HeadRoam Pup

UlliZ

The Little
The Little/More Power

$249
$449

Koss Porta Pro Jr
Koss KSC/35

$39.95
$34.95

The MAX/600's
The Orpheus

$1599
$14,999

The Supreme
The Cosmic
The Home
The Maxed-Out Home
The MAX

$449
$599
$599
$999
$1333

Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

$159
$279
$349
$249
$349

Stax SRM-3
Stax SRM-T1S

$1099
$1699

The Static
The Little More Static

$259
$599

Etymotic ER4S

$299

Aun i

$349

Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado
Grado

$69
$95
$149
$195
$699

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff:
About the Etymotic ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool---isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travelers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested---through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
journey."
Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.7, July 1995
About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them;
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category...A remarkably wellthought-out, well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that 800 number
acall!"
John Atkinson, Vol.17 No.1, Jan. 1994
About the Traveler Bag:
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout...lt has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Wes Phillips, Vol.18 No.10, Oct. 1995
The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
of the Year Runner-Up: 1994 and
1996. It is currently rated Class
Bon the Recommended Components List.

545
580
600
RS6
RS8

SR60
SR80
SR125
SR225
RS1

Beyerdynamic 250
Beyerdynamic 770
Beyerdynamic 901

$179
$149
$349

The products and prices
shown represent only a
fraction of the total number
of headphone products
available.
We
also
configure a variety of
headphone
listening
systems which include
headphones, amps, and
accessories at discounted
system pricing.

Extra credit question:
How do

L.JULJ

get home theater without

distroying the sound of your big rig?
Easy! just get your mits on one of these cool Aun iHome Theater
headphone systems. The space-age scientists at Virtual Listening Systems have developed a method of converting surround
sound encoded movie soundtracks into a signal perfect for
headphone listening. Using one of 15
pre-set head related transfer function
algorithms, your home
movie listening will
become as immersive an
experience as with any
$5000 home theater
system---and you can
even use it in bed!
Check out our amazingly
low price of $349. We
love this thing!

Stereophile Reviewers Speak about
HeadRoom Home Headphone Stuff:

Can you malle the grade?

About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
"From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement,
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
will be revealed with extended listening---I don't want to underestimate its
importance by stressing the subtle
nature of the change. It's acumulative benefit, reducing listening fatigue
by asubstantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness
of the processing...I could listen for
hour after hour, with noticeably less
effort."

This Man...
A.
B.
C.

Hand sorts Plutonium for the NRC.
Spent 8 years in the "Educationally
Challanged" program at MIT.
Eats his weight in beef jerky and
answers all of your headphone
questions.

Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.1, Jan. 1995

About the Sennhelser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed openback dynamic headphones with full,
extended low frequencies.. .JA's dynamic headphone reference."

This Dog...
A.
B.
C.

Made multiple trips
building to retrieve
Scored higher than
Loves his portable
stuff.

into a burning
puppies.
Todd at MIT.
headphone

Recommended Components List, Class "B'.
Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996

About the Max:
"Articulate---that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex---and paradoxically simple as well.. Ultimately,
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music. The headphone listener today does not lack for choices
when it comes to headphone amps...
I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is
the one to beat...I want one!"
Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997

Professor Green answers your e-mail
questions at: todd@headphone.com

This Mug...
A.

B.

This Traveler System...
A.

B.

C.

Utilizes cool HeadRoom technology to
deliver 20 hours of exquisite portable
tunes on one set of batteries.
With Etymotic headphones, provides
23db of isolation to attenuate
screaming babies and jet noise on
long international flights.
All of the above!

C.

Employs space age poylmer to
keep coffee piping hot for 62
hours.
Along with roaches and plastic
food storage containers, can
survive nuclear winter.
Comes FREE with every
HeadRoom headphone
amplifier product you buy!!
(expires March 1, 1998)

If you answered "C" to all of the
questions, you have made the grade
and are ready to move on to our
Free 48 page catalog. Or study
the facts and visit us on the web at:

www.headphone.com

Head Room.

* Offer does not include: Coffee. Tea,
Milk, Soft Drinks. Alcohol. Safe
Drinking Water (sorry NJ residents),
Batteries, AC Adaptor, or Instructions.
Its not our fauft if you burn your lips.

Be of Sound Mind
Order Direct, 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty
Web Site -http:Mvem.headphone.com

800 828 8184

HeadRoom Corp. -521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715
PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484
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NY, DE, MD &
WashingonDC.
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Recording of the Month
«ex«

crosses your mind fairly regularly
to describe these gifted, mostly
A
self-taught players — the spare,
Chris Strachwitt, exec. prod. MD? TT: 74:29
.A.fricon-Ameri
c
Mee(
q
uit
an
careful Sonny Treadway, the bluesy
Performance ****
in Fe
riet
alit'ic
Sonics ****
Glenn Lee, the old master Willie
Eason, and the young, powerful
here isn't awhole lot of culture
Aubrey Ghent. You positively do not
left in America that hasn't been
have to be religious to enjoy this
mass-produced, mass-marketunusual, authentic music.
ed, and just plain massacred. When
These recordings, all of which were
foreigners say that the US has no
made by the State of Florida's Folklife
culture other than CNN, McCouncil between 1993 and 1996, were
Donald's, and warm Bud Lite,
first released in acassette edition that is
they're almost right. Musically, this
now out of print. Licensed by Arhoolie,
means that, other than dwindling
they were re-edited by Strachwitz for
pockets of Mississippi and Texas electric blues, cajun
indusion on this generously stuffed disc.
and zydeco in Louisiana, and perhaps atouch of Appalachian
Being able to choose an Arhoolie disc for Stereophiles
bluegrass, America's genuinely distinct, homegrown music
now belongs to the discs cut by Alan Lomax and the other "Recording of the Month" is particularly gratifying: first,
because this is anew record of current music, and second,
"song collectors" of the early 20th century.
There is, however, one man who continues to search for unlike historic compilations — which often come from
new additions to this legacy: Chris Strachwitz, the founder of 78s and worn masters whose fidelity is less than
Arhoolie Records. Unfortunately for Strachwitz, the pristine— the sound here is key, though not for the reawatered-down, media-drenched modern world has made it son you might expect.
In the live cuts that comprise about half the disc, you are
tough for him to find his passion, so it's been years since he
recorded what's universally acknowledged as the guts of his there, sweating and dapping and getting caught up in the
company's catalog—records by Clifton Chenier, Lightning spirit of the kind of event where this music belongs. In
Hopkins, and Flaco Jimenez, to name the brightest stars. "'This is aHoly Church," aprime example of the upbeat,
Happily, Stradiwitz's persistence occasionally turns up an barely controlled chaos that characterizes the "praise song,"
overlooked gem, most recently in the form of sacred steel- vocalist Fayette Coney shrieks and wails throughout,
heightening both the congregation's fervor and steel player
guitar music.
The story of how the lap (and later the pedal) steel guitar Sonny Treadway's skilled, economical fills and solos.
The feeling of being out in the pews reaches its peak,
became akey element of the music found in the Jewel,
Keith, and Lewis Dominions — three Holiness-Pentecostal however, in apair of songs recorded at the House of God
churches based primarily in the South —is too long to Church No2 in Ocala, Florida. With the steel, the other
recount here. But it's easy to suss out why alap or pedal steel players, and the congregation all sounding natural, the
would be perfect in this setting. For one thing, steel guitars Reverend Bessie Brinson sings "Amazing Grace" and
are alot cheaper than apipe organ. They're also portable. "Praise the Lord Everybody" through acracked and overAnd the steel is the perfect accompaniment for the loaded microphone. The contrast is exactly what you'd
Pentecostal religious experience, which gets frenzied: those have heard had you been there. Without such acharged
moved by the spirit are prone to dance, shout out, and speak setting, the studio tracks that open Sacred Steel seem tame by
comparison.
in tongues.
Since licensing the material on Sacred Steel —whose other
For the uninitiated, the most intriguing part of sacred steel
playing is trying to wrap your mind around the concept. My honors include being named Guitar Player magazine's
first reaction was to imagine Leon McAuliffe, Speedy West, "Breakthrough Album of 1997" —Strachwitz has released
or one of the other great country steel players picking out a several newly recorded single-artist compilations: Sonny
religious standard like "How Great Thou Art." Like the steel Treadway's 7esus Will Fix It» (CD462), the Campbell
guitarists in country musk, the sacred steel players are both Brothers' Pass Me Not» (CD461), and Aubrey Ghent &
accompanists and soloists. And while playing hymns is one of Friends' "Can't Nobody Do Me Like Jesus" (CD463). While
the two modes that most sacred steel music fil into, there's these studio recordings have more darity and depth and a
also an upbeat, "hot" style called "praise music," in which lot more bass impact, they lack the passion and improvised
players try to ignite the crowd with fast picicin' and lots of eloquence that make the live-in-the-church recordings so
full-bodied and compelling.
slide fireworks.
— Robert Baird
A couple of listens to this disc and the word "virtuoso"
SACRED STEEL: Various Artist

Arhoolie CD450 (CD). 1997. Robert Stone, prod.;

Tradiliana/sacr
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DOWLAND
Complete Lute Works, Vo1.5
Paul O'Dette, lute
Harmonia Mundi 1-1M 907164 (CD). 1997. Robina G.
Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. ODD. TT: 72:49
Performance ****
Sonics ****

W

ith this CD, Paul O'Dette has
come to the end of his traversal of the works of John
Dowland. In my tardy fashion, Ihave
arrived just in time to pat O'Dette on
the back and congratulate him on ajob
well done. It may be heresy in an age
when record companies appear obliged
to issue endless complete sets of
Beethoven sonatas or Mahler symphonies, but Iwould like to suggest that
no one need follow O'Dette's path for a
very long time to come. On his journey,
the lad from Ohio has covered not only
all of the works ascribed to Dowland, but
also a number of adaptations of the
English composer's work by others, along
with a few things by Dowland's son
Robert This is an achievement beyond
mere completeness, and O'Dette's scholarship and musicianship ensure that it
will not be easily surpassed.
As acomposer, Dowland possessed
an endless gift of invention; he may
repeat atheme in many different works,
but his art never cloys. Even his very
minor works display "wit" in the true
Elizabethan sense of creative intelligence, and although he is best known
as amelancholic (an image he cultivated), he can be by turns lively or lyrical, as the mood suits him.
If there is abetter living interpreter of
this spirit than Paul O'Dette, Ihave not
heard him and do not expect to. His
unerring rightness and grace are simply
ajoy to hear, he inhabits this music as
few performers can ever hope to do. If I
seem too free with superlatives, listen to
the "Galliard" (track 3) and then tell me
so. Icould probably find some musicological quibbles with O'Dette's attributions or choice of material, but I
can find nothing in his performance
with which to argue.
Of course, there are other lutenists
who play these tunes superbly. Iam not
suggesting for amoment that this disc
(and the others in the series) represent
any sort of final statement on how
Dowland should be played, but given
Paul O'Dette's skill and sympathy with
the composer, Icannot imagine wanting
to acquire another "compleat Dow-
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Paul O'Dette

land." HM's sound is beautifully clear
and balanced as well, so no audiophile
label need step up to fill any sonic gaps.
lf, in some truer world than this, the
late Dowland scholar Diana Poulton has
heard O'Dette's performance and read
its dedication to her, Iexpect she is well
pleased; Iknow that Iam. —Les Berkley
GIDON KREMER
Violin Sonatas by Bartók,
Enescu, Schulhoff
Bartók: Sonata 2for Violin & Piano, Si 76 Enescu:
Impressions d'enfance for Violin & Piano, Op.28.
Schulhoff: Sonata 2for Violin &Piano.
Gidon Kremer, violin; Oleg Maisenberg, piano
Teldec 13597-2 (CD). 1997. Friedemann Engelbrecht,
prod.; Eberhard Sengpiel, eng. DDD. Tr: 60:31
Performance ****',
Sonics

V

iolinist Gidon Kremer never tosses the easy ones to his audiences;
he expects and delivers far more
than most performers these days. But
then, he also gives more, especially if
you're already up to here with Beethoven, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky.
Your guess is probably as good as anyone's regarding the reasons for the
neglect of Romanian composer Georges
Enescu's music. The period of his life
(1881-1955) and the places in which he
lived and worked (Bucharest, Vienna,
Paris) certainly were ripe with influences, and this sonata, written during
one of history's more calamitous periods, conveys both anervy naïveté and
the wistfulness for lost innocence that
comes with age and wisdom. Impressions
d'enfance ("Impressions of Childhood") is
asubstantial work in several respects: its
23-minute length, its 10 movements,
and its wide range of scenic portrayals,
in which the violin is used both for
description and for more abstract

Reviews

expression. The beautifully crafted violin melodies and effects and the intimate dialog with the piano keep us
focused in the present, while the movements' tides and programmatic aspects
easily remind us of amuch earlier time
in life.
But this is not apiece full of cheap
gimmicks — Impressions is a cohesive,
comprehensible, and serious work that
shows thorough understanding of violin technique and idioms. (Enescu was
an outstanding, if somewhat unorthodox, violinist.) It also explores technical
areas that, in the hands of alesser composer — and performer — might sound
contrived or clumsy. Here they are perfectly scored and executed, especially
the movements "The Bird in the Cage
and the Cuckoo on the Wall," "The
Cricket," and "Wind in the Chimney."
The music is flavored both by gypsyesque melodic turns and late-Romantic
harmonic ideas. Like an expert storyteller, Kremees violin sings, its voice
drawing you in, holding you charmed
and enchanted.
After this work, the sonata by Czech
pianist/composer Ervin Schulhoff takes
us down amore formal compositional
path — but one no less compelling or
musically engaging and impressive.
Sdiulhoffi one of many outstanding mussdans who died in Nazi concentration
camps, was apolitical and musical revolutionary throughout his short careet
This four-movement sonata is characterized by craggy melodic passages,
insistent rhythms, and jazz-influenced
harmonies. It's avirtuoso piece that, as you
might expect from acomposer-pianist,
demands as much from the pianist as the
violinist Kremer and his partner traverse
the work's difficulties with unflinching,
astonishing ease.
Finally, not only does this disc's most
familiar work (relatively speaking) fit
neatly into this set, it also sounds the
most "modern," eveii.
.though it was
written earliest. Bartók's Sonata 2,
which seems to deliberately avoid the
most conventional aspects of violin
composition — there are no real tunes
or predictable rhythmic patterns — asks
the violinist to slash, grind, pluck, slide,
slur, and otherwise wield the bow in a
manner that demands as much athleticism as musicianship. Kremer, of course,
loves this kind of thing, and when he's
finished we know we've been hit (pleasantly) by something we've never quite
heard before.
Which, I'm convinced, is something
you can say for this entire program.
—David Vernier
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had half the voice of Terfel, but Iwas
riveted from start to finish by the
thoughts, the coloring —which grew
organically out of the texts. Perhaps I
really do want too much.
The recorded sound is warm and as
vibrant as Terfel's timbre. Irecommend
this disc highly, but there's less here than
meets the ear.
-Robert Levine
RACHMANINOFF
Piano Concerto 3,
Five Études-Tableaux
lief Ove Andsnes, piano; Paavo Berglund, Oslo
Philharmonic
EMI Classics 5 56350 2 (CD). 1997. Tony Harrison,
prod.; Mike Clements, eng. DDD. Tr: 5735
Performance ****
Sonics ****

ust when the controversial David
Helfgott recording of Radunaninoff's Piano Concerto 3was leaving
pianophiles appalled last winter, the
up-and-coming Norwegian pianist
Leif Ove Andsnes was touring the US
playing the same concerto and inspiring widespread relief that, no, standards hadn't fallen to anew low. Yes,
Helfgott is probably ashort-time aberration in the music scene, and, in light
of his mental illness, should best be
thought of in the same light as the
Special Olympics.
Unlike Helfgott, Andsnes easily lives
up to his hype in this remarkably wellengineered EMI live recording of
Concerto 3. In fact, at the risk of alienating half the people Iknow, I'd venture to
A Welshman singing the Messiah and Rodgers 8 Hammerstein? Bryn Terfel has gone for Baroque.
say Andsnes' recording is in many ways
HANDEL
levels. The voice is gorgeous and under preferable to Martha Argerich's stanabsolute control from the sweetest dard-setting performance on Philips.
Arias
pianissimo to the most delirious forte,
In many cases, what passes for an
Mas from Ads and Galatea, Alcina, Alexander's
with coloratura as clean as awhistle and interpretation of this work seems more
Feast, Berenice, Te Deum (Dettingen"), Giulio
impeccable intonation. Furthermore, he like the pianist making this finger-bustCesare, Judas Maccabaeus, Messiah, Orlando,
Samson, Semele, Serse
ing piece function despite his or her
(or he and the estimable Mackerras)
Bryn Terfel, bass-baritone; Sir Chades Madcerras,
have seen fit to properly embellish the own technical limitations. There's no
Scottish Chamber Orchestra
DG 453 480-2 (CD). 1997. Sid McLauchlan, prod.
vocal line in da capo sections, and this, sense of that with Andsnes. This reading
DDD. Tr: 73:24
too, is right on musically. Even in the is filigree Raclunaninof£ played almost
Performance ****
Sonics ****
transposed arias from Alcina, Semele, and with the fluidity of Mozart. Not that
Seise, originally composed for avoice there's anything unduly dainty about
bow to no one in my admiration for other than bass-baritone — castrato, in Andsnes' take. There's plenty of drama;
Bryn Terfel, ayoung, aware, intelli- fact —Terfel sounds comfy.
it's just deployed with acoloristic precigent, tonally lustrous bass-baritone
So what's wrong? Well, as with the sion that no other performance I've
from Wales; indeed, Irecall him singing Rodgers & Hammerstein CD, Terfel heard can touch. Though part of the
the tiny role of the Messenger in a sings each selection with agreat deal of whole point of this piece is to show off
Salzburg festival production of Strauss's "face," but never aface that goes with a bit, there's a musical integrity to
Die Frau ohne Schatten and practically the character. It tends to be all-purpose Andsnes' fireworks.
walking off with the show. Iwas also and abit shallow, the effects are abit
Andsnes also displays aconspicuous
crazy about Something Wonderful, his cheap without specific dramatic pur- lack of neurosis, atrait that was also the
Rodgers & Hammerstein CD, although pose, and listening, enjoyable though it hallmark of Vladimir Horowitz. There
are moments, even in the first moveIfelt his recent Don Giovanni, under is, gets tiresome.
Solti, was severely misconceived. And
Ilove this CD but can't listen to more ment, when the pianist projects ageninow comes this CD of Handel arias, than two selections in arow. Years ago I ality that one associates with Chopin.
owned an LP of baroque arias sung by The piano's second-movement entrance
which Iapproached with glee.
It has paid off on several important the French baritone Gerard Souzay. He can often sound like the entire world
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falling apart in asingle flourish, but not
here. The final movement can seem like
arace with death; with Andsnes there are
moments of delicacy that recall Mendelssohn's music for AMidsummer Night's
Dream. With this celestial, uncomplicated
approach, Andsnes proves that Rachmaninoff doesn't need the heavy emotional baggage to make his music communicate. And though conductor Paavo
Berglund isn't always an exciting presence, on this occasion he's a close,
insightful collaborator.
The five Études-Tableaux included as
encores confirm what the Concerto has
proven: Andsnes is a major pianistic

has exceptional dynamic range, from
barely-a-whisper to blow-the-housedown. His breath control and lung
capacity allow him to sing long phrases
in one breath, askill he uses to serve the
song rather than to merely show off.
Throughout, there's akeen musical and
dramatic intelligence at work that
makes familiar songs sound fresh and
original. One minor point of interpretation that made me laugh out
loud is the way he sings "moo" in "The
cows will moo in the clover" ("Surrey
with the Fringe on Top") with adistinctly bovine sound. This is no stuckup opera singer!
presence.
—David Patrick Stearns
For aWelshman tackling songs from
American musicals, getting afeel for the
BRYN TERFEL
style and mastering Midwestern and
New England dialect is no easy task.
Something Wonderful
Terfel has clearly done his homework,
Bryn Terfel Sings Rodgers 8, Hammerstein
and has received intensive coaching
Bryn Terfel, bass-baritone; Chorus of Opera North,
from R&H associate Peter Howard. No,
Martin Fitzpatrick, chorus master; English Northern
Philharmonic, Paul Daniel
the accent isn't always completely
DG 449 163-2 (CD). 1997. Sid McLauchlan, prod.;
authentic, but his sympathy and feel for
Andrew Wedman, Wolf-Dieter Karwatky, engs.
DDD. TT: 74:43
the material is never in doubt. He gets
Performance ****
idiomatic support from the conductor
Sonics ****
Paul Daniel, and DG's 4D sound has
pera singers have atough time depth and dynamics to spare.
with songs from musicals.
The generous collection includes all
There's atendency for them to the songs that you might expect ("Oh,
over-sing the music and over-enunciate What aBeautiful Mornin,' ""Surrey"),
the lyrics. What's often missing are the as well as some obscurities ("What a
drama and emotional content of the Lovely Day for aWedding" and "Come
song. The listener is left admiring the Home," from Allegro, one of the R&H
sound while remaining untouched by flops). Several songs were originally
the sentiments expressed.
intended to be sung by women; Terfel
No chance of that happening with makes them work through sincerity,
Bryn Terfel's CD of Rodgers & emotional commitment — and gorHammerstein. The young Welsh bass- geous singing. "Something Wonderful"
baritone — dubbed "the baritone of the is Lady Thiang's song about the King in
'90s and the next millennium" by the
The King and LI've never heard it sung
New York Times —has sung Figaro, by amale singer before, but it makes
Jochanaan, and Leporello, and is slated perfect sense as advice given by aman
to sing Scarpia, Wolfram and Wozzek, to any woman about the man she loves.
and the title role in Don Giovanni. Terfel's performance is so right that now
Hearing him in person recently in a Ialmost can't imagine it being done any
recital at Toronto's Roy Thompson other way. Something wonderful,
Hall, Iwas bowled over not just by the indeed.
-Robert Deutsch
voice — an exceptionally beautiful
KEVIN VOLANS
instrument — but by his ability to communicate in asimple, honest, straightConcerto for Piano &
from-the-heart mannet
Wind Instruments
Everything Iheard in Terfel's concert
with This Is How It ls, Leaping Dance, Walking Song,
performance of songs by Schubert,
Untitled (In Memoriam G.H.V.)
Ibert, and Vaughan Williams is evident Kevin Volans, Peter Donohoe, piano; Netherlands
Wind Ensemble, Daniel Harding, conductor; Wim
in these interpretations of Rodgers &
Steinmann, conductor.
Hammerstein. His technique is so
Chandos CHAN 9563 (CD). 1997. Adrian Hunter,
prod.; Ben Connellan, Richard Smoker, engs. DDD
secure it seems to disappear completely,
TT: 59:15
so that he's able to devote himself to the
Performance ****1/2
song without being concerned with
Sonics ****1/2
making abeautiful sound. Unlike some
of his otherwise-admirable colleagues,
ike Australia's Peter Sculthorpe,
South African Kevin Volans has
Terfel is not afraid to sing softly, and his
found inspiration in the indigevoice never sounds produced. His singing
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nous musical traditions of his homeland.
Born in 1949 in Pietermaritzburg,
South Africa, Volans was schooled in
Cologne, where he studied with
Karlheinz Stockhausen and Mauricio
Kagel in the 1970s. While in Germany,
his music was labeled the "New
Simplicity." His music has elements in
common with minimalist composers —
aclear sense of pulsation and rather
straightforward tonalities — but it's
not entirely easy to lump him with
that group.
Volans came to the attention of
Americans through the championing
efforts of the Kronos Quartet, whose
White Man Sleeps and Pieces of Africa
recordings featured Volans' work, and
whose Hunting and Gathering CD single
was an all-Volans disc.
At all encounters, one is impressed by
Volans' stylistic variety. He is no one-trick
pony. This latest disc underscores Volans'
affinity for African musical constructs
from around the continent, as well as his
complex, European-derived textural and
harmonic language. These five superbly
crafted works present abroad range of
mood and style.
This Is How It Is—a transcription of a
scene from his opera, The Man with
Footsoles of Wind — depicts aservant dancing to cheer the opera's subject, symbolist poet Arthur Rimbaud. Scored for
wind ensemble, it is constructed around
mercurial rhythmic elements and is
interspersed with fanfares and dramatic
episodes of densely chorded material.
Walking Song and Leaping Dance are
the most obviously African works. The
former is scored for flute, harpsichord,
and four hand clappers, the percussion
providing cross-rhythms and the melodic instruments sharing interlocking patterns in the manner of Ba-benzele
pygmy panpipe music. Another distinctly African element is the choice of
combining harpsichord and flute, often
playing the same pitches, if slightly staggered. The echoing tinkle of the harpsichord reminds you of African thumb
pianos, to which bottle caps are attached
for an extra buzz or rattle.
Leaping Dance, scored for wind
ensemble, similarly employs the interlocking patterns common to African
panpipe music and renaissance hocketing. An episodic work requiring and
receiving extraordinarily precise playing
on the part of the Netherlands Wmd
Ensemble to keep the leaping lines
sharp, the work embodies effervescent
energy and regal nobility.
Volans' single-movement, 20-minute
Concerto for Piano and Wind Instru181
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The dilemma at the heart of con- B
temporary country music: How to
maintain the spirit and attitude of the
music's rich past while creating acommercially viable product? The best
songwriters, like Matraca Berg, Kim
Richey, and Jim Lauderdale, have done
it with poignant story lines, real-life
characters, clever wordplay, and great
melodies. And the coolest singers and
acts, like Patty Loveless, Pam Tillis,
Deana Carter, and BR5-49, have done it
with sheer honesty and an unwillingness to compromise at any cost.
Brooks and Twain have won over
their millions in part because they know
and understand the power of agood
story, and have the uncanny ability to
tell one. In the best country tradition,
they also shower their fans with the
utmost respect. In concert, Brooks
makes everyone in the arena feel as if
he's singing just for them as he talks of
having been in that town before, makBROOKS & TWAIN
ing each fan feel as if, when he's in their
town, there's nowhere else on earth he'd
GARTH BROOKS: Sevens
Capitol 8 56599 2 (CD). 1997. Allen Reynolds, prod.;
rather be. Twain hasn't begun to tour
Mark Miller, eng., mix. ADD? 17: 46:02
yet, but her image is of asassy, powerful,
Performance ***
Sonics ****
yet nurturing woman who's experiShania Twain has redefined the boundaries—
not to mention the look—of country music.
enced life's stru:.i:les and relates to her
SHANIA TWAIN: Come On Over
fans' adventurous spirit as well as to
Mercury 314 536 003 (CD). 1997. Robert John "Mutt'
Lange, prod.; Jeff Balding, eng. ADD? IT. 60:09
their insecurities.
odes to fragile relationships and perPerformance ***1/2
Idon't know how Hank Williams'
ceptions, while "When There's No One
Sonics ****
ghost is reacting to Sevens and Come On Around," by Americana star Tim
Over, but Idon't think it's jumping up
O'Brien, is acharming track about letountry music's at a real crossroads these days. After years of and down. Of the two, it's Brooks
ting one's guard down. It's exactly the
unprecedented growth, album
who's more inclined to stick with tradikind of "inside Garth" song that his fans
sales are relatively flat and competition
tional country themes — hangin' out at connect with, and, unlike many of the
is tighter than ever. But in the recent the bar ("Longneck Bottle"), drinking
earlier songs on Sevens, Brooks sings it
past, no country acts have been more
your troubles away ("Two Piña
with complete conviction. He also sings
successful than Garth Brooks and
Coladas"), loving one's pickup truck
the album's finale, "Belleau Wood," set
Shania Twain. In fact, when talking
("Cowboy Cadillac") — but in each
during aWWI truce, as if the world's
about Brooks, you can scratch the word
case he sounds only mildly convincing.
future depended on it—its theme of
"country." With his album sales apIn fact, these three songs — and, for that world peace is clearly one Brooks
proaching the 63 million mark before
matter, each of the first six songs on
believes in with all his heart.
Sevens — are the most ordinary that
the release of Sevens, he stands as the
If only all of Seven? songs were as
good. Brooks covers alot of ground on
recording industry's best-selling solo Brooks has ever recorded. Brooks tackles abigger issue on "How You Ever Sevens, and obviously feels he has alot to
artist in US history. Twain's last album,
1995's The Woman in Me, has sold more
Gonna Know": that of asserting oneself,
say. I'd take 10 great songs any day, and
taking chances, and not being afraid to
would've left the "Longneck Bottle"
than nine million copies domestically,
and is the biggest-selling album ever by
fail. But despite lines like "You know and "Two Piña Coladas" on the shelf.
a female country artist. If any estabfailure isn't failure /If alesson from it's
Twain is even more of a show-off
lished acts have the momentum and
learned," Brooks has made the point than Brooks, placing 16 songs and over
before, and far more convincingly, in
an hour of music on Come On Over.
clout to turn things around for country
music, Brooks and Twain are the likeli"The Dance" and "Standing Outside the
Fortunately, her material is more consisFire" on earlier albums.
tent. Come On Over, written in its entireest candidates. But can they?
During the past few years, country
It isn't until the second half of its 14
ty by Twain and producer/husband
"Mutt" Lange (who's produced and/or
music has faced intense growing pains as cuts that Sevens finally hits its stride,
new country wannabes have smelled a when Brooks revisits that same go-for-it written hits for Def Leppard, the Cars,
theme on "Do What You Gotta Do,"
Bryan Adams, and AC/DC), probes
gold mine and swooped to cash in. You
written by New Grass Revival guitarist men and relationships from all angles.
can hear the stretch marks in the diluted
Pat Flynn. That's followed by the
The album begins with the flirtatious
pop that passes for country these days. It's
girl's-night-out "Man! I Feel Like a
album's three gems: "You Move Me"
asound that makes the ghost of Hank
Williams cringe and saddens the souls of and "In Another's Eyes" (the hit duet Woman!" and moves on to precious
with Trisha Yearwood) are powerful
love ("I'm Holding On to Love"), jealMerle Haggard and George Jones.
ments again uses the wind orchestra like
panpipes. Generally more densely
chorded than the previous two works, it
unfolds with episodes of sparking activity — as if ahuge flock of birds were
chirping at once — before thinning to
more tranquil moods. The disc closes
with an introspective work somewhat
reminiscent of Brian Eno's Music for
Airports, Volans' Untitled (In Memoriam
G.H.V). Scored for piano and offstage
winds with the composer at the keyboard, it is asoft, moody work dominated by long, sustained piano chords and
spaces of silence.
All of the innovative music on this
disc was composed or revised in 1995
and 1996. It deserves space in every
classical library.
-Dan Buckley
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ous love ["Don't Be Stupid (You Know
ILove You)"], new love (a starry-eyed
duet with cuddly country star Bryan
White), old love ("You're Still the
One"), role-reversal love ("Honey I'm
Home"), macho love ("That Don't
Impress Me Much"), abusive love
("Black Eyes, Blue Tears"), and some
wise womanly advice ("If You Wanria
Touch Her, Ask!").
Despite the fiddles and mandolins,
Twain and Lange have stretched country into anew dimension. Their musical
backdrop is filled with sounds big and
small, from the boorningest bass to the
wispiest accordion. The album resonates with energy, and the message is
clear: Have fun, girls (and boys), but
take care of yourself and respect each
other. It's spirited, it's clever, it's catchy,
and it rocks.
Is this the country sound that the
purists on Music Row are craving?
Absolutely not. Will Hank roll over in
his grave again as the album sells five,
six, seven million copies? Afraid so. But
if you like Abba, the Go-Gos, and
Loretta Lynn, you'll probably like what
happens when you come on over to
Shania's place.
-David Sokol
GEORGE CLINTON &
THE P-FUNK ALL STARS
Live...And Kickin'
Intersound 9284 (2 CDs). 1997. George Clinton,
prod.; Don Johnson, Ron Patterson, exec. prods
DDD? TT: 2:29:19
Performance ***1/2
Sonics **

G

An adventure worth embarking
upon? Well, we're talking about George
Clinton here. And despite the fact that
the bandmembers — who aren't even
listed in the CD booklet — do not
approach the instrumental muscle of
their Parliament/Funkadelic predecessors, cuts like "Give Up the Funk (Tear
the Roof Off)," "Standing on the Verge,"
"Flashlight," and "Atomic Dog" still have
enough groove and snap to set any and
all butts to wagglin'. When it comes to
pure funk, Clinton remains the master
of evolving, surprising, layered funk
jams. His multipart vocal arrangements
in particular remain an awesome thing
to behold.
-Robertsaint
THE REPLACEMENTS
All for Nothing
Reprise 46807-2 (2 CDs). 1997. Michael Hill, Ron
Solomon, compilation prods.; Jimmy Dickson,
multimedia prod. AAD? Tr: 110:24
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

I

n the blurry '80s, I saw The
Replacements live on consecutive
nights. The first night they were the
relatively sober, straight-ahead, blindingly brilliant band that many were predicting would become "America's Rolling
Stones." The next night it was the same
bodies —Paul Westerberg, Chris Mars,
Tommy and Bob Stinson (later replaced
by Slim Dunlap)— but this time they
were droolingly loaded, recklessly joyous, and musically anarchic beyond
belief. As grandiose and dionysian as
pirates, they lurched about, giggling like
eight-year-old girls, the guitarist so
grown-up in his torn Mary Jane dress.
For two hours they took requests and

eorge Clinton's recording career has had its ups and downs.
For many years the cream of his
catalog, Uncle Jam Wants You and One
Nation Under aGroove, were out of print
domestically. But this bizarre album is a
new level of weird even for Baron von t
Funkenstein. The sound varies from
blurry and dimensionless ("Maggot
Brain") to listenable, if oddly balanced
Except for onstage exhortations to specific cities like Washington, DC,
Chicago, and Hampton, Virginia, just
where these 18 cuts were recorded
remains a mystery. Then there are
strange touches, like tunes fading out
prematurely, dropouts, flashes of static,
widely varied crowd noise, and, in one
tune, what sounds like an ill-conceived
attempt at adding effects. Finally, each
disc ends with studio material that, considering the program of live greatest hits
that have come before, is downright
embarrassing. Overall, the sound and
the concept of this two-disc set are an
By the late
adventure.
Stereophile, February 1998
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played eight bars of this, eight bars of
that—Kiss's "Black Diamond" (which
they'd covered on an early album) followed by asnatch of R.E.M.'s "Radio
Free Europe" followed by "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic" followed by jingles from commercials and abit of their
own "I Will Dare" and on and on and
on —all delivered at maximum speed
and volume.
When it was over, Iwas floored by
the contradictions. Here was aband that
was both snotty and meticulous, hugely
talented in terms of both playing and
writing killer originals, yet staunchly
anti-rock-star, capable of breathtaking
highs and lows. Those polarities —combined with extraordinary onstage chemistry, raffish good looks, amountain of
attitude (much of it self-deprecating),
and the ability to actually catch some of
all this on record—for a time made
Minneapolis' Replacements the world's
best rock'n'roll band, period.
Unfortunately, this two-disc "best
of" tells only half the story. The first
four albums (and one EP) of the band's
legacy exist on Twintone Records.
After moving to Sire in 1985, the band
made two great discs, 'Tim (1985) and
Pleased to Meet Me (1987), before succumbing to the heretofore unforeseen
inevitabilities of growing up. Although
most of what's here is great—"Alex
Chilton," "I'll Be You," "Bastards of
Young"—only four measly cuts from
each Sire disc have been selected for
inclusion here. Like the recent Pixies
collection on Elektra, the second disc of
this set, which promises "rarities," is
also disappointing. The only value in
hearing rejected numbers, like the lame

80s, The Replacements were wearing shirts with buttons, belts, and looking alittle bored.
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cover of "Jungle Rock" or Chris Mars'
laughable "All He Wants to Do is
Fish" — which presaged the middling o
quality of his post-Mats run on Island
Records — is to reinforce what we
already knew: The Replacements had
taste. Oh, there are a few nuggets —
their take on "Cruella De Ville" is
appropriately sassy —but in general, All
for Nothing is for beginners only.
The multimedia bits (playable on
both MACs and PCs) are the best part.
Which leads to the question: When is
someone going to cross-license the
Twintone and Sire material — not to
mention the mounds of live tapes that
exist —and create areal Mats boxed set?
We're waiting.
-Robert Baird
VARIOUS ARTISTS
What's Up Matador?
Matador OLE 163-2 (2 CDs). 1997. Various artists,
prods., engs. MD? TT: 2:36:00
Performance ****
Sonics ****

W

hat's in a name? If it's
Tastykakes, The Simpsons, or
Prada, it doesn't matter what
the particular baked good/episode/
fashion statement is 1:you know what
you're getting. When it comes to
music, that trademark of quality is limited to certain genres, eras, or scenes —
think of Motown, Stax, Astralwerks.
Nobody's brand-loyal to, say, MCA or
Dreamworks — at least, no one who
doesn't also consider Planet Hollywood or Must See TV to be meaningful signifiers.
In recent times, the phenomenon
has been most visible in the indie-rock2
scene: SST Records with Black Flag
and the Minutemen; Sub Pop in the
Soundgarden/Nirvana Years. In each
case, the company made its mark, then
moved on to more eclectic pursuits.
Matador Records didn't have to make
that transition. Though the label, cofounded by Chris Lombardi and
Gerard Cosloy, has earned its share of
fannish devotion and unlikely hype, it
was unpredictable from the start, never
hewing to aparticular moment or unifying aesthetic. This is made clear by
What's Up Matador, a 44-track retrospective (one CD of previously released
stuff, one of rarities) covering most of the
1 Though we all have preferences — like, say,
Butterscotch Krimpets, or the episode in which Homer
starts his own religion. (Sorry,1 know nothing of Prada.)
2Aka "post-punk," "underground rock," "alternative"
(back before that word was followed by "to what?") —
or, better yet, "music made on recording consoles that
cost less than vour 'Wine sVste111. »
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Matador megatonnage: The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion

label's history (But not all its history —
just ask HP Zinker or the Liquor Giants
or Tommy Keene or the Dustdevils.)
Matador's heat actually came from a
cult of personality —that of the abrasive
and hilarious Cosloy, already well known
for running Homestead Records—plus a
handful of geniuses and/or next big
things (Pavement, Liz Phair, and,
believe it or not, Teenage Fan Club,
Superchunk, and Bettie Serveert) at a
time when major labels were desperately seeking same. What's Up
Matador reminds us that, thankfully, this
time has passed, while revealing that the
label really exists to support bands that
its founders are into, whether it's the
futuristic kitsch-glitz of Pizzicato 5, the
low-rent Brit-posturing of Guided by
Voices, or the groovy skronk of the Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion.
And those are just the (relatively) big
names. The Matador spirit is best
defined by bands like Railroad Jerk,
Come, Chavez, Catpower, and Run On,
all of which are virtual unknowns, longsuffering experimental journeymen, or
both. If there's acommon thread, it's
adventurousness, even a demanding

quality — you have to put out a little
effort to listen to most of this stuff,
whether you're wading through
Thinking Fellers Union Local 182's
quirky noise, or gleaning the delicate
angles behind Barbara Manning's vanilla folk-pop exterior.
So no, you can't just buy aMatador
release and know what you're getting.
But music fans are more ecumenical
than the industry gives them credit for.
Lombardi and Cosloy figure that if they
can dig the insanely catchy razor-pop
dynamics of Spoon as well as the confrontational punk minimalism of Mecca
Normal, so can others.
Incidentally, this CD is acompanion
to the What's Up Matador video, which
features 14 clips (mostly of songs different from those on the CD), as well as a
faux documentary addressing such eternal mysteries as "What is indie cred?"
and "Where is my mail order?" Iwould
comment further on this vital educational film, but my tape turned out to
be, no joke, acopy of Lord ofthe Dance—
unless Guided by Voices' notoriously
drunken live shows have gone way over
the top.
—Jason Cohen
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Elektra 62103-2 (2 CDs). 1997. DJ. Bonebrake,
Exene Cervenkova, Tom DeSavia, John Doe, John
Roecker, prods.; Travis Dickerson, eng. AAD?
11: 2:18:39
Performance ****
Sonics **

T

here's alyrical aside in "I Must
Not Think Bad Thoughts," from
X's 1983 LP More Fun in the New
World—"Woody Guthrie sang about
B-E-E-T-S, not B-E-A-T-S" — that provides aclue to the riddle what was up
with X. The paramount West Coast
punk band from 1980 (when their
touchstone debut, Los Angeles, appeared)
until Nirvana redefined punk success 11
years later X attempted to reconcile the
populism that Guthrie espoused with
the iconoclasm cultivated by Kerouac
and the Beats. Obviously, they connected better with rebels than with the rabble, which is why X had an enormous
impact on a generation of bands but
garnered little commercial acceptance
in its own time despite reams of partisan
press and some ill-fated commercialminded stabs in the dark.
This two-disc retrospective serves
better as a wild gift to fanatical
Xtremists than as aserviceable overview
for the casual fan who never had much
time for the band in the first place. Only
11 of the collection's 45 tracks were
culled from the nine official X albums
released over a decade and a half.
Unlike astandard "best of," Beyond and
Back is heavily weighted with demos,
outtakes, rare singles, and live recordings. Some will no doubt bemoan the
supplanting of studio recordings of such
high-tension band standards as "The
World's aMess; It's in My Kiss," "The
Once Over Twice," and "Johnny Hit
and Run Paulene" with raw, lo-fi alternates. Still, the candid approach certainly suits the band's original aesthetic, and
them is asurplus of enticing rarities to
be found that even dabblers will enjoy.
Check out the 1978 Dangerhouse
single version of "We're Desperate." In
contrast to the take that appeared on LP
three years later, here John Doe is clearly under the sway of the Brit punks who
beat him to the punch by ayear or two.
His phrasing, like that on the demo
recording of "Yr Ignition" from the
same year, owes much to Johnny Rotton's aural sneer. He and Eocene
Cervenka (now Cervenkova) would
quickly develop adistinctive vocal giveand-take that posed them as akind of
amped-up Johnny and June Carter
Cash. As songwriters, however, they had
Stereophile, February 1998

Billy Zoom, where are you? Xduring its heyday: Billy Zoom, DJ. Bonebrake, Exene, and John Doe.

apowerful vision from the start, and the
unblinking, artful candor of the likes of
"White Girl" and "Riding with Mary"
remains riveting to this day.
In time, the band would stumble.
Attempts to reach some reconciliation
with rock radio led to ametallic cover of
"Wild Thing" (included here) that now
sounds farcical. Ever-smiling guitarist
Billy Zoom left in 1985, and his stage
presence was sorely missed. By the mid'80s, X had lost their momentum. After
alengthy hiatus late in the decade, they
returned with three '90s albums that
caused barely astir. Even many old supporters forgot that X once marked the
spot. For them, Beyond and Back is an
urgent reminder.
-Steven Stolder

jazz
TOMMY FLANAGAN TRIO
Sea Changes
Tommy Flanagan, piano; Peter Washington, bass;
Lewis Nash, drums
Evidence ECD 22191-2 (CD). 1997. Todd Barkan,
Satoshi Hirano, Diana Flanagan, Kyoko Aikawa,
prods.; Jim Anderson, eng. DDD TT: 63:11
Performance ****
Sonics ****

F

orty years ago, in the summer of
1957, Tommy Flanagan was in
Stockholm touring with the J.J.
Johnson Quintet. There the pianist was
offered the opportunity to lead his first
trio session. He later told me that he'd
wanted his first album to be dedicated
to composer Billy Strayhorn. Instead, he
recorded, alongside Strayhorn's "Chel-

sea Bridge," abalanced group of his own
compositions — standards such
as
"Willow Weep for Me," and the uptempo Parker blues "Relaidn' at
Camarillo."
On Sea Changes, Flanagan returns to
five tunes from the original session,
which he also commemorates with
"Dear Old Stockholm" and, less directly, with several pieces su 141esting the
ocean he crossed to get there.
Flanagan, of course, recorded Saxophone Colossus with Sonny Rollins, The
Incredible Guitar of Wes Montgomery, and
Coltrane's Giant Steps. He has been, in
short, the pianist on some of the greatest sessions in modern jazz. He's never
sounded better than he does now,
whether live or on Sea Changes. His
mastery is evident in the gentle fluidity
of his imaginative introduction to "How
Deep is the Ocean," in the tenderly
spare statement of the theme with its
hints of the blues, and in the brightly
consequential improvisations that follow. Flanagan has always been able to
play uptempo bebop tunes such as
"Relaidn' at Camarillo" skillfully. It's his
ballads and blues, enlivened by unexpected and somehow modest-sounding turns of melody, that have gotten
better. He dances through "Between the
Devil and the Deep Blue Sea" and digs
deep, without relying on blues clichés,
into "C.C. Rider," whose familiar
melody he puckishly inverts and evades.
Flanagan's gracefully nuanced dynamics
are captured beautifully on this recording, engineered by Jim Anderson. The
piano and bass are rich and realistic, and
the drums of Lewis Nash are crisp and
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Does your current supplier of vacuum tubes provide you with the actual Bias and
Transconductance of every power tube? Do they provide you with the precise
gain, microphonics and noise measurements of their driver and input tubes?

We Do...
Type
G1 Bias GM
6550+ -34.25 6000
1020
-41.5
5750

GL
0
.08

41.5
5750

-49.25 5375
-56.75 5125

.09
.19

IG2
1.9
2.2
2.4
2.9

IKP
51
63
76
89

VG2
300
350
400
450

TUBE# 7
30/30:SS
S/N=1072
GRD=SLN

VN

RAM

MIC

GAIN

PV

10

6922+

10

9
11

2
1

30
30

49
51

For over 15 years RAM Tube Works has stood as the single reliable source for properly tested
and truly matched vacuum tubes. Contact us to learn more and be sure to ask about our special
prices available only to readers of Stereophile. The Russian 300B is now in stock!
RAM Tube Works PO Box 40807 Santa Barbara CA 93140 Phone / Fax (805) 250-1825
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HXD " RECORDING

A Sampler To Die For!
Sensational symphonic performances by
Seattle Symphony

Minnesota Orchestra
Dallas Wind Symphony
Czech State Philharmonic
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Eiji Oue
Jerry Junkin
José Serebrier
Gerard Schwarz
Nicholas McGegan
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski
and more!

utt

archestraLisampler
Includes
Special BONUS Track!
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING
Available nowhere else!

At Music and Audio Stores, or Direct • FREE Catalogue 800-336-8866
Email rrec@aol.com • FAX 650-355-1949
VISIT OUR VVEBSITE:
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Monterey Jazz Festival:
Forty Legendary Years
Malpaso/Warner Bros. 46703-2 (3 CDs). 1997. Clint
Eastwood, exec. prod. ; Orrin Keepnews, Tim
Jackson, compilation prods.; Joe Tarantino, eng.
AAD. Tr: 3:22:59
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***

T

he problem with most "various
artists" compilations of recorded
music is that they come off
sounding like hastily assembled samplers. Listeners generally take one or
two spins through the material, settle on
their favorite tracks, and program their
CD players accordingly. Plus, there's an
inherent weakness of vision behind
releasing these packages, the vast majority of which are driven by record-company marketing schemes. Bottom line:
Most compilation discs, with the exception of prized movie soundtracks and a
rare few tributes, don't stay in regular
rotation very long on the home listening front.
So it comes as welcome news that
the 3-CD boxed set of Monterey Jazz
Festival: Forty Legendary Years proves an
exceptional compilation of modern and
contemporary jazz. It has breadth,
depth, and inspired beauty.
collaborative project (the first, A Remark
well placed. One c.ui appreciate the balIn 1958, when jazz performances
ance of instruments on "Eclypso," a Hugh Made, was released by Shimmy
Flanagan calypso from 1957 that he
Disc), drummer Damon Krukowski of were still largely relegated to club settings, San Francisco radio DJ Jimmy
Galaxie 500 supplies the rhythmic backreturns to here. The 1957 version feaLyons and music columnist Ralph
bone of amesmerizing orbit into space
tured solo breaks by drummer Elvin
Gleason, both jazz aficionados, decided
Jones. The new version has Lewis Nash's
rock. The sonic doodlings are atreat (ie,
to bring the music to the masses. While
the cosmic FX on the carnival-like "Ten
slick, tasteful solo. It's as clear as abell.
the pioneering Newport, Rhode Island
Mile Mean Streak"), the tunes are
Flanagan is asoft-spoken man, and
outdoor jazz festival had begun four
catchy (in some cases indelible), and the
respectful in his approach to written
years earlier, Lyons and Gleason boldly
rhythms relaxed yet strangely commelody, which he nonetheless transbroke ground by presenting the first
pelling. The album rocks, soothes,
forms and enlivens. Don't be deceived
West Coast jazz bash at the Monterey
by his manner. He's also afiery spirit,
scares, mystifies, and makes big fun.
Hopper and Kramer make no virtuosic County Fairgrounds.
and his playing on Sea Changes is as spirCommemorating the Festival's 40th
statements here. Instead, they interited as it is intelligent and tasteful.
twine layers of instrumental beauty that birthday last fall, this remarkable collec-Michael Ullman
tion showcases 28 live performances
create avariety of sonic textures, rangHOPPER & KRAMER
ing from the razor-edged drive of gleaned from previously unreleased
archival festival recordings.
"Manchester '96" to the dronelike cirHuge
clings of "Celine's Final Breath."
Despite the daunting task of choosing
Hugh Hopper, bass guitars; Kramer, pianos, organs,
representative performances from 40
The found vocals sampled into the
tapes. Emulator Il ;Damon Krukowski, drums
mix make for intriguing listening. The
years of jazz, Jackson and Keepnews
Shimmy Disc/Knitting Factory Works 088 (CD). 1997.
Kramer, prod., eng.; Dr. Steve Watson, Tess, asst.
have managed to put together aproplaintive female voice on "Huge" is
prods. MD? Tr: 39:03
haunting, the nightmarish echo-chamber
gram that should satisfy most modern
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****
talking heads (from what sounds like a jazz heads. These recordings by aWho's
Who of jazz — from titans Thelonious
Bob 8c Ray radio show) on "Tall as the
Monk and Charles Mingus to youngeruzzbox bassist Hugh Hopper was Empire State" are dark and eerie, and the
generation noteworthies Wynton
amember of the seminal '60s Brit muddy muezzinlike chant on "She's
Marsalis and Joshua Redman —are a
psychedelic rock band Soft Ma- Everything Mt H" is unsettling.
What makes Huge so remarkable is its
treasure trove.
chine, while multi-instrumentalist
Disc 1 opens with the inaugural
Kramer has shown up on dozens of uniqueness. Chances are slim that you'll
notes played on Monterey's stage:
hear anything remotely similar. In this
recordings, including albums by the
trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie giving "The
age of copycats, soundalikes, and derivButthole Surfers, Urge Overkill, White
atives, that's amajor plus.
Star Spangled Banner" astraight read
Zombie, and his own bizarro band,
-Dan Ouellette
with aslight twist. Other first-season
Bongwater. On this, the pair's second

F
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SUPER ANALOGUE DISC
Original Analogue Recordings

K1JC 9196,7

Mahler Symphony No. 8
The Symphony of oThousand
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Georg Solti conductor

K1JC 9198

K1JC 9194/5

Richard Strauss Also Sprach Zarathustra
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Georg Stith conductor

Puccini: La Boheme
Tula Serafin conductor

KIJC 9199

K1JC 9206

K1JC 9201

Star Wars /Close Encounters
Los Angeles Philharmonic •hibin Mehto conductor

Szell Conducts Handel
London Symphony Orchestra

741
Liszt Recital
Vladimir Ashkenazy Pianist

•INCOMPARABLE WIDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE •CLEAN, CRISP TONE • LOW DISTORTION •POWERFUL ENERGY
HIGH QUALITY 180G HEAVY VINYL •WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE
TO RECEIVE CA FALOCi 8: ORDER, CALL rOLL-FREE

1-800-929-5588

For technical info. & reviews, visit our web site at http://www.ciscomusic.com

AUDIO NEXUS
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT as
leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous
amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VK-D5, a
remarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and analog
sections. Its music will flow into your ears.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 VV/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! A miracle!

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line
drives are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need
more power? Go for the full sized DNA 0.5, DNA 1, or the new
DNA 2amps!
PLATINUM As stunning to the eyes as they are to the ears,
these loudspeakers are aesthetic jewels that fit beautifully into any
setting. "...the most musical loudspeaker of its kind 1have ever come
across.", LJohnson, AVI.

JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.

ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)

VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-I center channel and
VSM-1 surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

VON SCHWEIKERT Years of loudspeaker design and experience with revolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics have
wrought astartling new line of loudspeakers. Starting with the
famous VR-4 and VR-4.5 and followed by the VR-3, VR-6, and VR8, VR loudspeakers offer atruly virtual reality listening experience.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audioquest •Balanced Audio Technology •BEL •Black Diamond •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste
Chang Lightspeed •EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD
Nitty Gritty •Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.quikpage.com/A/audionexus

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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performances include numbers by the
Dave Brubeck Quartet (featuring the
pianist extemporaneously launching
into afew bars of "Wild Blue Yonder,"
much to the crowd's delight, when a
small plane bound for the nearby airport flew overhead), the Gerry Mulligan Quartet, and Billie Holiday, who
died nine months later.
Sequenced chronologically from
1958 through 1996, the rest of the collection features choice performances by
the Duke Ellington Orchestra ("Chelsea
Bridge"), the Freddie Hubbard Sextet
("Little Sunflower"), the Roy Hargrove
Quintet ("My Shining Hour"), and
Herbie Hancock ("Cantaloupe Island").
From a sonics perspective, don't
expect pristine quality. These shows
took place in an outdoor arena, with
variables ranging from crowd noise to
poorly positioned microphones. Plus,
using archival music taped over aperiod
of 40 years poses its own set of problems. Keepnews points out in the liner
notes that the digital engineering job
performed by Joe Tarantino involved a
full barrage of digital transfers, audio
enhancement, digital sequencing, and
digital mastering. So the sound is good,
not great.
-Dan Ouellette

etc.
MANSOUR SECK
Yelayo
Stern's Africa STCD 1075 (CD) 1997. Helene Lee,
prod., François Vachon, eng. MD? Tr: 61:42
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

B

est known as the personal griot
of Senegalese pop star Baaba
Maal and afounding member
of Maars Dande Lenl (Voice of the
People) band, Mansour Seck has also
recorded three albums on his own
(including this one) that stress the more
traditional aspects of his and Maars
ancestral Fulani musical culture. But
Seek is no purist guitar and electric bass
are heard here, along with hora and
hoddu lutes, and djembe and lama drums.
The music of the Fulani, anomadic
people scattered throughout West
Africa, is similar to that of the Mandinka, who are much better represented
on record. Yelayo was recorded in Paris
for Syllart Productions, whose Frenchbased Senegalese proprietor, Ibrahima
Sylla, virtually created the contemporary Mandinka-pop sound with his
brilliant production of Salif Keita's 1987
Stereophile, February 1998
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Film Music Series
Hollywood Directors: Musk from the Films of
Steven Spielberg
Silva Treasury STD 5007 (CD). TT:53:58
War!
Silva Treasury STD 5008 (CD). TT: 54:21
Hollywood Heroes
Silva Treasury STD 5009 (CD). TT: 58:46
Westerns!
Silva Treasury STD 5010 (CD). TT: 57:46
Thrillers!
Silva Treasury STD 5011 (CD). TT: 50:20
Hollywood Tough Guys
Silva Treasury STD 5012 (CD). TT: 57:41
Horror! Monsters, Witches, and Vampires
Silva Treasury STD 5013 (CD). TT: 56:12
Sci-Fi
Silva Treasury STD 5014 (CD). TT: 61:50
All above: James Fitzpatrick, prod.; Reynold da Silva,
exec. prod.; Mike Ross-Trevor, John L Timperley,
Eric Tomlinson, engs. AAD?
Performance *1/2
Sonics **

T

he boom in the film-music market
continues. Recent efforts at the high
end include Nonesuch's stellar series
of original cues by Georges Delerue, Alex
North, Leonard Rosenman, and Tom
Takemitsu, and Sony's disc The Elm Scores
Mansour Seck
of Bernard Herrmann. But there are lots of
breakthrough album, Soro. This album cheap exploitations out there too, indudtakes asimilar approach to the modern- ing anew series from Silva Screen Records.
Grouped by genre under such tides as
ization of the griot heritage, layering
soaring, bittersweet melodies over airy Hollywood Heroes and Tluillerg these discs
string textures and sharply syncopated re-create cues from classic films (Cape R>ar,
1962) and not-so-classic ones (License to
rhythms. There are no keyboards, but
the female chorus has the diaphanous K4, with an emphasis on movies from the
late '50s on. These are performed by varifeel of asynthesizer.
Seck, however, gives tradition aheav- ous ensembles, including the Westminster
ier emphasis, performing the opening Philharmonic, and the City of Prague
tribute to Africa, "Yelayo," in pure griot Philharmonic.
Composers from Max Steiner to
style, with solemn, stately verses sung in
anasal tone over winding, falling kora Elmer Bernstein to Maurice Jane to Jerry
arpeggios. A thick, rubbery bass enters Goldsmith are represented. In many cases
on the second track, "Dona Bamba," the performances are slack, with little of
but not until the hard-riffing third track, the dramatic tension of the originals. One
"Thiaroye," does it become evident that occasionally wonders — for example, in
this is, in fact, apop record. The bass the various Herrmann themes from Cape
drops out, or at least turns down, for a Fear, or Ennio Morricone's plaintive cues
couple of other griot-like tunes before from Once Upon aTime in the West —
the album hits its stride on "M'Benyu," whether anyone involved had ever seen
an electrifying one-chord vamp that the original film. Occasionally, conductor
suggests that Seck has been listening to and ensemble get it right, usually when
Dylan and the Stones —or that they, in the music leans toward the elegiac—as in
aroundabout historical sense, have been John Barry's score from Out of-Africa.
The big question is whether aproject
listening to him.
The remainder of the album alter- like this is worth doing. Many of these
nates between gentle, sorrowful griot composers deserve to be taken serioussongs and urgent, bass-powered pop ly, and gathering them under the same
tracks. But even throbbing, bluesy roof does them adisservice; the series
tunes
like
"Ndiatigue"
and has the cheesy feel of a"Greatest Hits of
"Tedoungal" are traditionally inflected, Classical Music" disc. (Only on
with formal lyrics that thank Seck's Hollywood Directors is all the music writParisian hosts and the studio personnel ten by asingle composer.) Nor has Silva
for their hospitality. The music's court- provided any comment on the changing
ly airs and seriousness of purpose give styles in movie scoring. All told, this
it a nobility practically unknown in low-rent project is perilously close to
Western pop, belying Seck's crossover something off an old "K-Tel Presents"
-Brian Kellow
intentions.
-Larry Birnbaum commercial.
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Amps

Pre-owned &New HI-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
Whde Plans. NY 10601
Buy Sell. Trade. Conslgn
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-32152: Fax
www. tfta .com
c

Acurus A250
Adcom GFA 545
Aragon
ARC 070
D240 Mk11
D400 Mk11
V140 Mono's
Ayre V-3
BAT VK60
Bell 1001 MkIll
B&K ST140
ST202
C-J MF 2100
Premier 12's
SA250
Carver
Lightstar Ref.
Classé CA 400

$649
$295
$Call
$795
$1595
$3195
$4295
$1595
$2795
$1695
$325
$395
$695
$3995
$675
$1895
$3195

Counterpoint SA100 $495
Dynaco ST-70
$349
Futterman OTL $3895
Hafler 9300 THX $695
9130
$275
Krell 200S
$3495
KMA-100's
$2495
KSA-50
$1195
KSA-150
$2395
KSA-250
$3195
Levinson 333
$5795
ML11
$1195
MBL 8004
$1495
McCormack
DNA 1NIB!
$1595
McIntosh MC 75's $2495
Melos 200 Gold $1995
Pass Aleph O's $4595
Perreaux PMF 21508 $595
PSE Studio 5's
$1095

CAL
Audio Alchemy
DOE V3.0
DTI Pro
Cello 8.1
Classé DAC Combo
EAD 7000 Combo
Esoteric P2
P500
Levinson 35
Marantz CC52 Gold
Meridian 500
563
586
Micro Mega T-Drive
Mod Squad Prism
Museatex Combo
PS Audio Datalink 11
Parasound DAC 1000
Sony 620 ES
Theta
Wadia 32X
64.4

$Call
$495
$395
$2895
$3895
$1795
$1795
$395
$3395
$295
$1249
$749
$2595
$695
$275
$1195
$195
$495
$195
$Call
$749
$1895

Accuphase T-100
$349
ARC PH-1
$825
Basis Debut Gold $4495
Goldmond Studio
w/T3B
$1995
Magnum-Dynalab $Call
McIntosh MR65
$895
7083
$1095
Nakamichi 700ZXL $1095
Onkyo T-4080
$325
Pink Triangle Orig. $795
Tandberg 3001A
$995
VPI TNT MKI w/ MKII
Roland Model 8 $4995
platter/bearing $1595
Sumo Andromeda II $795 Walker Procenium $Call
Symphonic Line
$Call
Threshold S500 $2195
VAC PA 90 C's
$3495 ADS 1290's
$595
PA90 M NIB!
$1895 B&W Acoustatune $195
VTL 225 Dlx w/Blue
Clements RT-7 Ref. $1795
Bottle Teslas! $2795 ESB 7/06
$495
ET LFT VIII
$995
Gallo
$Call
Aragon 18K
Genesis VI
$4995!
w/P&G Pots
$695 Janis Woofer w/1A $895
24K SP
$695 Magnepan MG 33R $1395
Aurum
$1195
ARC LS2B
$1495 Cables-n-thIngs
LS3
$995 Audio Quest
LS7
$795
Diamond lm XLR $449
SP11
$1995
Diamond 1.5 XLR $695
Audible Illusions 2A $595
Ruby 1m RCA
$49
BAT VK's
SCall
Topaz 1m RCA
$35
Cary CAD 5500 $1095 Cardas Lgt. Spd.
$49
SLP 50
$795 MIT Proline 3m XLR $595
Carver
Term 3 Dgtl.
$55
Lightstar Direct $949 N.B.S. Master
CAT SL1 Sig Mk11 $3795
5m XLR
$3995
C-J Premiere 10 $1895 Nordost
Classé DR6
$1495
Red Dawn 2m XLR $349
Creek P42
$349
Ref. 2m RCA
$395
Counterpoint
Purist
HCA 808
$649
Maximus 3m XLR $395
SA-1000 w/ ph. $495 Tice Titan
$995
Dennesen JC80 $1795 Transparent Ref. XL
Haller 915 w/phono $295
2m RCA
$1195
Krell KRC-HR demo $4595
Super 1m XLR
$4425
Levinson 38S
$3995 UHOR Telarc etc.
$Call
McIntosh C34V $1095 Valid Pis. Kit
$Call
Plinius 12
$2395 XL0 .5 69. bi
$195
Sonic Front. SFL-2 $2195 New equipment arrives daily,
please
call
d
your
are
looking
VAC CPA1
$1895
for something not listed.
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Trades and
Consignments welcome.
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Since 1986 IIIINDINGS
has enjoyed a following
both locally and
nationally of people
who know and love
the experience that a
Fine Music or Home
Theater System can
bring to their lives
Our knowledgeable
staff appreciates and
understands the magic
as well as the
technology necessary
to help you customize
your need for
Fine Music and Home
Entertainment

SEINING

Krell, Thiel, Theta, Angstrom,
Balanced Audio Technology,
Black Diamond Racing, Conrad Johnson,
Eggleston, Audio Magic, Cardas,
and much more. ..
•Trade -ins welcome
•Call for great selection

Fine Audio • Home meal

of high end trade -ins and demos

303-759-5505

•30 day exchange

469 - E. Es ans.

•Free shipping

Den% cr. CO 80222
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FUTURE
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(800) 947 - 4434

COMPETITIVE PRICES

(310) 517- 1700 so. cal.

COURTEOUS SERVICE
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AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR THE FINEST AUDIO & VIDEO BRANDS:—
ADA
ATLANTIC TECH.
AUDIOEASE
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIO CONTROL,ferf
AUDIO POWER
AUDIOCIUEST
BAG END
BALANCED AUDIO
BRYSTON

Liptl, AUDIO LABS
;OAS
RVER
ct

GRADO
MAGNUM DYNALAB
HAFLER
MERIDIAN
HARMAN KARDON
'I'
MIRAGE
INFINITY
ALIFTSUBISHI

CITATION
CREEK
DCM
DENON
FANFARE

JBL SYNTHESIS
KEF
KIMBER KABLE
LINN
LUTRON

At.

NESTOROVIC
NILES
NITTY GRITTY
ONKYO
PIONEER ELITE

PROM
ROI

PSI3

SONANCE
SONY
SPECTRON
STRAIGHTWIRE
TARGET

THORENS
TICE
TOSHIBA
TOWNSHEND
TRIAD
VON SCHWEIKERT
CPI
WI
RE WORLD
XL0
.and more
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Manufacturers'
Clearaudio/Souther tonearm
Lditoi
Well, Fremer is at it again. Shakespeare
said it best: he "doth protest too much,
methinks." Let me say right from the
start, this dog won't hunt.
Fremer reiterates his points about undamped linear-tracking arms. Well-damped
arms, be they linear or pivoted, exhibit
more problems than their undamped brethren. Damping fluid (usually silicone) by
nature has viscosity. This viscosity is not constant, as changes in both temperature and
humidity affect its density. This changing
viscosity will change the way the music
sounds, as well as the arm's ability to traverse the recording. This same viscosity
places atremendous amount of drag on
the arm and, to agreater degree, on the
stylus, as the stylus must now overcome
the record-groove drag and the drag induced by the fluid viscosity.
Mr. Fremer alludes to "dragging ahuge
mass along that linear line." The truth is,
the Clearaudio/Souther has almost no
mass, save for the weight of the cartridge, as
the armtube is made from titanium.' With
the proper tracking force, the stylus is not
being "Sammy Kayed" in the groove, but
instead makes continued contact with both
groove walls, the lateral forces being handled by the bearing carriage. In regard to his
further comments re. "the stylus presses on
one wall, then the other," well, this problem is much more prevalent in pivoted
arms than in linear ones.
In regard to the positioning of the coils
on the cantilever, had Mr. Fremer done his
homework, he would have discovered that
Clearaudio cartridges are manufactured
without any suspension, the coils, magnets, and cantilever being bedded in epoxy
resin and therefore impervious to any separation when the cantilever is acted upon
by any stress.
While Mr. Fremer alludes to modifications and/or ways in which to set up this
turntable/arm combination, I am not
privy to this and would stress that the 'table

1Titanium or not, the anti tube still has mass, as does
the entire moving structure. But what is important here
is the "effective mass," which is related both to the actual mass and the square of its distance from the system's
pivot point (in this case, the stylus tip). A small mass a
long way away from the pivot can have a
hlarger
effective mass than large nuss adjacent to it.
—JA
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should always be level and that the arm be
tilted ever so slightly downward to ease
tracking. If the 'table were to be set up in
an unleveled manner so the arm could
then be level, it would put undue stress on
the platter bearing, impede the natural
rotation of the platter; and possibly add
unequal torsion levels to the drive system.
"Some men see things as they are, and
say "Why?' Others see things as they are
and say 'Why not?' " Joseph De Phillips
Discovery Cable
Hovland Tonearm-to-Preamp Cable
Editor:
Not only can we thank Michael Fremer
for his thoughtful words of praise, but he
even throws in amost helpful tip about
where we can source our RCA connectors.
Our cup truly runneth over! (Could it be
that Stromberg-Carlson and Granny were
ahead of their time?) As for those connectors, in the 20 years Hovland Company
has been building custom reference-level
audio cables and electronics, we've tried
dozens of "audiophile-looking" RCAs and
have yet to find asuperior part for this
particular application. Believe me, we
would dearly love to offer amore aesthetically pleasing part. There is just one thing:
it would compromise delivering the fragile, low-level phono signal intact. So for
now, it has to be music over mass.
Michael's guess that his cable had a"discontinued Tiffany DIN connector" is correct. It is avery fine-sounding, low-mass
piece, and we bought as many as we could
find when they were still available. Perhaps we can locate an equally innocuous
DIN with aright angle, but Isuspect that
only reviewers —who must change connections frequently—are being inconvenienced by our choice of astraight DIN.
(RCA-to-RCA is, of course, an alternate
standard termination.)
As Michael was discussing wire metals,
it should be pointed out that the Hovland
Toneann-to-Preamp cable, like all Hovland signal-cable products (we handcraft
line-level interconnects and speaker cables
too), uses custom stranding of silver-plated copper. We are glad to hear that he
does not automatically equate silver with
"bright," as some tend to do. Such ageneralization would be as incorrect as proclaiming that tubes are lush and slow,

while transistors are hard-edged and fast.
The truth is, that it is all in how designs are
executed. Few readers, judging from
Michael's comment that "the Graham took
on arelaxed, warm, more physical feel,"
would guess that ours is asilver cable. His
observation that "all of the detail, depth,
dynamic authority, and three-dimensionality remained" is partially aresult of our use
and particular configuration of silver.
The last comments on tonearm-to-preamp cables, wherein Michael suggests trying "any other interconnect you can get your
hands on," is really worth amending. A cartridge signal is not aline-level signal, and one
should not consider aregular interconnect
for atoneami —this is almost akin to using
some behemoth speaker cable from your
CD player to preamplifier. Tonearms internally use quite fine wire (our experience
shows that atremendous portion of the
sonic variation among precision tonearms
is directly attributable to the signature of
the internal wire), and the whispering voltage of acartridge should be carried through
to the preamp on aproperly scaled, dedicated phono cable if all the musical details
are to be preserved. So do compare as
Fremer did, but narrow the field to the few
products designed for the purpose.
Unlike many line-level interconnects,
which arc twisted and sheathed in bulk,
then cut off the roll and terminated, the
Hovland Tonearm-to-Preamp Cable is
completely hand assembled. Hovland
Company's little-known status in the
cable arena (we are well known among
high-end speaker and electronics designers for making the MusiCap film-andfoil capacitors) owes much to our minimal
advertising. So aside from the reasonable
markup by the few fine dealers that represent our products, the price of our cable
covers just the hours of our shop time to
build apair, plus asmall profit to help
keep us in service to the music.
Lastly, Iwish to echo Michael's sentiment concerning Graham tonearms: They
are one of the finer pieces of mechanical
engineering in phono reproduction, crafted by an individual who really cares. We
will be using aGraham 2.0 as part of the
analog source for the Hovland amplifier
and preamplifier debuting in our suite at
the Winter CES. (Merlin Music Systems,
which uses our MusiCaps and our custom
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Manufacturers'
inductors, will handle the speaker duties at
the other end.) It is gratifying that Michael
Fremer — whose ears and taste in music I
have long trusted—found our cable so
"dramatically 'right'." Vmyl continues to
be our most rewarding reproduction reference, and he appreciates the special
effort it takes to extract music's emotion
from those wi 141ling grooves.
Alex Crespi
Director, Sales &Marketing
Hovland Company
Denon DCT-1000R
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Wes Phillips' great review of the
Denon DCT-1000R CD head unit. We are
especially proud of the fact that this unit has
truly state-of-the-art D/A electronics, featuring Denon's ALPHA processor to optimize low-level resolution along with BurrBrown PCM-1702U 20-bit D/A converters — very much the same D/A architecture as found in Denon's $7000 DA-S1
processor, which once made Stereophilès
"Recommended Components" list.
Wes mentions the rotary knob, used for
volume (primarily) and occasionally for
tone adjustment, etc. Along with Wes,
we've noted the trend in recent years to

rocker-type volume adjustment in car
stereo head-units (both factory and aftermarket), and we feel that nothing out
there beats a good old-fashioned rotary
knob. You really are in control, and not a
slave to microprocessor-programmed
adjustment characteristics. While rockertype and other "nouveau" approaches to
volume control are initially intriguing, in
this case, simpler is better.
The "telephone-type modular connector" for the balanced outputs mentioned
in the review isn't the cheesy RJ-11-type
standard telephone jack your readers
might assume it to be. It is, instead, the
professional RJ-45 version used in highspeed computer LAN connections. It is
ideal for balanced audio delivery to our
new DCA-760BL and DCA-660BL balanced amps, as well as other balanced
amps featuring the RJ-45 balanced input
connector from manufacturers such as
Phoenix Gold. For connection to balanced-input amplifiers with mini-DINtype inputs, we offer the Denon AK-192
RJ-45-to-mini-DIN adapter cable ($59),
so that the DCT-100OR's balanced outputs can easily be used with those amplifier types as well.
We're pleased to report that the benefits of Denon's balanced audio technology
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as found in the DCT-1000R can now be
found in our newest CD head unit, the
DCT-970R, available at asuggested retail
of $649.
David Birch-Jones
Marketing Manager, Denon Electronics
McCormack MID
Editor:
Thank you, Sam Tellig, for evaluating the
many uses of the McCormack Micro
Integrated Drive. And just what exactly
does it do? Though the MID was originally introduced as the MHD — Micro
Headphone Drive — we realized within
the first year of its release that we could
increase its power output enough to drive
small, efficient loudspeakers. Upon doing
so, we added apair of output binding
posts to accommodate loudspeaker connections. Thus, we changed the name to
more aptly reflect its versatility And, as
Sam noted, it can also function as afine
line-stage preamp. Headphone amp, preamp, and integrated amp — that's what
the MID does!
Dave Reich
VP Op./Eng, McCormack Audio
Audio Advisor
Editor:
"Sound to die for"? Wow! That's quite a
recommendation. None of us at Audio
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Hales Revelation Three
Editor:
Thank you, Stereophile, and especially Bob
Deutsch, for taking the time to listen to
our Revelation Three loudspeaker.
Overall, we find Bob's account of the
product accurate, informative, and thorough. And, naturally, we are gratified to
learn that he liked the speaker.
Readers who were intrigued by the
Revelation Three but who are on an even
tighter budget will be delighted to learn
that Hales Design Group manufactures
two even more affordable models in the
Stereophile, February 1998

Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
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Sonic Frontiers Anthem
PRE 1L& AMP 1
Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to
thank both Lonnie Brownell and
Stereophile for the glowing endorsement of
our Anthem PRE 1L line-stage preamplifier and AMP 1power amplifier. For us at

Duneilen. NJ 08812

Creek OBH-11
Editor:
For once, Iagree with Sam. The Creek
OBH-11 is wonderful with the Grado
'phones. Iuse the SR8Os and the RS1s at
home. Even though the OBH-2 regulated
power supply does improve the sound of
the amp dramatically, the basic power supply works extremely well. Idon't understand why he keeps wanting to throw it
away. Each one costs me good money.
Ido differ with him on the Sennheisers.
The OBH-11 drives them very well —ask
any Sennheiser owner who has an OBH11. Ioften use their headphones at shows
to demonstrate the OBH-11.
Sam says that "The Creek is dynamic,
detailed, smooth, controlled in the bass,
and extended in the treble without being
overbright."
So is he.
Roy Hall

Hale Design Group

Sonic Frontiers, products in the Anthems'
price range are the real entry points, or
"key," to high-end audio. To see our
efforts at designing and manufacturing
products of this unprecedented quality appreciated to this degree is heartwarming,
to say the least.
We were particularly pleased with
Lonnie's assessment that, given their build/
parts quality, ease of use, compatibility,
feature sets, and most important, sound
quality, our Anthem products perform at a
level far in excess of that which would be
expected at the retail prices at which they
are offered —to quote LB, "maybe even at
double." Thank you, Lonnie —like we
always say, Anthem is the best (tube gear)
within boundaries (a reasonable price)!
We would like to respond to TJN's
comments regarding the measurements
performed on the AMP 1set at the 4ohm
tap. Either there was ameasurement idiosyncrasy during the testing procedure,
and/or there was an undetected problem
with this particular unit's 4 ohm tap.
Regardless, we have double-checked current-production AMP Is for this characteristic using the same measurement device
used by Stereophile (an Audio Precision
System One or Two), and it shows no such
anomaly. Therefore, we can assure any cus-

112 North Wash,

President, Audio Advisor
(Musical Fidelity's US distributor)

Revelation Series, at $995 and $1695/pair.
There is also adedicated three-way center
channel, the Revelation Center, at $995.
All Revelation models offer similar features and performance to the flagship
model Three described in Bob's review.
Regarding Bob's comment concerning
the spikes supplied with the speaker, by
the time this is in print we will be making
specifically designed plinths for the
Revelation floorstanding models. These
optional plinths enhance the visual
appearance of the speaker and improve
bass performance by anchoring it solidly
to the floor with captive (threaded) spikes.
In Bob's closing remarks, he says that
he "would not want to dispute the claim
that the speaker was an instant classic, a
benchmark against which others of its
type are measured." We couldn't have said
it better ourselves.
L Paul Hales

remarkable home theater

Advisor would be willing to die for the
sound of Musical Fidelity X-CANS driving
the Sennheiser HD 600s, but we do love
the sound! The HD 600s arc very comfortable, and sound luscious driven by toobs.
And, yes, the X-PSU power-supply upgrade improves the sound of the XCANS, but it provides an even bigger
improvement in the sound of Musical
Fidelity X10-D, X-DAC, and X-ACT
gear. The X-PSU can drive up to four Xseries components. In fact, the more the
merrier—the X-PSU actually performs
better when "loaded down" by connecting
multiple X-components.
I'm curious why Sam preferred the
sound of the Creek OBH-11 driving the
Grado Reference headphones. Several
leading headphone experts I've consulted
tell me that the Reference headphones present an unusual load to the amp, and that
the X-CANS arc an ideal match for them.
Explanation? Never mind, we sell (and
like) the Creek OBH-series components
too.
Wayne Schuunnati

Comments
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tomer interested in this amplifier that they
can expect the high level of performance
achieved through the 8ohm tap to exist
through the 4ohm tap as well.
Once again, we would like to thank
Lonnie and Stereophile for such apositive
review of this Anthem preamp/amp combination. Rest assured that the same
ground-breaking at the price-point performance can be expected from our
matching PRE 1P phono stage ($895) and
CD-1 CD Changer ($1595) as was
achieved by these two pieces.
We look forward to reading your
comments on the new products.
Chris Johnson
President, Sonic Frontiers
Myryad MC-loo
Editor:

Alright, Iadmit it, I'm green with envy.
I've never had the joy of listening to my
Myryad MC-100 with fresh burns right
off amaster of first test pressings. John
Atkinson has the advantage of being intimately familiar with the recording
processes on the discs he mentions in his
January'98 review of the MC-100, but I'd
still like to just have the experience.
This is especially so because I've been
wrestling with the qualities of the MC-

100 that John so succinctly describes.
Sometimes the 100 sounds detailed and
revealing, at other times mellow and
smooth — and, even more exasperating,
occasionally both simultaneously! Ioften
field dealer calls that give us opposing
opinions. One says, "The player sounds
creamy"; the other, "Wow, is it detailed."
Iargue that it can be both, depending on
the music. So it's comforting to find validation of that in John's analysis.
The Myryad MC-100 is a bit of a
chameleon. For me it tends to move with
the music, adopting aseemingly different
character with different recordings, much
as John detailed in his exploration of the
Myryad's various renderings of different
bass lines and recordings.
JA describes the MC-100's many
strengths and compromises. The compromises are, of course, a function of
this CD player's cost. Our aim was to
make asolid high-end performer in a
one-box player at an aggressive price
point, $1200. ft's gratifying to read that a
veteran as critical and experienced as
Mr. Atkinson feels we've done that successfully.
John mentions afew other matching
Myryad products: the Integrated MI-120
amp and the coming tuner, the MT-100.
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We currently also offer amatching preamp (the MP-100) and apower amp (the
MA-120), which improve the sound of
the Integrated. More pertinent to this
writcup, we've recently introduced an
upmarket CD player, the MCD-500 at
$2400, that takes the one-box player exercise to greater heights, specifically addressing the compromises JA fingers.
I'd like to claim that the new MCD500 was conceived after Chris Evans took
a trip to Texas, having driven from
Brownsville to El Paso nonstop while listening to Steve Earle, Dwight Yoakam,
and ZZ Top, but I'd be telling areal tall
tale —though the MCD-500 sounds like
I'd be telling the truth. We put so much
pressure on Chris and brother David (who
prefers to be called ahuman engineer who
does digital work) to design more new
goodies that they don't get achance to
vacation much.
Myryad's approach to power-supply
design is, we believe, crucial to the sonic
performance of all our products, but it is
our CD players in particular that probably
benefit most from our attention to detail
in this area.
Happy listening,
Michael Zeugin, Audio Influx
Chris Evans, Myryad Systems
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Music lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1055
Beverly Hills
Sound Center
(310) 274-6951
Buena Park
Better Audio Video
(714) 994-7694
Burbank
Speaker City USA
(818) 846-9921
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548

Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Grove
Cypress Hi Fi 8Video
(408) 646-8737
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Lakeport
Plaza IV
(707) 263-4711
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine
8 Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Richmond
Pro Video Service
(510) 223-5588
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
I.P.D. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928

to

Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Soundscape
(707) 578-4434
Studio City
Dave's Video. The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

COLORADO
Boulder
Lads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up *3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479

Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Thornton
Soundtrack. Ultimate
Electronics
(303) 412-2525

Stereotech
(619) 282-9101
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044

Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241

Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735

Speakerworld Technology
(510) 490-5842
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700

Laserland Home Theater
(408) 253-3733
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131

Buy

Stereophile

Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945
West Hartford
Herbert Electronics
(860) 236-2211
DELAWARE
Dover
All Star Satellite Superstore
(302) 678-1390
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
De Land
Telecon Systems
(904) 736-1722
Ft. Lauderdale
Southport Home Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Inverness
New Age Audio
(352) 637-2797
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakenvorld
(813) 544-3819

Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Norcross
Hi Fi Exchange
(770) 242-6644
Roswell
ASO Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 889-2388
Swainsboro
B& KElectronics
(912) 237-6900

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
Moscow
Stereo Shoppe
(208) 882-1719

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Gibson City
lelco Custom Auto 8Sound #2
(217) 784-5705
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500

GEORGIA
Alpfaretta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399

Rockfalls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Li'burn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390

Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Media Room
(317) 466-0116
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustic Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
Taylorsville
ET Satellite 8 Electronic
(502) 477-6827

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818

Dealers interested in selling Srereophik please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.
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Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ud
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242

Buy

phiI e
Stereo-

Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
St. Paul
Midwest Speaker
(612) 645-7174

Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
Advanced Systems
(601) 362-1502
McComb
McLeod's
(601) 684-7253

Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MISSOURI

Westminster
Access Satellite Corp.
(410) 833-6260

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras, Inc
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes 11
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3403

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Saginaw
Stereo Shoppe
(517) 792-2673
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829
Hopkins
Hi ['lid Audio
(612) 933-4064

202

Columbia
Sound by Johnston
(573) 449-6600
Houston
White Electronics
(417) 967-5522
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Vabryc
(314) 332-6328
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
NEVADA
Boulder City
Home Theater Systems
(702) 294-3039
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
Portsmouth
KC. Audio Systems
(603) 431-2796
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-060,
0
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8,
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Las Cruces
F/X Installation Audio 8
Security
(505) 527-1950
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade AN Center
(718) 886-1700
Freeport
New York Speaker Lab
(516) 379-6900
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
1315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Mt. Airy
Electronic Service 8Sales
(910) 786-9084
Mt. Holly
Television Video Audio Svc. Ctr.
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Waynesville
Stereo Innovations
(704) 452-3474
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Stereo Advantage
(513) 321-0083
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Advanced Satellite Audio Video
(614) 863-3862
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Fairbom
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House ot Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8, Television
(412) 561-1115
Plains
Sound Doctors
(717) 823-3055
Scranton
Heart 8Soul Audio
(717) 346-0222
Selinsgrove
Village ry g
Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Smithport
Smithpoil Electronics
(814) 887-7753
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
York
Electronics Place
(717) 757-1312

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
Hilton Head
Amtech Home Satellite 8
Electronics
(803) 689-3600

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557
Opus 2Audio 8Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

OREGON
Beaverton
Art ol Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754

TEXAS
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667

Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
aorcs Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117

High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

McAllen
Amersat Downlink
(210) 687-5999
Sherman
Straight Up Audio
(903) 813-0489

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audlo
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading
Post
(804) 346-0876
Regency TV 8Electronics
(804) 740-0788

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7(147
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
Wheeling
Sterling Sound
(304) 243-1033

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Sheboygan
Gene's Sound 8Camera
(414) 458-2141

Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
ID. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 26443410

Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

PENNSYLVANIA

Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020

Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
1215) 886-1650
Lancaster
GNT Stereo
717) 393-4471
Lock Haven
Keith Electronics
(717) 748-1747
McMurray
Goosebumps
(412) 941-3326
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500

Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
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WYOMING
Gillette
Pro Audio of Wyoming
13071 687-1954
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruchle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RBI
ALBERTA
Calgary
KAW Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #MI63
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio -Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thomhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front SI E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
UAtelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S
QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Deane
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 lateunesse
Quebec
(.0.RA.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel: (61) 3-01994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
BENELUX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 612 5698
De Hifrstudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: (047) 322-0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Coda's
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841
CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo limitada
Tel/Fax: (562) 2-209-2134
COSTA RICA
CurridiabaL San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax (506) 225-8231
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CROATIA
National Distributor

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor

Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376

Petone, Wellington
OR. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax: 42-2-90001181

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
'Rodin
HifiMeSta Dy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (10) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
VII Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0716
Kowloon Brandi
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

MARTINIQUE,

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel: 01284 724 337

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COAAAG Magazine Marketing

Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax: 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax (381) 11-140-689

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/02 Maxim Gorky
biabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-213-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
RG Sound,
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
Hifi House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
TeL (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4188

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Monk
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax (90) 212-231-9673

Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: 1413) 2-774-8154

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

MALAYSIA
National Distributor

London
Kamla Huh
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel: 0171 403 2255

Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax: 0115925 0625

POLAND

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax (353) 1-283-4887

MACEDONIA
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 II 83 66

Curete
Sanch Electronn
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax (809) 645-2205

Gdansk-Oliwa
Artis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790
Music Box (The)
Fax: (65) 13-42-106

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS oration
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax (81) 3-5410-0622

Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St

TRINIDAD

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0350
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

FRENCH WEST INDIES

THAILAND

St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

Bangkok
Music World Co.
Tel (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456

/ N'N'
ALPIN\E
AUDIO
Audio and Home Theatre
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DEMO AND USED MODELS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
323 WEST MAIN STREET
ABINGDON, VIRGINIA 24210
(540) 628-3177

•local market only

e-mail: ratliff@preferred corn
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Mart

ATTENTION QUAI ) ANL) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 »Whin' Loop #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.

ENJOY JITTER-FREE MUSIC! The UTP-1 and the
UCI)-1 combine improved sound with new cosmetic
appeal. Our Basic Player and the Reference One transport have made Bound for Sounds "Components of
Merit" List. Low-jitter kits still available. G&D
Transforms, (602) 650-1155, e-mail Traremu@aolcom

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
—Franchised dealer for Nairn, Roksan, Pink Triangle,
Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rega, Epos. Totem,
Quad, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at hup://wwwfintfarecorn .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. 1)ownload our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infienefirecom ,or write to Eatifitre FM, Box
455, Bielo, NY 14225-0455.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeClursty Engintrrimz Lab, 11828 WJtjferson Blvd, Culver
Qty, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
imprIturrh@aol.wm

"SOUN1) YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classe Audio, Fardare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JFWoodworks. Audio Excellena;
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Arnbc/Diswver.

CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, OR, Quicksilver,
BEL Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physic, Immedia, Michael
Yec, Lyra, WireWorld, PSF, Mesa, Tice, Benz-Micro,
'Clyne, AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Yamantura, Townslictid, XL0, Audio-Technica, REL, Sanus,
LAST, Weltronics, VP1, Chang Lighispeed, CWD,
Golden Sound, ASC, Nitty Gritty, and more. Used and
demos available. Trade-ins welcome. (503)227-1943.

SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audit. "78" Archival Supplies,* P.O. Box 187
San Anselmo, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
MUSIC OR HOME THEATER? Take your choice:
Robert liarley's best-selling book, The Complete
Guide to High-End Audio ($29.95), or the brand-new
Home 'theater for Everyone ($19.95) — plus $4.95 S&H
($6.95 outside US). 30-day money-back guarantee.
Call (800) 848-5099, or send check or VISA/MC
information to 'Impala Publishing, P.O. Box 80805,
AMuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Lirge selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or vita our
showrooms at 251-11 Northern Bhd, Little Nak, NY 11363.
MliC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon. Cello. Krell. Mark LeVillS011, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call SlIplTeX PRkhlas,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356* St
AU 1)10 UN LI M 1TE 1) OFFERS Accuphasc,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aestlictix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audio Craft, Audi° Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Clung, Char°. Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Fanfare, Gnat .
,Graham, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab,
Magro, Meret, Micromega, Micro-Setki, Musical
Design, Music Metre. Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rega,
Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdek, Tannoy,
Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303)
691-3407, 2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
STAX NOVA SIGNATURE AMR $1250; AudioTeclinica AT-0C9, $199. Ail unused. (212) 966-1355.
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SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION
PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3"; weight,
27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation,
14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review upcoming in Stewophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you, or
order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
1
kaler inquiries invited.
TUBE TRAP... TUBE
P...TUBE TRAP...
Check bass-transients response of speakers and room
with ASC-MATT test on CD. Send recording by mail
or e-mail for analysis. Call for details: Engineer, (541)
343-9727; nth), (800) ASC-TUBE; fiuc (541)343-9245.
MAGNAN CABLES—Experience what audiophiles
and audio reviewers have been raving about for years...
Tel.fax (805) 484-9544, e-mail plagnan904@aolcom ,
1111VW111«114111.1"0111 .

RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial. $4.15 per word, $1115 minimum on all
commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or
more characters with aspace, dash, or slash
on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads
must be prepaid with order, either by check or
credit card: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327. E-MAIL:
dassifieds@stereophile.com .DEADLINE: Ms
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want
your ad to run in the April 1998 Stereophile,
you must submit it by February 2, 1998.
Please Note: Phone-in ads are not accepted.
Please fax or mail your ads on the form provided. No refunds.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Actuus, Kimber, KEE, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Broilers Stereo, 591 Kite St,
Charkstort, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.
BUY FACTORY-1)1RECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. US and
Canadian orders only. Pie Audio Produits, tel. (561) 5757577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE — Now offering
noise reduction and vacuum-tubed audio enhancement for any FM tuner ($295), and the finest in outdoor FM antennae, the APS-14 (see Stereophik,
"Recommended Components," April 1997) and APS8. Al'S, (860) 643-2733, e-mail antperf(Altiaccom, or visit
our new web site: www.antennaperformantecom .
I)IGIFLEX GOLD I"... my first choice in adigital
cable at any price," Corey Greenberg, Stereophile, Vol.16
No.Z July 1993... and the price is only $59.95. Now:
1)igiFlex +Plus Advanced 1)igital Interconnect —special price $109.95 (regularly $142.95). Also: Analog
interconnects, video and speaker cables, and more. Free
full-line catalog from your Canare source: Sound &
Video, (518)822-8800.
WOULI) YOU LIKE 70 IMPROVE your system?
We can help! Check out our new loudspeakers, starting
at $900/pair. Cost no object? Try our DM-100, $25,000.
Interconnects, DACs, complete systems. Fax/tel. (603)
654-9826, e-mail nimbi annutics@tellink.net ;Mach 1
Armada, 57 Stilts hum Road,1441ton, NH 03086 USA.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, ('.ardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capatiranee, low-inductance design. Interconneas, $150/meter
pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. Don't pay more! (770)457-8748 before
lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFIl Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 and
up), power-line conditioners ($85 and up). Alternative
to the Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Modç
1Old Ceram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
USEI) & DEMO SALE: Adcom GTP-600; Audio
Research Spa; B&W 803 Series 2, DM603; Bryston
21i; Conrad-Johnson Premier 12 and 9, PV-12;
Counterpoint SA-500; First Sound Reference; Pass II;
Genesis 2.5a; Hales Concept 2, 3, 5; Krell KSA-150,
KSL-2; Mark Levinson No20.6, No.333, No38S,
No36; Mod Squad I)/A; Proceed PRE, AMP 3; misc.
Transparent, Theta Pro Gen.III; Wadia 12; Wilson
WATT 3/Puppy 2; more. Audition Audio, (801) 4675918, (801) 467-0290fax.
JADIS DEFY 7MK.III AMP. Chris, (214) 360-9388.
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE ONE B preamp, RCA balanced, stepped attenuators ($2395);
Fourier Triomphe 85Wpc OTL ($2600). Both less
than 50 hours, mint, $1400 each. Trade for Rotel
RCD-990, Adcom GCI)-700, -750. (615) 898-2101,
(615) 895-9329.
LEVINSON NO38S PREAMP, mint, warranty, original packing, $3700. (415) 948-0286.
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Audio Mart
TH RESHOL D 12 PREAM PL I
FIER, Stereophile Class
A Recommended Component, October 1997 ($5750)
$3695; Threshold T400 amplifiers (2): 175Wpc stereo,
500Wpc monoblock, ($5950) $3895 each. (1200 amplifiers, Sramphi/e Class A Recommended Component,
October 1997.) All perfect. David, (517) 337-8362 before
lOpm EST leave spmfic masage, offers.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFT-1 CD transport, Sienvphile
Class A Recommended Component, October 199Z
($2300) $1495/offer. Al, (517) 337-8362 below lOpm
EST leave sere message.
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 AMP, ($4500) $3675;
Thiel CS2 2 speakers, ($2950) $2175; Levinson
No.331, ($5000) $3500; Counterpoint SA-220,
($2500) $1375; Counterpoint 5000 preamp, ($3500)
$1625. (606) 581-3763.
SONIC FRONTIERS: Line 3 preamp, ($4995)
$3500; Power 3amps, ($10,000) $5295; SED-2 Mk.11,
($5295) $3000; SFT-1 transport, absolutely mint, gold
face, ($2300) $1595. All original boxes and manuals.
Call (201) 934-6605, leave message.
THRESHOLD T400, 6 months old, mint, $4000
OBO. (732) 431-5684.
G&D TRANSPORT, $395; Reference Line Silver
interconnects, 0.5m, $125; VanEvers power cords, $65.
Call (615) 650-3418.
JADIS DPL LINE STAGE, ($5000) $2300; Sonic
Frontiers SFM-160 monoblocks, ($5500) $2350;
Mclos 333R reference line stage, balanced/unbalanced,
with remote and warranty, $2200; Audio Note 1)AC 3
with warranty, $2100; Conrad-Johnson MV-125,
($4000) $1950; Fosgate 3A, ($3500) $1200;
Transparent Reference interconnects, 1.5m, ($2000)
$890. All mint with original boxes, plus shipping. (619)
485,2617 days, (619) 277-0987 evenings.
JANIS W1 15" subwoofers with IA crossover/amplifiers, oak, ($3500) $1400/pair. (412) 268-231

Straight Talk...

her

39 Years

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
We stock 106 Brands of Audio,
Video and Car Stereo. Only afew
stores in America can make
s
statement and
virtually all of us
are located in college towns
adjacent to hi-tech Universities
AUTHORIZED DEALER
for
Floor Tower Speakers
Ctr Channel Speakers
Subwoofer Speakers
Bookshelf Speakers
Receivers /Audio
Video /TVs /VCRs
Projection TVs /DV D
CD Players /Changers
Laser Disc /Tape Decks
Home Theater Systems

Hi-Fi '98 The Home Theater at Specialty Audio Show
The Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel
June 10-11, Trade Only
June 12-14, Open to the Public
Ifirlff exhibit booths cost $2,200, 13'x18' rooms cost
$5,300 Check out additional sizes —call Ken
Nelson at (914) 476-3157, or fax (914)969-2746. See
more, hear more —equal to three months of store
visits. Enjoy over 18 hours of live music. Public
three-day tickets arc $25 in advance, $35 at the
door. Call (505) 992-6600, or fax (505)992-6677 to
order tickets.

RUIN ENOUGH VINYL YET letting your stylus
cruise that last groove? The Lift, atonearm lifting device.
Save your records and stylus from wear. A thumbs-up
from reviewers. Flawless performance for amillennium.
See it lifting on the web: ucrinessmarhininecom .
$99.95 chrome, $119.95 gold. $6 S&I-1 USA; other, $15.
PO. Box 641251, San Jose, CA 95164-1251.
THRESHOLD T-3, $1400; Threshold T-800D,
$5800; Threshold T-2, $4000; ll&W DS-6 surround
speakers, $300/pair. (414) 354-5082.
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE ONE preamp, 4
months old, ($8500) $5500; Mark Levinson No37
transport, 2months old, ($4000) $2800. (404) 305-4961

AUDIO RESEARCH VT60, $1495; Audio Research
SPIO, $1650; Marantz 8B, original, $1900; Linn
Axis/Alcito setup, $600; N.E.W. P-3 preamp, $850;
EAD T-1000, $600; EAD I)SP-7000, $1200; Aranov
PY-100 preamp, $1350; Maranta CD-63SE, $295;
Dunlavy SC-Ills, oak, $2400; Infinite Slope 2a's, $700;
NEAR lOm's, $270. TeL (973) 402-9056.
INFINITY IRS BETA, ($12,900) $6000 plus shipping.
(719) 632-3454.
PRE F LOUDSPEAKERS BY RYSGAAR1), black
granite, excellent, prefer local in ni-state area, $900;
Tandberg 3003 amp, 150Wpc, $400; Tandberg 3002
control preamp, $275; Thorens TD 320 turntable,
excellent, $200. (914) 236-7890.
SONIC FRONTIERS ANTHEM 1amp, and Pre *IL,
extra tubes, tweaked, 4months old; AudioQuest Lapis,
RCA, 15m. Negotiable. (718) 449-1074.
THIEL CS1.5s, ASH, 1year old, mint, $1600. (904)
398-2993.
NHT 2.9 TOWER SPEAKERS, sealed, ($2500)
$1950. (310) 978-8388.
VELODYNE PASSIVE CROSSOVER/BYPASS,
$175. (650) 341-0835.
KRELL A/V STANDARD, $8000; Krell KAV-300i,
$1850; Wades 16, $3900; Wilson CUB, $1750 (one
only); Totem Mani-2s, $2450; Levinson No331,
$3500; Levinson No.33Z $5000. Tom, (248) 391-4400
days, (248) 634-6619 evenings EST
AUDIOQUEST BUY-OUT Record Dampers, $24
prepaid, double as heaviest Biggest Foot. (515)424-6258.

WARNING !!!

AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO Mk.II, excellent condition. Moog service manuals, plus literature on vintage
analog synths. A( (607) 565-8438.

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B Mk.II, rated Class A,
mint condition, original box, ($3000) $1800. (972) 2332124, (972) 335-4222 evenings.

Profflufica

AUDIO/PECIALIFT/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom
Arcom
B.A.T.
C.E.C.
Cambridge
Celeste
Chord Co.
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
GokienTube
Grade
H/K
Hales
Janis

Meadowlark
Maim
Paradigm
ProAr
Rego
Roksan
Spend°.

Sumiko
Sunfire
Symphonic
TOI
Target
Theta
Vandersteen

America's Best Record Rack

The RACKIT" System
(since 1984)

Visit our 14 Showrooms
Featuring 106 Quality Manufacturers
KIEF'S AUDIO/VIDEO
2429 Iowa SL, Lawrence, KS 66046
M-1 -W- II
(ktm-Hpm.
F-S I
(iam-6pm
tittp://www.kiefsay.com/

A

111)1()/V WE()
785-842- 1811
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Modular, stackable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mail order brochure

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

(please mention Stereophile)

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500

e

Per Madsen Design
(415) 822-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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Mart

GOLDEN TUBE SE-100 (2), three months old, $1100
each; SEP-1 SE, three months old, $550; Essence Audio
Super Gems with stands, $1100. Brian, (920) 426-5950.
LEVINSON No380S PREAMP, ($6495) $4500. Voire
(914) 429-6469, fax (914) 429-4339.
EAD T-8000 SERIES III universal transport, black,
($5500) $2500 OBO, ELP LT1-XA laser turntable
(www.keyserv.netMe) with VP! HW-17S record cleaner, 78 filter, defect warranty, new, $20,000. Call (505)
662-1415.
DELUXE ROOMTUNES, $55 each. (615) 650-3418.
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1, Sterrophile Class A
(October 1996), ($2995) $1850; Alón V Mk.11s, Stemphile Class B (October 1997), ($4950) $3250; Aragon
8008 BB, Sterophile Class B (October 1997), ($2500)
$1850. Two AudioQuest Lapis balanced interconnects,
lm, ($1350) $750; All mint with boxes and manuals.
Call Gabriel, (908) 508-1816 before 11pm EST po.
McINTOSH MC-300 STEREO AMPLIFIER, purchased but never opened, ($4000) $2800; California
Audio Alpha tube DAC, 3months old, ($1500) $750;
variety XL0 cables, purchased and never used. Please
call (404) 305-4%1.
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS, mint, 4 months,
$7500. (770) 487-6022.
FULTON PREMIERE, $1500; Audio Research D125,
new Russian tubes, $2500 Classé M700 mono amps,
$3700; Audio Research LS2, $1400; Kinergetics KCD40, $900; Infinity Betas, $4700. All mint condition.
Dermis, (417) 764-3412.
RaTEL RQ-970BX phono preamp, ($200) $100;
Adcom GDA-600 D/A converter, ($750) $250;
Monarchy Audio DIP, ($200) $100; Marantz CD63SE
CD playeç ($930) $275; Musical Fidelity XIOD processor, ($200) $100. (619) 672-9752.
BAT VIC60 TRIODE tube amp, perfect, $2695. (310)
397-0141.

r11111081)0Ii5
Free In-Home Audition

risirr Cables
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Enhanced Image
& Focus !
•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CWD •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology. Dunlavy •FAD •Genesis
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan
•Magro •McCormack •MIT •Monster Cable •NBS
•Panamas •ProAc •PSB •Rega •Sanus
•Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VPI •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
1.•04iGobloe
The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
37U
m j i nB
ee aver
, il
Des
A

Ave.
5 03 10

515-255-2134
Specials on our Welssile: lepi/www.audio-keic.com
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PLACETE AUDIO PRF-AMPS —the most transparent available today. Uses only the finest Vishay.
S-102 resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step
volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $20CK1. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 for details
PLACETE AUDIO available now: 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay® S-102 resistors. From $1000. (208) 3426141 or Flarete@aolwm
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60, $1985; Sonic
Frontiers SFS-80, $1375; Theta DS Pro Basic II, balanced, $1065; SOTA Star Sapphire III, $575; Mission
707 1200 Proton D540 integrated amp, $200. All
excellent-mint. Frank (415) 456-6047
AVALON ASCENTS, ($16,500) $7995; Essence
Amethyst 10A speakers, ($19,850) $9995; Basis Debut
Gold Standard with vacuum, Graham 13 toneann,
($11,695) $5595; Gryphon Reference One monos,
($31,500) $10,995; Musical Design SP-1 preamp,
($1295) $495. Or best offers. (815) 885-2085.
McCORMACK DNA-1 AMP, mint, ($1995) $1200.
(518) 798-6558, EST
THRESHOLD T-200 POWER AMPLIFIER in
absolutely flawless condition with original box, manual, and fully transferable 10-year manufacturer's warranty, ($4650) $2995. Stavophile Class A (October
1997). Mark (617) 725-6480 or (617) 284-4154.
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 1 preamp,
($8500) $5000; Audio Research Reference 600,
($30,000) $15,000 OBO; Legacy Coda 220W amp,
($1800) $750; Krell KRC-HR, ($7000) $4200; Meridian 565 with newest upgrade with DTS, AC-3, and
modulator, ($6000) $4200. All mint with boxes and
low usage. Split shipping. Reference 1and Reference
600 package, save $1000. Contact Tim, (575) 686-4800.

High End...
Not High Price
Anthem

McCormack

Audioquest
Audio Truth

Monitor Audio

B&K

Sharpvision

California Audio Labs

Sonic Frontiers

Rega

Cary Audio

Sumiko

Creek

Taddeo

Golden Tube

Tice

Krell
Magnum Dynalab
Marant

Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

SOUKCWORKS

HOME BASE AUDIO proudly announces the ultimate in two-channel, three-dimensional sound;
achieved only with Genesis, Air Tight, Nirvana, and
Altis digital. Please call regarding our monthly specials
and product reviews at (888) 891-7546, or visit us at
www.alstop.com/homebase
PURIST AUDIO PROTEUS speaker cable, Rev.A,
2.5m hi-wire, ($4500) $1600; Harbeth HL-P3 speaker,
rosewood, video-shielded, MOO. (314) 389-4658.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30 amplifier, new
tubes, mint, $1100; VT60, mint, $1300; Boulder 500AE,
excellent, $3000; McCormack DNA-1, mint, $1250;
Micro Power Drive, near mint, $560; PS Audio 200
Delta, mint, $1100; Rowland Model 3 monos, near
mint, $2000; Sonic Frontiers Power 1, low hours, mint,
$1625; Threshold T400, mint, $3200; VTL Deluxe
225 Triode monos, mint, $2300; Audio Research LS2B
Mk.11 preamplifier, mint, $1600; LS3, mint, $925; LSZ
mint, $800; SP14 with phono, near mint, $1150; B&K
Pro 5 with phono, near mint, $175; Coda 02B, near
mint, 1900; Conrad-Johnson Premier 14, mint, 6
months, $2800; Sonic Frontiers Line 1, low hours,
mint, $1625; VAC CLA la, mint, $1000; Lexicon CP1
surround, mint, $325; 500T A/V system controller,
mint, $1000; Audio Research DAC2 converter, mint,
$1200; Classé DAC 1, mint, $2400; EAD DSP-1000
Series II, mint, $375; DSP-1000 Series III, mint, $650;
Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Mk.II, mint, $1050; SFD-2
Mk.1, mint, $1600; Theta I)S Pro Basic II, balanced,
mint, $1000; Timbre TTL mint, $2000; Wadia 1000
DM64 with Sledgehammer, $1500; AMC CD6 player,
excellent, $200; Resolution Audio CD-50, mint, 1
month, $2000; Classé CDT1 transport, mint, $1500;
Sonic Frontiers SFT-1, mint, $1400; Theta Data Basic,
balanced, mint, $775; Dynaudio Contour 2.8 speakers,
mint, 1.5 months, $4000; KEF Reference Series 107/2,
mint, $2300; Mach 1Acoustics DMIO Signature, mint,
$10,000; Thiel CS3.5, near mint, $1100; Thiel CS3.6
mint, $2600; AudioQuest Sterling pure-silver speaker
cable, 8' (2), $800 each; Sterling 2hi-wire, 10', $2300;
Clear, 4', $300; Diamond, RCA, 2m, $540; Lapis, RCA,
2m, $400; lm, $200; Ruby, RCA, 2m (2), $90 ea; MIT
Mi-350 CVTenninator Proline Reference, XL1t, box,
lm, $1475; MITenninator 2, RCA, 15', $210; Panamax
Max 1000+, mint, $180; Purist Colossus Rev.B, XLR,
lm, $500; Colossus Rev.A, XLR, 24', $850; Maximus
Rev..',, XLR, 2m, $400; Colossus Rev..' ,digital, RCA,
1m, $140; Simply Physics Byteline 001, digital,
RCA/I1NC, lm, $80; Synergistic Resolution
Reference Mk.II, RCA, 3m, $1200; TARA SV2 S.video, new, 1m, $25; 3.5m, $65; Transparent Reference, speaker, 10', $2200; Ultra, 10', $1100; 8', $1000;
Reference, XLR, 2m, $2000; RCA, new, 2m, $1000;
10', $1600; Ultra, XLR, $900; RCA, 15m, $210;
Signature digital, XLR, 2m, $265; Yamamura
Millennium 5000, speaker, 5m, $1100; digital, XLR,
0.8m, $280. Trevor, (302)737-2606.
JADIS DPL LINE-STAGE PREAMP, ($4300) $1750
OBO; MIT Z-2 isolator, $300; Adcom ACE-515, $85;
AudioQuest Jade, 4' hi-wire, $100; NoiseTrapper
power strip, $100. Jon, (973) 927-5553, 6-10pm EST
RC/TEL 955AX CD player, excellent condition, plus
accessories. Call Al (607) 565-8438.
EASTERN AUDIO —ARC DAC3, ($4000) $2095;
V140, ($8000) $3995; Bitwise MS1 (Stereophile Class B,
April 1991), ($1991) $599; McCormack Cl) Drive,
($2000) $699; Pioneer Elite CLD97, ($2500) $1000;
VSX99 (AC-3), $1295; Snell B Minor, ($3703) $1995.
Also Cary, C-J, Krell, Meridian, ProAc, Threshold...
and more. (718) 961-8256.
SONY CDP-X707ES CD, mint, $950. (212) 861-6831.
BELL MICH AMP, ($3000) $1200. (914) 429-6469
voice, fax (914) 429-4339.

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

DUNLAVY SC-IV, black, $3500 without shipping.
Manin Labrrequç (514) 928-3983, fax (514) 875-9364.

116 264.0410

ICRELL ICAV-300i, $1850; Acurus DIA100, $650;
NHT SW3P, $800; Rotel RSP-960AX pre/processor
with remote, $300. Cad, (978) 342-6753, 9pm-10pm
weekdays, 9am-10pm weekends EST
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PASS A 12, $8300; ALEPH Premote, $2800; Aleph 5,
$2600; Cary CAD-88SEI 20W triode SE integrated,
$1600; 300 SE Signature, $2800. (801) 226-1018.
TIMING IS EVERYTHING! What is flat frequency
response without accurate phase response? Anyone can
reproduce the loudness of anote correctly; no one but
Daniels Audio releases these notes in the same rime
frame as the original performance! For those who are
familiar with the sound of unamplified instruments,
and who are interested in the accurate re-creation of
the original musical performance, Daniels Audio offers
a complete line of phase-coherent loudspeakers
(53500+), preamplifiers (52350+). Cl) players
(51450+), and cables. Daniels Audio Corporation, 1001 N.
Humphny Ave., Oak Park, IL 60302. Tel. (708)383-3319,
fix (708) 383-3230. On the web: uninerlanielsaudiecom
IMMEDIA'S NEEI)LE NECTAR, awater-based stylus cleaner that will amaze you. Hear for the first time
what aclean stylus really sounds like. Guaranteed satisfaction. Call Media Access, (800) 830-1575. I3ealer
inquiries invited.
FOR SALE: SUPERPHON 4005 AMP, 200Wpc, dualmono power supplies. Installed by Stan Warren in B&K
EX-442 chassis. $525 including shipping in continental
US. Craig Nana; (770)457-8748 &fort. 16Èm EST
NBS 6' DRAGONFLY AC cord, ($150) $99; NBS 6outlet power strip, ($800) $325; Krell Cogelco/Yellow,
8.5m, XLR, (5190(1) $700; Transparent Ultra, 15',
spades, ($2540) $1300; Genesis V, ($15,000) $7500;

GENESIS STEALTH AMP, remote, adjustable bias,
balanced I/0, 160 lbs, picture and specs available by email, ($9000) $5500 OBO. (818) 920-1938, e-mail helloh0@aotrom

THETA PRO BASIC 3a, mint, (12695) $1599; Melos
SHA-Gold B, mint, ($1995) $1199; Audio Research
D4C0 Mk.II. mint, ($6000) $3200. (816) 340-2109 Pl!
(816) 628-2038 H.

McCORMACK AMPLIFIERS go from good to fantastic! Steve McCormack (their original creator) has
developed upgrades that transform the DNA series. If
you're an owner —or have been searching for an outstanding amplifier —contact SMr Audio at (760) 7320352, 9-6 PST M-F; SMcAudio@aolrom

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, Issues 1and 2. Includes
very rare unreleased color cover with different logo for
Issue 1. $200 0130. (732) 937-8371.

VAC 90C1 WITH AMPEREX BB EL34, $3000;Jadis
DPMC phono preamp, only 12500; Marantz 7C and
8B originals, $4500; Nakainichi 700ZXL tape deck,

SUPER EARMAX MINIATURE TUBE HEA13PHONE amplifier now joining the world-famous
Eannax: will drive two low-impedance headphones!
Also Morch (toneanns), Verdier (Supertable and 300 B
amplifier, assembled or kit), Top Hats, D'Feet dampers,
European LPs/CDs! Audio Advancements, Box 100,
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (973) 633-1151. one our site:
unineaudioadvancements.wm !

$600; Canton Karat 950DC with Target HJ24T, $750;
Mc 101 equalizer, 19" faceplate type, 1200. Tube
Testers: Triplett 3444, $350; Hickok 539A, $250;
Hickok 6000A, $225; TV7D/U, $200. NOS Tubes:
GE 21 VVT4C, $100 each; Quad GEC ICT66 clear
bottles, $600 quad; RCA 613J8 Britain, $15 each; 10x
6550 GE (Tungsol) for $750. Others, call. (703) 2553217, (703) 255-3718 fax, e-mail or#188@erols.rom

AIR TIGHT ATC-2 PREA/vIP, Counterpoint SA-9
phono equalizer, Koetsu Pro IV cartridge, Sony PCM
701; all mint. (973) 746-2794.
CELLO PERFORMANCE AMPS, $8500/pair,
AudioSuite preamp with master power supply, $7500;
EMT 927 turntable, BO. (610) 891-0803.

Mirage BPSS-210 subwoofer, (12200) $11130; Apogee
DAX/PS, s/#41197, ($4000) $1550; C.E.C. TL 2,
($3000) $1800; Wadia 25, ($4750) $3100; Pass
Laboratories Aleph I' remote, ($4000) $2200; ARC
PH2, silver, s/41,42358002, ($2500) $1150; Hailer Trans
Nova 9505, ($2200) $1300; Gryphon Exorcist, ($150)
$99. COD with shipping prepaid, Los Angeles, CA.
(818)
920-1938, fax (818)
920-1989, e-mail
hellohtfi@aolcont.

connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TK1), Heicfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Deflex panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Mirhat4 Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415)
669-7181, fax (415)699-7558.

The
Eggleston
Speakers

Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
630-789- I990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
3I2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Magnepan, Mark
Levinson, MartinLogan, Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Revel, Son us Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Well Tempered,
Z Systems, and
many more.

auDio consul:ran-1
s
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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ROWLAND CONSONANCE WITH REMOTE,
mint, no phono, $1650. (508) 887-3997.
HAFLER DH AMPLIFIERS, long interconnects.
cable. Gary, (519) 944-6335.
MARTIN-LOGAN REQUEST, mint, ($4500) $3200;
MIT 750 bi-wire, 15', ($1275) $625; Audio Control
C101 EQ/Analyzer, ($350) $175; all manuals, boxes,
warranties. Local pickup preferred for speakers (OH).
(440) 526-8301.
MARK LEVINSON NOs36, 37, 38, brand-new in
box, $3350 each; Pioneer Elite DVL-90, never used,
$1500. John, (516) 767-8486.
LEVINSON NO20.6 MON013LOCKS (fresh
Madrigal tune-up) with Ins Kimber 8AG (pure silver),
$9000 including shipping US. Wadia 6CD player with
digital volume, $2500. AudioTnidi Diamond X3, Ins,
$500; 3m, $1150. (505) 281-3095.

Once Is Not Enouh...
Ireally am not interested in making

the quick, one time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor.
-Calen Carol

We also Feature:

CLASSÉ CA-200, $2075; DR-51., $975; AudioQueg
Midnight (3), 6', $140; Quartz (3), $80. (718) 464-2469.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK60 amp,
$2750. (219) 264-9495.

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elisa, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yaniamura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio

You are invited
to audition

Mart

Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference line, (AD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Alen, Von Schweikert, VPI, Meridian, BEL Accephase,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arcata, CAL,
Rego, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines os won

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 18217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galen@gcaudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSIEEN (pa)

MARTIfiLOGPCI

PR OC E ED c
aj
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audioquest

audio research
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SHOPPE
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KRELL KPS-30i CD player, mint, ($4950) $2750
0130; Classé Six MIc.11 L preamplifier, remote, reference cables, silver, ($3600) $1650 0130; Transparent
Ultra, 1m, RCA, ($900) $550; premium bi-wire
jumpers, ($220) 8100; 1Cimber PowerKord, 6', (8185)
$105. Call (512) 2314856.
PASS ALEPH 0 MONOBLOCK amps for sale, 3
years old, updated 1year ago to current specs, excellent
condition with original wooden shipping crates,
($8000/pair) $3350/pair plus shipping. E-mail
sstone8807@aolcorn or call Stem (303) 440-8527.
TICE POWER BLOCK III, high-power version,
$900 firm; Levinson No.31.5 transport, $8000. (860)
688-0038.
$CALL — IHAVE A BIG TURNAROUND: Pass
Aleph 2, 84500; Aleph 3, $1600; Accuphase DP75,
$6500; Tice PB3 $1100; Velodyne F180OR II, $1500;
XGS12, $1500; Dynaudio 1.3, $1510; Sunfire Amp,
$1595; Cinema, $1750; Plinius SA100, $2895; Grado
Reference cartridge, $925. (415) 897-5616.
McINTOSH MR78, $850; MR80, $900; C38, $1000;
MC 2500, $1650; C22 Mk2, $1600; MC275 Mk2,
$2600 MC2205, $1100; MC2200, $575; MC2100,
$450; MC2105, $600. Krell Studio, $1000; Krell KRS200, 87500. Spectral DMC5, $600. Crown SA-2, $650;
DL-2, $1000. DYNA ST-70, $250. Klync SK5A, $875.
(713) 728-4343.
MERIDIAN 504 TUNER, ($1300) $799. Classé
CDT!, ($2500) $1695; Classé DAC 1, ($4000) $2595.
Meridian 518 digital processor ($1900) $1325.
Transparent Audio speaker cables and interconnects
(RCA, balanced): Ultra, Super, Plus, 35-60% below
retail!!! David, (517) 337-8362 &ion. lOpm EST ¡awe specific message

WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Gerslunan
Acoustics, KrelL Levinson, Martin-Legan, mbl, MIT,
NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many
more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or
visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Si, Flushire, NY 11358.
Tel (718) 961-8842, five (718)886-9530. He End Audio.
ACCUPHASE DC-61 D/A, ($6000) $3900; DP-75,
$5500; Clayton M-70 monos, ($5600) $2900;
McIntosh MC-2500, mint, $2500; Cary CAD-805,
$4350/pair, Levinson No26 with phono, $2900; Krell
1CMA-100, $2500/pair; Manley Reference DAC,
($10,000) $3900; Threshold S-500 Stasis A/AB, latest,
($4000) $1800; Carver Amazing Panels, piano black.
new, $1600; EAD DSP-7000, $650; Oracle Delphi
with ET-2 arm, $1200; VTL Ultimate preamp, ($4000)
$1200. Fred, (909)627-3869.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 Mk.II, $1200; Sumiko Blue
Point Special, $150. AudioQuest 404B, $100; Ruby, $50;
Emerald, $2003. Red Double hi-wire speaker cable, 6',
$75; Blue III tonearm cable, $75. (718)59A9746.
HAVE A SMALL, UNVENTED, UNHEATSINKED component? Does it run too hot? Put your
hand on it... Answer yes? You need aHot Head, a
recycled heat-transfer device. (970) 625-9016.
HAVE AN AUDIO ALCHEMY V1.0 headphone
amp or any other unvented or unheatsinked small
component? One Hot Head, arecycled heat-transfer
device, pulls out over 10% of the heat. (970) 625-9016.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over 5years, thousands of audiophiles
have used our publication to buy and sell used audio
gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure and
sample issue. Audio Trading Times, (715) 479-3103.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
' side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-niait and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to tun in the April 1998 Sterrophiir, you must submit it with payment by February 2, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
L.1Iprefer to pay by Ul Visa U MasterCard 0 American Express
My card • is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

0 Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

COUNTERPOINT SA-20, 220 upgrade, Goldendragon tubes, tube coolers, excellent condition,
$1250. (970) 625-9016.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Miragt CA 92270.
Tel/fax (888) 872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th Si, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OToole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, tel/fax (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD 8c LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock,
Alternative, Audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASI)), more.
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
&charm', 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 9210881, wwwpretcom
LPs & REEL TAPES: Audiophile, Classical, Opera.
Write, call, fax, or e-mail for monthly list of 3500
items. Irvington Muss, 9580 NW Conwll Rd, Portland,
OR 97229, USA. (503) 297-211Z (503) 297-2138 fax, email immusic@spiritonecom
AUDIOPHILE
RECORD SERVICE
(ARS):
Tclefunken reissues, RCA Mancini reissues available
through Media Access. Call for reprints of Ultimate
Audio's review. (800) 830-1575. Dealer inquiries invited.
CLASSIC RECORDS? WE'LL BEAT anybody's
price! Same goes for DCC, MFSL, TBM, Decca, EMI,
and more. Why pay retail? Better Records carries all
the finest audiophile LP reissue labels at the lowest discounted prices. Recommendations arc always free. Call
now and receive free shipping on your first order. (800)
487-8611 or (818) 980-3313, 10-5 PST

Wanted
WANTED: VTL 225, must be original owner;
Micromega Stage II; AudioQuest Green speaker cable.
(518) 798-6558.
WANTED: PROAC 3.5 SPEAKERS; Seismic Sink,
30-70 lbs; XL0 Signature 1.1 interconnect, 1m. (973)
628-8141.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, comer speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JUL Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Colchen, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
WANTED: MAR.ANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, WE
1086 amps, BEL, AVO tube tester, Sequerra FM-1. Top
prices paid. (818) 241-3344, fax (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
IIEL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
ElectroVoice, Jensen, JBL, Tammy, and others. Also:
Tubes: Western Electric 252A, 300B, and KT66, KT77,
KTF38. Richard Sharisky, RO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178. (617) 484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON prcamps Nos26
and 26S; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.

Name

Company

Street
State
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City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

WANTED: OLD, NEW McINTOSH, MARANTZ,
JUL EV, Bozak, Altec, Tannoy, Jensen, Dyna, Fairchild,
EMT, Linn, SME, Thorens, Krell, Levinson, Cello,
Goldrnund, Koctsu, tubes, etc. Maury Grrb, (713) 7284343, fax (713) 723-1301.
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I
e.co m — the best thing
we've done in years, or yet another
example of our villainy? Both,
according to our readers. I'm not sure
that's the absolute definition of success,
but I'm glad that at least some of you like
our dot corn, and I'm delighted that so
many people are trying it out (2200 different people a day for the first three
weeks). We reached our millionth "hit
in 18 days, though hits don't mean much
by themselves.
Thank you! It took us a long time
to figure out what might be an acceptable
starting point. We were militantly opposed to the home-page-just-to-have-ahome-page approach from the very start
Doing something because everyone's
doing it is usually areason not to do it.
But what to do? Both John Atkinson and
Iwere pretty sure we didn't want to reproduce print in an electronic medium. Print's
more efficient at delivering large numbers
of words—and we didn't want electronic
sources to displace our print version, which,
after all, signs our paychecks.
But being online has tremendous
advantages. John was clucking last week
over the satisfaction he gets from seeing a
story "in print" online just two days after
the press conference that inspired the
story. Personnel movements in the hi-fi
industry, the latest news on Divx, voting
on hot topics, the latest RIAA statistics,
reader comments on the latest HI-FI
Show — the Web is great for many things
that don't work nearly as well in print.
So give www.stereophile.com a shot.
It's definitely not the end of the
world, and we feel it's agreat beginning.
We're constantly adding to its content,
and web sites can evolve much faster
than magazines. Two years is afair trial
period to give a magazine, but web
sites evolve fast enough for three
months to include atremendous amount
of change.
Best of all, you'll tell us what you think.
It's common for people to notice how
many negative letters Stereophde publishes.
Some even imagine that JA has amasochistic streak, and "Letters" is just his way
of giving himself those licks he likes.
Not at all. We're all quite sensitive
to what you think —some of us more
than others, naturally — but "Letters" is a
Stereophile, February 1998

Word

crucial part of Stereophde fulfilling its mission. We aim to be the hi-fi magazine of
record—the one that everyone reads,
whether they like us or not, just to stay in
touch with what's going on.

DVD-Audio can be heard in all its
96kHz/24-bit glory — or an alternate
high-resolution version — we'll be the
first to tell you about it. If there's agreat
product, we've reviewed it or we're about
to. Or if there's an upstart company no
one's heard of— we aim to tell you first.
Personnel movements
With product reviews, we're frequently
not the first. We even encourage manuin the hi-fi industry, the
facturers not to send us the first review
latest news on Divx, voting sample, and we definitely don't knowingly
review prototypes. Yes, it's great to be first
with the news, but any manufacturer's
on hot topics, the latest
first production run oía product is alearnRIAA statistics, reader
ing experience. Nothing rolls off the line
exactly the way it was prototyped to do,
comments —the Web
and it takes awhile for things to settle
down — kind of like breaking in aloudis great for many things
speaker. Stereophde gives up the scoop so
that our review, when it happens, genthat don't work nearly
uinely represents the product you might
buy in astore, set up with the care agood
as well in print.
dealer would exercise.
Which is why your letters are so imporAn arrogant claim, many would say,
tant to the fulfillment of our mission.
and it wouldn't be the first time. Iset off Who could read the last few issues
afirestorm afew years ago by asserting
of Stereophde and not realize that there's
that other hi-fi magazines were "well,
adifference of opinion about the perforunnecessary." Ididn't actually say that
mance of the Souther/Clearaudio tonethey were, only that our goal was to make
arm? Who could walk away without
them so.
having some thought about double-blind
In reality, Idon't think they're unnecestesting — the yearning many express for
sary at all. Any subject worth caring
its "certitudes," and the doubts many
about has many commentators. Wes
others ponder? Who could be unaware of
Phillips' review of the Dynaudio Contour
the "battle" between those who love the
3.3 last month gave you agreat idea of what
cleanness and certainty of digital comthe loudspeaker sounds like, but anyone
pared to the messy beauty of analog?
interested in laying out 7000 clams should
Where else will you find the certainties of
also be interested in multiple opinions. I men who ridicule the presence of women
know that's what Ido when I'm making a in "their" hobby gamely countered by
big expenditure in an area where Ican't perwomen who refuse to hide their love of
sonally "audition" all the possibilities. Ilook
great sound reproduction?
for as wide arange of input as possible.
Or, as Imentioned at the beginning,
But there are some places Ihave to have
who could doubt that there's controversy
heard from before I'm ready to act. When
about the content of our web site?
it comes to sound reproduction, Stereophde
"Slicker'n asnake in Crisco" in "Letters"
aims to be that place. If Divx matters,
even makes it clear he wants our web site
you'll hear from us on the subject. When
to provide everything the print version
does — and more, no doubt! — so he can
stop sending us money for the paper
Stercophile — V4.2/ No2, Iiinuary 1998, 11,11C Number
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ly, $35 per year for
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to do, I'm convinced the web site will
Dekado, Sella I,, NM 87501. Periodical postage paid at
never satisfy everyone — but it's our
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latest effort to be the hi-fi publication
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of record. If you keep helping us, we'll
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Technology alone does not ensure musical performance. In the
Wadia 850 we have refined our technical innovations using a
deep appreciation for music as our guide. The result is sound
so vivid and compelling, you will find yourself captivated by
the Wadia 850 - and even more, by the passion and power
of music.

We
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Tel

Digital

715-426-5900
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Street,

River

http://www.wadia.com

Falls,
Fax
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54022

715-426-5665

A Powerful
1-2 Combination For
Your System

I

t's so hard to discuss only two AudioQuest
cables. We make such awide range, from /
inexpensive on up, from speaker cables to y
interconnects for audio, video and digital. /
Actually, they're all inexpensive. In an appro- ire
priate system they all make the most differ-'
ence for the least money. Here are two
extremely sophisticated, yet highly affordable examples of what we are all about.
AudioQuest's fine tuned technology is on display in Type 6.
«laire",..
Our classic Hyperlitz construction employs a circle of solid
111111keLong Grain Copper (LGC) conductors, aregular fixed geometry
which provides significant magnetic isolation
between the conductors. All conductors are solid in
order to avoid strand interaction, the single greatest
source of cable distortion. Spread Spectrum Technology
(SST) is evidenced by the use of three different sizes of
conductors. SST defocuses the sonic signature of any single
size of conductor, providing amuch greater sense of power
and transparency than ever before. The cable just plain gets out of
the way, which is all any good cable ever should do. In addition to being an ideal full range cable, Type 6is also biwire friendly.
Different preparation techniques allow it to be used as an ideal single-biwire cable for high or low crossover speakers.
TYPE 6

Topaz Audio interconner
Low level cables don't have to transfer the large magnetic fields that cause so many of the probTOPAZ
lems in speaker cables. Interconnect cables don't ca rr ypower ,th ey carry i
nf
ormat i
on, del i
cate information
M•I le

which would also be damaged by strand interaction or inferior materials.
Topaz employs Double-Balanced construction. Unlike normal cables, the
positive and negative conductors are identical . The 100% coverage

MATERIAL QUALITY -COPPER GRAIN STRUCTURE
FPC

OFHC

shield is only connected at one end, insuring that it will not be used as
an inferior conducting path. All metal conductors are actually made of
pieces called "grains". Normal high-purity copper has 1,500 such grains lengthwise in a Drawn
single foot of conductor. OFHC copper has 400 grains per foot. Topaz's exceptional FPC
copper has single grains which are 700 feet long. What you hear is far cleaner, more realistic and less fatiguing. Properly plated
connectors and the finest solder are acouple more reasons why Topaz provides such extraordinarily high performance.
These are just two of the many AudioQuest cables which will help your system deliver its best one-two combination.

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA. Tel 714-425-1110, Fax 714-425-0101, info@audioquest.com
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